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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our time machine. It may look like a book, but don't let its innocent
appearance fool you. There are no whirling dials and control levers; but once you
turn over the next page, it'll take you on an incredible journey backwards in time.
You'll find yourself back in the 1920's, when Australia's first few radio stations
were just getting established.

We make no apologies - it's a nostalgia trip. In this modern world of colour
TV, video cassette recorders, digital CD records, and personal computers, it's easy
to forget that only 60 years ago none of these things existed. Radio or "wireless"
had only just begun, and people were still adjusting to the wonder of this new and
exciting technology.

The department stores were selling radio sets in big cabinets, with fanciful
flared horn loudspeakers and staggering price tags. A typical set cost around 50
pounds, for example - as you'll see. When you consider that the average male
weekly wage in Australia at the time was almost exactly five pounds, this was
obviously a small fortune: around ten week's wages, or the equivalent of about
$4000 in today's money!

Small wonder that the only way for many people to get a radio was to build
their own. In order to do so, they needed the special parts. So a new type of
retail/wholesale store sprang up: the "radio dealer".

They also needed information - where to get the parts, how to build your
own set, which stations to tune in for, and details of the programmes being
broadcast. To meet this need, a new weekly magazine sprang into being late in
1922. It was called "Wireless Weekly", and it was one of the first radio magazines
in the world.

This book is a collection of the highlights from early issues of Wireless
Weekly. We've chosen them carefully, to try to give you the best possible insight
into Australian radio in the twenties.

We've taken the material from issues in 1927, because this year was a
particularly interesting one. The first few stations - all privately owned - had
just been established in the capital cities, with regular broadcasts each day (well,
most days!), and already quite a few radio dealers were advertising parts. There
were even a few firms starting to offer locally -made sets.

At the same time, it was in 1927 that Australian radio broadcasting was
already coming to the end of its pioneering era. The early days when an amateur
entrepreneur could set up his own station were drawing to a close. Shortly after
this, the industry would be taken over and formalised, first by big business and
then by the Federal Government.

In 1927, issues of Wireless Weekly sold for three pence and consisted of 64
pages with a cover. Each issue contained an editorial or "leader", some news
stories, background on what was happening at the stations, and a .programme
listing for the next week. There was also some technical information, to help those
who wanted to build or instal their own set.

What we've done here is pick out the most interesting bits from quite a few
issues. You'll find some front covers, a few editorials, some of the best news
items, a collection of typical do-it-yourself radio set designs, and some selected
pages from the programme listings. Plus a generous sprinkling of the original
advertisements, of course. These are particularly fascinating, because they show
prices and put everything into a proper context.

Here are a few things to note as you take this journey back in time. As you
can see from the program listings, by mid -1927 there were only three stations in
Sydney broadcasting regularly most days. Similarly there were only two in

Melbourne, and one each in Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Later in the year a
fourth station appeared in Sydney, 2UW.
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Remember that all of the stations operating in 1927 were still privately owned.
2FC was owned by the retailer Farmer and Company, 2BL by Broadcasters Ltd,
2GB by the Theosophical Society and 2UW by Otto Sandell. In Melbourne, 3L0
was owned by the Broadcasting Co. of Australia, and 3AR by the Associated
Radio Company. The Australian Broadcasting Commission didn't come into being
until 1932.

You can see from the data panels in the program listings that the short-wave
bands weren't too crowded, either. There were a few stations in the USA for the
short-wave fan to tune for, plus the Dutch station PCJJ run by the Philips
company. That was about it!

Already in 1927 quite a lot of early work on television had been done by
inventors in a variety of countries. A picture of one of these appears on one of the
Wireless Weekly covers we've reproduced: the Scot John Logie Baird. However,
very little of this work had been seen in Australia, and this probably explains the
rather skeptical comments in the editorial on the subject.

To give you an insight into reader attitudes, we've squeezed in a few pages
from Wireless Weekly's "Safety Valve" column. This was a forum for reader
letters, and you can see one of the controversies which raged in the column during
the year: whether or not there was too much religious programming.

Whatever happened to Wireless Weekly? In 1939 it changed into a monthly,
called "Radio & Hobbies". Sixteen years later, just before television broadcasting
began in Australia, the name was changed to "Radio, TV & Hobbies". Then in
1965, the name was changed again to "Electronics Australia", to indicate the way
its subject area was becoming ever broader. It's still going strongly today, after
sixty-three years of continuous publishing - one of the longest established
electronics magazines in the world.

So Wireless Weekly lives on, in today's Electronics Australia - the leading
electronics magazine in the country.

One person has been associated with and responsible for the magazine far
longer than anyone else: Neville Williams. Neville started with it in the early
1940s, and retired as Editor -in -Chief in 1983. He still writes for it regularly as a
consultant. We thought it would be appropriate for him to write a foreword to this
commemorative book, and we're delighted that he was able to accept our
invitation to do so. You'll find it overleaf.

OK now, settle into a comfortable chair and read on. If you find half as much
fascination and enjoyment in reading it as we have in preparing it, you're in for
many hours of fun!

MANAGING EDITOR Jamieson Rowe
LAYOUT & ASSEMBLY Brian Jones
PUBLISHER Michael Hannan

An Electronics Australia Publication

Published by The Federal Publishing Company Pty Ltd,
140 Joynton Avenue, Waterloo 2017 Australia.

Jim Rowe

National Library of Australia card number and
ISBN 0 86405 086 0
Copyright © The Federal Publishing Company
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FOREWORD
Without any great feat of memory, I can recall the days when there was not a

single radio set in the NSW country town or indeed in the district where I spent
my boyhood. There was no friendly voice in the corner, to be switched on or off at
will; no news and no weather forecasts other than in the morning papers, which
arrived belatedly each day by train; no way to check the time, except by the clock
in the stationmaster's office!

As for music, you had to provide your own, unless you were one of the
fortunate few who owned a wind-up phonograph and a handful of records to go
with it.

It is of little wonder that, when radio finally appeared on the scene, it had
such an enormous social impact. With it came music, talks, religious services,
news, market and weather reports, time signals - in short, information, diversion
and companionship at the turn of a switch.

As Jim Rowe has pointed out in his introduction, domestic radio did not come
cheaply at first, as measured either by the cost of receivers or the batteries to
power them. Even when you owned a receiver, you certainly didn't leave it run all
day. You searched the week's programs for items that you most wanted to hear
and hoped fervently that the signal would not be blotted out on the day by
atmospheric static.

If the wanted program was being broadcast from the capital in another state,
you hoped even more fervently that you would still be able to pick it up. There
was no networking in those days; no economical way to relay programs over long

-.distances; no really practical means of recording them for re -broadcast elsewhere.
That's the way it was back in the middle '20s - sixty years ago. By 1927, any

lingering doubts about the future of radio (or "wireless") had largely disappeared.
The pressure was on for families to buy (or build) a radio set, to string up a large
outdoor aerial and proclaim to the world that they had joined the ranks of regular
listeners.

Living with radio was a totally new experience, with implications probably
more profound, in their day, than anything that was to follow. For the first time,
radio brought the outside world right into the home instantly and intimately. Think
of this as you sample the articles, the letters, the programs and the attitudes of
1927 - itself a significant year in the history of domestic radio.

1927 saw the start of a boom which peaked in the early '30s, with a whole new
generation of new -look receivers and an industry target of a radio in every home;
this, with a proliferation of stations to serve them. Three generations, born since
then, have never known a world without instant music, instant news and, indeed
instant communication.

As a writer and editor, it has been of absorbing
interest to share in, and report on, technical progress
from the pioneering days of "wireless" to the
fascinating world of "electronics", which grew out of
it. But I wonder, in all that time, whether there has
ever been a broadcast more memorable than a voice
from the Moon announcing: "We have lift-off!"

Neville Williams
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Friday, 2nd Septethber, 1927. WIRELESS WEEKLY

EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT

The UDISCO

Man will

Demonstrate

in Your

Home FREE

of Cost.

MANILLA ! LOS ANGELES ! on Five Valves ! even Japan under favourable conditions
SIMPLICITY ITSELF.

The Udisco One -Dial Super Neut. surpasses
even the wonder of Aladdin's lamp. The
Udisco owner has twentieth century magic at
his command-in his own home.
Aladdin had to "fish" for the Genie of the
Lamp, and was never quite sure of results,
but the Udisco One -Dial Super Neut. owner is
certain of getting just what he wants. By
a gentle half -turn of the One -Dial, Space
vanishes and the Genie of the Super Neut.
brings all the Music of the Spheres at your
command.
The Udisco One -Dial Super Neut. is the Open
Sesame to the limitless Realms of Pleasure.

The

Ideal Set
for the

Country

Free Demonstrations in your Own Home
'Phone 13 7921 or your local dealer, and
appoint the hour for a free demonstra-
tion in your own home. Within a few
minutes he will show you how easily you
can get any one of a score of Stations
from any part of the Commonwealth.
No litter or fuss. No outside aerials
nor gadgets of any kind. The Udisco
One -Dial Super-Neut. is simplified per-
fection, and has rendered tens of
thousands of sets obsolete.

DANCES ! SONGS ! SPORT ! OPERA ! MARKET REPORTS ! LECTURES ! STORIES !

UDISCO " SUPER-NEUT ONE -DIAL
Australian Patents 20.643124.

U.S.A. Patents 1010918.
British and Canadian Patents

Pending.

Daylight

Reception

The Australian Invention
that astounded the
Wireless World.

Attractive Terms Arranged. Small Deposit Balance over Twelve Months

Interstate
Stations

PRICES : 4 Valve Set with Philips A609 Valves
5

£20 Complete Sets of Acces-£30! sories, including Loud
Cancelling all Previous 6 £40 Speaker, from £12 up-

wards extra
Prices 8 / £55

FULL PARTICULARS AND DEMONSTRATIONS AT

United Distributors Limited
72 Clarence Street, and 28a Martin Place, SYDNEY

Sole Australian Distributors of "RAY -0 -VAC" BATTERIES
343 Queen St., 27 Chesser St., 26 Queen St.. Cr. Jervois Quay & Harris St., 66 Charles St.,
BRISBANE ADELAIDE PERTH WELLINGTON, NZ. LAUNCESTON, Tas.

664 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 109 Collins Street, HOBART

4 AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY
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Friday, 16th December, 1927. WIRELESS WEEKLYW.M

Radio's Latest Broadcast RECEIVER
COLMOVOX 1928 Super Eight
Standard Battery Model All Electric Model

£62/10/- £75

Tunes in all Australian and New Zealand Stations on Loop Aerial

ALWAYS READY ALWAYS RIGHT GUARANTEED

Colville Moore Wireless Supplies Ltd.
'PHONE, B2261 10 Rowe Street (Near Hotel Australia) SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY 6
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Dr. J. A. Fleming.
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herminnic %fake.
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ir.111, one of your
ANIPLION Loud
Spif I receive
broadcast most

plendidly."

9he
SENIOR
DRAGON
with Oak Flare:type A11.65 -0

"4 -British and Best"

r___ 5-10"Om

Other Models from
25'-to.C9-10-0.

The popular " Dragon " shape-at once
graceful and efficient - with wooden
flare of Jacobean oak finish. Improved
appearance-pleasing mellow tone.
A full size, well designed, well balanced
and exceedingly efficient Loud Speaker,
with the Amplion Hall -mark, for five
pounds, ten shillings.

PEI
f4 Watkl:(3 StcuidatclOikeith3Ab .ealz.ex

Araplion (Attatriilarir) Limited, Mallreurne Laig
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Home Made Sets-are they Decreasing ?

IT would be interesting if we could find
out the number of receivers in use
that are home made. By home made

one means. of course, the assembling to-
gether of component parts of the set ob-
tained front radio traders.

We are apt to class all sets not made
completely in the factory as home made.
Actually there are very few sets that can
properly be called home made. Home as-
sembled is a better description. There may
he,.and probably are, still a few crystal
nets that are made up by the enthusiastic
and energetic gm nerd Crum details supplied
by the various wireless traders. The pre-
paration of the former, winding of the coil
or coils and making of the connections and
even the cat whisker-all the work of
making a crystal receiver, except the actual
crystal itself-that constitutes a home-made
sit really. In some cases, indeed, the
actual piece of crystal is obtained other
than from a wireless shop.

In the construction of "home-made"
valve sets one comes across energetic
workers, who make up the inductances, re-
sistances and the condensers-all, in fact.
but the valves. Thus we can say that there
are some sets that cannot unreasonably be
called home-made sets. But the number
of home -assembled sets is probably greater.
So many traders are selling component
parts with very complete instructions for
assembly. And there are many "kits" that
are really comolete sets disassembled or
disconnected and all ready for assembling.
The purchasers of these kits must constitute
a large proportion of the listeners. Not
only in the metropolitan districts but in
the country centres are these sets found.
Undoubtedly, the greater number is in the
ruburban areas. Crystal sets and what
might be termed low -powered valve sets
are plentiful in those parts. The owners of
the sets are near to the traders, and any
difficulties met with in finally assembling

the set or in testing it can be remedied, as
advice is thus easily obtained.

We must admire the amateur set builder
in the back country who constructs his set.
Ho has few of the advantages and facilities
of his city friends, and his difficulties after
he has once started to tune in are greater.
The important factor of selectivity does not
play such a part in a country operated set.
One can easily operate a 4 -valve set for
inter -state reception in the country with
comfortable selectivity; whereas the same
set operated within, say, twenty miles of a
station like M.O. Melbourne, would prove
very unsatisfactory front the selectivity
point of view.

The more one ponders the subject, the
more evident it becomes that we are a long
way from the phonograph state. That is.
from the stage when all the sets in use
will be factory made. And it is probably
just as well. There is a charm in the as-
sembling of your own set-or the tinkering
with its assembly. Provided that that is
done with knowledge there is no great risk.

The radio traders will continue to offer
various types of components. The concen-
tration on design in all countries will re
sult in improvements and changes that will
surely be tried out. And it will be good
for the development of the industry.

The wireless papers show no abatement
of the quantity of instructions for the as-
sembly of sets, and the tests of new com-
ponents. The instructions are generally
very complete and the data, including dia-
grams, are of sufficient clearness and detail
for anyone of average ability to follow. So
long as the use of interfering circuits is not
encouraged this procedure cannot be con-
demned.

Thus we see there is nut much likelihood
of the home assembled set disappearing, or
being reduced in any quantity.

AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY 9
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The Elec-Tru-Tone
gives you music !

Any old phonograph
can now be easily and
cheaply converted into
a powerful instrument ..

Improved reproduction of phonograph re-
cords by the use of the Elec-Tru-Tone will
amaze you. No matter what kind of instru-
ment you have you can change it instantly
into one of the new electric reproducing
machines. The Elec-Tru-Tone is simply
placed over the tone arm and the plug in-
serted in the detector socket of your radio:
the speaker is plugged in as usual. You will
find this appliance a great hit at your next
dance party or musical evening. Obtainable
from leading Phonograph or Radio Stores, or
from Harringtons.

PRICE £8 : 10 : 0

The

Planifier

If you do nor have a
Radio Set. YOU can use

the Elec-Tru-Tone withthe "Pleniner---a
stage reoletance. coupled
amplifier, using the or-
dinary valves and power
valve. with Batteries. as
used in a Radio Set.

PRICE

£2:10:0

LO

c.o.d.. ill sent on
Fol Connivent, Since 11111.

386 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY.
11 o at Newcastle, 1i:tombs, hie/bourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,

Wellington (N2.), Auckland (N.Z.).

10 AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY
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Some Notes on Television.

SOME prominence has been given
lately in the non -technical press
to the subject of Television.

Cabled reports from London refer to
"Televisor" sets that are being pro-
duced or likely to be produced in the
near future, and to be sold at very
low prices. Sets developed by a radio
engineer from Hungary are to be sold
at twenty pounds.

Such statements demand careful
analysis by people concerned with
the proper development of wireless,
and of broadcasting in particular. The

are prone to accept
attractive statements like that with-
out question, and look forward con-
fidently to having televisors or "look-
ing -in" attachments wired to their
receivers. They expect that such de-
sirable new facilities will be available
in a month or so. If they are not
obtainable, and are not up to expec-
tations, some harm is done to wire-
less generally.

ft is that type of statement, tan -
qualified, and only in part explained,
that has done considerable harm to
wireless. Well meaning enthusiasts
have spoken a few guarded words
about new devices or methods which
they were developing, and before they
can have any properly completed or
tested samples available the public
are told of revolutionary departures
and improvements that are available
to broadcast listeners or to other
wireless users. The listeners find on
enquiry that the new device is either
not available, or is only partly com-
pleted. A state of mind bordering on

FRIDAY, Sail SEPTV.MRFR, 1927.

suspicion or scepticism develops, and
caution gives way to enthusiasm.

This has been noticed in the his-
tory of broadcasting in Australia as
in all other countries. A new circuit
is announced. It is the last word in
simplicity of adoption and the re-
ceiver in which it is embodied is one
hundred per cent. eflicient in selec-
tivity, volume and tonal quality. Upon
careful examination it is subsequently
found to be an old friend in a new
garb; some well known circuit with
a few additions or alterations that
introduce eery few, If any, advant-
ages, and the new receiver is no
better than the old one.

Thus, with television or radio
vision, as it Is more correctly termed
in its application to radio transmis-
sion. We have had several intriguing
stories during the past two years of
the early advent of "looking,in." And
we have not yet been shown any de-
monstration of it, nor has any prac-
tical application of it to the ordinary
user been given in any part of the
world.

True there have been demonstra-
tions of the new art in America, and
Europe, of more or less promising
success, but all of these exhibitions
have been on an experiniental scale,
and not one of them has shown how
the system could be applied with
reasonable simplicity, and economy to
the general public now known as
Listeners. The truth is, of course,
that no such system has so far been
developed, or at all events, no detailed
description of it has appeared in the
reliable technical publications.

AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY 11
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The Saturation Point in

THE continued increase in listen-
ers' licences, especially in Vic-
toria, to a degree that exceeds

the ratio to population of England
has caused people to talk of the
"saturation point." It is argued by
some that the number of listeners has
reached pretty near the limit, that
the maximum number of listeners
that can be expected is within sight.

This saturation point or maximum
density has frequently been applied
to discussions concerning other in-
dustries. The motor industry, the
phonograph industry, have similarly
been examined and wiseacres shook
their heads and said in effect-we
cannot expect to sell many more. But
despite these calculations, the sales
continued. Even with the sewing
machines, the saturation point has
often been threatened.

With broadcasting the problem of
discovering just when the maximum
number of sets or licences is to be
reached is more difficult, particularly
so with listening equipments.

The types of sets are so variable
and various, and the development in
new "hook-ups" and methods so
rapid, that it is well nigh impossible
to say when the demand will fall
down to the supply. Sets in use will
deteriorate or go out of fashion,
better or simpler methods of control
will be evolved, and consequently
people will change their sets. Thus
the replacements of existing receiv-
ing equipments or the use of auxiliary
sets will be almost as great as the

FRIDAY, Ith NOVEMBER. 1927.

Broadcasting Services.

new sets representing additions to
the great body of the listening public.

The cheapening of sets and of com-
ponent parts will also be a factor of
no inconsiderable importance in sup-
plementing and adding to the number
of sets in use.

Thus, one might argue that the
radio trade will be in no danger of
declining into slackness, but signs of
a flattening out of the curve of
licence development will not be un-
expected. The extraordinary result
of the concentration on service by
3L0. Melbourne, whereby over
130,000 licensed listeners have paid
for their services, is an indication
that people in large numbers can be
induced to listen without any serious
flagging of interest. But the point is
coming in the curve, when it will
tend to flatten out, new listeners will
not be so easily found.

The responsibility of the station
then will be as great or greater than
before, no slackening up can be

allowed. It will be just as necessary
then to concentrate on every aspect
of the service as at present, so that
the subscribers and patrons may be
retained. It behoves all broadcast
enthusiasts to remember the element
of co-operation, and to help the
broadcasting company, by assisting
neighbors in the operation of sets,
and by making helpful and usef'il
criticisms of the service. Thus may
we expect to -find broadcasting in all
States developing safely.

AUSTRALIA'S WIRELESS WEEKLY 13



Page Six. WIRELESS WEEKLY Friday, 29th July, 1927.

The Safety Valve
Readers are urged to express their opinion on matters per-
taining to broadcasting. If you have some grievance, if you
have some constructive criticism to offer, here is your chance
for expression-your safety valve. The editor assumes no re-
sponsibility for statements made by readers and published on
this page, as opinions of correspondents do not represent our edi-
torial policies or beliefs. Anonymous letters are not considered,

LESS RELIGION.
Dear Sir,-For some two years I

have held my peace. I have realised
that not everybody shares my views,
and that when I criticise I should
bear this in mind..

That was what I thought until a
little time ago. I believed that there
was a great body of listeners -in both
outback and in the cities who wanted
broadcast church services, and al-
though I myself believed this feature
was overdone I said nothing.

But in my travels I realised slowly
that there was no great body of
listeners who appreciated religion by
radio; that city folk preferred to
spend their Sundays out of doors ana
that they wanted cheerful joyous
musicsminstead of monotonous mono-
logues and dreary organ recitals, or
wailing choirs. Country folk, I found.
wanted a rest-a day off from duties

or farm, and also
wanted lighter fare.

The religious programme at the
broadcasting stations is tiresomely
overdone. In the other fields of
broadcasting experience shows that
talks must be short and snappy, and
that music must he bright and change-
ful. These lessow have been carried
into effect in every programme ex-
cept the church services, to which it
applies just as much as to any other.
Instead of broadcasting direct from
the pulpit, why not have a radio
minister who could deliver a short
talk or sermon, and there let it end?

Are the broadcasting managers
afraid of offending an imaginary pub-
lic? Have they been bluffed into
making the Sunday programme bore -
some in the extreme by the fear of the
howl that would be set up by the
clerical profession if any change were
to be made? Do they fail to realise
that nothing is doing more to make
church unpopular than broadcast ser-
vices?

After all the duty of the broadcast-
ing stations is to the public who pay
the fees and not to the parsons who
get the publicity.

And although the public has been
silent on this subject for the same
reason that I have held my peace, let
us hear something now that I have
broken the ice.

Yours, etc., JACK BLAIR.
Drummoyne.

NO COMPLAINTS.
Dear Sir,-I feel it my duty to ex-

press my feeling towards our broad-
casting stations. As regards 2BL, I
really don't know how this station
could be criticised as regards their
transmission. I can tune in to 2BL
day or night, and find this station
just the same from when I tuned in
until I tuned off, no fading whatever.
I have had all the relays PC,JJ from
1 o'clock till 6 in the morning, and
have written to Broadcasters and had
what I received verified by a letter I
still have.

With 2FC I find no fault. I have
had some very fine programmes from
that station and have heard them
just as loud as 2BL and 3L0, or any
of our A class stations. 3L0 has no
doubt a wonderful variety as regards
programmes, but the transmission
fades a little, as does 4QG, although
I have no cause to complain about
these stations. We do not pay them
one penny of our license fees, so what
right has one?

I also get IYA very nicely, 2GB are
O.K., while 7ZI, are the same. I have
heard sonic good programmes from
7ZL lately.

1 may state that my receiver has
been working for 4 years and I have
not had one day's trouble with it. It
was made by my brother and myself,
and for clarity, and volume-well, it
will be hard to beat.

My own opinion is that a lot blame
these stations fading and not getting
good reception, as they have a dry
"B" Battery, and if they were to get
u wet "B" Battery, I think that would
overcome a lot of their trouble. There
is one thing I would like to have rec-
tified, and that is howling valves. I

think some people when handling
their receivers think they have hold of
a mangle handle, instead of a con-
denser.

Yours, etc., P. J. SCULLY.
Maryville.

Cnder no circumstances tan we eon-
sider personal caller whose mieaioa la
techntml information. Queried of this
nature are dealt with only through the
column. of "Wireless Weekly." Send
sour letter addressed, "Wireless
Weekli." SI Castlereagh -street. Sydney.
Enclose no atamm. but confine the
number of your queried to four.

CALLOUS?
Dear Slr,-As one reared on 3L0 I

have not yet become reconciled to
2FC'S callous disregard of their ad-
vertised programme, nor yet to their
irresponsible way of starting and
finishing relayed tunes more or less in
the middle. However, if ever they
should need a testimonial I shall be
pleased to state that I once had much
pleasure in setting my clocks by their
time signal tuned in on a crystal re-
ceiver at Launching Place not far
from Melbourne.

Yours, etc.,
BOXER.

Balmain.

FROM THE SOUTH.

Dear Sit',-With reference to dif-
ferent letters in your magazine, dated
15th July, on "D.ty and Night Recep-
tion in the Country," I notice that all
letters have come from the north and
western districts, so I don't suppose
one from the south will be out of
place. We are just on halfway be-
tween Sydney and Melbourne, so one
should be able to compare both very
favorably.

Having had two years' experience
with wireless, I can give you the fol-
lowing information using a 3 -valve
set (Detector and 2 Audios):

2FC.-Day reception poor- -much
better when on 1100 metres-night, re-
ception better, but a lot of fading.

2BL.-Day reception poor-night
reception very little better, too much
fading.

3L0.-Good daylight reception-
night reception best. of all stations,
excellent-a little fading.

4QG.-No day reception-night
reception very good with a little fad-
ing of late. It might be as well to
note that 4QG up till last month bad
practically no fading.

3AR.-Good night reception.
5CL.-Good night reception.
Trusting that this will be a little

information for your magazine,
Yours, etc.,

H. V. MUTCH.
Junee.

Burgess Went with U.S. Mail Flyers.
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Melbourne University Symphony Orchestra at 3L0
Notes by our 31,0 Correspondent

MELBOURNE is torn at present
by rival factions quarrelling
about the proposed fund for

ertabl;shing a permanent orchestra.
One fact on wishes the University
symphony Orchestra to be the foun-
dat:on of the endowed body; another
ravors the symphony orchestra car-
ried on by the late Alberto Zelman
and now conducted by Fritz Ilart, of
the Albert Street Conseivatorium.

The whole idea is. of course, de-
signed to give good orch:strrd music
to the great mass of the people. If
the latter have to wait till dishar-
monies are changed into harmonics,
the first official programme will prob-
ably contain works of the -matters of
1947.

It is fortunate, under the circum-
stances, that wireless has opened the
way to giving the people fine orches-
tral concerts under circumstances
that make for true harmony. Profes-
sor Heinze, of the Umversity, has
arranged with 3L0 to give a series of
such concerts, providing orchestra and
singers. The first will be given on
August' 3rd. Unquestionably there
are, among people who do not go
habitually to concerts, a great num-
ber who will appreciate good music in
their own homes. That this is so is
proved by the fact that the music
sold for gramophones and other
mechanical music reproducers is to a
great extent of very fine quality.
Wireless has educated the public ear
to this discrimination, and the work of
$LO has been consistently directed to
giving, apart from What the public
wants, a modicum of what it should
want, in the hope that the unusual
may appeal and create a demand for
more. That this has been so is now
certain, and the engagement of Pro-
fessor Heinze is an indication of the
agreement of the listening community
with the policy of 3L0.

SHAKESPEARE ON THE AIR.
Shakespeare, of course, that giant

intellect who seemed to anticipate
most things, and even prefigured wire-
less in the picture of his Arid, who
could "put a girdle round the earth in
49 minutes," and only erred on the
side of slowness in his guess, would
not be surprised at knowing that one
of his most beautiful love -scenes
was going to be shot at far greater
than A riel's speed round the world.

3L0 has arranged with Stephanie
Deste, that lithe temptress in "Rose
Marie," who is an extraordinarily
good reciter, to play the balcony
scene in "Romeo and Juliet" with

The 3felbourne University Symphony Orchestra, which has been engaged
by 3L0 for a series of Classical Recitals.

Howard Edie. It will be interesting
to see how Shakespeare fares on the
air. There will be no need of setting
a stage for listeners, for the Balcony
Scene carries its own implication, and
the most sluggish imagination will be
equal to visioning that gallant
doubleted figure looking up to the
white -gowned Juliet on her balcony,
while the Nurse waits within, reaay
to call a warning. I have always
thought that Shakespeare is spoilt by
the muck that scenery producers
think it necessary to hamper him
with, just as by the music that is so
superfluous. Shakespeare is scenery,
words and music in himself, and with-
out the distraction that stage settings
provide, the mind can concentrate far
more easily and happily on the im-
mortal words that make the drama.
If this succeeds, as it should, there is
no reason why Shakespearian scenes
should not become a regular part of
a programme on certain nights. They
may give back to the people that
appreciation of Shakespeare of which
teachers and actors have robbed them.

SO SUCCESSFULLY WERE the
excerpts from "Madame Pompadour"
broadcast from 2FC that a relay by
3L0 has been arranged for Monday,
August 8.

A FASCINATING little eompeti.
tion has been arranged for the little
ones by 3L0, and shortly will be heard
over the air.

A short story will be read to the
children, and this includes the names
of ten popular songs. Blanks will be
left in the narration where the kiddies
will be expected to fill in the name of
a song.

Thus the story might read: "One
day 'Rose Marie' met 'Cedilla' who
was 'Sitting on Top of the World,'"
and so or,.

This little tale has been written
with great care, and the fact that the
competition is for children has been
borne in mind both with regard to
the story and selection of songs.

3L0 IS LEAVING NO STONE un-
turned in procuring absolutely the
best of adventure tale tellers.

The latest to be engaged is the well-
known exponent of wrestling, Al
Karasick, who shortly will give a
series of tales about the True Siberia
-but he will also recount his own
thrilling experiences in Siberia for the
benefit of interested listeners.

The last to relate adventure tales
was another well-known wrestler
named Mike YoJtel, who gave adven
turous stories of life in the valley of
the Yukon.

Ask for the New 83X Philco Battery.
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Detonators
THE value of wireless was very

clearly demonstrated recently
when a series of announcements

broadcast from 4QG assisted the
police and parents to take action in
recovering a quantity of dangerous
explosives of which a number of chil-
dren in one of the suburbs of Brisbane
had gained possession. It is quite
probable that through the agency of
the station a number of children were
saved from serious, if not fatal, in-
juries. The facts make very interest-
ing reading.

Listeners to Station 4QG on the
night of Wednesday, August 17th,
were quite startled to hear the follow-
ing announcement made:-

"About 4.30 p.m. to -day, after the
children had been dismissed from the
Musgrave Park State School, several
of them found a cement bag contain-
ing a box of 100 detonators. Not
knowing what they were, the children
distributed them amongst themselves.

"All parents of children attending
that School are asked to question
their children and ascertain if they
are in possession of any detonators,
as they are highly explosive. Any
compression or heat, or picking on the
inside wand cause an explosion, and
result in serious or perhaps fatal in-
juries. Any parents recovering any
detonators from their children kindly
advise C.I. Branch or nearest police
station immediately."

The announcer at 4QG then stated
that the matter was quite serious and
in order to enable parents to identify
any detonators which might have been
in the possession of children he gave
a description of a detonator. Parents
of children attending the school and
owning wireless sets were then asked
to make the matter known to any
other parents not possessing receivers.

The story of the manner in which
the message came to be broadcast by
4QG is as follows:-At tea -time on
Wednesday night a resident of South
Brisbane was surprised when his
young son, who attends the school, put
a detonator on the tea table. The
father recognised it and asked where
the boy had picked it up. He was
advised that the youngster had found
it near a neighbour's gate, and the
father, thinking that more may be
about, searched and mentioned it to
the neighbour.

The neighbour's son overheard the
conversation and quite gleefully re-
marked that one of his schoolmates
was lucky, "he has a lot of them," he
said. Alarmed, the two parents went
to the third house where a very
pleased youngster had more than
twenty detonators spread on the floor.

When it was discovered that the
school children had found a box of
them and shared them amongst them-

4QG Averts a Calamity
selves, the parents were quite alarmed
and informed the police. Realising
the danger to so many children, the
police inaugurated a search and ad-
vised 4QG of the happening. The offi-
cials of 4QG were quick to realise that
serious injuries might be received by
the children if prompt action were
not taken, and accordingly the mes-
sage set out above was broadcast at
regular intervals throughout the even-
ing.

Due to the wireless announcement
quite a large number of detonators
were recovered. The circumstances
under which they were found make
one realise that there must be some
truth in the old time worn expression
that a merciful providence safeguards
children and intoxicated persons.

Some of the children had used the
detonators in such a manner that it is
impossible to understand just why
serious accidents did not happen. One
small boy had thought that the de-

tonator looked something like a
cracker and had wanted to throw it
in the fire at home to hear the noise.
His mother refused to allow him to
do so on the grounds that it might
put out the fire.

Three or four children had rammed
pencils into the detonators and were
using them as heiders. Another
small boy had found a plug piece of
gelignite in the park near the detona-
tors and was carrying it in his pocket.

On the Thursday morning a vigilant
police officer discovered a young Aus-
tralian wandering along to school
with a detonator in his mouth. These
and other cases show just how re-
markable it is that no serious acci-
dent happened. The whole incident
served to show just exactly how use-
ful wireless may prove in case of
emergency, and there are many
parents in Brisbane to -day who are
thankful that they own radio receivers.

The Sandman at 4QG. tries out a variety of instruments. Queerer

Ask any Radio Engineer about Burgess,
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2FC Broadcasts to the World
World -Wide Short Wave Broad-
cast carried out by 2FC last Mon-
day -- Heard in India, South Africa,
Canada, Et:Wand and the United

States

TS ATION 2FC, First Empire
Broadcaster.

It will go down in history. The
first Australian station to be rebroad-
cast in England, Canada, India, South
Africa, and in the United States of
America.

Between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. on Mon-
day last Ole most famous musicians,
singers and statesmen in Australia
gathered together in the studio of 2FC
to transmit the finest programme ever
compiled in Australia. The trans-
mission took place on a special low
wavelength through the short wave
transmitting station attached to 2FC,
and was picked up by the short wave
stations of the Marconi Company in
India. South Africa. and England, and
by the stations of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America in Canada and the
United States.

The programme was heard by
listeners of 2L0, London, between the
hours of 5 and 7 p.m. on Sunday, Sep-
tember 4.

Those taking part in the pro-
gramme did so without payment.
They included, The Governor General
of the Commonwealth (Lord Stone -
haven), The Governor of New South
Wales (Sir Dudley de Chair), The
Prime Minister of Australia (Mr. S.
M. Bruce). The Premier of New
South Wales (Mr. J. T. Lang), Mr.
W. M. Hughes, Mr. E. T. Fisk, Dame
Nellie Melba, Mr. John Hislop, Miss
Strella Wilson, Mr. Andrew McCann,
Mr. T. H. Mostyn, Sir James Fairfax,
Mr. Alfred Cunningham, Miss Rene
Maxwell, Mr. Raymond Ellis, Mr.
Albert Cazabon, Mr. Alexander Sver-
jensky, Mr. Jules Van der Klei, and
many others.

To gather together such talent in
the ordinary course of events would
have cost many hundreds of pounds.

The programme was as follows:-

The Chimes of Sydney's General Post Office
Call Sign.
"God Save Re King."

Chorus and Orchestra.
Announcement covering full details of the

transmission.
A message from the Covernor-General of
the Commonwealth of Australia. HI, Excel-
lency. Loral Stood:oven, to other parts of
the Empire.

Call Sign.
2 ro lnatruniental Trio:

Mr. Lionel Lawson. violin.
Mr. Gladstone Bell. 'cello.
Mr. Lindley Evans. piano.

will play the fret movement of the Trio in
D Minor (Mendelsohn).
Call Sign.
From GOVERNMENT HOUSE. SYDNEY.
the Covernor of N.S.W., His F-xcellency Sir
Dudley de Chair will deliver a short message
to other parts of the Empire.
Call Sign.
Mr. John lib lop, eminent English tenor, will

.mg.
Mr. Albert Sciarrettl at the piano.
Call Sign.
From hie borne at Fratikston. Victoria. the
Prima Minister of the Commonwealth of
Australia, the Rt. Hon. Stanley M. Bruce.
M.P. P.C., ld.C.. will deliver an Empire
message. over a land line of 600 miles, to
the Studios of 2FC.
Call Sign.
From the Studio, arrangement for two

pianofortes:
(Gerault).

Mr. Frank Hutchens and Mr. Lindley Evans.
Call Sign.
An Empire message fr'm the Premier of
N.S.W.. Hon. J. T. Lang. M.L.A.
Call Sign.
Miss Strella Wilson. principal of the Gilbert

and Sullivan Opera Company.
Mr. Andrew MacCune. Musical Director of

J. C. Williamson. Ltd., at the piano.
Call Sign.
A message from the Lord Mayor of Sydney.
the Right Hon. T. H. Mostyn, J.P., to the
Lo..I Mayor of London.
Call Sign.
Miss Rene Maxwell (Australian soprano)

and Mr. Raymond Ellie (operatic baritone
from the British National Opera Com-
pany):

Duet from "Lilac Domino."
Call Sign.
A message from Dame Nellie Melba.
Call Sign.
'Cello solo:
"Andante from Concerto In A Minor (Gol-

termann).
Mr. Gladstone Bell.
Call Sign.
Sir James Fairfax. President of the Aus-
tralian Section of the Ent:vire Press Union.
will deliver a message to the Press in other
parts of the Empire.
Call Sign.
Mr. Alfred Cunningham, English operatic

baritone:
"Simon the Cellarer" (Old English).
Call Sign.
"The Four Waifs." vocal quartette:
"Sally Horner."
Call Sign.
A assegai* from Rt. Hon. W. hi. Hughes.
P.C., Director of Amalgamated Wireless.
Call Sign.
Mr. Raymond Ellie. baritone:
"It is enough" ("Eakialt") (Mendelasobn).
Piano, organ and 'cello accompaniment.

Call Sign.
Mr. Albert Graben. Conductor of the Prince

Edward Theatre Orchestra:
Violin solo.

Call Sign.
A measage to Mr. C. R-Marcuse, of England.
read by Mr. A. McDonald, Chief Engineer,
Amalgamated Wireless.

(*all Sign.
Miss Mabel Batchelor. soprano:
"Absence" (Sir Frederick Cowan).
Call Sign.
dr. Alexander Sveriensky. pianoforte solos

"The Stream" (Arenskr)
Call Sign.
Announcing result of reception overseas.
Call Sign.
Mr. Jobvt Van der Kiel, 'cello solo:
"Arlioten" (Popper).
Call Sign.
Madame Emily Marks. soprano:
"Prayer" ("La Tuna") (Puccini).
Call Sign.
Mr. Lionel Lawson. violin solo:
"Wings of Sonde (Mendelsohn).
Call Sign.
Miss Rene Maxwell. soprano:
"A Prayer" (Haydn Word).
Call Sign.
Creetings, World Wide.
Call Sign.
"rhe Four Waifs," vocal quartette:
"Cornfield Melodies."
Call Sign.
Final Announcement.

4 a.m.-"Cod Save the King."
At the piano:

Mr. Andrew MacCurtn.
Mr. Lindley Evans.
Mr. };wart Chapple.

The various announcements and call signs
will be given by:

Mr. George Carney, well-known English
comedian.

Mr. Scott Alexander. English actor.
Mr. Jack Win, English entertainer.
And the following officials as.sociated with

Station 2FC:
Mr. A. S. Cochrane.
Mr. L. Halbert.
Mr, H. P. Williams.
Mr. R. Carling.
Mr. F. Chapple.
Mr. 0. A. Anderson.
Mr. E. A. Burbury.
Call Sign.
A message from Mr. E. T. Fisk, Managing
Director of Amalgamated Wireless (A/sia).
Ltd.. to wireless interests overseas. (To be
read by Mr. L. A. Hock. Assistant Manag-
ing Director of Amalgamated Wireless).

Engineer, 2FC.

The whole of the arrangements
were carried out by Farmers' Broad-
casting Service, in . conjunction with
Amalgamated Wireless (Aust.), Ltd.,
and "The Sydney Morning Herald."

3L0, Too
As we go to press 3L0, Melbourne,

announce that on Tuesday night, from
11.46 p.m. to 2 a.m., a short wave
broadcasting test on high power will
be carried out from their Braybrook
.Station.

The programme will be given in the
studio in the ordinary way and passed
on to Braybrook by land line.

Continued on Page Eight

The World's Flyers carried Burgess.
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Broadcasts to the World
Continued from Page Seven

71 is unticipated the wave length
will be 29.8 metres and the power
drawn from the mains will be 15,000
watts. At Sraybrook the output from
the studio is applied through a line
amplifier and sub -modulator unit to the
grids of the modulator proper, which
in turn is coupled to the plate of the
special short wave oscillating valves.
These valves are of unique design and
are enclosed ill metal screens in order
to distribute the high frequency
losses over the whole of the glass en-
velope and thus reduce the risk of
puncture at the high potentials used.
The oscillator Ls worked on the ampli-
fying drive system through the stages
of magnification-modulation taking
place on the last stage. The output
front this is then fed through a
specially designed coupling circuit
through a lecher feed to the distant
aerial. The lecher lines consist of
two highly insulated. tightly stretched
wires supported on miniature tele-
graph poles. The energy from the
transmitter is fed into the base of
the aerial system by means of a
special coupling. Steps are taken to
prevent radiation from the lecher sys-
tem and to eliminate reflection so as
to ensure the maximum transfer of
energy from the oscillating apparatus
to the aerial. The this
system are that the aerial may be
kept free from interference likely to
he caused by conflicting electric fields
in and around the actual generating
apparatus, building, and other factors
likely to cause absorption due to the
enormous intensity of the electro-
magnetic fields set up at frequencies
of the magnitude of those to be used
for these tests.

The various units of the transmit-
ting equipment are electrically
screened from each other, and the
frames and panels made of brass. The
circuits are so balanced that all fields
induced in the frames are neutralised.
All high frequency portions of the
equipment are supported on plate
glass strips to eliminate dielectric
losses.

The potential on the plates of the
main transmitting valves Will be 8.000
volts, supplied by a specially con-
structed 3 phase double wave rectifier
and associated smoothing unit. With
this equipment 3I,O, Melbourne, will
have the most modern and most
powerful ehort wave broadcasting
station in the Southern Hemisphere,
which should he capable of being
heard in any part of the world.

boute
ROY GALLOWAY: A famous Eng-

lish baritone with a long string of
imporant stage and platform triumph.;
to his credit, Roy Galloway collies to
3LO, Melbourne, as afresh and pleas-
ing addition to the programmes.

BERYL HAYDEN: A new come-
dienne at 3L0, woo has an extensive
repertoire, and is broadcasting many
excellent comedy numbers. Coupled
with Roy Galloway in comedy duets,
she is delighting listeners with her
quaint and clever patter and singing.

Dempsey 7). Tunney i

A full ringside deocri Litton of the .1.

I light between nempoey and runner I

1

for the world's liras s weight title on
i

September 22, will be broadcast by
I

1

the Crotiley Radio C orporat ion's super-
power station, Vo I.W, Cincinnati. I

1 Ohio. U.S.A.
I

Th. trnomitieinn will be on L2 I

metre.-a short 'wavelength specially
1. chosen I arrangement vi ith the Inter- 1

I national Radio Co. I local agents for I
the (rosley Corporation) to ensure I
reception here.

Although the broaditai4 will take
it

place at IC p.m, }:astern Standard I

Time. A merits. on September 22. the i
corresponding time here will be I p.m. I

the following day (September 23).
i

sist---tw --- t- t --ti-rt-  - - - 4.
AUTHORS' WEEK.

During "Authors' Week" every
effort will be put forth to try and
stimulate the interest of that very
important person, "the man in the
street," with regard to Australian
authors-not to speak of authoresses.
Papers on the subject will be read
from Studio 3L0-readings from our
favorite native poets will be given,
and no stone will be left unturned in
our effort to "tell the World" that our
home-grown products can more than
favourably compare with the majority'
of the imported stuff we see lining
our bookshelves and book stalls.

AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS' WEEK:
Commencing Monday, September 12,
an Australian Authors' Week has
been organised throughout Australia.
5CL has arranged to co-operate with
the organizers ay arranging special
programmes.

A SPECIAL ORGAN recital, to be
given in the Adelaide Town Hall by
the City Organist (Mr. W. R. Knox),
will be broadcast by 6CL on Sunday
evening, September 11, at 8 p.m. In
addition to organ selections, items by
well-known artists will also be broad-
cast.

KATHLEEN SIMMS.
This charming soprano comes to

Studio 3L0, Melbourne, from the Uni-
versity Conservatorium of Music. She
made a name for herself recently by
being selected for
Table Talk Musical Comedy Actress
Competition-an honor, indeed, con-
sidering the large number of charm-
ing and talented competitors.

5CL CHARITY BALL: The 5CL
Charity Ball has been booked to take
place in the Maison de Lance at Glen-
elg on the evening of August 31, and
i; causing widespread interest.
Tickets are in great demand, and
there is every evidence that the func-
tion will be very successful. Among
the features which will be presented
is the arrival of Professor Bravotti
from Mars. Other novelties have
been arranged, and a number of
special musical items are to be given.

ANITA SHAW.
As leading lady with the original

"No, No, Nanette" Company, Miss
Anita Shaw is no stranger to Aus-
tralian audiences. She is to appear
before the "Mike" at 3L0, Melbourne,
shortly, and having an extensive re-
pertoire will be sure to delight
listeners -in. Miss Shaw's versatility
should suit broadcasting, especially as
she has had a series of successes in
revue, musical comedy, pantomime
and variety the world over.

Philcos are Aristocrats among Batteries.
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The Safety Valve
Readers are urged to express their opinion on matters per-
taining to broadcasting. If you have some grievance, if you
have some constructive criticism to offer, here is your chance
for expression-your safety valve. The editor assumes no re-
sponsibility for statements made by readers and published on
this page, as opinions of correspondents do not represent our edi-
torial policies or beliefs. Anonymous letters are not considered.

HEARD NEW YORK ON "WIRE-
LESS WEEKLY" SET.

Dear Sir,-On Saturday, 23rd July,
I built the 3 valve receiver as de-
scribed in your issue of the 15th July,
1927, and have had very good results.

On Sunday, 24th July, I picked up
2XAF, New York, at good loud
speaker strength, and during the 24
hour test from PCJJ I had no diffi-
culty in receiving that station at any
hour. Then yesterday (Sunday,
31/7/27) I picked up station 2XAF
at 6.50 p.m. and heard President
Coolidge, of U.S.A., make a speech in
presenting Colonel Lindberg with a
decoration, and Lindberg's reply. The
announcer at 2XAF stated there were
150,000 people present. After this a
special programme for Hawaii was
transmitted, and the whole received
until 2XAF announced the station was
closing down at 6.43 p.m.-The whole
of this transmission was received at
good loud speaker strength, using 3
Radiotron UX20IA Valves.

This may be of interest to readers
of "Wireless Weekly," to which I have
subscribed since its inception and sub-
mitted accordingly.

Yours, etc.,
H. H. BURRASTON.

Murrurindi.

MOR(S)E TROUBLE.
Dear Sir,-I wish to draw your

attention to the fact that country
listeners have been considerably in-
terrupted by the Morse code from
various stations. Now I know you
will say straight away that it is
through the set not being selective. I
have been working a Magnavox 5,
which for selectivity is as good as the
next, and one night during last week
the programme of each station was
interrupted by the Morse code. It
appears the Morse comes from
several stations. One night 3AR and
5CL were continually interrupted by
a dull buzz, and 3L0 was subject to
a continuous whistling snd a far-
away speech which was unintelligible.
Farmer's 2FC are subject to interrup-
tion from Morse code, and it con-
siderably hampers country listeners,
as you must admit that while listen-
ing to a programme of music, it is

very annoying to have to hear Morse,
Morse, Morse.

I write this in good faith and not
as a sarcastic complaint, and for the
betterment of radio. The country
people I find are just beginning to be-
come enthusiastic in wireless matters,
and it seems a 'pity that something
cannot be done to rectify this annoy-
ance.

I might state that the transmission
from the two Sydney "A" stations is
not all that could be desired. This,
of course, is subject to discussion,
but my own personal experience is
that of the two stations, 2FC is some-
what superior, but even then is not
very good.

In conclusion, I might add that the
Morse at times is so loud that it is
almost impossible to hear any other
items at all, and it seems to be on
occasions on all wave lengths from
350 to 450 metres.

Yours, etc.,
SYDNEY BROOKS LLOYD.

Mosman.

DREAMY DRIVEL.
Dear Sir,-I heartily endorse Jack

Blair's views and also think it is time
the local broadcasting companies
woke up to the fact that the great
majority of listeners.in are sick of the
Sunday services, not only Sunday but
also Saturday. If the broadcasting
stations are going to cater for reli-
gious bodies, punters, indifferent
cooks, people who can't read, weather
prophets, and other uninteresting
subjects, tney will soon be oetter than
a sleeping draught.

Cut out churches, football matches,
weather reports, cookery lectures,
race meetings, tips to punters, lec-
tures of all kinds, announcers'
opinions, clock and chimes every half-
hour, kids' stories end lies also pious
hymn singing, and let us have some-
thing worth listening to; not the dole-
ful. dreamy drivel we have suffered
so long.

Yours, etc.,
THOMAS STILLEY.

Clovelly Rd.

NO ALTERATION NECESSARY.
Dear Sir, -1 have been reading with

considerable interest the controversy
between listeners regarding the na-
ture of the Sunday broadcasting pro-
grammes. It makes one wonder just
what some people redly want for the
trifling cost. of less than one penny
per day to constitute a listener's
license. License holders should, when
they consider the variety they get for
their small contribution, be more than
satisfied.

As for the popularity of the broad-
cast Church services, to my idea this
is not to be disputed. A studio ser-
vice to be conducted for the benefit of
listeners alone, which has also been
suggested, would not fall into public
favour, because a service direct from
the Cathedral itself would certainly
be more interesting.

How any person could listen to
jazz, etc., six nights from every week,
and then actually desire the same
form of entertainment on the seventh
amazes me to the extreme. I think
it is a pleasant departure from the
usual programmes to be able to listen
to a church service on the Sabbath
and enjoy the music of organ and
choir.

I live in a town where Sunday sport
is well entrenched, but I think I am
voicing the sentiments of fellow
listeners in this small centre by re-
questing that the Sunday broadcast-
ing programmes remain unaltered.

Yours, etc.,
JACK WILLIAMS.

Curlewis. -
THE MERRY WIDOW.

Owing to the great success of the
recent production of "The Merry
Widow" from studio 3L0. Melbourne,
under the direction of Mr. William
G. James, a second performance is to
be given on September 12th. The
principals will be the same as nn the
first occasion-Madame Satfo Arnov
will give a good account of the
soprano role, which she played
throughout England and the Contin-
ent with great success-and the twl
popular announcers, Mr. Alfred
Andrew and Mr. Maurice Dudley. are
each lending the production able sup
port.

You can Recharge a Philco for a few pence.
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How To Tune In PCJJ
DURING these last years the

opinion has existed that the
very small wave -lengths offer

many advantages for radio-tcle-
graphy. To -day this opinion has be-
come a conviction, and attention is
specially drawn to these small wave-
lengths by the results obtained by
PCJJ at Eindhoven. Holland, on a
wave -length of 30.2 metres.

In principle, telephonic transmis-
sion on a wave -length of about 30
metres has been applied for some
years, particularly by various Ame-
rican broadcasting stations. But it
has remained for the Philips station
to prove their efficiency.

PCJJ has been heard with a won-
derfully great sivital strength in
nearly all parts of the world.

In the letters and reports on the
reception of this station sent in from
the most distant places of our globe.
avain and again the question is
asked: How is it nossible to reach us
with suers wonderful pureness and
signal strength?

From U.S.A. many reports have
been received stating that the trans-
mission is better than that of the
local broadcasting stations. others,
in Japan, Hindustan, and Java, com-
municate that the reception sur-
misses that of all other foreign
troadcasting station:.

In many cases the reception of
-port waves is subjected to fading-
by which is understood the fast or
slow decreasing of the signal
strength. Various amateurs. how-
ever, emphatically. state that there
way little or no fading -at all on
PCJJ.

When radio waves of a short wave-
length are transmitted. it often
occurs that the reception is very good
in distant places, whereas in coun-
tries nearer to the transmitter those
transmissions cannot he heard. As
may be considered well known already,
this fading is explained by supposing
that the ionised laver of air in the
P t m ormh cre-the Heaviside layer-
casts the rays directed upwards back
to the earth by refraction at a larger
or smaller distance from the trans-
mitter.

The fact, however. that the Philips
shortwave transmitter is also heard
in all European countries without any
exception and that moreover reports

n article, translated from
the Dutch, by the engineer in
charge of the Philips Short
Wave Station in which the
type of receiver circuit best
suited for reception of PCJJ
is discussed at length and
constructional hints are

given for hulk/ink,.

are received from many places in
Holland stating a strong reception,
may be considered as a particularly
interesting and justifies the question:
"How can the Philips' shortwave
transmitter be received?"

The wave -length of 30.2 metres dif-
fers very much from the smallest
wave -lengths, normally in use for
broadcasting generally between 200
and 600 metres. Hence an alteratior
of the receiving sets is necessary in
cyder to enable the tuning for the
reception on a wave -length which is
about seven times as small.

First it may be mentioned that it
cannot be expected from a normal
receiving set for wavelengths between
200 and 2000 metres, that it can be
brought up to the point of oscillation
when receiving on 30 metres. In this
case the losses are too high with this
extraordinarily high frequency (about
10 million cycles per sec.).

However, good reception can be ob-
tained with apparatus in which the
tuning coils are arranged at the out-
side of the panel, and, can be inter-
changed, or if the diagram of connec-
tions is a diagram with a H.F. Valve
and a tuned plate circuit. In this case
first the H.F. Valves is to be taken
from the valve socket, as the use of
this valve for the reception of a wave-
length of 30 metres is rather a draw-
back-it very much hinders the exact
tuning.

By an alteration of the circuits in
which the aerial coil, the coil in the
tuned plate -circuit of the H.F. Valve
and the reaction -coil in the plate -
circuit of the detector are connected,
the change resolves itself into a
simple circuit for inductive reception.

The aerial condenser has no further
use on the very short wavelengths,
hence, if possible, it is to be connected
in series with the aerial coil and
otherwise to be kept out of circuit. -

Further on honeycomb coils, of
which 25 turns are the -smallest type,

cannot be used to tune wavelengths
below about 100 metres, and for the
reception of the Philips shortwave
t ransmitter the coils must be replaced
by smaller ones, which can be con-
structed from a piece of insulated wire
three windings of about 10 cm. (4
inches) diameter and putting same in
the coil -holders,

When it is realised that the coils
formed in this way make good con-
tact in the coil -holders the three coils
can be brought very near together and
after the apparatus is set to work the
exact tuning can be found with the
second condenser, very near to zero
of the scale and which as a rule asks
for a very sharp tuning.

In relation with the fact that the
dimensions and the construction of the
various aerials are very different, it
is to be recommended to try a coil of
two turns, or even of one turn, as an
aerial coil, if the tuning experiment
should give negative results.

If the receiving set does not show
too great losses, in many cases the
Philips transmitter can be heard well,
but, of course, the maximum volume
of sound of a specially constructed
short-wave receiving set cannot be ex-
pected.

The construction of a small short-
wave receiver for this purpose is not
difficult. As a circuit that consisting
of a simple reactance defector with
inductive aerial coupling is to be used,
where the aerial is not tuned.

If short connections are provided
for and if a tuning condenser of .00025
mfd. is used for the tuning of the grid -
circuit of the detector, the point of
oscillation can be reached, or at least
nearly reached, when using coils as
described above.

As a matter of course, a L.F. ampli-
fier with resistance coupling or trans-
formers can be connected to this ap-
paratus in order to obtain loudspeaker
reception.

Normal valves, e.g., A409, A425 or
A141 can be used. It is not necessary
to remove the caps.

Those who might be induced by the
above to follow the transmissions of
the Philips short-wave transmitter
can assist to obtain general informa-
tion re the strength of reception and
the occurrence of fading at certain
dates. Such inforniation is of general
interest as well for distant as for
points situated nearer to the trans-
mitter.
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It's
All in the

Air
Coming Features in the
Broadcasting Programs

N.S.W. STATE CON SERVATORIUM
ORCHESTRA,

NEGOTIATIONS have been com-
pleted for 2FC to present the
N.S.W. State Conservatorium

Orchestra in a programme of popular
music. This will be given in the
Sydney Town Hall, on Saturday
evening, September 24, at 8 o'clock.
The orchestra will be under the baton
of the Director of the Conservatorium,
Mr. Arundel Orchard, and they will
present an essentially popular pro-
gramme, including such items as the
overture, "William Tell," "Nutcracker
Suite," prelude and overture to
"Lohengrim" selection from "Car-
men" and others.

Alfred O'Shea, Australia's foremost
tenor, will sing with the orchestra,
the "Prize Song from Meister -
singers" and "Questa o' quella" from
"Rigoletto." He will also be heard
in "Bird Songs at Eventide" by Eric
Coates.

Arrangements have also been made
with J. C. Williamson, Ltd., for Miss
strella Wilson, who is at present ap-
pearing with the Gilbert and Sullivan
Opera Company, to appear at this
concert. She will be heard in items
accompanied by the orchestra, as well
as a group of popular songs.

A considerable time has elapsed
since the Conservatorium Orchestra
was heard at the Sydney Town Hall,
and the opportunity of hearing items
of a popular nature, associated with
the appearance of two such famous
artists, will we feel sure be welcomed
by everybody.

"LAUGH AND GROW FAT" has
evidently been the motto of Mr. Syd.
Fayne, the versatile humorist, who is
getting in training with an object of
compelling listeners to studio 3L0,
Melbourne, to split their 'sides with
mirth. They say that people who are
ample of girth have a distinct sense
of humor, and, this being the case,
Mr. Fayne must surely be the Prince
of Fun Makers, and, in no sense of the
word, is he content to fill a small
corner. His songs cover the type of
humor that was so much in vogue

RADIO REVELLERS who, led by Laurence Halbert, give one of the brightest and most
..enmg programmes at 21.C. From left to right: Charles Lawrence, Laurence Halbert.

Jack Win, Wally Baynes, Peggy Peat, Glad v- Fimister. and Nora Windle.
On our front cover we reproduce the Sparklers, a company of entertainers who appear

regularly at 2FC. From left to right they are: rer-:y Dunbar. Wilfred Thomas, Brunton
Gibb, Maida Jones. Ernest Archer, Rue. Carling and Jerry are in the centre,

twenty years or more ago (when a
joke was a joke, and everybody re-
cognised it and laughed at it im-
mediately) to the present-day kind of
subtle humor, where the audience has
to be very "quick on the up-take"-so
all classes of mirth seeking listeners

ill be catered for. Mr. Fayne has
beeen a successful member of the
Melbourne concert world for some
years past, and is all agog to get be-
fore the microphone to tell us one or
two of his "specials."

A ROUMANIAN SINGER: The
other night, while waiting for her
turn at 3L0's world -broadcast pro-
gramme, Saffo Arnav talked to me in
her delightful broken English. Though
married to one of our finest pianists,
Mr. William James, the singer has not
yet learnt to speak her husband's
language without all sorts of pretty
inflections that don't really belong to
it. She told me that soon she hopes
to sing at 3L0, Melbourne, in six dif-
ferent languages in the one night.
This is somewhat of a feat. Mdme.
Arnav is a Roumanian herself, and
she speaks English, Russian, German,
Italian, French, besides her own
Slavonic tongue. Pretty, appealing.
gay, she is in real life the merry
widow whose songs she has made so
attractive over the wireless that the
opera is. to be repeated yet again at
the beginning of October. These
opera studio productions, rank among
the most popular items of the 3LO,
Melbourne, programmes.

AH! THE TELEPHONE: Stories of
behind the scenes are always interest-
ing to theatre -goers. Likewise listen-
ers are usually anxious to know how
things are done at 3LO, Melbourne.
Not many of the 500,000 people who
listen -in daily to that station realise
the most important part played by
the telephone in the service of broad-
casting. Not only is it indispensable
in relaying outside programmes and
ceremonies, procuring sporting re-
sults and keeping in contact with the
hundreds of artists always engaged in
programmes, but it is used most ex-
tensively by listeners who continually
ring up seeking information about a
thousand and one things-many not
in any way connected with broadcast-
ing. So frequent are the calls that
the telephone attendants at 3L0, Mel-
bourne, who have been specially
trained at the Central Exchange,
usually have one or two rings wait-
ing to be answered. Many of the en-
quiries are trivial and annoying, yet,
withal, the attendants give a patient
and attentive hearing and reply
courteously to all enquiries, whether
they be connected with a lost dog or
cat, the title of a song broadcast per
haps a month previously, the correct
time, or the winner of the last race
at Woop Woop. Verily their task is
unenviable, and they must often des-
perately shriek in their dreams-
"Yes, we are doing the wrestling to-
night."

From Icy Pole to Tropic Jungle: Burgess.
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Recent Radio Apparatus
PRIESS DE LUXE SET.

Manufacturers Products Pty., Ltd.,
have demonstrated to us a Standard
One Dial Control Priess De Luxe 8 -
Valve Set. The set itself operates
direct from a loop, and has all the
characteristics of ultra selectivity
with tremendous volume. The main
feature is, of course, the single con-
trol, which makes tuning easy and
cuts out complications. The circuit of
the Eight Valve Set comprises five
stages of Radio Amplification, De-
tector and two stages of Audio Am-
plification. Tuned Radio Frequency
has been successfully and efficiently
linked with untuned Radio Frequency
amplification with complete stability.
The control settings are visible
through a window in the panel, in
wavelengths. There are two supple-
mentary controls, both independent of

the tuning control, one for
and one for volume. A Toggle switch
controls the filaments and cuts in one
or two audio stages. Great precau-
tions have been taken to eliminate or
reduce energy losses to a minimum.
In the loop contact system, instead of
using the ordinary telephone plug and
jack system of control, air insulation
over the major path of the opposite
polarity contact areas with hard
rubber insulation is employed, thus en-
suring the least possible energy
losses. The switch is equipped with
coin silver contact points, and the
high Radio Frequency potential leads
are rhielded. The magnetic fields in
the inter -stage :oupling devices are
balanced so as to be separately inde-
pendent and to avoid inter -stage re-
actions.

The cabinet is finished in two-tone
inlaid mahogany with battery corn-
nartments on each side, and a Baldwin
Switch Loud Speaker or Tower Cone

Speaker is supplied with each set. An
interesting departure from the cus-
tomary practice is seen in the panel,
which is of etched malloy metal fin-
ished in duo tone. This gives a re-
fined appearance, and at the same
time shields the set against hand and
body capacity effects while tuning.

THE HEATH CONDENSER.
Maling and Company have for-

warded to us a sample of the latest
type of Heath Condenser, which has
markedly improved characteristics.
The new Heath Condenser displaces
the usual end plates with sturdy
aluminium end plates, into which small
solid pieces of hard rubber are forced.
thus forming the insulation of the
Rotor from the Stator plates. Rivet-
ing these end plates cuts out leakage
and the necessity for shielding. The
metal end plates prevent warping and
disalignment of the condenser plates,
this point being added to by the fact
that the Stator and Rotor plates,

spacing supports, and end plates are
made praewcally all in one piece-
thus forming a rigid non -warping
piece of metal.

The New York laboratories in con-
ducting exhaustive tests upon the
model illustrated here, found an
equivalent series resistance of only
0.1 ohm. and a phase difference of less
than one minute.

The Heath Condenser has a geared
micrometer vernier control which
gives it an easy gradual movement
free from backlash. Of attractive
appearance, it unquestionably repre-
sents one of the best types on the
market.

EMMCO DE LUXE DIAL.
Electricity Meter Company have

now placed on the market an entirely
new type of Dial, known as The
Emmco de Luxe Dial, as illustrated
here. The sample submitted to us
nroves that the manufacturers in pro-
ducing this Dial have more than
maintained the high quality standard -
so long associated with their well-
known brand of radio parts. Finished
in black or mahogany, or with clock-

wise or anti -clockwise movement, the
De Luxe Vernier Dial is, at the same
time of solid construction, being manu-
factured throughout of high-grade
Bakelite. Adapted to a set, it proved
to possess an easy yet firm vernier

movement without jerkiness and giv-
ing a steady, firm, tuning control
over the whole scale.

A feature of the Dial is that its
special construction eliminates hand
capacity whilst the logging windows
at either side and the hair line ad-
justment are features which will be
appreciated by all who use it. The
small knob at the top is attached to
an Emmco, which may be obtained
with the Dial if desired.

Our sample from Manufacturers
Products Pty., Ltd., sole selling agents.

FERRANTI OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMER.

The use of an Output Transformer
is desirable for use with all types of
loud speakers, and in many cases

essential. The Ferranti 1-1 Ratio
Transformer has for its main objects
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"Half the Cost. because Double the Life": Burgess.
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Recent Radio .1pparatus
(Confinurd.)

the elimination of the D.C. plate cur-
rent of the last valve from the wind-

' ings of the loud speaker. It also com-
pletely isolates the loud speaker from
the high tension voltage. This re-
sults in the following advantagesi--

(1) The heavy plate current taken
by large power valves cannot damage
the loud speaker windings.

(2) The magnets of the loud
speaker cannot be impaired by re-
versing Lho connections.

(3) The signals will not be dis-
torted through magnetic saturation of
the loud speaker pole pieces.

(4) The gap of the loud speaker can
be more finely adjusted because no
D.C. current passes around the wind-
ings.

(5) It. removes the possibility of
shock from tho loud speaker terminals
when using an H.T. battery elimina-
tor, either pole of which may be at
a high voltage relative to earth.

(6) It. enables greater volume to
be obtained without overloading by
allowing almost the full H.T. voltage
to be applied to the plate of the
power valve, which avoids the exces-
sive volt drop normally occurring in
loud speaker windings.

Tho use of a Ferranti Output
Transformer is preferable to a choe.e
filter unit because (a) the majority
of chokes are inefficient with a large
plate current passing through them,
and (b) the blocking condenser has
to be large if the lower notes are to
be reproduced properly. The result
is that the lag caused by charging
and discharging the condenser as the
signal varies, spoils music, involving
sharp changes, such as given by
drums, plucked strings, the harp and
even the piano.

Construction.

In construction and appearance,
Ferranti Output Transformers arc
similar to the well-known Ferranti
Audio Frequency Transformers, the
same care being taken in winding and
testing to render them reliable and
free front the possibility of break-
down.

The windings are arranged on the
well-known Ferranti patent section-
alised system by which the potential
between turns is reduced to a mini-
mum, and the self capacity kept low
and in suitable proportion to the other
properties. The transformer is avail-
able in two ratios:-

Type OP 1-1 to 1 for use with or-
dinary loud speakers of the diaphragm

and cone type, and Type OP 2-25 to 1
for operating loud speakers of the,
coil driven cone type. Distributors,
A. Beal Pritchett (Aust.), Ltd.

The Clyde Radio "A"
Power Unit.

The Clyde "A" Power Unit is the
latest development in the radio bat-
tery world. It is a combination radio
"A" Battery and trickle charger
power unit, housed in a one-piece con-
tainer with a special compartment for
the charger itself. The unit incor-
porates either a 6 -volt or a 4 -volt
Clyde battery with a current rectifier
and transformer. Left permanently
attached to the power supply, the
unit will deliver strong unwavering
life for many years after installation,
with only the addition of a little dis-
tilled water to the cells of the bat-
tery and trickle charger every three
months. This unit will prove a boon
to many thousands of valve'set users
in areas supplied by alternating cur-
rent, as the total cost very little ex-
ceeds that of the ordinary battery
only. The unit ensures a fully
charged battery at all times.

The outfit delivers current ut .6 to
.75 of an ampere, which, under nor-
mal operation of, say, a five -valve
radio set, requires to be run three

hours for every hour of operation of
the set, using bright valves taking I
ampere. Furnished complete with a
liberal length of cord and plug, the
outfit is supplied all ready for im-
mediate and permanent service. The
charger itself is fool -proof, and can
neither overcharge, short-circuit, nor
undercharge the battery in any way.
In emergencies it may be used while
the set is in operation without inter-
fering with the receipt and the bat-
tery will be unaffected by variations
in line voltage.

A specially designed transformer
of the automatic self-regulating tyre,
made specially for Clyde. gives the
proper charge rate, and prevents
overloading of the rectifier. No pro:
tecting fuses are required, and the
charger meets all the requirements
of the Fire Underwriters' Regula-

tions. The efficiency of this Clyde
"A" Power Unit, has been conclusively
demonstrated by a series of very ex-
haustive tests and comparisons with
other chargers on the market.

It was found that. there was an
absolute minimum of hum or ripple
in the Clyde Unit. due to stoutness
of construction or the transformer,
efficiency of operation of the rectifier,
combined with the ruggedness and
constant voltage of the Standard
Clyde Battery used. Our sample
from The Clyde Engineering Co..
Ltd., Battery Service Dept., 106 Gonl-
burn Street, Sydney.

-*
RADIO DR' BATITRIES DROP

25,000 FROM ARMY
BALLOON AND AIM

STILL IN USE.
.lust how durable is x radio dry

battery? Captain Hawthorne C.
Gray, of the U.S. Army Air Corps,
satisfied himself on this point recently
when he broke all previous world alti-
tude records for free balloon flights
in reaching a height of 42,470 feet at
Scott Field Air Depot, Belleville, Ill.

At a hesght of approximately 25,non
feet the radio "B" batteries and dry
cells, with which his balloon was
equipped, were hurled overboard in a
specially made parachute: were re-
covered uninjured and returned by
parcel post to Captain Gray without
packing, in the condition shown in
these photographs.

Captain Grny, in a letter te Na-
tional Carbcm Company, makers of
the Columbia Batteries, so igno-
miniously treated, writes:

"Thc same set of batteries was used
in my altitude flight of March nth and
is still In condition to be used again.
The 'B' Batteries (originally 22l -
volts) tested 21 volts each, and 'A'
batteries tested 23 amps."

THE ANNUM, MEETING OP
THE LISTENERS' LEAGUE OE
N.S.W. will be held in the Real Estate
Hall, Martin Place, on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 20, at 8 p.m.

The president, Mr. A. N. Brain,
states that during the year excellent
work has been done by the League,
and as a result of the energies of the
Committee the case of the listener
was placed in no unmistakable man-
ner before the Wireless Commission.
However, in spite of all efforts to
stimulate the interest of listeners in
matters that vitally concern them, in
spite of instructive lectures, the
majority of listeners remain apathe-
Cc, he states.

Why Blame Static? Buy a l'hilcal
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afire Theta.*
Champion.

4 QG has taken some interesting
steps to provide for the broad-
casting of a series of one act

plays during the coming few weeks.
Plays of various descriptions have

made a strong appeal to public
imagination for countless years, but
the growth of the broadcasting
movement and the consequent adap-
tion of plays for radio purposes has
necessitated some rather sweeping
changes being made by authors.

The producer of a play in the
theatre has both the cars and eyes of
his audience to which to make an ap-
peal. In consequence he pays atten-
tion to the spoken word and also to
scenic effects.

The writer of a play for broad-
casting purposes has to realise from
the outset the fact that only the
spoken word or a mechanical sound
effect can appeal. The scenic effect
is quite absent, and the writer can-
not, therefore, take scenery into any
consideration at all.

Not realising these facts to be of
paramount importance, many writers
of plays for radio purposes have
failed to hold the interest of their

rge audiences.
Another important fact must be

borne in mind by the writer of a radio
play. The vast unseen audience does
not "arrive" at the same time. Quite
u number may switch in their sets at
the starting time, but many others
may not perhaps tune in until half-
way threligh the evening. In view of
this fact, the successful radio Oily
must. the..cfore, not bz written with a
plet which necessitates the strict at-
tention of Oe listener from the very
first moment it is announced until it
is fini,bed, but rather must each
Co"." in it be FA( contained.

There exists to-dny quite a num-
ber of plays suitable for broadcast-

4QG's One Act Plays
1QG's Experiments in the Radio Drama Field.
How a Young Brisbane Writer is Developing

the Art.

ing, but in giving consideration to
radio plays, 9QG has decided not to
use any which have been broadcast in
other countries or in oth:tr parts of

stralia, or have been produced in

book form. It has been decided to
have written in Queensland a series
of exclusive one act plays, which will

broadcast during the next two or
three months.

Miss Thelma Champion, a young
Brisbane writer, who is remembered
by many listeners in connection with
the one act play. "The Love Charm,"
which she successfully produced
some time ago, and who more recently
produced "Off Duty," a Digger play,
is now hard at work preparing sev-
eral other pities, which will be pro-
duced from 4QG.

The first of these new plays will
be "Homeward Bound," a sequel. to
"Off Duty," and will depict the ad-
ventures of four Diggers during their
trip back to Australia on a trans-
port.

Later, "Husbands. Know Your
Wives" and "Samuel Goes Swim-
ming," two comedies, will be pro -
(fixed by Miss Champion at 4QG.

In all of these plays there is an
abundance of music, which adds color
to the spoken word, and some very
clever effects are being arranged.

The writing of radio plays is quite
a new avenue in journalism, and 4QG
has determined to give first prefer-
ence to local authors.

Next Month's Features at 3L0.
AMONG interesting items listed

for the early part of October, a
Sunday night recital by Madame

Ella Kingston is arranged for the
9th. Madame Kingston is a singer,
besides being the conductor of the
Baptist Church Choir. Concerted
Church music has proved one of the
most popular features of Sunday pro-
grammes, and this church takes de-
servedly high rank among trained
choirs. Every voice is that of a
skilled singer.

Speaking of choral singing reminds
me that even where such is not
skilled, but merely hearty, the hearti-
ness seems to come over the air and
please listeners. Few things are more
enjoyed, to judge from letters of the
unseen audience, than community
singing.

A few weeks ago 3L0 Melbourne
broadcast community singing from
Ballarat. and the item proved so much
to the taste of the public that a re-
petition has been demanded. and Bal-
larat. which has become known as
Australia's Art Capital. will again
have the honor of having its com-
munity choir broadcnst. This will
take place on the 14th October.

It is in diversity of interest that
the best aeriel programme reveals
itself. Something must be devised

to suit every conceivable taste, if per-
fection is ever to be approached. Mr.
W. H. Butcher, the expert stamp -
collector, has been giving talks on
his fascinating subject about once a
week. Boys are supposed to be the
most interested listeners to these
talks, but letters show that a great
number of men follow them too.
Stamps are still collected, apparently.
Whatever stimulates interest in such
a hobby is doing good work, and Mr.
Butcher's talks are to be continued,
while the interest in them lasts.

In the same category, as creating
interest and stimulating competition
is the Children's Voice Trials, which
have for the last two years been held
in October.

It is undecided yet whether SLO
Melbourne means to continue this
competition this year. It is to be hoped
that they will, because many people
get a decided "kick" out of hearing
the childish trebles raised in more or
less tuneless quavering. There is this
much of good about it, that it has
resulted in the past in the discovery
of one or two excellent little voices.
the owners of which have been strict-
ly enjoined not to misuse them by
public singing or the other stupidities
of which the parents of clever child-
ren are sometimes guilty.
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The AuxhamSerenaders
broadcasting at
ILO Melbourne.

These artists
have made a re-
markable h i t
with Melbourne
listeners.

3L0 Has Popularised Wrestling
THE stalwart band of world cham-

pion wrestlers which 3L0 has
managed to coax before the

microphone, has been added to re-
cently in the personage of Billy
Edwards. "the cave man," and Kilonis,
whose philosophy is "the rougher the
better."

Outstanding contrasts mark the
characters of these talking wrestlers.
Mike Yokel, who is the proud father
of 11 hefty Yokels, and whose home
ranch is away up in the snows of
the Rockies, tells stories to children
in a very nice quiet style, which does
not seem to fit in altogether with his
picturesque ruggedness.

Sam Clapham preaches health and
hygiene in a way that unmistakably
betrays his medico student days.

Read -lock Karasick. who is known
at 3L0 Melbourne as "Classical Kara -
sick," talks on a wide range of liter -
pry subjects, but chiefly upon the
Russian Classics

The Modern Apollo, Clarence
Weber. will give some cultured talks
on physical fitness, but is is prob-
lematical what the impulsive Mr.
Kilonis and "the cave man," Billy
Edwards, will talk about. It would
not be surprising, even in these days
of wrestling surprises, if one of them
should choose Tennyson's poems.

Ted Thye and Billy Meeske seem to
be too busy training to face the

"mike," but no doubt Walter Miller,
who was mainly responsible for the
introduction of big
tralia, will have something interesting
to say about his experiences.

These talks by wrestlers at 3L0
Melbourne are indeed fascinating
listeners, who are kept in a state of
tip -toe expectancy all the time as to
what subjects the rugged stalwarts
will select.

New Comedy Opera
ALITTLE wireless bird has
whispered to me that Alf
Andrew has in preparation for

early production at 3L0 the delight-
ful romantic comedy opera, "Ma Mie
Rosette." Listeners have had a feast
of heavy and light operas lately from
3I.O. with "Faust." "Trovatore,"
"Fidelio," "The Merry Widow,"
"Floradora." and now comes "Ma Mie
Rosette." The average listener is not
aware of the great expense and end-
less care involved in these produc-
tions. Apart from the principals per-
formins., there are bands, orchestras
and choruses to be trained and
mustered before the microphone-pr
microphones, for 3L0 Melbourne uses
several of them in these big feature
transmissions.

IT is now generally acknowledged
that Norman McCance, by broad-
casting descriptions

matches through 3L0 Melbourne, has
done more perhaps than anyone else
to popularise that branch of athletics
and place it on the map in Aus-
tralasia. It is estimated that over
half a million people in every part
of the Commonwealth and New Zea-
land listen -in to 3L0 Melbourne to
Mr. McCance's descriptions. Many
thousands of people who previously
knew nothing of "headlocks," "body
presses" and "toeholds," now follow
Norman with breathless attention,
and atmosphere is added, of course,
by the microphone picking up the
demonstrations of enthusiasm of
those witnessing the match, whose
barracking is heard as a background
to Mr. McCance's description. This
naturally lends color and makes them
all the more exciting to listeners.

Mr. McCance, however, doe* not
manage to keep every listener keyed
up to a pitch of tiptoe excitement all
the time. 3L0 Melbourne has actu-
ally dimovured one lady who evi-
dently found the description of a re-
cent mateh rather slow. but perhaps
this was more the fault of the un-
spectacular wrestling. This lady rang
up after the match was over, and
wanted to know who won, as she said
she had "fallen asleep whilst listen-
ing to the description."

Square Glass Cells with each Philco.
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The History of Radio for the Beginner
IN theory radio is old, in prac-

tice, it is still very young.
Over eighty years ago Joseph

Henry demonstrated at Princeton
that under certain conditions electri-
cal effects are oscillatory, or vibra-
tory, and that these oscillatory eff4cts
can be transmitted over considerable
distances. Others studied these
effects. Numerous experiments were
conducted. Decades later, Professor
Heinrich Hertz, of Germany, demon-
strated in a striking manner how the
discharge of an electrical condenser
sets up invisible waves, and how
these waves can be detected several
feet distant. That was in 1887.
Several years later, Professor Righi,
of Italy, undertook the study of
Hertzian waves.

In Righi's laboratory there chanced
to be a young student named Mar-
coni, who became intensely Interested
in the work. He saw a possibility of
applying these invisible or Hertzian
waves to telegraphy without wires.
Soon Marconi was conducting exten-
sive experiments on his father's
estate. From a few feet he soon ad-
vanced his wireless jumps to miles,
using an *right wire and ground
connection at the transmitting and
receiving ends. From a laboratory
experiment, Marconi's efforts passed
ever to the commercial stage mainly
in England. Year by year Marconi
spanned greater distances, while
numerous steamships were equipped
with wireless apparatus to work in
conjunction with land stations. By
1907 Marconi succeeded in spanning
the vast Atlantic, transmitting sig-
nals from England to Newfoundland
and laying the foundation for world-
wide wireless.

By this time many scientists and
technicians had been attracted to,the
virgin field of wireless communica-
tion.

Originally the invention of Mar-
coni, wireless communication now be-
gan to represent the combined efforts
of many pioneers. Thus an English-
man, Sir Oliver Lodge, Dr. M. I. Pupin,
an American, and several others con-
tributed the principle of tuning with-
out which wireless communication
would be impracticable. Another
Englishman, Professor Fleming.
contributed the basic vacuum tube
which was later developed by the
American, De Forest, and ingeni-
ously applied by the young American
student Armstrong. Vacuum tube
improvements owe their conception tc
many American technicians led by
Dr. Irving Langmuir, of the Gen-
eral Electric Research Laboratory.

From a Talk delivered
from 50,

of transmission. In due course, the
Westinghouse tests included the
Alexanderson, another American, de-
veloped a remarkable generator
known as the Alexanderson alterna-
tor, which made possible reliable and
economical radio communication over
great distances. A variation of wire-
less telegraphy first tried out two de-
cades ago by the Danish Poulsen
made it possible to transmit the
spoken word instead of the dots and
dashes of the telegraph code. Up to
the world war, however, wireless
telephony was crude and impractic-
able, but the remarkable technical
advances made during the trying
days of conflict soon placed .wireless
telephony on a practical basis. In-
deed, the Atlantic was experiment
ally spanned by wireless telephony in
1915 by American telephone en-
gineers, and by the end of the war
wireless telephony was available for
reliable communication over consider-
able distances and even on aircraft.

In 1920 the Westinghouse engineers
conducted a series of experiments
with wireless telephony from a
laboratory in East Pittsburgh. Wire-
less amateurs then possessing re-
ceivers for the purpose of listening

Queensland Readers
Note.

Copies of the issues of
"Wireless Weekly" prevent-
ed from circulating in
Queensland during the
recent Railway Strike are
now available.

They are -
SEPTEMBER 9th-Contain-

ing Short Wave Adapter.

SEPTEMBER 16th - Con-
taining Harkness Reflex
Receiver. How to tune in
PCJJ.

SEPTEMBER 23rd - Con-
taining Universal Four Valve
Receiver. Adding a stage
of Radio to the Reinartz.

to dot -dash messages were asked to
listen in on the wireless telephone ex-
periments and report on the quality
transmission of phonograph records
and the novelty of talks and music
coming over the air soon caused
many laymen to buy and instal inex-
pensive radio receivers. And having
created a large audience for its ex-
perimental transmission, the West-
inghouse organisation soon felt duty
bound to place its experiments on a
schedule basis. Singers and speak-
ers were now introduced in place of
phonograph music. And radio
broadcasting came into existence with
a rapidity of growth that stands with-
out parallel. From a single experi-
mental station, radio broadcasting
grew to hundreds of stations dotting
the entire country and from the crude
phonographic concerts of the early
days, radio broadcasting has grown
into a national auditorium wherein
the talents of the world's greatest
artists are presented to an audience
running into the tens of millions. In
England very similar happenings
took place and a single experimental
station, under the control of the
army, which sent out programmes
about three times a week, gradually
grew into the vast organisation called
the B.B.C., or British Broadcasting
Company, which has lately been
placed under Government control, and
has become an important public ser-
vice. Practically every large centre
has its station, and there, in addi-
tion to broadcasting, radio is used as
a means of communication between
far distant parts by means of the
morse code, and an outstanding ex-
ample of this is seen in our beam
wireless system between Australia
and the Old Country.

This service will enable messages
to be sent without the aid of cable
under the ocean and should prove a
valuable means of communication in
time of war.

In Australia, broadcasting is not
very old, and as yet is not so popu-
lar as in other countries, but the
time will soon arrive when it will be
as common to see a wireless aerial on
a house as the telephone wires. At
a not so far distant date television
will pass from its experimental
stages, and seeing as well as hearing
by wireless will become an accom-
plished fact. All the wonderful ad-
vances in radio have taken place in a
comparatively short period of ap-
proximately 30 years, and it is a
brave man who will attempt to tell
us what another 30 years will bring
forth.
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Hurley used Burgess in New Guinea.
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The Safety Valve
Readers are urged to express their opinion on ?natters per-
taining to broadcasting. If you have some grievance, if you
have some constructive criticism to of/er, here is your chance
for expression-your safety valve. The editor assumes no re-
sponsibility for statements made by readers and published on
this page, as opinions of correspondents do not represent our edi
torial policies or beliefs. Anonymous letters are not considered.

Dear have been a licensed
radio dealer for nearly two years, and
I would like to point out a few facts
to safety valve grumblers, which
the majority of wireless fans probably
do not know and which, to my mind,
have a lot to do with the slow "tak-
ing on" of wireless in the country.

It costs me £5 per annum for my
dealer's license, and this is quite in
order, but, if we wish to have a little
music in our own home, I must pay
another £11716; then, if I wish to take
my set out into the country and de-
monstrate to a few "likelys" at a con-
cert or house party, I must pay a spe-
cial fee of £1; or, if there is a smoke
in town and I am invited to bring my
set along, another fee of £1. A radio
dance night, even in aid of charity,
costs yetanother £1.

Now, Mr. Editor, I am sure you will
agree with me that, if many of these
unreasonable charges were rescinded.
wireless could be more freely de-
monstrated. and, as a natural conse-
quence, the sale of sets would increase
which, in turn, means more revenue
for the broadcasting companies. Under
present conditions, radio demonstra-
tion would cost me considerably over
£5 a year, unless I cared to take a
risk and do it "on the quiet," chancing

fine. Few men like underhand work
such as this.

Other dealers' views on this subject
would be much appreciated.

In conclusion, may I again stress
the fact that this letter is not penned
in a spirit of grumbling, but purely
with a desire to better wireless con-
ditions generally.

Yours faithfully,
Coolamon. '"DEALER."

ON 'PHONE. TOO.
Dear Sir,-With reference to Mr.

Burden's letter ("W.W.," 30/9/27), it
would possibly be of much use to a
lot of people thus afflicted if they
knew that (in nearly every case of a
person being deaf or partially so)
the use of headphones would prob-
ably bring to them the joys of wire-
less. I have noticed this repeatedly
in my own job (telephone mechanic),
that a person who is deaf to all or-
dinary conversation can hear well on
 'phone fitted with two receivers.

Yours, etc.,
"ONE LUNGER."

Sunday
Programmes

TIAT the Sunday programinp are
preferred as they are at present
broadcast by art overwhilmin,?

majority of liatenemoin ay proemd In
the voting in the VIl coupons reteted
(330 from I:Menem-In to whom the
ordinary service. are not aailable).

There were 34 votes only In favour
of eliminating all religious matter
f ruin the broadcasting prOfiraffirrleA. ILA

against +41 in favour of the pro-
grammes as at present. and 302 In
favour of increasing the number of
religious Item..

105. however, were for decreasing.
though not eliminating, religious mat-
ter.

The mites were as follows: -

111A Are sou in favour of eh in-
ating all eelielone matter I.:tint
the broadcasting programme.;

2, Are you in favour of the
Sunday brondcariti rig pro-
grammes as given at present: 511

(11 Are >ou In favoor of inerecut-
nig the number of religious
Items in the Sunday broad-

casting prograrnmen 7 302

II) Are you In favour of decretut-
Mt the number of religious
itern in the Sunday broad -
rooting progranime? 10+

Are too In favour of any of
the following changes it, the
present Sunday broadcasting
programme'

fa) Religious add -eases instead
of church Pert ices. ........ 21

(b) More sacred music 133

IMPORTANT: Iodinate by mean.
of cross, if regular weekly
religioua sem nes which you

might attend are through any
reason ouch as distance, home
duties. etc., nut et, &liable to

you. $30

This climPs the controversy.

MORE LECTURES.

Dear Sir,-The criticisms of the
wireless stations and their pm-
gnimmes are interesting. With regard
to the forcer, I. would like to say
that the remarks regarding transmis-
sion are often unjust, as I find two
different sets give a great variation
between 2FC and 2BL using the same
aerial.

I have also noted that barometric
pressure and the direction of the iso-
bars have a decided influence on
transmission --especially from 4QG.

Few have time to write and say so,
but I am sure that many country
people would appreciate more lec-
tures on such subjects as would
make wireless sets more of an aaset
to those who have to wrest a living
from The soil. For these, wo have
to turn to 3L0 or 4QG and they are
too infrequent.

Before closing, allow me to ex-
press appreciation (most heartily
endorsed by friends who also .isten
in) of the good music-classical, and
especially sacred-that a wireless set
brings to us of the outback places.

Yours, etc.,
DUDLEY JONES.

Nymboida, North Coast.

USSR.
Dear Sir,-I picked t,i a foreign

station on 60 metres on Sunday, 25th;
Monday, 26th; Tuesday, 27th, front 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. (Sunday) 8 p.m. to
9.15 p.m. (Monday and Tuesday).

Ile came in at very good loud
speaker strength on two valves. His
clarity of transmission left nothing
to be desired. The music on Sunday
and Tuesday was worth listening to.
His announcements were all in
foreign, the only thing I got was
'USSR.

The Russian Station HEN also used
the letters USSR when 1 got him a
few months back, but he spoke in
English also.

Could any listeners enlighten me on
this subject?

Yours, etc.,
H. KELSICK,

Aberdare Colliery, Cessnock.

Canada chose Burgess for her outposts.
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.Ile Aronson's famous symphoniets at SLO busy working out effects for new dance number,.

Running Description of Cup
by 3L0 and 2FC

RACING IN THE AIR.
THE Cup-a signal for enjoyment

for so many thousands (includ-
ing bookmakers)-is a season of

woe and lamentation to broadcasting
companies. There is so much to see
to, so many chances of slipping, so
marry extra thousands listening in
and judging the pleasures of a wire-
less set on the way the descriptions
of the classic races come over the
air, that a station sees the end of a
Spring Meeting with relief. This
year, 2FC is going to re -broadcast
3LO's description of the Melbourne
Cup, with some more of the most im-
portant races. This re -broadcasting
by an inter -State station is an excel-
lent thing. Some few weeks ago. I
urged greater co-operation in this
respect. It is pleasant to see that
it is being done, and in a reciprocal
way. Three nights recently 2FC
picked up the band of the SLO studio,
and Sydney people danced to music
over 500 air miles distant.

Co-operation along these lines will
save a good deal of money, for many
ways of utilising items in common
will suggest themselves as time goes
on. Broadcasting need not be made
a cut-throat business.

RADIO PLAYS.
NOW that the competition for

radio plays has been decided,
there should be at least a score

of clever, interesting plays available
for transmission in the near future.

The competition was widely taken
up and among the three prize -win-
ners, and those whose plays were very
highly commended were a New South
Wales woman, Tasmanian and West
Australians, proving how widely
anread was the interest in the con-
test.

The prizes have been awarded to
the following:-

First: Mrs. May 3Itirphy, David -
street, Northcote (Victoria).

Second: Miss Helen Armstrong,
Clear Hills. Dunning (N.S.W.).

Third: Mr. Jack Curlett, Railway
Avenue, East Caulfield (Victoria).

Over a dozen received warm com-
mendation from the judges. a proof
that the winning trio should be worth
listening to. It will be interesting
to hear how far the winners have de-
veloped a new technique, or if they
have followed the old stage conven-
tions.

ARMISTICE DAY FIXTURES.
WE aro approaching one of the

most solemn ceremonials of the
year. No day is quite like

Armistice Day, not even Anzac Day
itself, for the greater includes the
less, and the Armistice Day exer-
cises are Empire -wide in their signi-
ficance. Broadcasting has come to
widen the scope of the ceremonies, so
that hundreds of thousands may take
part in there by listening to the
metropolitan ceremonies. This year,
in addition to the usual services on
Parliament House steps, Melbourne, is
to have two ceremonials of great ih-
portance. One of these is the laying
of the foundation stone of the great
projected War Memorial in the Do-
main. This great building destined
to become our most significant temple
has been long in materialising. The
stone to be laid on Armistice Day will
signalise it, commenzement.

The other service is that to mark
the laying of the Foundation Stone
of the War Memorial of the Melbourne
Grammar School. This will be done
in the afternoon, after the bigger
event.

There are no rivals to the Philco.
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2FC Artists who sang the National Anthem for the benefit of London listeners on October 11 on the occasion
of the Second Empire broadcast.. Mr. Ewart Chapplc at the piano.

King May Shortly Address Australians
THE British Broadcasting Cor-

poration, which controls all
broadcasting in Great Britain,

has informed the Radio Broadcast
Bureau, Sydney, that. it is of opinion
that the time is close when it will be
able to invite the King to address his
450 million subjects throughout the
world by word of mouth.

This communication was made in
view of the recent progress in broad-
casting from one part of the Empire
to another. Within the past few days
2FC radiated a programme on two
wave lengths simultaneously -28.5
metres for oversea reception and 442
metres for reception in Australia and
New Zealand. This was heard in
England and part of the programme
was re -broadcast by the British
Broadcasting Corporation so that
listeners throughout the United
Kingdom could hear.

It would be useless to suggest that
the reception was entirely satisfac-
tory. Listeners in England were cer-
tainly thrilled to hear the great
broadcasting station in Australia, but
there was considerable distortion,
showing the need for further experi-
ence before world-wide radio is com-
pletely reliable.

Empire Broadcasting Chain
Nears Completion

The British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion informs the Radio Broadcast
Bureau that at the present rate of
progress the inauguration of an Em-
pire broadcasting service from
Britain will depend upon the results
of a new series of experiments which
are being carried out this month.

EMPIRE BROADCAST: It is one
of the remarkable facts in Life that
it's the little things that count."
When mighty Gat -many attempted to
brush modest Belgium from her path,
that gallant little country proved she
was a power to be reckoned with,
despite her meagre population. When
2FC sent the Australian radio call
throughout the length and breadth of
England, in co-operation with the all
powerful British Broadcasting Com-
pany, history was made, and even the
most blase listener thrilled at the
wonder of it all. But the giant Lon-
don broadcasting machine casually ac-
cepted this feat, and went its way,
". . . You have just heard the Satiby
Orchestra play . . ."

But 2FC, tiny unit in the radio
world, proved that it too was a power

to be reckoned with. A second pro-
gramme was arranged for overseas
broadcast, on dual wavelength for the
benefit of local listeners, and Lon -
don't teeming listening millions once
more stood tip toe on expectation. It
is a curious contradiction that after
twenty-three minutes, BBC discon-
tinued the relay, "owing to atmos-
pherics." Yet an,ateurs from near
and far poured indignant letters of
protest into the papers, together with
indubitable proof that Australia's
programme had bean heard, by a con-
cise logging, not only of musical
items, but of announcements and
messages.

The pen of one cartoonist offered
a caustic solution. BBC's engineer,
with one hand on the control, and the
other desperately straining a tele-
phone receiver to his ear. "Yes,
darling, I'll come along right away
. . . important programme? No,
it's only Australia!" 4

The Press, wholehearted in its con-
demnation, aroused the Corporation to
unusual activity, with the result
Station 2FC receive i e cable asking
for a special programme for relay, on
Monday morning, 31st October, be-
tween 3.45 and 5.30. Of a surety,
"great oaks from little acorns grow."

Burgess Went Over the Pole with Byrd.
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The Third Empire Broadcast
flow the Third Empire Broadcast was received in London, Extracts
from the letters of British listeners who tuned in 2FC. The return
programme from 2L0 London, was relayed by 2FC during Christmas

THOUGH the third Empire Broad-
cast took place over a month ago,
letters of appreciation from

England have only just arrived owing
to the fact that it takes over a month
for mail to reach us from the British
Isles.

In response to the request made by
2FC, over 1000 letters were received,
and it is interesting to note that in
most cases each writer refers to a
sudden bad period of reception and
fading which should not have occurred
at the hour in question, according to
the general supposition that reception
Improves with night, but fades with
approaching daylight.

In a nutshell, those who give a de-
tailed notification of the reception,
state that the reception was almost
perfect at the commencement, which
took place whilst it was still daylight
in England-viz., 7 o'clock. It was
5 a.m. in Australia, and was still dark.
As dawn Was breaking in Australia,
reception began to fade-thought it
was becoming dark in England, and
upon daylight out in Austra-
lia, and a corresponding night in Eng-
land, reception improved to such an
extent, that it even improved on that
received at the first part of the pro-
gramme.

It is interesting to note that most
correspondents agree that these fad-
ings occurred exactly at the same
times both on the high and the low
waves. Atmospherics were not very
troubling, though now and again they
marred some musical item. High
pitched voices and instruments came
through better than those of lower
key, which seemed to be slightly dis-
torted.

All were evidently highly delighted
with the programme, and many young
Englishwomen have fallen in love
with Mr. Cochrane's cheery voice,
which they say is most musical, easy,
and charming.

The kookooburra which 2FC broad-
cast through the concert, was re-
marked on in nearly every letter,
though in various ways. Quite a
number of listeners missed the name
of our national bird, and their reports
are most amusing.

One lady says:-"I heard some sea
gulls making a funny noise during the
broadcast. I suppose they were picked
up as the waves crossed the ocean."

Another:-"Reception was perfect,
even to the clucking of the hens."
Several others worthy of note reaed as
follows:-"There was a slight hissing
sound, like some wounded animal."
"And was it a cockatoo we heard sing-
ing-" "It seemed as if you had a
kangeroo or something else giving the
station's call as we have from Ger-
many-bells, clock, buzzer, and siren,
etc."

"I heard a pecaliar noise. What
was it? It sounded like an Austra-
lian wild cat." "We heard a most ex-
traordinary noise during the trans-
mission, it seemed to be like a lot of
birds jabbering-or was it the artists
talking in the stud -a?" "The chickens
were very noisy, but hounded nice-I
suppose they'll be eaten at Christ-
mas." "All items 'tame through very
clearly, especially that bird (I don't
know how you spell it)."

The word "kookooburra" was spelt
in many different ways, among them
being cookcookbourough, kookooburgh,
kookooburri, and many others.

One gentleman who writes from
London claims as a brother Mr. John
Howard Payne, the well-known author
of "Home, Sweet Home"-that piece
of music that stirs the mystic instinct
of the wanderer.

When 2FC announced "Dawn is just
breaking on a typical warm Summer's
morning," many listeners wished they
were here, for as they wrote, precisely
at that moment. rein and sleet were
pouring down, and the wind was bit-
terly cold. One lady so taken up with
the programme, forgot that it was
warm in Australia at the time, said
"And I hope you didn't forget to give
the dear artists n nice hot drink as
soon as they ha I finished."

THE GOVERNOR'S NEW
YEAR GREETINGS.

Immediately after the G.P.O.
clock chimes the hours of mid-
night on New Year's Eve, his
Excellency, from his private re-
sidence at Sutton Forest, will
broadcast a New Year's mes-
sage to the people of New
South Wales. His Excellency
will be the first person to speak
from 2BI. during the New Year.

The artists Bret to be in the 2FC
Studio by five a.m., and that there
effort was appreciated is shown in
many letters.

A writer from Chelsea says: "I am
sure I could not laugh like some of
you fellows at five o'clock in the morn-
ing. Seven -thirty is my time, and
then I don't laugh-I growl."

Many photographs were enclosed,
some depicting beautiful countryside
cottages, happy smiling families, and
so on.

A misunderstanding must have been
caused somehow regarding the words
"2FC." Quite a number of the en-
thusiastic writers addressed their let-
ters to 25C, 2XC, 2SE, and other
various unknown stations whose call
signs are phonetic whit that of 2FC.

The London "Daily Sketch" in an
article states: "Coo-ee! came a man's
high pitched voice last night, calling
across the world from Sydney, Aus-
tralia, to the British Isles. Sydney
(2FC) was calling 2L0 at .4 e.t.a, this
morning (Aust. time), the early dawn
of a late Spring morning in Australia,
and Sunday tea time in Britain. This
third Empire Broadcast was the most
successful yet. It lasted for nearly
two hours."

The Australian programme opened
with the National Anthem, and con-
sisted of pianoforte solos, 'cello solos,
and popular airs from Gilbert and
Sullivan and "Rose Marie." A cor-
respondent writing from Wales, says
the National Anthem seemed more in-
spiring to him than it has ever ap-
peared before, and the whole company
under his roof, joined heartily in the
Anthem with the 2FC artists so far
away.

To all those who 'Lave written to
2FC from abroad, errds will be sent.
As there are well over 1000 letters to
be attended to, 2FC are now working
their very hardest in order that even
the little children (whose scrawly re-
marks on the programme were wel-
comed) shall not be disappointed.

Australians are now looking for-
ward eagerly to the return pre;Tramme
from 2 LO, London, which is being
relayed by 2FC during Christmas. On
Boxing morning, which will be Christ-
mas Day evening in England, a fur-
ther Empire Broadcast is to be ar-
ranged by 2FC. which will again he
picked up by 5SW, and rebroadcast

+ throughout the British Isles.

From Icy Pole to Tropic Jungle: BurgefiN,
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Telling the World About
Australia.

ONE of the most interesting de-
velopments associated with
broadcasting in Australia during

recent months hos been the recogni-
tion of the part played by the broad-
casting companies in making Austra-
lia known to the world. Prior to the
advent of our big stations, Australia
and Australians were little more than
names to tens of thousands of people
in every corner of the outside world.
They saw our coastline on the map;
they knew, possibly, that we grew
wool and that we had some gold
mines; but of our national life and
our national resources they knew
little. But to -day they feel they
know us. They have listened to our
musical programmes, they have fol-
lowed the descriptions of national
events such as the opening of Can-
berra, and they have learned, too.
something of our national hopes and
aspirations.

The oficiency of stations such as
SLO, Melbourne. has made such a
result possible, and the benefit to
Australia as a whole should be un-
bounded. New evidence of the grow-
ing interest in our country is con-
tained in almost every overseas mail
received by 3L0. Melbourne. From
Alaska, from the Continent, from
America, from Canada, from England,
from China, and from almost every
other corner of the world, come letters
of appreciation of the programmes
received. In such letters, too, it is
not .infrequently mentioned that 3L0,
Melbourne, has interested the writer
in Australia, and in Australians.

In an outpost on the edge of the
civilisation, for instance, on the
furthest border of Alaska, one lonely
listener frequently tunes in to 3L0,
Melbourne, and his letters to the sta-
tion are illustrative of the great
majority of messages:-"I have never
seen Australia," he once wrote, "but
I think I know something about you.
3L0, Melbourne, has shown me that
you must have a great country, and
some day, when the. opportunity offers,
I am coming 'down under' to see for
myself. I feel that I will not be dis-
appointed."

Broadcasting, under such circum-
stances, carries with it a large mea-
sure of national responsibility, and
for that reason alone, no eff.-irt should
be spared to maintain the high level
of efficiency reached by 3L0, 2FC, and
the other big stations.

WORLD-WIDE TESTS.

The world-wide short wave tests
now being conducted every Monday
morning by 3L0, Melbourne, have
brought in a new range of apprecia-
tive listeners, and the tests also have
served to further emphasise the na-
tional aspect of the whole realm of
broadcasting in Australia. Dutchmen
in Holland and in Java, tea planters
in Ceylon and India, Japanese radio
operators and experimenters, English-
men and Australians in the Strait
Settlements and in Malaya, mission-
aries in the Pacific outposts, listeners
in almost every State in America and
Canada, all have joined with English-
men in England, and radio men in
almost every other corner of the
world, in wishing $LO well, and in
showing a new -horn interest in Aus-
tralia.

Slowly, but surely, Australia and
Australians are being made known to
the world. This is an age of pub-
licity and national advertisement, and
if we have been lacking in that direc-
tion in the past, the broadcasting
companies now are filling the much -
felt need.

UNCLE NORMAN: Listeners are
more familiar perhaps with Norman
McCance's Stadium descriptions than
with any of his other varied efforts
before the microphone. Perhaps it is
because he made his name with the
former. However, his broadcasting
versatility is remarkable, and it is sur-
prising even to those who know him
best with what speed his mind works
as he visualises passing events.

Recently at the Laverton Air Force
Depot he assayed the task of describ-
ing the arrival of Father Xmas by
aeroplane, and hi:; effort is regarded
as one of the very best broadcast de-
scriptions ever givtn.

He quoted certain scriptural facts
for the purpose of lending color to his
description, and even the Padre at
the Air Force Depot acknowledged
that he did not know that one very
important event happened at
Nazareth, whilst Wing Commander
McBain stood in astonishment at Nor-
man's flights of imagination.

Realising that he was speaking
mostly to children, Mr: McCance said
that it was the first time he had

Arthur Stigant, the popular roma-
velar of the Student Prince Compayg
in Melbourne, who is broadcasting
from 31.0.

spoken to them, and no doubt he would
be known as "Uncle Norman"-a title
which somehow seems to suit him
very nicely. Let us hope that the
children will hear more of "Uncle
Norman" in the near future from 3L0,
Melbourne.

DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINER:
Rita Hilton, the well-known soprano
entertainer, who, with delightfully
witty songs at the piano, has sung
herself into the favour of all listeners
to 3L0, Melbourne. A hospital con-
cert held during_ the war, and a dearth
of artists was the main "urge" for
Miss Hilton adopting the role of come-
dienne, but so successful was her first
attempt in this direction, that she has
carried on with the good work ever
since. At this particular concert, all
the hum( urists had failed to turn up,
and though the Diggers were "perfect
dears" and behaved like little gentle-
men as ballad alter ballad was sung-
one felt a restiveness the air, as
though a bomb would explode at any
minute. It was at this time that it
was thought a good comedy song had
better be introduced-Miss Hilton was
prevailed upon to sing a "rag," and in
the language of "the" profession.
simply "brought down the house." It
is interesting to note that Miss Hil-
ton's repertoire included some excel.
lent numbers by the Australian com-
poser, Sonia Hardy.

Buy a Burgess and Cut Battery Cost.
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Receive Interstate Stations
ON A LOOP AERIAL with the

8 -VALVE SUPERHETERODYNE SET

1221/5/4
Featured in this Issue of Wireless Weekly.

HERE ARE THE PARTS IL21/5/41
£ s. ti.

1 Genuine Radion Panel, highly polished and cut true, 20 x 7 x 3-16 in, 0 14 G

1 Bakelite Sub -panel, true, 19 x 9 x 3-16 in. 0 14 :t-cut
1 Genuine Radian Terminal Panel, 19 x I i x 3-16 in. 0 2 6
2 Philmore Wire Wound '30 ohm. Rheostats 0 1 10
1 Philmore Wire Wound 400 ohm. Potentiometer 0 2 6
1 B.M.S. Double Circuit Jack, with fantail lugs 0 2 2
1 B.M.S. Single Circuit Filament Control Jack, with fantail lugs 0 2 6

1 B.M.S. Push -Pull Battery Switch 0 1 6
1 Pilot Midget Condenser, .000045 M.F. 0 5 9

3 Dubilier Mansbridge 1 M.F.D. Bypass Condensers, at 6/- 0 18 0
1 Pair Volton Nickel -plated Sub -panel Brackets 0 3 6
8 Valve Sockets, with black base standard, American, at 1/9 0 14 0
2 Sangamo (highest grade) .00025 Grid Condensers and Clips, at 3/6 0 7 0
2-Philmore 2 Megohm Gridleaks, at 1/- 0 2 0
2 Rauland Lyric Audio Transformers, at 45/- 4 10 0
10 Engraved Binding Post Terminals, at 4d. 0 3 4

Emmco Bakelite Slow-motion Vernier Dials, at 7/6 0 15 0
1 Sangamo (highest grade) Fixed Mica Condenser, .001 0 2 9
1 "All American" Superheterodyne Kit. comprising 3 I.F. Transformers, 1 10,000 metre

T.R.F. Transformer, and 1 R.F. Coupler 9 5 0
1 Grodan (Tapped) Loop Aerial 1 12 6
1 25ft, Carton Celatsite Insulated Flex Wiring 0 4 9

FURTHER WONDERFUL VALUES
Metal Shell 201A Sockets 1/6
Lightning Arrestors 1/4
Puramax Giant Loudspeakers.

Price £21141-
Trumusic Jr. Speakers .. 19/9
F.M.C. Transformers, with pig-

tail connection 7/C
Artcraft T.R.F. Kits, including

3 L.L. Condensers 38/ -
De Jur Buffalo 30 ohm. Rheos.

Price 2/11
Vernier Adjusters 9d.
Loudspeaker Units 13/6
Precision Vernier Dials .. 4/6
Panel Mounting Switches,

Double Pole, D.T 10d.
R.C.A. Audio Transformers, 11/6
Advance .00025 S.L.F. Con-

densers 9/6
Titan Bulb Type Battery

Chargers £51101 -

COUNTRY CUSTOMERS!
Please note that all our
goods carry a MONEY
BACK Guarantee. If you
are not satisfied return
goods in good order within
7 days and we will Refund

in full.

WE PAY CARRIAGE
on orders of 10s. and
over, except on Cabinets,
Batteries, Loud Speakers
and C. 0. D. Parcels.

1
'YOURS FOR LOWER PRICES,"

Quaker or
Continental

Lowloss

Condensers

.00035 8 6

moos 9/6

THE ECONOMIC RADIO STORES
PARR 1MATTA: 25 NEW ROYAL ARCADE,

Cot. Macquarie and Church Sta. near Palace Theatre; Sydney.
'Phone: LW 9601. 'Phone: M 3049.

NEWCASTLE:
569 Hunter St. West.

'Phone: New. 1622.
111.0111 M
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How to Make an
8 VALVE SUPERHETERODYNE

RECEIVER

By carefully following the instructions laid down
home constructor possessed of sufficient patience can

-the world's best receiver.

S
UPERHETERODYNE is a word
which conveys something of the
magical to many people. Often

is it used by people who don't really
know what it means. Most understand
that it is some type of radio receiver
which employs usually between seven
and eight valves, which of course, is
quite correct. Quite a number of
listeners seem frightened when the
seven or eight valves are mentioned,
but there is a reason or, we should
say, several reasons. There are those
who claim that the Superheterodyne
is "le dernier cri"-the ,last word-in
radio receivers, and it is in many re-
spects true, provided always that it
has been built correctly. There lies
the rub. We venture to say that
there have been more headaches
created by building a superheterodyne
than by any other receiver. It is
hoped that this article is dear enough
to permit the average constructor to
build his own superhet.-as it is more
familiarly called-with a minimum of
trouble.

Now what does a superhet. do?
That it will receive radio signals, it
is true, but also that those radio
signals from grat distances which, by
many another set are not collected,
will be brought right inside your own
home by a superhet. The surprising
factor is that from the point of view
of volume all local and interstate
stations are on a par. A simple loop
or frame aerial replaces the outdoor
aerial. This loop ira., be stood on
the top of the cabinet, and is all that
is required to collect the energy to
actuate the receiver. The Superhet.

will, therefore, be extremely sensitive
and, incidentally, selective-the two
most important factors in any wire-
less receiver. Combined with this
there is simplicity of control, and with
a good audio portion purity should be
present.

The loop aerial will receive as many
stations on a Superhet. as can be re-
ceived by, say, a good neutrodyne on

LIST OF PARTS.
1-Dilecto Front Panel 20 x 7 x 3-16.
1-Dilecto Subpanel 19 x 9 x 3-16.
1-Dilecto Terminal Panel 19 x l0 x

3-16.
2 -Type L.0005 Bremer Polly Variable

Condensers.
2-30 ohms Rheostat.
1-400 ohms Potentiometer.
1-D.C. Jack B.M.S.
1-S.C. Jack B.M.S.
1 -Battery Switch.
1-.000045 Pilot Midget Condenser.
3-1 mfd. Fixed Condensers.
2 -Benjamin or Bolton Brackets.
8 -All-American Valve Sockets.
2-.00025 Grid Condensers and Clips.
2-2 mfd. Grid Leaks.
2-Rauland Lyric Transformers.
10 -Terminals (3 for loop).
2-Emmco Dials.
1-.001 Fixed Condenser.
1 -All-American Super Het. Kit com-

prising.
3-LF. Transformers.
1-10,000 meter T.R.F. Transformer.-
1-R.F. Coupler.

Fort wiring, screws; etc.
1 -Tapped Loop.

in this article any
build this super -het

an outdoor aerial. In addition, it fs
more selective, the directional quali-
ties of the frame aerial assisting
greatly in this matter, and also re-
duces interference from static. When
static is bad the reception of inter-
state stations is rendered difficult on
the average receiver, but the Super -
het., while still liable to static, is not
nearly so upset because of the use of
a loop receiver.

Round about 1923 to 1925 great re-
search was executed on Superhetero-
dyne receivers, and as a result to -day
we have a simply controlled, ex-
tremely efficient receiver from the
complicated systems of earlir years.
Many well-known radio men con-
demned the Superhet., doubting its
possibilities as a commercial product,
but to -day, owing to vast develop-
ment, the Superhet. has come into its
own.

In this Superhet. there are eight
valves, first detector, oscillator,
coupler, three intermediate valves,
second detector and two audio valves.
Sounds quite impressive, doesn't it?
But not so terrible after all. You
know what a detector valve does, and
also the functioning of an audio valve.
The three intermediate valves are
really radio frequency amplifiers. It
is known that with some exceptions
three stages of radio frequency is dif-
ficult to control, but with the Super-
heterodyne receiver such is not the
case as will be seen later.

This brings us to the oscillator.
This oscillator is adjusted by means of
the oscillator condenser so that it
generates a radio frequency current of

Buy a Burgess and Cut Battery Cost.
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a slightly different frequency to the
received oscillations. These two cur-
rents interfere with each other and
produce a heterodyne or beat note, of
a freqcency equal to the difference be-
tween the oscillator frequency and the
incoming signal frequency. This beat
note is inaudible. As the two radio
frequency currents are added to each
other, the beat current , is much
stronger than the incoming signal cur-
rent. This beat current, by the way,
actuates the first deteCter valve.

The three intermediate stages of
radib frequency further amplify this
beat .note -or intermediate frequency
at a much longer wavelength and cor-
responding lower frequency than that
of the broadcast wave band because at
the broadcast wavelength the amplific-
cation per stage is not very great
using the fixed or untuned type, of
transformer common in the' Surerhet.
Thus we have a simple system of
radio frequency amplification which
gives great' amplification per stage
and only requires two condensers for
tuning purposes. The foregoing is
not a disSertation of the theory under-
lying 8uperheterodyne reception, being
merely a few words explaining simply,
it' is hoped, just whattakes place "in-
side." and the reason for the number
of valves used.

The front view of the receiver shows
the two dials, for .tuning the, variable
condensers. On the left is the °sell-
lator Condenser dial, while its neigh-
bor on the right is the loop condenser
dial. Below and in between the two
is a knob for a small midget con -
denier, which provides a variable re-
action from a portion of the loop.. To
the right are seen the two rheostats
and the potentiometer, which' is also
known as a stabilizer. This is in the
centre of the two rheostats. The
jacks are easily picked out. Not
shown, but actually incorporated in
the receiver is a battery switch, the
position of which is found by consult-
ing the back of 'panel' wiring 'diagram.

The back panel view and the plan
view gives an indication of the lay -

The circuit diagram.

out of the various components. It
will be noticed that most of the wir-
ing is kept below the subpanel, thus
leaving a very neat looking arrange-
ment. This subpanel method of
assembly and wiring will appeal to
quite a number of constructors, but if
the standard baseboard method of wir-
ing is required, this may be resorted
to. We will leave you to make what-
ever alterations you' May need to con-
vert front the subpanel ntethod, to the
baseboard method. The wiring dia-
gram will suit both types.

The whole scheme is compact: just
sufficient space to accept all the parts
comfortably without cramming. All
the illustrations are drawn to scale,
but to determine the correct positions
and distances between parts an indica-
tion will be gathered from the panel
dimensions. Take the positions of
the variable condensers and the rheo-
stats and potentiometer, and gauge
from these the distances of the other
subpanel components. Study the plan
view carefully. Compare with the
back of panel wiring diagram and
the circuit diagram. Notice the three
loop terminals on the plan view. Im-
mediately in' front of these is the
oszillator coil; recognised by the four
terminals on the one side nad the two
on the opposite side. In front of this
unit is the oscillator valve, to the left
of which is the first detector valve.
The first grid condenser and leak is
situate between these two valves,
which occupy the space behind the two
variable cor.densers. Again, behind
the first detector valve is the coupler,
to the immediate left of which will be
found the first, second and third in-

termediate radio frequency trans-
former in that order respectively.
From the third I.F. transformer comes
the second grid condenser and grid
leak, which joins the grid terminal of
the sixth valve socket governing the
second detector valve. The three I.F.
valve sockets are between the first
and second detector valves, and are
valves 3, 4 and 5 respectively, as
shown on the back of panel, and also
the circuit diagrams. The first audio
transformer is that one nearest the
loop variable condenser with valve 7,
the first audio valve, immediately fol-
lowing it to the left. The second
audio transformer is to the left of this
valve, with the second audio or last
valve immediately to the left of this
again, and behind the second detector
valve, but close to the panel.

The construction begins with the
marking out and drilling the panel.
Lay this on a flat surface and, using
a centre punch, mark out from the
panel drilling diagram. Only the
centre holes for the two main tuning
condensers are shown, the template,
supplied with each condenser, giving
the remaining dimensions. The parts
should be mounted securely, and this
portion layed aside while the subpanel
is attended to.

Before proceeding with the subpanel
layout, turn to the All-American valve
sockets. ' Carefully remove the two
F terminals of each valve socket and
reverse them, that is to say, turn them
upside down so that the connecting
terminals come underneath the soc-
ket. Don't put back the terminal nut
as these are not required now, the pro-
jecting screw having to go through

2ioe----44--1

20
The panel drilling template.

Perfect Reception Every Day Possible with Philco.
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Thebaseboard layout of the component parts-follow carefully. This is important.

the subpanel to the underside. Only
the F terminals of each valve socket
should be treated this way, the G and
P terminals remaining in proper posi-
tion.

It is advisable when the terminals
are out, to lay out all the apparatus on
the top of the subpanel. all excepting
the fixed condensers. Place everything
in its correct position. Start off with
the valve sockets. Then the two audio
transformers, noting the position of
the G terminal in relation to the
G terminal of the succeeding valve.
The oscillator and the coupler are
placed at right angles to one another,
the relative directions for wiring
being seen on the wiring diagram.

The intermediate transformers
should be so placed that the P ter-
minal should be opposite or above the
P terminal of the valve it governs,
and the G terminal above the G of the
next valve. The B positive and F ter-
minals are at the back. Reconcile the
panel wiring diagram with the other
d'agrams. When all have been allot-
ted their resective positions, mark
out with a centre punch the required
fixing holes, and also provide for
small holes to allow the wiring wire
to come through to the bottom of the
subpanel. All the grid and plate
leads may remain on top, but all fila-
ment wiring is run underneath the
subpanel. Even the leads from the
rheostats and the potentiometer re-
main below, as do the connections
from the variable condensers. Two
small holes should be drilled at a
convenient place underneath each con-
denser tc allow these leads to pass
through. Perhaps it would be wise to
fit cnntact studs in these holes as

soldering points, and when wiring
solder the leads from the condensers
to these studs, and continue the rest
of the wiring underneath.

However, it will not require much
imagination to realise that some short
brass or nickeled bolts and nuts are
necessary to bolt the transformers,
etc., to the subpanel. Do this. making
certak that all parts are securely held
in position. Place this subpanel on
the brackets and fit it in position
against the front panel. Note that
the room left for the variable con-
densers. The midget condenser fits
below the subpanel and is, therefore,
like both jacks and battery switch,
concealed. If everything is in order
there should be ample room for every-
thing without any cramming.

Before commencing the wiring, pre-
pare the terminal panel. This is
mounted by means of two small brac-
kets, and the panel may be seen in
the back view of the receiver. On
the extreme left is the B positive Am-
plifier, then B positive for the detec-
tor, intermediates and oscillator, then
B negative next A positive, A nega-
tive, C positive, C negative, and at
the right-hand end the three terminals
for the loop connections. Mark out
and drill the holes for these terminals,
and mount the terminals on the strip.

The wiring may now be commenced.
Here is where the wiring diagram be-
comes more valuable. Wire up the
filament circuits first. This is done
beneath the subpanel. Notice that the
three intermediate valves are taken
to one rheostat, all other valves being
connected to the remaining rheostat.

The potentiometer is connected right
across the A battery with the centre
point or moving arm joined to the
grid return of valves 3, 4 and 5 as
shown. Then continued with grid and
plate wiring. Where wires cross be-
neath the subpanel keep them apart.
even although Fort wiring wire is in-
sulated. When it is necessary to
"duck" from the top of the subpanel
through to the bottom, it will be wise
to measure off just that length of wire
which, when connected to the top com-
ponent, just fits through the small
hole drilled. The remaining connec-
tion is soldered to this projecting
piece beneath the subpanel. By fol-
lowing out the layout suggested in
this article a neatly wired job will re-
sult. The 1 mfd., in fact all by-pass
condensers, may be added, or wired in
last, even after the terminal board
wiring has been completed. Take
the wiring in easy stages, checking
carefully as you proceed. There is no
need to fully describe these wiring
instructions, as the person who builds
a Superhet. will be able to read, if
not the circuit diagram, the back of
panel wiring diagram.

When everything has been com-
pleted satisfactorily, get ready to test
out. Insert the valves in their soc-
kets. On actual test at Marriekville
the following valves were used suc-
cessfully:-lst valve, oscillator, A609;
2nd valve, detector, A609; 3rd, 4th and
5th valves, intermediates, A630; 6th
valve, 2nd detector, A609; 7th valve,
1st audio, A609, and last valve, 2nd
audio, A608. All these are of the
6 -volt series and when used with a

Phileo Batteries Save Pounds in a :Year.
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Philips B Eliminator the plate draw
was 30 milliamps.

On the 4 -volt series of Philips
valves the following valves were
found to do justice to the good re-
ceiven-lst, A409; 2nd, A409; 3rd,
4th and 5th, A425; 6th and 7th, A409,
and 8th, B406 or B403. Later in the
evening the A630 was taken from the
3rd intermediate stage and transfer-
red to the 1st detector position, the
A609 valve from which proved useful
in the 3rd intermediate stage.

Again all B406 valves were used,
but the plate draw or plate consump-
tion was too great. They are not to
be recommended accordingly for this
receiver right througnout, only where
specified. Other makes of valves may
do, but the writer hasn't had any ex-
perience of them. But bear in mind
that in a receiver of this type the
valves must be matched. Your dealer
will assist you in this.

However, using the correct valves,
connect up the A and B batteries, say
90 volts for the B audio and 45 volts
for the other stages, and the A bat-
tery according to the valves in use,
link up the loop and the speaker. An
Airzone loop was used to advantage,
the tap for regeneration being.

How to wire the component parts.

The midget condenser proved its
value. This condenser controls the
amount of regeneration. The Air -
zone loop is tapped at 1 -3rd of its
length, that is the 4th turn, and this
midget condenser brings the other-
wise weak station into utmost pro-
minence. The C battery was 41 volts.

Here is the actual readings of the
Emmco dials on the B.D. condensers
for the different stations of Australia.
New Zealand has been omitted, al-
though all three stations were very
much present, hut as the ultimate new
wavelengths of these stations are, up
to the moment of writing, not de-
finitely decided, they are being left
out.

Station.
2BL
3L0
4QG
SCI.
1 YA

2FC
3AR
7Z1,

LOG OF STATIONS.

Oscillator Dial.
511/571
47/541
40/481
35/46
32

27/37
13

101

Loop Dial.
79

761
72

71

69

63

53

40

It will be seen that the oscillator
dial has two readings. This is quite
correct. Prove for yourself. AU
Superhets., 'with one or two excep-
tions, have two readings on the oscil-
lator(disd. Find both and decide on
which one suits best. Quite a number
al whistles will be heard as each dial
is turned, but forget these whistles
for a start until the whole receiver is
properly mastered. Remember that
when receiving Melbourne the loop
should be pointed edgewise to Mel-
bourne, or to the desired station. Try
it and note how strong an otherwise
weak station will become. The poten-
tiometer is critical, in fact, so is the
first rheostat, that one controlling the
intermediate stages. Smooth, undis-
torted music will result, thanks, of
course, to the Ranland Lyric Trans-
formers. If trouble is met with,
write in. We will assist you to our
utmost, but still this Superhet lives
up to its good name, and very little
trouble should be found anywhere.
Remember the whole secret or success
of this or any Superhet. depends on
its bypassing. Think it out for your-
self.

36

The World Flyers carried Burgess Batteriefi.
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Build Your Own
8 Valve Superheterodyne Receiver
With the famous Remler Super Kit, and enjoy real Radio reception, using Remler Kit,
the music or speech is filtered before being amplified, therefore ensuring true repro-
duction, Wonderful Selectivity, Simple to Operate. Local, Interstate and New Zealand
stations on full loud speaker strength on Loop Aerial, and absolutely free from inter-
ference.

Price 17:10:0
With Blue Print
of Working Plan

and Circuit
Diagram.

.=0W
Price £7:10:0

With Blue Print
of Working Plan

and. Circuit
Diagram.

Ptie Remler Kit consists of 1 oscillator, 3 intermediates, and 1 filter transformer. Price of
complete parts, using the Remler Kit, with best quality selected and tested parts, only

air £15/516 "Im
New Shipment T.C.C. Condensers, guaranteed accurate; all sizes, .0001 to 2 m.f.. Yaxley
aerial and battery cord (7 wires), with plug and jack, 21/-. All Sizes, D.C.C. and enamel
wire.

Your Unsatisfactory Set Rewired by Experts and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WILES' WONDERFUL WIRELESS
and ELECTRICAL STORES

BRANCH:
23 PITT ST.
Near Circular Quay.

PITT & GOULBURN STS.,
SYDNEY.

MAIL ORDER BRANCH, 60 GOULBURN STREET.

BRANCH:
384 PITT ST.

Oppaaite A. Barden's.'
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The
World's Most
Widely Sold
Loud Speaker!

WHAT greater
reputation could
it possess?

Scientifically designed to meet the
insistent demand for a Loud
Speaker embodying all the factors
essential to perfect radio repro-
duction, it efficiently serves the
needs of thousands.

Wtite or Call and Hear this

Wonder Little Speaker-TO-DAY!

Sold at the Remarkable Price of

23/6
(Post Free anywhere in Australia)

Height, 22 inches.

lck cNinmonski,
Headquarters: HAYMARKET, SYDNEY

"The Premier House for All Radio Supplies."

1
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The parts used are as follows: --

1 Polymet 3 Stage R.C. Kit.
3 Radion Valve Sockets.
1 30 Ohms, Rheostat.
1 Dilecto or Radion, Panel 12

x 7 x 1-8.
1 Standard Terminal Board.
1 Base Board, 11 x 6 x

PUT

8+135

B-
A+

A Three Stage Resistance Coupled Anolifier
OVER and over again in these

pages have we discussed the
many different types of audio

frequency amplification; the English..
man calls it note magnification and
thus conveys more meaning than our-
selves. For audio frequency ampli-
fication is used to build up the signal
strength after it is detected or recti-
fied.

You see, radio frequency amplifica-
tion is of such a high frequency that
it is inaudible to the human ear with-
out some form of rectification to con-
vert it ip,to audible or audio fre-
quency.

For the benefit of the uninitiated,
let us consult the Wireless Dictionary.
We will turn up audio frequency for
a start. What does it say:-

"Audio Frequency. A frequency of
alternating current which can produce
audible sounds in a telephone receiver,
i.e., within a range of from about
25 cycles per second to about 10,000
cycles per second. However, the

range of frequencies used in ordinary
telephony is only from about 100 to
3,000 cycles per second."

That's that! Now let's turn up fre-
quency.

Frequency:-The number of com-
plete cycles an alternating quantity
passes through in one second. Some-
times called the periodicity.

Now let us tackle alternating cur-
rent:

Alternating Current (A.C.).-An
alternating current is one which flows
first in one direction and then in the
opposite direction round a circuit
alternately. One way round the cir-
cuit is taken as positive and the other
as negative. The sequence of valves
attained by the current in passing
through one complete set of positive
and negative valves is called one
Cycle. The time of one complete
cycle is called the Period, and the
number of cycles passed through in
one second is called the Frequency, or
Periodicity. Now one more:

Radio Frequency: --A frequency
within the band of frequencies used
for wireless telegraphy and tele-
phony, i.e., within a range from about
12,000 up to 100,000,000 cycles per
second, representing a range of wave-
lengths from 25,000 metres down to
about 3 metres.

Read that over again! It will be
seen that the difference between radio
frenuency and audio frequency is ex-
plained. To sum up, simply radio
frequency amplification is inaudible.
because the frequency is so high that
the human ear cannot respond to it,
whereas audio frequency is brought
low enough to be impressed on the
human ear and therefore becomes
audible.

Some form of rectification or de-
tection is stepped between radio fre-
quency and audio frequency, and that
form may be a crystal detector or a
valve detector. Still suffice it to say
that the average audio frequency
stages may be- appertainable to any

'4)
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You can Recharge a Philco for a few pence.
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system of detection. whether crystal
or valve. This is by the way, how-
ever. as it is our nurpose to interest
all our readers in every technical
article appearing in our pages. Some
there are who will read this article,
but who will not build the unit, being
satisfied with their own system, and
again there are some who will build
this unit and want to know why. We
endeavour to cater for all.

Now, coming back to audio fre-
quency, i.'must be understood that
this is useful for building up the note
magnification or the signal strength
after it is detected, and it may be
added to any set, whether valve or
crystal detection, it even may be pre-
ceded by one or two stages of radio
frenuency amplification. For ex-
ample, the person who owns a single
valve receiver and who enjoys good
earphone strength on the local or
even the inter -State stations, and who
again desires loud speaker strength
on all stations, will find this unit of
particular interest. It is, of course,
realised that there are many who
have a receiver employing radii, fre-
quency and a detector only, who would
like the detected or audio, frequency
energy built up so as to permit all
the sounds to be heard in any part
of the home. Well, build this unit.

Realise at the very outset that to
ensure maximum satisfaction on the
interstate stations, some form of
radio frequency amplification is de-
sirable, so don't expect to hear these
distant stations at remarkable punch
unless they can be heard reasonably
well after the detector valve. If the
distance station can be heard at all
after the detector, then this unit will
help you to hear on the speaker com-
fortnlo- but if this distant station is
not heard, then don't expect too much
from this unit.

Over and over again has there been
discussions on the relative merits of
transformer coupling, impedence. and
double impedence coupling versus -re-
sistance coupling of audio frequency

stages. It is claimed that resistance
coupling and double impedence coup-
ling is far more natural and far purer
than the standard transformer coup-
ling method of audio frequency ampli-
fication. This may be true, but there
are exceptions.

As a matter of fact, the writer was
very much impressed with good qual-

34.

7'

itv reception of a receiver using only
two very cheap transformers for the
audio coupling stages, and also found
that the much vaunted resistance
coupling was the most raucous. On
investigation, it was found that the
fault lay in the resistances used and
not the valves or the circuit. So it

The Mighty 83X Milieu is Supreme.

behoves the constructor who desires
this system to adhere faithfully to
the list of parts given In the panel
baying this information.

Poor quality resistances are useless
after the first week or two. The ap-
plication of the B. battery breaks
down poor resistances and renders
them useless. The Polymet resistances
chosen have been functioning well for
weeks, and look like doing so for many
more weeks. Please understand that
it is absolutely essential to have a B.
battery of from 100 to 150 volts to
get the maximum output and that this
maximum output of three stages of
resistance coupled amplification equals
onto in volume two stages of trans-
former coupled amplification. But the
purity is outstanding; it is wonderful.

The constructional details are
simple. Only one hole is required on
the panel. If it is desired to have a
jack and plug for the output, fix the
jack on the right hand bottom corner,
and if a switch is wanted to cut off
all valves this may be inserted on
the left hand corner to match the
jack. The baseboard beyond is simple.

Don't forget to shellac the base-
board and trim up the corners. Then
lay out your Poly 3 stage Kit A., as
shown on the diagrams. Screw every-
thing securely to the baseboard and
get ready for wiring.

Choose whichever socket suits you.
The average socket to -day is the stan-
dard
wired. This is the socket which we
used in our unit, in fact, we used
the UX Radion socket because of good
contact with the springs. This plays
an important part in all receivers.
The layout is simply followed, but
watch the three different stages. The
Polv units come to you as four separ-
ate parts; one with a .002 condenser
in clips and base the rest with two
resistances, and a .006 condenser con-
tacting with the two. These units
have a valve socket betyeen them, as
is shown on the diagrams. Lay out
accordingly.
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Note the generous and robust
construction of the Wonderful
Mullard P.M. Filament shown
in the above sectional view of
the P.M.S This is the con-
struction that brings improved
results from any radio receiver.

Obtainable from
every radio dealer

in Australia.

MULLARD P.M VALVES
ARE BRITISH MADE.

BUY BRITISH.

Its the FILAMENT
YOU PAY FOR

BUY BRITISH
Glass tubes and bases are much of a
muchness; rigidity of construction is
also in itself an easy achievement.
But remember that there is but one
Filament which will do full justice
to your set and to your sense of
hearing -

The
Wonderful P.M. Filament
in MULLARD P.M. VALVES.
Longer,stronger and tougher, it carries
the published test report of the British
National Physical Laboratory, the test
that protects you.
Demand thewonderful P.M.Filament.
Obtainable only in Mullard P.M.
Valves. A British Filament in a
British Valve.
For 2.mit occurnaloOar

P.M.1 A (Resler Cap.) ... -..
P.M.21Poarerl ... ..

For }welt mennoriecor or 3 dryr.lbe ."
....

P.M.) (General Purpose) ..
P.M.) A Mahe Cap.) ...
P.M./ (Power) ... ... ...

For 6-tok ocessatokstor or 4 dry cells
P.M.5 (General Pupae) .
P.M.) B (Rain Cap.) .. ...
P.M. 6 (Power) .-

"-

..- 01 amp 13'6
0 I amp. I3/6
01 ma0P 1316..015 amp 13/6

01 amp. 13 6
... 0.1 amp. 13/6
... 01 amp. 13/6

... 01 amp. 13/6

-... 0.1 amp. 13/6
01 amp. 13/6

Soper pp valves for last LF. a ram
P F.4.254 - - - (4 volts! 0.25 amp. 15/.;;-- .6rIil:r. 15/.nil Malls./ l's(, eresit;t Ilthstrs;

haol.a.n I 47.iert, Rae.ullar
THE  MASTER.  VALVE

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co.. td.. ARKS 16A
Mallard House. Denmark Street. London. W.C.2.
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Then commence the wiring. The
wiring diagram shows this detail.
Follow out carefully. Take one step
at a time. Check over as you pro-
ceed. See that the contacting springs
of each unit are securely resting on
the coupling condenser. One rheostat
controls all three valves. If three
valves of the .1 variety are used, a
30 ohms. rheostat is all that is re-
quired. If again, three .i5 amp.
valves are used, then a .6 ohms. rheo-
stat is necessary to carry the filament
current to these valves. On the wir-
ing diagram a 6 ohms rheostat is
specified, but this is subject to altera-
tion, as suggested.

The A. battery, of course, depends
on the valves used. If 6 volt valves
are required, then a 6 volt accumula-
tor or A. battery is necessary, but if
4 volt valves are used, then by all
means use a 4 volt battery as an A.
battery.

Wire up carefully, using good bus -
bar or some good wiring wire. Solder
neatly when it is called for, and
finish off. The B. battery must be
more than 100 volts; 135 volts being
better stilt Connect up the A. and
B. batteries, loudspeaker, etc. Then
connect the unit to the set. Join the
input terminals of this unit to the
telephone terminals of the set and
things wilrgo O.K.

Try out the set on the phones first,
then join the resistance coupled unit
to the set and plug in the speaker.
Note the remarkable volume and
purity on the speaker. Really good-
so it will be always. And if Poly
resistances are used, it will always
remain good, provided your B. battery
is always up to the mark. This unit
doesn't alter the tuning of the de-
tector side in any way, but will in-
crease the strength of received signal
immensely.

Valves should be of the high ampli-
fication type found in Osram, De
Forest and Cossar Range. Ask your
dealer.

Everyman's Four
We regret that owing

to the illustrations not be-
ing available, at the last
moment we were compelled
to withdraw the above
Technical article.

It will appear next issue.

The Best Crystal Receiver
BY II. K. LOVE

(President of the Victorian Section of the Wireless Institute)
From a Talk Broadcast by 3L0

Before much time is spent in con-
sideration of any type of crystal re-
ceiver I advise listeners to first
examine their aerial system. When
satisfied that the best aerial possible
in the circumstance is provided, it is
time to look at the earth lead. This
should not be more than about 10ft.
long before it is grounded, by burying
it in the earth or soldering it to a
water pipe or other earth point. When
these details have been attended to
satisfactorily attention may be
turned to the design of construction
of the crystal receiver itself.

In order that the circuit shown in
the above diagram may be extremely
selective a certain amount of experi-
ment has been carried out for the
benefit of listeners to 8LO. It was
found by practical experiment that
the point at which the tap at point X
was connected to L.2. varied slightly,
and it is, therefore, impossible to
state definitely that it should be fixed
at any point on L.2. Its approximate
relative position is clearly indicated
in the diagram, and the builder of this
circuit will need to conduct a few
practical experiments as to the best
point of fixing this tap.

The principle involved in this cir-
cuit is very simple. By using only a
portion of the inductance L.2. the re-
sistance of the crystal circuit is
slightly reduced while the tuning of 
the whole of L.2. is accomplished by
the condenser C2, which has a voltage
of .0005. With the reduction of re-

sistance in the crystal circuit maxi-
mum energy is made available to the
crystal detector, and through it to the
telephone P. The condenser C.3,
which has a value of .001, acts as a
radio frequency by-pass which allows
the radio frequency in the circuit to
pass to T.S.2 without having to tra-
verse the windings of the telephone.
This condenser will in most cases
effect a considerable increase in the
strength of signals received in tele-
phones. The coils L.1 and L.2 are
wound on 211 or 3in. cardboard
formers and consist of L.1 90 turns,
tapped at 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. These
taps are connected to the studs of a
rotary selector switch, and. by its use
the number of turns may be adjusted
to receive any particular band of
wave lengths. L.2 is also wound on a
2iia. or 3in. former with 90 turns, and
is tapped at 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90.
These taps are in turn connected to the
studs of the rotary switch T.S.2. The
two coils should be clamped to the
baseboard of the receiver by means
of screws and bard rubber strips in
such a manner that the distance be-
tween them can be varied at will.
This receiver should be carefully con-
structed of good parts and will un-
doubtedly produce good results if a
little care and experiment is under-
taken in its construction. It is essen-
tial that a good high aerial be used
in conjunction with this receiver if
maximum results from a crystal set
are desired.

Square Glass Cells with each Philco.
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A Section for the Trade
5,000 SETS A DAY.

Five thee,and Radio Receiver, com-
plete every Jay is a very tall order,
but this is the average number of
sets which are being produced daily
by the Crosley Radio Corporation,
which is claimed to be the world's
largest manufacturer of Radio re -

4'44*
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the Crosier Corporation of the "Die
Casting" process for the mass produc-
tion of the variable condensers in-
corporated in their receivers is an
example. For this purpose a battery
of ten machines has been installed
in the modern six -storey addition to
the Crosley plant. A novel machine

The Crosley Bandbox Receiver.

ceivers. In addition to sets, this Com-
pany manufactures Power Supply
Units, Loud Speakers, and many other
parts which are well-known through-
out the world. The whole process of
manufacture is based upon mass pro-
duction methods, and the man respon-
sible for the growth of this colossal
organisation is Powell Crosley, Junr.,
founder and president of the Crosley
Radio Corporation.

The Crosley Corporation has
specialised for years in the per-
fecting of suitable machinery and the
training of skilled personnel to reach
their ideal, of turning out receivers
which are at once highly efficient, ex-
tremely attractive, yet with rugged
strength and extremely reasonable
price. Many people are under the im-
pression that because an article sells
for a reasonable price it is necessarily
cheap or inferior, but in the case of
the Crosley Radios, Power Units, and
Speakers, it is the policy of the Cor-
poration to put only the very best
material and engineering ability into
its products, the moderate marketing
price being made possible through
high efficiency in producing them in
large quantitiei. Vast sums of money
have had to be expended to install
the special equipment required, not
to mention personnel, for the proper
functioning of such a detailed mass
production system calls for an ex-
tremely skilled group of executives
and intermediate subordinates to pro-
perly direct the activities of the
several thourands of workers engaged
Many of the machines in use for the
production of the various parts are
the result of study and solution of
intricate problems. The utilisation by

employed is an automatic tempering
or hardening furnace heated by elec-
tricity and used for hardening the
steel magnet segments in the Crosley
Musicone Loud Speaker. There are
many other novel machines for speed-
ing production of the parts required
to make up complete radio receivers,
etc. After all of the required parts
are complete they enter the conveyor
belt assembly and wiring line where
they are in continuous process until
the finished product in the shape of a
Radio receiver or other article,
emerges from the final inspection and
test booths for packing and shipping
to the dirtributor.

Cincinnati, the pioneer centre of
Radio Broadcasting, may well be
proud to number such a modern plant
among her numerous industries. The
Crosley Corporation also operates
Station WLW, which recently broad-
cast the Dempsey-Tunney fight, and
is frequently heard in Australia on
50 metres. International Radio Co.,
Ltd.. are local agents for Crosley
products.

ONE NIGHT recently, a well-known
local listener to 4QG wished to know
if all were well with the transmitter.
He complained of a certain amount of
distortion which he called "fuzziness."
As everything was quite normal at the
station, this distortion was explained
to him as being no doubt occasioned
by the discharges of static electricity
(which was collecting in his aerial due
to the heavy thunderstorm then pre,
veiling) through his receiver to earth,
thereby spoiling his usually clear re-
ception.

NEW SETS.
A new entrant in the Acid a radio

set manufacturers, is New System
Telephones Pty., Ltd., who are now
engaged in the manufacture of Ile
Luxe New System 5, 9, 7; Mid 8 Valve
Models, the five valve model selling
for £491101, complete with Burgess
"B" and Philco !AA" batteries, loud
speaker and all other accessories.
There are no dials on the receivers,
and the dual drum control makes the
tuning infinitely simple. To one side
of the drum control -are the dial mark-
ings, together with the call signs of
the various stations, and on the other
appear the wavelengths in their
natural order.

The set is constructed on a cast
aluminium chaste", having absolute
rigidity, and eliminating the possi-
bility of the displacement of parts.
We demonstrated a five valve model
on local broadcasting, to our entire
satisfaction, and have no hesitation in
endorsing this new receiver.

There are certain territories still
open for agents, who are advised to
write to New System Telephones
Pty., Ltd., for further particulars.

EMMCO RADIO HANDBOOK.
The 1927 edition of the "Emmco

Radio Handb3ok" far surpasses the
handbook which was produced by that
Company last year. It contains a2
pages, together with an art cover
printed in two colors, and with most
attractive designs, front and back.
There is a full detailed list of Aus-
tralian and New Zealand Radio call
signs, including Broadcasting Sta-
tions A and B class, Amateur Trans-
mitters, special call signs, etc. There
also appears a world list of short
wave stations in addition to a chart
showing the comparative differences
in time of various points in different
parts of the world. There are cir-
cuits of Reinartz Receivers, Brown-
ing -Drakes, Short Waves, Neutro-
dynes, Super Heterodynes, etc., be-
sides a number of circuits illustrating
the method of hooking up A.B.C.
eliminators to them. The rest of the
book is devoted mainly to a descrip-
tion of the many Emmco parts, includ-
ing several new lines which are just
now appearing on the market. There
is also an illuttration of the new
Emmco factory, which is just nearing
completion, and which will have a total
plant and equipment to the value of
over £200,000. The book throughout
is excellently printed, and distinctly
informative, so much so, that we re-
commend all Radio enthusiasts to pro-
cure a copy. It is supplied free to
users of Emmco products.

Four or more Valve Sets demand Philcos.
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NEW A. AND B. CHARGER.
The Rectigon, a new type of A. and.

B. Charger, has now made its ap-
pearance on the market. The Radio
enthusiast will certainty be strongly
impressed with the simflicity of this
latest type of charger, which, besides
having no moving parts, comprises a
considerably reduced number of parts.
It is a charger of the bulb type, which
means that there are no moving or
vibrating contacts, no acids or other
chemicals.- There is no danger in case
of a failure of the power supply, the
batteries cannot discharge, and, as
soon as the line voltage is restored.
the charger will automatically resume

operation. It is essentially an econo-
mical job, because of its low first cost
and practical elimination of upkeep
expense. The bulb is the only part
requiring renewal, and its life is ex-
ceptionally long and uniform. The
charger is started by simply turning
on a snap switch and adjusting the
dial switch_ to obtain the proper cur-
rent for the number of batteries being
charged. It is contained in a case
of sheet steel finished in glossy
maroon-an attractive and hard wear-
ing apparatus. Manufactured by the
Westinghouse Electric International
Company and every phase of its per-
formance is therefore guaranteed by
Westinghouse experience. Weighs
approximately 153 pounds. Measures
6tin. x 5Iin. x 8 Inches high. Dis-
tributors, Amalgamated Wireless
A'sia, Ltd.

EMMCO, CLYDE.
Mr. H. J. Hapgood, managing direc-

tor of Manufacturers' Products Pty.,
Ltd., left for Melbourne last week,
and is at present busily engaged in
furthering the interests of Emmco,
Clyde, and other lines that his com-
pany represents. He reports very
good business in the southern State,
and many new licenses. On returning
to Sydney he is leaving almost im-
mediately for New Zealand, in which
country he will make an extensive
tour for the purpose of pushing sales.

More DX With Proper
Grid Bias.

IT is not too much to say that ease
and smoothness of regeneration
control in a receiver consisting of

a valve detector, especially when fol-
lowed by audio amplification, may ac-
count for the difference between be-
ing able to receive a distant station
at good strength and not being able
to hear its signals at all. Such de-
vices as geared dials, or even the use
of capacity controlled regenerative
circuits, may help a great deal in this
respect, but unless the operating
characteristics of the valve itself are
such as to permit a gradual approach
to the oscillation point the full sen-
sitivity possible cannot be obtained.
This condition may best be brought
about by careful adjustment of the
values of the applied B battery volt-
ages, and particularly by choosing a
suitable leak and working potential
for the grid, as well as by using a
regenerative coil of correct induct.
ance.

It is usual to connect the lower
end of the grid leak to the positive
side of the A battery, in order that a
positive voltage equal to that of the
battery may be applied with respect
to the negative end of the filament.
It is quite possible that this may be
excessive, and, in the case of a tube
where the grid current starts early
(i.e., before the grid becomes ap-
preciably positive), it may be prefer-
able, from the point of view of
smoothness of regeneration control, to
keep its potential at zero, or, at any
rate, only slightly positive, without
seriously impairing its rectifying
properties.

The effect of connecting the lower
end of the leak to various points of
the filament circuit should be tried.
Provided that the controlling rheostat
is in the positive filament, we have
the choice of negative filament, posi-
tive filament and positive battery.

If a finer control of grid potential
is desired. a separate biasing battery
of dry cells may be used, or, better,
a potentiometer connected across the
filament or A battery leads. The
latter arrangement is is to be prefer-
red, and the general idea should be to
work with the least amount of posi-
tive voltage consistent with good de-
tection and smooth regeneration
control, remembering also that an
excessively positive grid will cause an
unnecessary drain on the plate bat-
tery, --

A NEW WIRELESS set that dis-
penses with batteries and accumula-..
tors has been perfected.

How about one that dispenses with
bad programmes?

Hurley used Burgess in New Guinea.

3L0 Melbourne and
Research.

IHAVE just been reading an in.
teresting pamphlet by Mr. Cherry,
the Research Physicist at the Mel-

bourne University, on "Signal
Strength Measurements of 3L0."

Few people who put on their head-
phones, or turn on the loud speaker,
realise that to give them the pleasure
of a programme, a tremendous deal
of research and experiment are neces-
sary.

3L0 Melbourne maintains a staff
of radio experts, whose care are pro-
blems of "fading" and the, like, which
must be solved to make broadcasting
100 per cent. efficient.

Special Grant.
To obtain the best advice on the

matter, 3L0 Melbourne gives the sum
of £500 to the University for Radio
Research annually. In the University
are two renowned physicists, Pro-
fessor Laby and Mr. Cherry, and
these two men have been doing im-
portant work on measuring the sig-
nal strength of 3L0 Melbourne. The
practical value of the work lay in
getting kn,-,wledge through which
"fading" could be located and at-
tacked.

For their work they used a mea-
suring set so constructed that it
could be dismantled and transported
from place to place on the carrier
of a motor -cycle, to be set up afresh
at different places in the field. The
scientists point out that it will soon
become necessary to give signals of
a specified intensity. A very high
signal strength has two disadvant-
ages. The first is high cost; the
second is its interference with signals
from other, and particularly remote
stations.

On the other hand, a weak signal
will not be audible above the "noise
level." This phrase is used to indi-
cate the mean field intensity of
natural and artificial electrical dis-
turbances which interfere with re-
ception. The audibility of a signal
depends on the ratio of its intensity
to that of the noise. ' No measure-
ments of this "noise level" in Mel-
bourne have been made. Day and
night m.msurements of this were
made fcr a year in England and
America before the establishment of
trans -Atlantic telephony, in order to
determine the signal intensity.

There is a ratio between high fre-
quencies and "noise level," and the
study of this will have important
bearing en broadcasting. It appears,
sn far, that in Australia, a short wave
will have a higher ratio of signal to
noise than a long wave, assuming
signal strength in each is equal.

The experiments In signal measure.
ment by these two scientists will con-
tinue at greater distances.
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PRICES
R 5 V

OLD
Pint_ I.

( -

DE 2 H.F. 1

DE 2 L.F. 13;.
DE 3 ... 13/-
DE 3 B 13/-
DE 8 H.F. 13/,
DE 8 L.F. 13/-

DE 4 ... 15/6 )
DE 6 ... 15/6 5

DE 5 A ... ... 22/6

REDUCED
PRICE

5/- each

10/6
each

12/6 each

20/- eachsrarn
Valves

for TONE & POWER
At All Licensed Radio Dealers.

British General Electric Co. Ltd.
Magnet House, 154-6 Clarence Street, SYDNEY

Scott and Bolton Streets, NEWCASTLE
And in all States and New Zealand..

- The Boon Companions of Osram Valves. --- POWER'
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EVERYMAN'S FOUR

FOR some reason or other four
valve receivers are not so
common amongst listeners, the

exceptions being the Browning -
Drake and the Marco Four, and
the Bayer Four. Three and five
valve receivers seem to enjoy more
popularity than the four, hut a good
four valve receiver is an acquisition.

Four valves may be of different
combinations. A set of this number
of valves may comprise a detector,
followed -by thref, stages of resistance
coupling or double impedence ampli-
fication. This combination is good
for local stations. Also it can be of
two radio stages detector and one
audio. This arrangement will bring
in the distant stations .very
But the most popular arrangement is
the one stage of radio, a detector,
then two stages of audio frequency
amplification. This is the combina-
tion used in the three receivers
mentioned above, and is the same
used in this week's receiver.

Now radio frentiency amplification
is indeed useful for bringing in the
inter -State stations, hut some good
form of stabilised radio frequency is
necessary before it is worth bother-
ing with. This time we will make 'it
of the transformer coupled variety
and neutralised. When transformer
coupled is mentioned, some folk ac-
cept an impression of the old 11\11714
type of encased transformer, which
was very broad in tuning. This im-
pression is wrong, as any two coils
of wire coupled together with energy
induced from one to the other, be-
comes a transformer. The ordinary
three coil tuner is a radio frequency
transformer, and it is two 'three coil
tuners we press into service for this
weelee receiver.

These three coil tuners used are
quite new to ,the Sydney enthusiast,
although they have been made in Syd-
ney 'for some time now. Our Vic
torian readers will recognise the neat,
compact Aladdin tuner. It is efficient

"/^WNW%,

and is adaptable to many different
circuits. Like the average three coil
tuner, the Aladdin 'boasts of a prim-
ary, a secondary, and a reaction coil.
The primary coil is wound on the- out-
side of the secondary, which is fixed
as a stator. and the tickler is the
rotor, which turns inside the second-
ary. Very little space is taken up
with this little tuner, and as: all the
wiring points come out on a small
panel the connections are greatly
simplified,

One of these tuners is used as a
radio frequency transformer, and the
other as the usual aerial -grid coup-
ling device. To this end, the first,
a few alterations in the connections.
There are eight soldering points in
the couplers, and they are marked
R, R, G, T1, F, E. T. and A, meaning

List of Parts.
meet), or Radion Panel, 24
x 8 x 3-16.

.2 Aladdin 3 Coil Tuners.
2 .0005 Pilot Capacigrada, or
2 .00035 Pilot Capacigrads.
2 Pilot Vernier Dials.
2 Emmcostads, No. 1.
1 B.M.S. S.C. Jack.
1 B.M.S. Battery Switch.
1 .001 mfd. Pilot Isograd.
4 Benjamin Sockets.
2 F.M.C. A.F. Transformers.
1 .00025 Grid Condenser and

Clips.
1 2 meg. Leak.
1 Renrade Neutralising Con-

denser.
1 Amperite for 2 Valves.
2 1i inch Knobs for Tuners.
r Terminal Board.
1 Baseboard, 23 x 9 x t.
Busbar Screws, etc.

R.R, reaction coil connections, G, grid
of secondary coil; TI, tapping fur
neutralising where necessary; F, the
grid return, which joins the filament;
E, the earth connection; T, a tap for
connecting a long aerial, a tapping in
the primary coil, and .-A, the standard
aerial connection.

For our purpose, here in the 'first
unit neither tapping is used, but in
the second unit, the radio frequency
transformer, T1, is used for neutralis-
ing purposes. It is really necessary
to control oscillations in some manner,
and the method adopted is the wall
known system of neutralising the
inter -electrode capacities of the valves
and associated wiring. This is a
modern method which is extremely
efficient,

Looking at the circuit diagram, it
will be seen that in the first unit the
reaction winding, R.R., is used for
the aperiodic primary. Actually. it
is not really aperiodir, as its relation
to the secondary being variable, a
certain amount of inductive tuning is
effected. The F and E lugs are joined
together, thus extending the secondary
or grid coil from G to A, therefore
joining the primary proper to the
secondary coil, making the grid re -
+urn come from A instead of F, as is

le case in the second unit.

The second unit, the radio fre-
quency transformer, uses the primary
proper A to E, as the primary of the
R.F. transformer. the secondary
ming from G to F. and the reaction
from R to R. The radio frequency
valve grid coil is tuned with a .0005
or an .00035 variable condenser, and
the detector grid coil is tuned with
a similar sized condenser. An Emmco-
atad. is used as filament control for
the radio valve, and one also for the
detector valve. The two audio valves
are controlled by one Amperite. When
purchasing this Ampesite, specify the

Burgess Went over the Pole with Byrd.
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valves you intend using and also the
size of the A. battery in voltage, as
differently sized Amperites are avail-
able for different valves. The usual
two stages of audio are added to this
receiver, the standard practice being
followed of using a larger ratio in
the first stage and a lower ratio in
the second stage.

Notice that the A. negative and C.
positive are connected to the same
terminal, and also that the B. nega-
tive and A. positive are on the one
terminal.

It is suggested that 45 volts B.
battery is sufficient for the radio fre-
quency valve and 22 volts for the de-
tector valve, while 90 volts as plate
current for the audio valves will be
ample. A grid bias battery of from
4i to 71 volts will be found suitable.
Only by trial can the correct biassing
be found.

The construction will not present
many difficulties. The front panel
view shows the relation of the dif-
ferent parts. The two dials for the
condensers will be recognised. The
Aladdin tuners are represented by the
two small knobs on the left, the
Emmcostads by the other two small
knobs. A battery switch and single
circuit jack completes the panel.

5-1

Cr,

8+
22

The baseboard components are
clearly seen. The Aladdin tuners may
be viewed snuggling into the panel,
one to the left of the first variable
condenser, and one to the right, and
close to the second variable condenser,
The Amperite is plainly shown, as
are the valve sockets, transformers,
etc.

Treat the baseboard to a coat of
shellac after trimming the edges, and
la' out the parts. Follow out the
layout given. Remember that the
audio transformers should be placed
at right angles to one another. Fix
the panel to the baseboard, then com-
mence the wiring.

Join the aerial terminal to R2 of
the first tuner. Join the earth ter-
minal to A of this tuner, and to the
moving plates of the first condenser.
Link together one filament terminal
of each valve socket, then run a wire
to the A positive of the terminal

 board, which is joined to B negative.
Link together the tido remaining F
terminals of the audio valves, and
join to one side of the Amperite. The
other side of the Amperite join to
a common wire between one side of
each Emmcostad. The remaining
side of that Emmccstad, which is near
the variable condenser, is joined to

bet Er
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the remaining F. terminal of the radio
frequency valve socket. The remain-
ing F. terminal of the detector valve
socket is connected to the remaining
aide of the second Emmcostad. Make
p connection from the common Emu--
costad-Amperite wire to one side
of the battery switch, the other side
of which joins the A. negative wire
terminal to A. negative and (1. posi-
tive,

On the first tuner join N to M, then
take G to G of the radio frequency
of the terminal hoard. Join earth
valve, and to the fixed plates of the
first tuning condenser. Front the G
of the first valve take a connection to
one side of the neutralising eon -
denser, the other side of which is
taken to TI of the second tunes. Join
P of the first valve to E of the second
tuner, Join 10 of this second tuner
to the common positive A wire, and
PI the moving plates pf the second
variable condenser. Join the fixed
plates of this condenser to G of the
second tuner base, and to one side of
the grid condenser, the other side of
which joins G pf the detector valve.
P of this detector valve is joined to
RI pf the second tuner, R2 making
contact 'with the P of the first A.F.
transformer. To this wire. solder one
side of a .001 fixed condenser, and
take the other side to the B. of this
transformer and to the B. positive
22 volts on the terminal board. Con-
nect the B. 41 terminal to A of the
second tuner.

G of the first audip transformer
goes to G of the third valve. F of
this transformer joins F of the next
transformer, and from here a connec-
tion is made to the C. negative ter-
minal. Join P of the third valve to
P of the second Ai.', transformer
and take a lead from G of this trans-
former to G of the fourth valve
socket. Link B. positive 90 volt ter-
minal with B. positive of the second

"[largess." spells "Quality; Life; Service:!
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The G. & R. "
The cabinet, as shown above, is a
masterpiece, size 26 x 16 x II inches,
with a walnut finish. It hus two com-
partments, one on each side. for the
A and B batteries. The set is guaran-
teed to bring in all interstate stations;
the illuminated drum control ix parti-
cularly advantageous for indicating
stations at night. A log is furnished
with the set, giving the exact location
on the drum that will bring in each
particular station on a standard aerial.

Price. vritia ll G. & R. Valves, we nrhee
A eressoriesr

tt ill, .1 ,reAorti s f)/

At an ulricf tired Iv

The G. & R. Electrical Co.,
4 HILL STREET, DARLINGHURST

Sates Agents to the Trade:-

Manufacturers' Products Pty.,
LIMITED

CHALLIS HOUSE, SYDNEY

1111111111.111=11111111.1111M1

hted Users

.111111

RECEIVER
The G. & R. One Control Five Valve
Receiver is a masterpiece in modern

Radio Receivers.
A bangle Turn of the Dial Brings in Every-

thing on the Air.
The new circuit combines in one Receiver ALL
the desirable features you would look for in the
IDEAL set Extreme selectivity, great sensitiv-
ity for distance -getting. A tonal quality ths,
is a revelation and of exceptional importance for
Perfect Reproduction. One illuminated drum
tunes in Interstate Stations. Volume controll-
able.

Get Everything on the Air
with the G. & R. Five.
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A.F. transformer, and to one side of
the jack. The other side of the jack
join to P of the last valve. This com-
pletes the wiring.

Compare your connections with the
plan view, and the circuit diagram.
Carefully check over every wire, then
test out. Connect the aerial and earth
and insert the valves in their socket.s.
Join up the A. and B. batteries. If
6 volt valves are being used, then a
6 wet accumulator is necessary.
Don't expect tilt best results from 6
volt valves with a 4 volt accumulator,
and be judicious when you use a 6
volt' accumulator in conjunction with
4 volt valves. The B. battery must
be connected in accordance with the
valves used. The set illustrated was
tested on Cossar valves of the Point
One variety, and 22 volts were ap-
plied to the detector valve with 60
volts for the radio side. The whole
of the battery, 90 volt's, was applied
to the audio valves with a grid bias
battery of 41 volts.

Try these valves for a start, and
plug in the speaker. If the speaker
emits a high pitched whistle when first
plugged in, turn the knob governing
the reaction coil in the second tuner,
As this is rotated, the whistle will
drop in cadence to a low growl, and
finally disappear. If it doesn't en.
tirely vanish, this effect can be pro-
duced by lowering the Emmcostad
governing the radio frequency valve
and also that one which controls thu
detector. New tune with the variable
condensers. A etatien will soon be
heard. Gradually turn the reaction
knob and the volume will increase up
to the point of oscillation. Now watch
your primary coil control on the first
tuner. As it is turned one way or

w1111111/1
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the other, the volume is altered, and
the receiver may oscillate slightly.
Adjust the first condenser again to
overcome this whistle. Try different
adjustments. The local stations will
be easily brought in. Seek the inter -
State now. Careful tuning is re-
quired. Find 4QG, Brisbane. Bring
it up to the maximum volume. Get
a long sharp pointed stick and nen.
tralise. As you adjust this small
neutralising condenser, the volume
will increase, or decrease, according
to the side to which it is tuned. You
will find the best adjustment to be
near the point where the moving
plate begins to be enmeshed within
the fixed plates. Tune again, noting
that no violent oscillation takes place.
A few hours with this wonderful set
will be spent in getting to know it
properly. No one can learn all about
a receiver the first night. It takes
a certain amount of understanding.
Time alone will yield this.

On actual test at Marrlckvllle the
results were good. Melbourne, Brie -

\MOW

bane and Adelaide were quite good in
volume. 2YA of New Zealand on 420
metres, took a little bit of handling
to separate from 2FC, but it can be
done.

RADIO AND THE AURORA
BOREALIS: The influence exerted on
wireless reception by the aurora bore-
alis has formed the subject of re-
searches by the director of the Good-
haon wireless station in Greenland.
He states that testa over a prolonged
period have not revealed any increase
of diminution in signal strength which
could be attributed to the "Northern
Lights."

HAVE YOU FILLED in your in-
come tax form? Worried looks,
labored calculation, and fears of gins
of omission are plentiful just now.
The income tax month provides many
problems. 3LO, Melbourne, is en-
deavoring to simplify matters by
broadcasting a talk on "Income Tax,"
by Mr. C. J. Williams, on Monday,
August 22nd. Mr. Williams literally
wrestles with such problems. Occa-
atonally he talks from the studio on
wrestling.
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NEW PRINCIPLES
THE "FLOATING"
CONE which is held
in place only by soft
kid. Responds to the
slightest impoises.

THE BALANCED
ARMATURE is re.
spqnsibto in no small
part for the Model
Hare unequalled re-
production.

THE THRUST
1. EVER aPPliya
damping to prevent
overhangs marring
&Orate tone shades.

T H If ELECTRIC
TONE CLARIFIER
found in ne ether
loud speaker. alters
out distortion.

RCA Loud Speaker Model 100
brings headphone clearness

FOR months the great research labora-
tories of the" Radio Corporation of
America had pored over the problem of

clearer, sweeter, loud speaker reproduction.
Then-Eureka! New principles were dis-
covered. The "floating" cone and balanced
armature ideas were born. An electric tone
clarifier to filter out distortion was evolved.
And the Model 100 made its bow to the radio
world.

53 KING STREET.
Newcastle

NUS

GENERAL
affictralian General
93-95 CLARENCE

to loud speaker reproduction.
\70U need a Model 100. It will bring your

set in line with the most recent
advances in radio to -day. It will vastly

improve your reception. The Model 100
reproduces the complete tonal range. Subtle
shades of tone ordinarily missed are repro-
duced in all their true delicate value. Hear
the Model 100 to -day at any City, Suburban
or Country Radio Dealer's, or at our -
Showrooms.

LIAN
ELECTRIC
Electric 'Company. Ltd

STREET, SYDNEY

CIVIC CENTRE.
Canberra
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How to Make an Inexpensive
"B" BATTERY ELIMINATOR

THE wireless journals the world
over are to -day featuring B
battery eliminators; in fact.

some are concerned with A, B and C
battery eliminators. Most people
agree that the biggest drawback to
wireless is in the B batteries. Unfor-
tunately the B battery is blamed for
more troubles than really can be
traced to its door.

That old and worn out B batteries
are a source of continual trouble is
true, but, frankly speaking, the cost
of renewals is that which most people
baulk at. This is hardly fair, for
when one comes to consider that
£2/10/ is the cost of 90 volts of a good
B battery, which lasts on the average
of 6 months. Say, used on the aver-
age of 3 hours per day, we have
approximately 540 hours' life for 50
sh'Ilings, or, roughly, 10 hours for one
shilling.

The drawback is that the batteries
need renewing always at the time the
gas bill, the electric light bill and the
rates fall due. How true this is, the
reader himself knows.

Wet B batteries have been popular
with a minther of people, and as these
may be recharged they are one solu-
tion of the problem. Bat there are
those who claim that the recharging
is a nuisance, and again they are
faced with the alternative of having
to purchase a suitable charger, or

send or take it to a battery charging
station.

This brings us to the subject of B
battery eliminators. It seems the
ideal to simply plug into the electric
light socket and take such power as
is necessary to feed the plates of the
valves. Unfortunately the alternat-
ing current which is supplied to our
homes is not suitable for this pur-
pose without some modification.
Direct and not alternating current is
required, therefore the A.C. has to be
rectified to D.C. There are several
different methods of rectifying A.C.,
but the most popular at the moment
is the valve type. You know how the
valve rectifies, and you also know
how the, 'Nagar bulb rectifies for
charging accumulators. A special
valve is used for the average B bat-
tery eliminator, this valve being
known as a Raytheon rectifying valve.

3

For our purpose an ordinary
UX201s valve is all that 's required.
The eliminator depicted here is only a
simple, small one, suitable for from
1 to 3 valves and no more. On actual
test a three valve set was delivered
with 100 volts maximum and opera-
ted nicely without any trace of hum.

To suit larger sets a more elaborate
arrangement is necessary. Being
more elaborate it necessarily follows
that it will be more expensive. Some
other time we will give aetails for
this bigger eliminator, but fnr the
present let us be happy with this
little fellow.

The greatest difficulty to overcome
with any eliminator is the presence of
the 50 cycle A.C. hum. This must be
filtered out. To do this large capacity
condensers are needed. In this little
model two 4 mfds. proved adequate,
althorgh perhaps in some instances
two 2 mfds. will suffice. In the larger
types as much as from 16 to 22 mfds.
are used, and this makes an elimina-
tor very expensive. The writer has
in front of him now the parts for a
larger type of B battery eliminator,
and the fixed condensers alene cost
£1/7/6. The whole unit for this
small job cost less than this. Let us
consider the parts and the cost.
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1 -Bayonet Base Batten
Holder .. ..£0 1 .1

1 -.Jefferson Bell Ringing
Transformer .. 0 11 0

4-2 mfd. Imperia Conden-
1 2 0

1 -Valve Socket .. 0 2 6
1-.002 Isograd Fixed Con-

denser 0 2 0
1-30 ohms Rheostat .. '0 3 0
1-Bradleyohm No. 10.. .. 0 15 0

1-Dilccto or Radion Panel
12 x 7 x 0 7 0

Total .. 5 9

No consideration has been taken of
the valve or the Audio frequency
transformer. Most of us have a
spare valve at home, and also an
audio frequency transformer with a
broken-down primary winding-
burnt out primary most people call
this sad state. The secondary of an
average 5 to 1 ratio transformer is a
suitable substitute for the usual ex-
pensive 30 heavy choke. Although the
parts listed have to be purchased,
this applies only if the constructor
hasn't a "junk" heap large enough to
supply these parts.

It is admitted that the Bradleyohm
No. 10 is somewhat expensive, but if
this is not available one of the many
types of Ummcostads will suit, and
they are only half the price. The
Emmcostad, which has a range of
from 10,000 to 100,000 ohms, is the
correct unit. The idea of using the
Bradleyohm or Emmcostad is to make
a separate provision for the detector
valve. If the receiver employs a
stage of radio, detector and one stage
of audio then connect the radio and
detector valve to the detector B posi-
tive terminal for a start. It may
sometimes be wise to join the radio
tapping to the B positive audio tap,
but this can be learned only by trial.

Still the construction presents
little if any difficulty. The front

view shows the appearance of the
completed panel, which is 12 inches
long by 7 inches deep. On the left
is a standard rheostat, and on the
right is the Bradleyohm 10, which
gives the separate tapping for the de
tector voltage.

The detector voltage is varied by
means of the adjustment of the Brad-
leyohm. As low as 22; volts Is
obtainable, and up to 80 volts, this
range being sufficient for most pur-
poses. The rheostat Included is not
absolutely necessary, being a refine-
ment only, the eliminator functioning
quite well without it.

The front panel view shows the
rheostat on the left and the Bradley-
ohm on the right. Three terminals
on the extreme right are for the out-
put, the top end being convenient for
the B negative, the middle one for the
B positive detector, and the bottom
one for the B positive audio valves.

Looking at the two circuit diagrams
it will be een that both are similar.
Across the secondary of the bell ring-
ing transformer in une diagram is a
potentiometer. This is another re.
finement and is only necessary if A.C.
hum is pronounced. For our pur-
pose the circuit without the poten-
tiometer is being used. Compare
both circuits for a few moments.

Having all your components at
hand, begin the construction. Exa-
mine the bell ringing transformer.
On one end will be seen two heavy
electric light wires, one white and
one black. On the other end will be
seen three terminals, and on looking
closely you will find that the first two
on the left, that is, the left hand and
the middle terminal, are marked 6
volts. These are the two which in-
terest us.

The panel layout is simple in the
extreme, but still a diagram is pro-
vid »I as a template. Drill the panel,
not forgetting the necessary holes to

allow the screws to pass through to
hold the panel to the baseboard.
Mount the rheostat and the Bradley-
ohm and the three terminals. Fix
the panel to the baseboard and lay
out the baseboard parts.

The plan view will show this. Note
the bell ringing transformer on the
left near the rheostat. Behind again
is the bayonet base batten holder, an
ordinary electric light socket for
baseboard mounting-you know the
type of thing used at home to hold

pilot lamp for the iron
point --that is what is wanted. As no
4 mfd. condensers were available, the
writer had recourse to four 2 mfd.
condensers, and they are seen at the
back of the baseboard.

The valve socket is between the
bell ringing transformer and the
audio transformer. That little fixed
condenser between the valve socket
and the panel is the .002 mfd. Pilot
condenser, which is connected across
the Bradleyohm. ray out the parts
as suggested in this view and begin
wiring.

Spaghetti covered wire is advised
here. Begin by connecting the two
heavy electric light wires to the bat-
ten holder. Unscrew the shade ring,
then the clamping ring from the brass
portion of the batten holder. The
porcelain insulating material will then
be on view. Look closely and you
will see the two small holes which go
through from the bottom or this
porcelain portion to the brass plunger
hasp on the top. Bare the heavy wire
and fitting the base of the batten
holder over the two heavy wires, in-
. ert one connection into one hole until
3: comes opposite the screw in the
hrasswork of the porcelain and grip
it with the screw. Repeat the pro-
cess with the other side, pitying strict
attention to the fact that neither of
these wires should touch one another.

You can Recharge a Philco for a few pence.
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Assemble the batten holder and screw
down on baseboard, using small pillars
to keep it off the wood.

Now run a wire from one side of
the first 2 mfd. condenser to one side
of each of the other three, and join
to the B negative output terminal and
to the nearest connection on the
batten holder. Next join the remain-
ing sides of the two left hand 2 mfd.
condensers, and continue this wire to
one side of the Bradleyohm and to
one side of the secondary of the audio
transformer and to the B positive
amplifier terminal. The other two 2
mfd. condensers are joined together
and taken to one 10 terminal of the
valve socket, thi nee to one side of
the rheostat and on to the remaining
side of the choke.

The other side of the rheostat is
joined to one of the terminals of the
bell ringing transformer. The other
6 volt terminal of this bell ringing
transformer is joined to the remaining
filament terminal of the valve socket.
Join the G and the P of the valve
socket together, and continre it to the
nearest side of the batten holder.
Connect the .002 mfd. Pilot condenser
across the Bradleyohm, thus complet-
ing the wiring.

Bear in mind that only the
secondary portion of the audio trans-
former is used-it doesn't matter if
the primary is "burnt out." Check
the wiring with the combined plan
view and wiring diagram, as well as
the circuit diagram. Now renn.f.t
length of flexible wire, say 23/36
gauge electrical flex, to a bayonet
adaptor in the usual manner, and to
a 2 pin ploy', or whatever is desired
to make connection with the electric
light.

, Nes, V

Plug the adaptor into the batten
holder and the other end into the
electric light or power point, and in-
sert a 201a valve in the valve socket.
Connect up the output terminals to
the set. Switch on the electric light
and turn up the rheostat. Tune in
on the set, keeping the'eliminator at
least three feet from the receiver. No
A.C. hum should be discerned; if any,
it should be very slight. If this hum
is pronounced, move the eliminator a
little further away from the set and
reverse the connection from the light
point to the batten holder. Simply
take the bayonet adapter out of the

batten holder and reverse it-turn it
round and reinsert. This invariably
helps matters.

Another system to overcome pro-
nounced hum is to earth all the metal
cases of the components. Try it. The
Bradleyohm regulates the detector
voltage. Turn it and notice the dif-
ference. One of the best selling is
found; leave it at that.

Remember this eliminator is not
suitable for a five valve set, only
from one to three valves should be
connected to it. NI hen the night's re-
ception is over, tv rn off the electric
light switch and remove the batten
holder if desired. Perhaps it may
be found necessary to,use two "burnt
out" transformers as chokes. If so,
connect them in series. There is nu
harm in trying, because this little
fellow is worth while getting to work
properly. A little patience may be
required, so don't be afraid to exercise
it. Different valves may be tried in
the rectifier. if you have a range of
valves try them one after the other,
noting the results. fC won't take you
long to get the best from the
eliminator. Go to it!

JAMES HAY. principal tenor of the
Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company,
gives a talk on "Ruddigore," on 25th
August, from Studio 21"C. On that
bight, Miss Vinia dc ikitte, wife of
the late ilowanl Vernon, who has
been associated with Gilbert. and Sul-
livan operas tall her life, will carry
out: No. '7 musical competition, play-
ing excerpts from these popular
opera'. The prize is a Gilbert and
Sullivan score, to be selected by the
winner.

Over -size Burgess for Heavy Current Drains.
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BRIGHT STAR
A, B and C BATTERIES

"They Last Twice as Long "
A big statement, but one which is quite common among
the users of Bright Star A, B and C Batteries. They
are made to last, that's why you pay a reasonable price
for them, but, strangely enough, no higher than myriads

of other types.

22i Volt.
C or B Battery, 11 9

45 Volt, Triple Duty B, 33/-

BRIGH,,, STAR.
Radio BatteriesILpi,/' Flashlights

51.prem% cco# In Every Td11

San Frasacisco, CALuucar.

SEND FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOGUE

International Radio Co. Ltd.
200 CASTLEREAGH ST. :: :: SYDNEY

No. L.6

11 Volt.
A Battery

W. & G. GENDERS LTD., Hobart and Launceston RADIO IMPORTS LTD.. Adelaide
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WETLESS PRODUCTS

The secret of success in a Neutrodyne lies in the coils used. Ensure your success by using
THE WETLESS NEUTRODYNE KIT.

There is a minimum of di -electric in the field making for maximum amplification and selecttvity. Neat
branded terminals permit quick neat connt.ctions. The angle of each Neutroformer is correct to a degree.

A QUALITY ARTICLE AT THE LOW PRICE OF t1/7/6.

The Wetless
Reinartz Tuner
meets the demand
of the Reinartz
receiver man.

Built along simi-
lar lines to the
N e u troformers;
neat and efficient.
Guaranteed.

Price, 12/6.

The Well -Known
Single Roter
Three -Coil Tuner
is one of the
latest Wetless
products. Sturd-
ily built, positive
connectaions
throughout. Cor-
rectly designed,
primary, second-
ary, and reaction.

Price, 13/'

The Wetless Mica Fixed Condensers need no introduction. For years they have stood the test of time.
Made in two types and all capacities. Look at the prices.

.0001

.00015

A TYPE. B TYPE.
.00025
.0008

.0002 .0004

.00025 .0006 2/-

.0008

.0004
F 1/6 .001

.002
0005 .00025 Clips 2/6

.001 .003 2/6
.002 .004 2/6
.00025 Clips .... 1/3 .005 3/-

B TYPE. .006 3/6
.0001 .0015 3/0
.00016
.0002

2/- .01
.02 5/6

Every Wetless Product may be had from any reputable
Wholesale Agents:

AUSTRALIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 93 Clarence Street.
HARRINGTONS LTD., 386 George Street. HOPKINS AND WITTS.

WELDON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., LTD., .52 Kent Street.
Manufactured by-

J. WETLESS, 28 KING STREET, ROCKDALE
LW 1155.

41/4*.:r E s .s.
.""CA

COMO ttttt
tsoosS 1450

dealer.

aiLa   ALA
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The Harkness Reflex Receiver
The demand for the back number of "Wireless Weekly"
containing this circuit has so far exceeded the supply
that we are constrained to publish it again. hundreds
and hundreds of reports have been received from con-
structors showing that it is undoubtedly the most popular

circuit of its kind.

REFLEX receivers are not in any
way a new idea. Shortly after
the inception of the three -elec-

trode valve, reflex or dual amplifica-
tion receivers were pr )(laced. Many
are their advantages, the main one
being economy in cost of construction
and upkeep. This economy is pro-
duced by the fact that one valve does
the work of two, thereby saving the
cost of a valve and the cost of keeping
up battery power.

There are many reflexed receivers,
the more popular being the ST.100,
the Grimes Inverse Duplex and the
llarkness Reflex. The latter is the
loudest and sweetest two valve re-
ceiver I had heard. A most remark-
able volume, combined with clarity of
tone, places the Harkness Reflex in
a category of its own. While being
tested at Dulwich Hill, those present
were pleasantly surprised to hear the
comparisons between this two-valver
and a four -valve receiver. The

'volume was comparable and the purity
was superior. Now, who is going to
build a receiver of this type? Look
at the illustrations and assure your-
self that you are looking at a remark-
able set. The front view is quite
pleasing-no coils sticking out in
front-just two condensers with a
rheostat between these two, above
which is the crystal detector. The
battery switch, and the two jacks are
seen at the bottom of the panel. Sim-
plicity of tuning is thereby gained-no
coil coupling to consider; simply turn

Parts for the
Harkness Reflex

1-Dilecto or Radion Panel 14 x
x 3-1G.

2-.0003 Gecophone Variable
Condensers.

1-30 Ohms Pilot Rheostat.
1-B.M.S. D.C. Jack.
1-B.M.S. S.C. Jack.
1 -Battery Switch.
1-Harlie Crystal Detector,

or
2 -Lion Crystal Detector.
2-Gecophone or Ferranti Audio

Frequency Transformers.
2-H.T. Transformers (as de-

scribed).
1 -Terminal Board.
2-3M. x 3in. Dilecto or Radion

tubing.
8-oss. No. 24 D.C.C. Wire.
1 -Baseboard 12 x 9 x L

Busher, Screws, etc.

the condenser dials. The back of
panel view shows the coils, trans-
formers, valve sockets, and terminal
board. The aerial and earth ter-
minals are on the same board as the
battery terminals, thus keeping ugly
stray wires from the front of the re-
ceiver.

Although this layout is neat, maxi-
mum efficiency is not sacrificed to gain
good lookc, rather does it yield itself
to efficiency, as may be seen from the
back of panel wiring diagram.

The ready -wound coils for this re-
ceiver were once available on the
local market, but with the exception
of a spider -web type, the solenoid
coils are all sold. But don't let this
worry you, as they are easy to make,
half an hour being all the time re-
quired.

An analysis of the circuit shows
that the greatest drawback of most
reflex receivers is absent in the Hark-
ness. Usually in reflex receivers the
crystal is in the place circuit of one
of the valves, and means that the plate
current flows right through to the
plate. This is a disadvantage, inas-
much as it is a constant wear on the
crystal, which, sooner or later, gives
trouble. In the Harkness, the crystal
is entirely free from the plate poten-
tial, being included 'm the secondary
circuit of radio frequency trans-
former ( R.F.T.2 ).

With ono valve, good speaker

World's Best Rechargeable Battery; Philco.
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strength is obtainable, but the addi-
tion of a second valve means much
greater volume without sacrificing
purity.

Construction.
The coils or radio frequency trans-

formers, as they nre known, are the
first consideration in the construction
of this two-valver. The two pieces of
bakelite or composition tubing are re-
quired for this purpose. Half an men
from one end of the tubing drill two
holes with a small drill, about one -
sixteenth of an inch in diameter.
Through these two holes, doubting
back from one to the other, thread the
beginning of your No. 24 D.C.C. wire,
leaving about Gin. free from connec-
tions. Then wind on this tube, one
turn close to the other, sixty turns of
your wire, and hold the wire securely
and prevent any slipping which may

take place. Procure a strip of good,
strong paper, I2in. long and lin. wide,
and wrap this around this winding
just completed, keeping it in the
middle. Apply a little gum to hold
this firm, and wind on your primary,
which consists of 15 turns of the same
gauge wire wound in the same direc-
tion. It may be a bit difficult to hold
the beginning of this wire securely.
but here's how to do it.

A piece of tape, Sin. wide by 21in
long, is pressed into service. Fold
the tape in two, now giving a double
piece, fin. wide and ltin. long. Into
the top of the fold, slip one turn of
your wire, leaving about 6in. hang-
ing free, and lay this tape longways
across the present winding and on
top of the paper, and proceed to wind
your primary turns over this tape
until you have fifteen wound on. Cut

your wire, holding your primary turns
over this tape until you have fifteen
wound on. Cut your wire, holding
your primary turns in place with your

FORMER

PRIMARY

111:111111011111

PAPER
V

TAPE
't -SEC.

WAX

finger, and make secure by applying a
small portion of sealing -wax at that
particular place where the last turn
crosses the protruding. tape at the
bottom.

The second radio frequency trans-
former (ft.F.T.2) is wound in a simi-
lar manner to the first, only instead of
having a 15 -turn primary this coil
boasts of a 35 -turn primary, which
should be wound in a manner similar
to the primary of the first trans-
former. Carefully place these trans-
formers out of harm's way until you
drill your panel.

Panel Layout.
The panel layout is indeed simple,

as may be seen from the plan. Again
I must advise that provision only is
made for the centre spindle of the
condensers, on account of the many
different makes of condensers with
different templates. As previously
mentioned, the crystal detector is
above the rheostat, but the position of
this depends upon the type of detector
used. I, myself, used the Harlie de-
tector for this receiver and found it
to be satisfactory, but the Carborun-
dum detector, frequently employed in
our different circuits, would, no doubt,
be quite satisfactory. Quite a lot de -
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Burgess Went with U.S. Mail Flyers.
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pends upon the crystal, so, whatever
type you use, be sure that it is a
good brand, and of stable qualities.
Again, you will find that one rheostat
only controls the -two valves, this
being quite in order, as both valves
are amplifying valves.

Beneath the rheostat is found the
double circuit jack, the single circuit
being to the right and the battery
switch situated to the left. Take care
in drilling this panel, for, after all,
it is the show window. When the
drilling has been completed, mount
your panel apparatus, screwing every-
thing up tightly and securely, as there
is nothing more arrnoying than a rattle
in your receiver, which is caused by
imp2rfect contact or loose screw.

Baseboard.
On the baseboard are mounted the

coils, valve sockets, transformers, and
terminal baard. The layout adopted
will be easily seen from the back view
of the panel. I don't think you could
do better than follow this out. The
coils or radio frequency transformers
are secured to the baseboard by means
of two brackets in each case. Strips
of thin brass will be found efficacious
here, and the height of the coils should
be lin. above the baseboard. The
fashioning of these brackets calls for

practically no engineering skill, a pair
of pliers and a drill sufficing to make
the bends and fill the holes. Atten-
tion must be paid to these coils, inas-
much as one must be mounted at right
angles to the other. Perhaps, I should
have advised you in the winding of
these coils to begin and finish your
primary windings on the opposite

CRYSTAL-0o6'.O

idea 1.,` the formers to tin side on
which you started and finished your
secondary winding Don't forget, of
course, that your secondary winding
is wound first, and your primary wind-
ing is wound an the top of this coil.
Don't tonfuse these tern's.

Wiring.
Carefully proceed with your wiring,

consulting the back of panel wiring
diagram and the circuit diagram to
attain success in this. Before per-
manently attr.ching your panel, con-
nect one side of your battery switch
to the nearest side of your rheostat,
this wire being somewhat awkward to
insert after the panel is permanently
secured to the baseboard. Take this
wiring in easy stages, making neat
right angled bends in your bulbar and
check off carefully with back of panel
diagram and the circuit diagram. .1
consultation with the back of panel
view will assist you greatly, as quite
a number of these connecting wires
may be seen in the illustration. Pro-
perly solder every joint, where solder-
ing is called for. A small piece of
mica placed underneath two joints to
be soldered, and held close to the bot-
tom of these joints, will ensure the
soldering running in properly, and
not dropping on the baseboard or on
any instruments which may he under-
neath. Always wipe off the residue
of flux, or soldering fluid, after you
have soldered the joints, as this will
prevent any corrosion at a later date.

When everything is wired and
checked off carefully the receiver is in
a condition to he tested on tit; a;r.
Connect up your "A" and "B" bat-
teries, insert your valves in th:ir
sockets, hook on the aerial and earth,
and plug in your 'phones on the first
jack (J1). Being assured that your
crystal is properly inserted, turn up
your rheostat and slowly move your
condensers and you will hear the
station at most astounding volume,
considering that only one valve and
a crystal is in the circuit. Bring this

Philco Batteries Save Pounds in a Year.
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station up to its maximum volume,
and plug your speaker into the second
jack (J2), and you will be surprised
at the volume your speaker yields.
Listen carefully to the excellence of
tone quality. It is really wonderful!
Turn your condensers until you find
the next station; note again the
volume and clarity. Of course, if you
enmesh the moving plates of your
second condenser too far into the fixed
plates, a certain mushiness may re-
sult, which can be overcome generally
by finding another setting on your
crystal detector or re -tuning with your
first condenser.

Buzzing is seldom present in this
receiver, only the slightest sometimes
registering itself, and is overcome
either by lowering your rheostat cur-
rent or readjusting your crystal de-
tector.

Any standard make of valve will
suit this receiver, which functions
hest with a "B" battery voltage of
between 60 and 90 volts, the latter
being preferable if maximum volume
is desired. As before mentioned quite
good music may be obtained on the
speaker with one valve only, and there
is no particular care required in
balancing or adjusting the Harkness.
There are no howls or squeals to
worry you nor your neighbours, so
that this receiver comes under the
class of non -radiating receivers. which
will be the most popular of all very
:shortly.

BRITISH POST L'IFFICP EXPERI-
MENTS IN SHORT WAVE

TRANSMISSION.
A very interesting announcement

was made frotn 2FC on Friday last in
regard to experiments to be carried
out by the British Postal Authorities
in short wave transmission. The in-
formation was received by 2FC by
radio from Rugby and reads as fol-
low,: ---

"In a week's time an interesting
wireless experiment will be under-
taken by the General Post Office.
There are certain areas in different
parts of the world where wireless
signals transmitted on bng wave
lengths can only be received with
difficulty at all, while in other places
such signals can only be received at
certain hours of the day. With the
object of ascertaining to what extent
short wave transmission may be cap-
able of reaching such areas, the
British official press will be transmit-
ted for two months beginning on Sep-
tember 8th on long and short wave
simultaneously. The same call sign
will be used and the long wave will
remain as it is at present. The short
wave will be twenty-tvo metres at
noon, Greenwich meantime transmis-
sions, and thirty-seven metres at
eight p.m. and midnight. Reports on
reception by stations will be welcomed
by the General Post Office."

Vibration Causes Microphonic
Noises in a Radio Receiver
MICROPHONIC noises are the

sounds produced in the tele-
pnones or loudspeaker of a wire-

less set when the cabinet is subjected
to jarring or vibration. They are
due to movements of the electrodes
within the valves. As an experiment,
tap each valve in the set in turn
lightly with the finger. Nothing may
be heard when the high or low -fre-
quency amplifiers are treated in this
way, but the rectifier is almost sure
to respond, a "pong," which may or
may not be very loud, being heard.
Similar "pongs" will be produced by
any valve in the set that is oscilla-
ting or close to the point of oscilla-
tion. Where microphonic effects are
particularly marked the lightest
touch upon the cabinet or even walk-
ing across the floor may be sufficient
to cause the ringing noise to occur.
Microphonic tendencies are likely to
give rise to a fault that may be very
puzzling i4 the cause of it is not
known.

Shortly after the loud -speaker has
been brought into action a low noise
not unlike that made by the pro-
peller of a distant aeroplane may be
heard accompanying speech or music.
The noise rapidly grows in strength
until it completely drowns signals;
it is by then a loud booming sound,
which remains constant in its pitch.
The way in Which a low -frequency
howl of this kind is produced is of
interest. Under the effects of the
fluctuations in the current passing
through the magnet windings the dia-
phragm of the loud -speaker Is caused
to vibrate. These vibrations give rise
to sound waves which, strike the
drums of our ears and cause them to
vibrate in the same way as the dia-
phragm of the instrument. The sound
waves also impinge upon the valves
of the receiving set, causing slight
vibrations to occur in them. They
respond by passing back to the dia-
phragm of the loud -speaker electrical
impulses which give rise to a ringing
sound. The sound is emitted from
the loud -speaker, corresponding air
waves travelling to the valves, where
they increase the strength of the
vibrations already occurring. And
so the process continues, the sound
building up in strength until it be-
comes at times almost deafening in
its intensity, A vicious circle of this
'kind can be produced deliberately
with almost any receiving set using
a dull -emitter rectifying valve. 
mounted in a solid holder without
springs.

Within the bulb of the valve are
three electrodes, the grid, the fila-
ment., and the plate, which are at-
tached to the glass pinch by means
of metal supports. All of these, the
electrodes and their supports, have
natural frequencies of their own at
which they vibrate when jarred. Ex-
periments have shown that micro -
phonic effects are due mainly to vibra-
tions of the filament, of which the
natural frequency is often such as to
produce an audible note. In the old,
bright valves, the filaments were, com-
paratively speaking, stout, and there
was for this reason little tendency on
the part of the valves to ring. Many
of the modern dull emitters have
filaments considerably finer than a
human hair. When the bulb of the
valve is tapped, or when vibrations
caused in any other way reach it, they
are conveyed to the pinch and thence,
by way of the filament supports, to
the filament itself. The filament is
thus set vibrating, which means that
it is continually changing its posi-
tiuns with regard to the other elec-
trodes. The equilibrium of the valve
is upset, fluctuations in its anode cur-
rent occur, and these, when passed on
in amplified form to the loud -speaker,
produce the familiar ringing noise.

All dull -emitter valves are to some
extent microphonic, though some
kinds are considerably worse in this
respect than others. Since the recti-
fier is more apt than the other valves
in the set to produce microphonic
noises it should always be mounted in
a holder provided with spring con-
tacts. The springs absorb the greater
part of such vibrations as come the
way of the receiving set, preventing
them from being transferred to the
valve itself. Where the existing
holder is of the solid type an improve-
ment will generally result if several
folds of some soft thick material are
placed between the base of the cabinet
and the top of the table upon which
it stands. Another very good pallia-
tive-there is at present no known
cure-for microphonic tendencies. is
to fit the cabinet with small rubber
feet, which can be done by attaching
revolving rubber boot heels or small
door -stops to the underside of the
base at the corners.

Where low -frequency howling of
the kind referred to is encountered
care should be taken to place the loud-
speaker at some distance from the re-
ceiving set, and it should always be
operated with the mouth of its horn
turned away from the cabinet.

Burgess Went over the Pole with Byrd.
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CROSLEY RADIO

CROSLEY 6.60. 6 -VALVE SET £25/10,1-

CROSLEY MUSICONE £3 5

CROSLEY MUSICONSOLE £10 '10 - CROSLEY 6.85. 6 -VALVE SET g36/10 '-

Factory Representatives: International Radio Co., Ltd.
200 CASTLEREAGH STREET, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

Send For Our New Free Catalogue
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ANOTHER SHIPMENT HAS JUST ARRIVED

15/-

I The "Wheelan Supercone"
Loud Speaker

The amazing Values we are offering in Loud Speakers have
created a demand unprecedented.

I SEND AT ONCE before it is too late for one of these
wonderfully clear -toned, adjustable, 4000 ohm. Speakers

151 -

IF YOU PREFER THE HORN TYPE LOUD SPEAKER, there is
no better value to be obtained anywhere than the PUREMAX GIANT,

27in. high, I lin. bell. 4000 ohms adjustable.

The KLOTZ 2 -Valve RECEIVER
Described in This Issue. £ s. d.

1 Radion Panel, 14 x 8 x 3-16 , 0 11 8
2 Eco Centreline Condensers, .0005, 10/- . 1 0 0
2 Emmco Bakelite Vernier Dials, 7/6 0 15 0
2 Cextified 30 ohm. (One -hole fixing) Rheostats 0 4 0
3 Radiokes R.F. Chokes, at 8/6 1 5 6
1 Wetless Reinartz Coil 0 12 6
2 Kelford Anti -vibration Sockets, U.X, at 3/- 0 6 0
I Single Circuit Jack (Pilot) 0 2 0
1 Wetless Mica Condenser. .0003 0 1 6
1 Wetless Mica Condenser, .001 0 1 6
2 Wetless Mica Condensers, .0001, 1/6 0 3 0
1 Crescent Audio Transformer 0 13 6
I Doz. Square Buswire 0 0 10
2 Lengths Spaghetti, 3d. 0 0 6
1 Standard Terminal Board 0 2 9

This Set of Quality Parts costs £6/0'3

TUNE IN TO THE EMPIRE BROADCASTS
DIRECT NVITH THE

`ECONOCOIL' SHORT WAVE KIT
Tfii outfit Plug- in
Coils and C;reuit Diagram.

No. 1 Tunes 15 to 34 metres.
No. 2 Tunes 31 to 68 metres.
No.:: Tunes 57 to 133 metres.

And Stand and Adjustable Primary.
TUE 'ECON00011.- BROADCAST BAND PLUG IN COIL (For Above)

55/
The "PC1.1"

TUNER
time..rk to 53

1 1; -

Pure Tone.
Volume SurprieInc
AdJueleble Unit.

The

GIANT Puremax

Loud Speaker
11411. Adiortable

THE "ADVANCE""ADVANCE" SHORT-
WAVE TUNING CON -12/.
DENSER, .00014

COUNTRY CLIENTS:-We pay carriage on all orders of 10/. and over, except on Speakers, Cabinets,
Batteries and Value Payable Post Parcels.
ALI. GOODS ARE GUARANTEED TO YOU. If not satisfied, return same in good order within 10
ilayA of rec.:slot, and we will refund purchase price in full.
TER7.1S: (.:1,411 with order or Cash on Delivery. NO DISCOUNTS TO ANYONE.

For QUICK SERVICE address Mail Orders to ECONOMIC RADIO STORES, 492 George St., Sydney

"YOURS FOR LOWER PRICES,"

THE ECONOMIC RADIO
PARR 1NIATT SYDNEY:

Col% Macquarie and Church Sts 25 NEW ROYAL ARCADE,
'Phone: UW 9601. 'Phone: 1113049.

STORES
NEWCASTLE:

569 Hunter St. West.
'Phone: New. 1622.

MeOf Mil Saes
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The KLOTZ Two Valve Receiver
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The most Popular Receiving Circuit of
European Radio Enthusiasts

-DAY, amongst many members
of the community, there is a
demand for a real good two valve

set. Now, as has been explained, fre-
quently in these pages, a set employ-
ing two valves, may take many
different forms. For bringing in dis-
tant stations on the earphones, a two
valve set may be built in such a way
that the first valve can be used for
building up the weak oscillations ar-
riving hore from a distant station.
For loud speaker work on the local
stations, these types of receivers
would be very disappointing, it being
necessary to increase the volume of
the local station to use one stage of
low or itiolio IreqUency amplification.

There are quite a number of two
valve reflex sets, and several have
been -published in "Wireless Weekly"
in days gone by. But for our pur-
pose this week we are giving the
details necessary to construct a two
valve receiver for loud speaker work
en the local stations. Thus. one stage
of audio is being used. The circuit
diagram shows this Klotz circuit to
be very similar to the standard
Reinartz.

Similar as It Is, it is nevertheless
different. The whole secret of the
receiver lies in the chokes. Refer-
ence to the eirceit diagram shows the
circuit in which are the R.F. chokes.
The choke in the plate -transformer

circuit tends to deflect the radio fre-
quency energy through the .00005
mfd. condenser back through the
other choke to the bottom of the tuned
circuit.

Parts Required
Although the parts listed below and
mentioned throughout the article were
those actually used by se in the receiver
described, it must be pointed out that
u is not absolutely sitstatio/ that they
be rigidly adhered to.
Other parte of similar quality and
technical valued should function quite
satisfactorily.

1 Dilecto, Radion or other hard
rubber pan el, 14 x 8 x 3-16.

2 .0005 Mfd. Advance Little
Centralign Condensers.

2 Emmco Vernier Dials.
2 30 ohms. Rheostats.

Radiokes R.F. Chokes
Wetless Reinartz Coil.

2 U.X. Sockets.
1 B.M.S. S.C. Jack.

Wetless .0003 Condenser.
2 Wetless .0001 Condensers.
1 Wetless .001 Condenser.
1 F.M.C. A.F. Transformer,

Usual Spaghetti, Terminal
Board, etc.

Read what the designer says: "The
action of the circuit is not hard to
understand. The presence of the R.F.
choke in the plate circuit of the valve
tends to deflect a large amount of
R.F. energy through the circuit re-
presented by the .00005 mfd. fixed
condenser, the second R.F. choke, and
its shunting variable condenser, and
the bottom end of the tuned circuit.

"Now, when the variable .0005 mfd.
condenser shunting the bottom R.F.
choke is set to its maximum, this
R.F. choke will, to all intents and
purposes, be short circuited so far
as R.F. energy is concerned. The
impedence of the plate circuit choke
is much higher than the impedence
of the .0005 mfd. fixed Condenser, and,
therefore, most of the R.F. energy
will travel round to the bottom end
of the tuned circuit, and oscillation
will occur.

"When the condenser shunting the
bottom choke is, however, tuned to
its minimum position, we then have
the impedence of this choke in series
with the small fixed condenser, and
even if the two chokes are of equal
impedence, it is obvious that the im-
pedence of the circuit through the
small fixed condenser and bottom
choke will be higher than the im-
pedence through the plate circuit
choke, and less R.F. energy will get
through the former circuit than the
latter."

Leading Broadeastinz $tations use Burgess Batteries
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This author's explanation of the
theory of the circuit will interest all.
Perhaps there are some readers who
cannot quite follow it. The word im-
pedence may be interpreted in dif-
ferent forms. Take this meaning as
simple. The impedence is the total
opposition offered by a circuit to th'
passage of an alternating current.
and given by the ra.io of voltage to
current, being measured in ohms. The
impedence of a circ-it is due to the
combined (AffeAs of resistance, in-
ductance alid capacity. These three
latter terms are well known to most.
so there is little need to enlarge upon
them.

Read over the last three para-
graphs carefully if the theory of the
circuit is to be unierstood. Refer to
the circuit diagra picking out the
individgal chokes mentioned. Look
at the back panel wiring diagram to
see the chokes. It will be seen that
there are three chokes altogether
used, one in the plate lead and two
in seriel with the bottom end of the
tuned circuit, these two being
shunted by a variable condenser. The
reason for this has been explained
above. So much so.

Standard practice has been de-
parted from us far as the grid leak
is concerned. Instead of the grid leak
being shunted across the arid con-
denser it has been taken direct from
the grid to the A. battery positive
wire. Again the audio transformer
has a .001 mfd. fixed shunted across
the primary winding from the P. to
the B. plus. This is necessary to

its
exclusion

constant oscillations, and
exclusion is far from being wise.

A nether feature of this receiver is
the inclusion of a C. battery. A C.
battery or grid bias battery is always
advisable. for not only does it pro-
vide a saving of B battery current,
it also provides a means of creating
a nurer and often a louder value of
volume. There are some people who

do not think it judicious to include a
grid bias battery where only one stage
of audio is concerned, but still try it.

The construction of this two valve
set is not difficult, but the effort will
be well repaid. The panel calls for
attention first of all. It should he
laid on a flat surface and marked out
as shown in panel drilling diagram.
Centre punch each position, then drill
all the holes with a small one -eighth
inch drill, making a pilot hole. it
often happens that the constructor is
a bit careless in drilling by not hold-
ing the drill straight. Always be
careful in this matter. as much trouble
will be saved later on.

After drilling with the pilot drill,
make the proper sized holes after-
wards. If you lire short of the cor-
rect sized drill, the next smallest drill
may be used, and the tang of a file
can be pressed into service to en-
large the hole. R :move all burrs on
the edges with a sharp penknife. One
or two holes need countersinking, so

if a rosebit is not included in your
kit of tools, use a much larger drill,
but be careful not to bite too deeply.

Mount the condensers ancl rheo-
stat switch and jack. Remember to
provide a small hole for the catch
screw of the Emmco dials. Inciden-
tally it is worth mentioning that this
catch screw should be mounted in
position before anything else. This
simplifies mounting the dial at a later
stage.

Now prepare thei baseboard by
sandpapering and shellacing. When
dry, fix the panel in position, and
lay out the baseboard parts. Notice
how the Wetless Reinartz tuner is
mounted. The small mounting bracket
is provided. The position for the
Amperite is plainly seen in the plan
view alongside the audio valve socket.
This Amperite is an automatic fila-
ment control and dispenses with the
need of a rheostat for this valve. A
capacity of .00005 mfd. is required
in the plate circuit. As a fixed con-
denser of this size is not available,
it behoves the constructor to use two
.0001 mfd. fixed condensers and join
them in series, as is seen in the plan
view. The two R.F. chokes in series
will find a nice position near tF.e
rheostat. The other R.F. choke is
conveniently located near the P ter-
minal of the audio transformer. The
rest of the apparatus may be laid out
accordingly. It is always wise to
adhere to the layout of any receiver
unless a knowledge of the theory of
radio is known. Magnetic fields are
likely to spring up here and there,
and as these have to be avoided, it is
policy to follow the suggested layout
given by the author if best results
are desired.

Again while it is not always neces-
sary to purchase the exact hrarels
of parts specified, the valves, sizes,
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etc., should be adhered to through-
out, and remember always that shoddy
parts yield poorer results than qual-
ity parts. In radio to -day the old
Biblical quotation is true, which
states, "As you sow, so shall you
reap," or words to that effect. The
output is commensurate with the
input, and this applies in particular
to the quality of apparatus used.

The v king requires a little thought.
The constructor himself may choose
bulbar or point to point wiring at
will. The wiring diagram shows the
system of connections. Begin by
linking together one F terminal of
each valve socket, contiguingl this,
wire to F of the Wetless tuner, and
also to one side of the battery switch.
The other side of this switch take to
E of the Wetless coil, and to the Earth
terminal, also to the A negative ter-
minal. B negative, and C positive ter-
minals. Connect one side of the rheo-
stat to one side of the Amperite, and
then to the A positive terminal.

The other side of the rheostat take
to the remaining F terminal of the
first or detector valve socket, and also
connect the remaining connection of
the Amperite to the remaining F
terminal of the second socket.

Link the Aerial terminal to the A
of the Wetless coil, then join G of
this coil to the fixed plates of the first
variable condenser, and to the one
side of the grid condenser, the other
side of which is joined to the G ter-
minal of the detector valve socket.
To this G join one .ix., of the grid
leak, connecting the other side of this
leak to the A positive wire.

The moving plates of the first con-
denser joins P of the Wetless tuner,
and also the nearest side of the two
R.F. chokes in series, and to the
moving plates of the second variable
condenser. Make the short connec-
tion joining these chokes in series,
then join the remaining side of the
chokes to the fixed plates of the
second condenser, and to one side of

the two .0001 condensers in series.
The other side of these condensers
join to P of the detector valve socket,
and to one side of the single R.F.
choke. The other side of this choke
connect to the P of the audio trans-
former. The B of this transformer
link up with the B positive 22 volt
terminal on the terminal board. Join
a .001 fixed condenser across the P
and B of this transformer.

Connect G of the audio transformer
to G of the second valve socket. Now
run a wire from P of this second
valve socket to one lug of the jack,
the other lug join to B plus 90 volts
terminal of the terminal board. This
completes the wiring. If bare wire
is used, then unless otherwise speci-
fied. don't allow one wire to touch
another. Keep the grid leads very
short, and don't allow a plate lead
to run parallel to a grid lead. Spag-
hetti covered wire is good for con-
nections. Acme Celatsite being also
splendid.

Check over all your work. Be sure
that your soldered joints are secure.
A poorly soldered joint creates trouble

which is often difficult to locate later
on. Always use a clean, nicely tinned,
soldering iron, and before soldering,
wipe on an old rag. A little practice
will let you know just when the iron
is hot enough.

Now valves are a consideration.
The original receiver built by the
writer, functioned splendidly on
Cossor valves. A H.F. red label valve
was used as a detector, followed by
a black label L.F. valve for the
audio stages. Both valves only con-
sume .1 of an amp. each, so a great
saving in A battery current results,
without any loss of signal strength.

The detector valve was fed with 45
volts, and 90 volts were supplied to
the amplifier. A /grid Mae of 41
volts proved ideal. The serial used
is 70 feeb long, with an average
height of 30 feet, the earth being the
usual waterpipe.

On tuning in, a surprise was in
store. At first nothing at all could
be heard, but by gradually varying
the tuning condensers, 2FC made its
presence known. The second variable
condenser provides a very smooth
reaction control, its function being to
vary the impedence of the choke. The
first condenser tunes in the stations,
and the aperiodic aerial makes for
selectivity. With the headphones
besides the local stations, 3L0
and 4QG, and 3AR were found
at a nice strength. The local
stations agreed nicely with the
Amplion speaker, real, good strength
filling the room.

This receiver is very sharp in its
tuning; the vernier dial on the first
condenser is indispensable. At Mar-
rickville, four miles from 2BL and 17
miles from 2FC, no interference was
met with from 3L0. The Wellington
station 2YA could be heard faintly,
but pleasantly. The reaction control
is interesting, the smoothness is
astounding. The circuit was devised
by Heinreich von der Klotz, and on
the Continent of Europe it enjoys a
great popularity. It will do so here.

440(

3"
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Philco Batteries Save Pounds in a Year.
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VOLUME AND
CLEARNESS o 0r,
SUPER H.ETEtfrp

BECAUSE of its formid-
able list of high -
quality features the

Igranic Supersonic -Hetero-
dyne has been hailed in
many directions as the
finest set yet produced.
An& such claims are not
without. adequate founda-
tion, for, since hundreds of
these sets have been sold
to enthusiasts in all parts
of the country, letters of
testimony giving accounts
of excellent reception,
volume, clearness, a n d
ability to get-and hold-
distant stations, are com-
ing to hand each week in
increasing numbers.

A typical letter from a Super -Heterodyne is reproduced:-
"I have not heard any set g've such volume on the

same valves. The selectivity is all that could be
desired."

With one of these remarkable British Instruments in the home,
the beat programmes are always at your disposal-distance, volume
and clearness are assured.

sctI.P AG ENT,

NOYES BROS
(SYDNEY) LTD.

Sydney: 115 Clarence Street.
Melbourne: 495 Bourke Street.
Adelaide: Darling Building. Franklin St.
Brisbane: Perry Reuse. Elisabeth Street.
Newcastle: Devonshire Street.
Hobart: 36 Argyle Street-
launcesten: 1234 Charles Street.

AGENTS FOR W.A.:
3. R. W. GARDAM & CO.. 138 Murray

Street, PERTH.

PRICE
Including everyfhiny

7
according f o cabinet work

Terms may be arranged.

Why Not Have a SET BUILT SPECIALLY

TO SUIT YOUR LOCAL CONDITIONS ?
We will make a set to suit your local
requirements or to your own specifications
for less than it will cost to make it
yourself, and at the same time you get
a professional job covered with a twelve
months guarantee.
Call and let us show you how one do ft.
or write for quote stating your re-
quirements,. locality or specification. etc.

Some Standard Models:
5 Valve Soiodyne. One Dial Coates!.

Pries 514/15/
5 Valve Solodyne, One Dial Control, De

Lase Model 118
6 Valve Nentrodyne 110'12'8
Special Selective Three Valve Set, Receives

Interstate on Speaker ZS"-
All above in nicely polished wattle
cabinet. Ate -swamies extra, at lowest
prices: Quotes on Application.
HOW ABOUT HAVING YOUR OLD SET

REMODELLED?
You will be surprised to see how little it
will cost to make it into a first class set.
We specialise in all rewiring, altering.
repairing. etc. Our charges are low, and
we guarantee all work for twelve months.
EASY TERMS may be arranged on all
payments for seta loud -speakers. B elimin-
ators. etc. Full particulars on application.
COUNTRY CLIENTS.-Make use of our
mall order department. We pay special
attention to all country orders.
Call on as with your SolodYne troubles.
We can help you. Advice is FREE, and
 pleasure.

.r writ. t.
R. W. PATTERSON, ENGINEER

RAD10

90 Pm STREET. SIDNEY ( Neu Meta Place )

r

Rechargeable

DRY !
Think what this means. Seven bat-
teries fur the price of ans.

45 volts, Price 35/- ea.
Tbe test made by Professor Laby, of
Me/bourne Univer,tty. showed that the
capacity of the TAB Battery is
slightly greater on the fifth discharge
than the first, and therefore does not
deteriorate with the period of use for
which the battery la needed.

A USTRA LI AN AGENTS:

Latimers Wireless Supplies Ltd.
151 Castlereagh Strt. Sydney.
?beast N. M36114.
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Use T.C.C.
Condensers

Mica Condensers, all
sizes, .0601 to .101
m.f.

Genuine Mansbridge
Condensers, all slam.
.005 to 4 tat.

Next time you
want fixed
condensers for
your set, buy
T.C.C. British
Condensers.
They are fully
guaranteed
for Accuracy
and Long Life,
will eliminate
noises, prevent
short circuit-
ing and won-
derfully i m -
prove r e cep-
tion.
All Sizes are ob-
tainable from
Radio dealers
everywhere.

WHOLE-SALE FROM

=ewe_ 011801Loectri.
e9

33 YORK STREET. SYDNEY.
35-37 CHARLOTTE ST.. BRISBANE.

(W.McF.)

OW,V,,,o10,

Manufacturers
Products Pty. Ltd.

IMPORTED SETS
Agents for all Styles of Radio

Products, including Clyde Batteries

ARMAX BATTERIES
Elec. Meter Mfg. Co. " Emmco "

Renrade Condensers. Leaks.

ASTOR SETS
G & R SETS

Airzone Coils and Loops.

BALDWIN SPEAKERS
Neutron Crystals

Prompt shipments from Sydney.

Sarples Stocks sold Interstate.

H. J. HAPGOOD
Challis House, Martin Place,

SYDNEY

Tel.i BW 1328

M
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Dispel Summer Radio Troubles
WITH AN

EVER -READY
The approach of summer brings more worries for the radio
enthusiast in the shape of static and fading.

At such a trying period does the need of an Ever -Ready
Radio Battery become most acute, for without these sturdy
long -life batteries, much of the joy and convenience of radio
would be lost.

Wire them in now. You'll appreciate the difference they
impart to the tone and volume of your reception.

The " Standard" "A"

Radio Battery.
Price

nu:, Ever -Ready "Standard"
"A" Battery (3 -cell). 4.6

volt, specially designed for
economical operation of 1, 2,
or 8 valves, taking .06

amperes at S volts. For sets
with four or more valves.
the most economical service
is obtained by USSIM two
"Standard" "A" Batteries
connected in parallel.

41,

The New Ever -Ready
No. 126 or A, B, or C Battery
Price 2/9

One of a group of radio batteries.
Useful in wireless, lighting, and
amplification. Size, 31 x 4 x 11.
Most useful for bells, telephones,
burglar alarms, medical coils, etc.
With three brass terminals. Volt-
ages 1.5, 3 or 4.5 volts. Useful
for all wireless purposes as well as
general utility.

If unobtainable locally, write f or address of nearest source of
supply to

The Ever -Ready Co. (Gt. Britain) Ltd. 163 Pitt Street SYDNEY

IMMIOMMMn
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Keep This Price List
There are eleven radio component parts illustrated on this page; most of them are
essential in every type of receiver. If you are a home constructor, tear this leaf
out and keep it by. It will act as a complete price list or catalogue to which to
refer before visiting your dealer, or if you are situated in the country, before send-
ing to the city for your next list of parts. If you are not a home constructor, tear
it out anyway, for the parts in your set require replacing now and again.

El11111C0 for,.
Ratios. 2. I . .-I. 1. I

and 71.1. Price, 17/6.

EMMCO Back Panel
Dial. Price- 6/11.

With Switch and Bulb

Muclurcan Tutu,. Portlier
Price. 21/.

Emmco - Economy - Efficiency

EN I MC.0 ry
Eianinht,r C10 / I 0/-.

Price, 2/6.

mee
RADio pRoDuctS

AT ALL DEALERS

EMMCO M idy,t r-
f,,rnio-r.

-1. G.I.Prit-..

Elt74(71) Vernier Dial,
finished in Mack or Ma-

hogany. Eric". 7;4.

1:11 NI CO Rer!pherc
Price, 21/-.
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The RICE Neutrodyne

With some Hints on Soldering
-.

JUST the other day, looking
through some old publications,
the following sentence at-

tracted attention.: "The Rice sys-
tem of neutralising in its origi-
nal form appeared in 1918, and
is, therefore; one of the original
methods of neutralizing. It is an ex-
ceedingly efficient circuit, and its
modified form is fully qual to the
more conventional methods of neutra-
lizing the inter -electrode capacity of
R.F. Valves." Being inherently curi-
ous, further investigation revealed the
circuit which is reproduced here. Re-
cognising that neutralizing the inter -
electrode capacities of valves was of
importance and being anxious to try
the system out, a receiver was built.
It is in connection with this splendid
little set that this article is being
written.

Almost every radio enthusiast to -day
knows the standard Hazeltine Neutro-
dyne. The peculiarly angled coils of
the Hazeltine principle and the small
neutralizing condensers are quite com-
mon sights nowadays. But hew many
people know why a receiver is neutra-
lized? The dictionary says that a
neutrodyne receiver is a special form
of high -frequency valve amplifier and
detector in which the stray capacity
coupling between electrodes of the
valves is neutralized by low -capacity
couplings connected between the grids
and suitable points on the windings
of the high -frequency transformers.
The inter -electrode capacity of a valve
is of such a nature as to tend to set

up self -oscillation and, unless "Neu-
trodyne compensation is employed, it
is a very difficult matter to prevent
a multistage hikh-frequency ampli-
fier from breaking into self -oscillation.

The veriest beginner knows that the
electrodes of a valve are three in
number, the filament, the grid and the
plate. It may seem ridiculous know-
ing just how small in dimensions

What You will Need.
One panel, Dilecto, Radion, or hard

rubber, size 18in. x 8in. x 3-16ths.
Two 4 -inch lengths of 3 -inch dia-

meter Dilecto or Radion tubing.
Eight ounces of No. 24 D.C.C. wire.
Two .0005 Emmco Stratelyne Con-

densers.

Two Vernier Dials, Emmco or Pilot.
One 30 ohms. Parker Aelous Rheo-

stat.
Two Brachstats or Amperites.
Three All-American Valve Sockets.
One BMS S.C. Jack.
One BMS Battery Switch.
One .00025 or .0003 Wetless Grid

Condenser.
One .0001 Wetless Condenser.
One .001 Wetless Condenser.
One F.M.C. 5 to I Audio Trans-

former.
One terminal board.
Baseboard, Wiring wire, screws, etc.

these electrodes are to think that they
could cause the trouble which they do.
But that they di, is an accepted fact
and can be proved. Not only is it
necessary to neotralise, many stages
of radio frequency, uut distinct advan-
tage is gained in neutralising even
one stage of radio frequency, for ex-
ample, the Browning Drake, the Bayer,
and many other popular forms of re-
ceivers. The early reader orn take
his mind back to the well-known old
system of potentiometer control of
radio frequency oscillations on the
tuned anode receiver. This receiver
has, practically speaking, entirely dis-
appeared from our midst and the
Neutrodyne principle has taken pre-
cedence.

That whistle which we hear, or that
howl, as we call it, Which we hear
when listening in to our favorite
station, is produced by radiation from
receivers, and if all receivers were
Properly neutralised, no howling
valves would trouble us at all. This.
of course, would be the millennium, but
we are gradually 1 .irking towards it.
and this Rice Neutrodyne will anneal
to many who ,seek the inter -State
stations on the ear 'phones and the
local stations on the loud speaker. To
this end, as can already be gathered.
there is one stage of neutralised radio
frequency, detector and one stage of
transformer coupled audio frequency.
The circuit diagram is extremely in-
teresting. Looking at it we find a
strong resemblance in this circuit to

For Purest Music Use Only Philco.
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the well-known old principle of tuned
anode. A mild form of Reinert.: re-
action is incorporated, the radio
frequency oscillations passing from
the plate of the radio frequency valve
to the centre tap of anode coil which
is naturally tuned. Reaction and neu-
tralising is controlled by the small
neutralising condenser which is con-
nected front the plate of the first
valve to the bottom of the first coil.
The action of this condenser and the
adjustment will be explained later on.
Notice also the method of connecting
the grid leak to the A positive direct,
instead of across the grid condenser.
This is most important and must be
adhered to strictly if good results are
desired. Notice, too, that the first
tuning condenser is connected right
across from the top of the coil to the
bottom of the coil, not from the grid
and filament, as is usual. The earth
co-mection is taken from the centre
tap, as is also the filament negative
lead. Across the primary of the audio
transformer there is a .001 fixed con-
denser. This should not be dispensed
with, as its function is interesting.

Speaking of dispensing with a
fixed condenser across the primary of
an audio transformer brings back to
mind how essential this condenser is
in the well-known Browning -Drake
receiver. :Many readers have written
in telling us of their inability to get
the famous Browning Drak? to work
up. to satisfaction. Invariably the
trouble lies in the omission of this
fixed condenser across the audio trans-
former, us without it the set will not
oscillate satisfactorily, and although
regeneration is present in both sets,
as has been previously mentioned,
radiation does not take place.

Comparing the circuit diagram with
the front view of the receiver one may
wonder why there is only one rheo-
stat shown on the front view and yet
three valves are employed. The rheo-
stat on the panel is for controlling the
detector valve filaments only, the radio
and also the audio valve having a
filament. ballast as an automatic fila-
ment control. These Brachstats or
Amperites are very useful, for besides

saving panel controls, and, incident-
ally, panel space, they supply the
correct amount of current to the fila-
ment of the valve to which they are
connected. When purchasing them be
careful to specify the make, the
voltage, and the amperage of the valve
with which the ballast has to be used,
AS in both Brachstats and Amperites
there is a ballast made for almost
every valve sold to -day, and it is
necessary always to obtain the correct
amperage as well as voltage in the
ballast in order that best results
accrue.

The circuit diagram shows a small
fixed condenser of the capacity of
.0001 in series with the aerial. This
gives a form of constant aerial tuning
besides making the receiver a little
more selective. If, in its present form
on test, the receiver is not sufficiently
selective for the constructor's purpose
it can be made more selective by con-
necting another fixed condenser of
.0005 in series with the .0001 and the
aerial. This will produce an extreme
form of selectivity, and when properly
balanced with the neutraliser con-
denser very little loss in signal
strength will be noticed.

Vernier dials are recommended: be-
sides being very neat in appearance,
the slow motion action produced in
tuning makes reception of distant
stations simpler than is the case with
standard dials. There is a wide range
of vernier dials in the market, and the

constructor may choose for himself
his own favorites. The panel is
balanced very neatly-so different
from the early type s of receivers with
their protruding honeycomb coils and
several knobs And dials and contact
studs spread over the panel. The
constructor of modern sets can now
build a receiver which, in appearance
as well as performance, is very little
short of the factory -built set. There
is at his disposal a vast range of
apparatus to choose from, and al-
though we specify particular brands
this is done because they are the parts
from which the receiver illustrated
has been constructed. There is quite
a number of eflually good parts which
may be substituted, but, at the same
time, it is always wise to adhere to
the values of components for satis-
factory reception.

The construction of the receiver did
not take very long. As there are no
commercially built coils for this set,
it behoves a constructor to make his
own. Coil winding is always a
pleasant occupation and has a strong
fascination for the average man, for,
besides saving his pocket, he can al-
ways tell his friends he built his own.
Firstly, procure the number 24
D.C.C. wire and place the reel over a
long nail driven into a board in such
a way that the wire will run off freely.
Then prepare the three-inch diameter
formers. Half an inch from one end
drill two small holes along the edge
approximately half an inch apart.
Through these holes thread the begin-
ning of the wire in such a manner that
it will be held securely, and then pro-
ceed to wind along the length of the
former sixty turns of wire.

A space of half an inch is left at the
30th turn, the wire not being broken
at all, but simply make this one turn
spread over the area in question. The
idea can be seen from the illustration.
Finish off the coil by securing as you
did at the beginning. If a reasonably
good tension has been maintained with
the wire when it is completed, it will
not slip, but if you are afraid of slip-
ping, one coat of shellac varnish will
not injure them in any wag, but will
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hold the turns in plale nicely. Some
people are under the impression that
shellac -Tarnish on a coil increases the
self capacity. While this is true, at
the same time the increase is su
negligible that it is scarcely worth
bothering about. On the other hand,
it has the advantage of preventing
moisture from soaking into the wind-
ings. and we all know how disastrous
will be the result if moisture did suc-
ceed in creeping in.

The second coil in the receiver is
the direct counterpart of the first
coil-that is to say, it should be
wound in an exactly similar manner
with the same number of turns and
the same gauge of wire as the first
coil. This will mein that in actual
reception both the dials of the variable
condensers will read alike or almost
so, and such being the case, simplicity
will result.

Tne panel layolit is indeed very
simple. On the panel are mounted
the two variab:e condensers, the rheo-
stat below them, and the switch and
jack in their respective positions as
shown. The panel drilling diagram
indicates the positions of all this
apparatus, and the result is a very
neat -looking receiver. Realise, of
course, that only the centre holes of
the spindles of the variable condensers
are shown, the fixing screw positions
being left to the constructor to use
in accordance with template provided
by the manufacturer of the condenser
chosen. Don't forget at all times,
when a vernier dial is being used, to

make provision for the catch screw
which holds the dial in position on the
panel. This saves time and trouble
later an; also consider that the panel
is to be fixed to the baseboard, so it is
always necessary to drill three holes
big enough to accept wood screws to
pass through the panel and into the
baseboard. These screws dispense
with the necessity of employing
brackets and holds the panel firmly
in position, considering the small
weight of apparatus that the panel
holds.

Next prepare the baseboard. This
baseboard should be seventeen inches
long by nine inches deep and of a
thickness of between half an inch and
one inch. The edges should be planed
off nice and smocthly, and the whole
board given a coat o: two of shellac
varnish which, apart from the insulat-
ing properties it has, also dries very
quickly.

Stopping at this stage to think for
a moment, it seems hardly reasonable
to expect that some readers don't
know how to make shellac varnish.
Well, it is just as simple as making
tea, and to go about it is a very easy
matter. First of all, procure the
necessary ingredients, which are
methylated spirits as sold by the
grocer, and dry orange shellac, sup-
plied by the ironmonger. The con-
tainer should be a wide -necked pickle
bottle or jam jar, but when selecting
this latter article hear in mind that tt
is necessary to have a cork or some
air -tight covering to fit this jar,

otherwise the unused quantity of
shellac varnish will evaporate, or
rather the methylated spirts will
evaporate and leave you with a solid
mass of dry shellac. To make goocr
shellac fill the bottle with  the dry
shellac to about three parts its depth,
and then pour in the top just sufficient
methylated spirits to cover the shel-
lac. Fit the cork in tightly and shake
vigorously for a few moments, and
then preferably leave over night. In
the morning you will find that the dry
shellac had dissolved in the methy-
lated spirits, and ten chances to one
you will find that when you attempt
to remove the cork that it has stuck
to the glass. You yourself can surely
overcome this difficulty and remove
the cork perhaps by the same medium
as you remove the lie from a new tin
of boot polish. This is how shellac
varnish is made, and besides being
very useful from the point of view of
varnishing baseboards, it has its use
in keeping wire in position on coils, as
has been previously mentioned.

When the baseboard is varnished,
then lay out the baseboard apparatus.
Temporarily, rest the panel in position
against the baseboard and follow out
the suggested scheme of layout as is
shown in the illustrations. It is a
good plan to raise the coils off the
baseboard, using short pillars of rod
or timber and a wood screw at each
end for this purpose. Next, place in
Position the valve sockets. Note care-
fully just how the sockets are laid in
order that compactness is assured and
shortness of leads is maintained in

The World's Flyers carried Burgess.
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order to produce maximum efficiency.
Then place the filament l'allasts in
their positions, and next the audio
transformer, which is seen behind the
detector and the audio valve sockets.
For the present forget all about the
terminal board. Round head wood
screws of the required length are
worth while for fixing these com-
ponents to the baseboard, and make
sure that they are held tightly, as
"anything that is worth doing is worth
doing well."

Now secure the panel in its position
and commence the wiring. As there
may be many readers wha are not in
the position of reading even a panel
wiring diagram, let alone a circuit
diagram, this matter will be dealt with
at length in the ensuing paragraph or
so. It is, of course, left to the judg-
ment of the constructor to use either
square cornered busbar or point-to-
point spaghetti covered wire. To -day
the constructor is catered for with
many different brands of insulated
wiring wire, such as Fort, Acme Celat-
site, and spaghetti covered wire, so it
is in his province to select whichever
system of wiring suits his int-pose and
his pocket. Very little can be said
regarding the relative merits of any
particular system, but the proof of the
pudding is always in the eating, and
as short leads play a most effective
part in first-class reception, no doubt
most readers will choose the spaghetti
covered system.

Start off by linking up one F ter-
minal of each valve socket together,
and continue this right along to the
centre tap of the first coil. Now run
a wire from one side of the battery
switch to one side of the radio fre-
quency amperite, and also to the de-
tector rheostat, and finally to the one
side of the audig amperite. The re-
maining side of the radio amperite is
joined to the remaining F terminal of
the radio frequency valve socket. The
remaining side of the detector rheo-
stat is joined to the remaining side
of the detector valve socket. Connect

up the open side of the audio amperite
to the open terminal marked F of the
audio valve socket. Now link the
nearest side of the first coil to the
moving plates of the first condenser
(CI), and then straight to one side
of the neutralising condenser. the
other side of which joins the P ter-
minal of the radio frequency valve
socket and also the centre tap of the
second or anode coil. Run a connec-
tion from the fixed plate of the first
condenser to the G terminal of the
first valve sock.it, and then to the
furthest end of the first coil, "fur-
thest" designating the distance from
the variable condentier Cl.

Next connect the moving plates of
the second variable condenser to that
side of the second or anode coil which
is nearest to the first valve socket.
The furthest end of this anode coil is
joined firstly to cne side of the grid
condenser and then to the fixed plate
of the second variable condenser C2.
From the G terminal of the middle or
detector valve socket join one side of
the grid leak clips. The P terminal
of this detector valve socket joins the
P terminal of the audio frequency
transformer. The G terminal of this
audio frequency transformer connects
direct to the G terminal of the audio
valve socket. Run a connection from
the P terminal of this valve socket to
one side of the single circuit jack.

At this stage place the terminal
board in position right at the back of
the baseboard. If the terminal board
you have is not equipped with solder-
ing lugs, then proceed to fit them in
position in order that soldering is
made easy. Have these lugs suffi-
ciently long enough. to project over
the edge of the terminal board, and
they should be fitted underneath and
not on top. Now solder the lead from
the terminal marked 90 volts to the
remaining side of the single circuit
jack. That terminal marked 22
volts should be joined to the B of the
audio transformer. Just'here connect

a fixed condenser, size .001, from
the B to the P of this audio trans-
former. Now run another wire from
the terminal marked 45 volts to that
side of the anode coil which is
nearest to the first valve socket, and
which joints the moving plates of the
second condenser. Next in rotation
comes the A positive terminal, one
wire from which runs to the' open
side of the switch and the ether wire
to the remaining side of the grid leak
clips. The next four terminals, 11
negative, C positive, A negative, and
earth terminal, are all joined to-
gether and a connection taken from
the earth terminal joins the centre
tap of the first coil. Place the .0001
constant aerial tuning fixed con-
denser in position and join one side
to the terminal marked A for aerial.
The other side of this small condenser
is joined to tht.t end of the first coil
which is connected to the G terminal
of the first valve socket. This com-
pletes the wiring and should be
checked off carefully, not only with
the circuit diagram, but also the back
panel wiring diagram.

When soldering is called for make
certain always that your soldering
iron has four clean faces, and that
all these faces are properly tinned.
Some people prefer resin cord solder,
others like fiuxite to use in conjunc-
tion with soft solder. Under no cir-
cumstances whatever attempt to use
killed spirits as a flux, as this gives
rise to corrosion which will create
considerable trouble later on. Always
allow the soldering iron to remain
sufficiently long enough on the pro-
spective joint in order that the solder
runs in properly and not as has been
seen over and over again, merely
sticking the parts together. Where
flux is used the smallest quantity is
always advisable. Merely wipe the
two surfaces to be joined with a
small portion of flux sticking to a
match. Then pick up only a small
portion of solder and apply to the
joint and note that the solder runs in
as has been previously stated.

If the soldering iron is allowed to
overheat and become red hot, you can
generally rest assured that the tin
surfaces are burnt off, so it is neces-
sary to see that they are put back
again. To do this, get a piece of
block Salammoniac and rub this over
the surface of the iron, this having a
cleaning effect and removing all the
carbon surface, as well as cleansing
out the "pits," which will insist upon
occurring irrespective of how careful
a person may be. Apply the iron now
to the stick of solder and it will be
notioed that where the iron is clean
the solder will run nicely, leaving
what might be termed a nickel -plated
surface. This is one method of tin-
ning. Where Salammoniac is not

America's Submarines all use Burgess.
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available it is then a good plan to
file off the dirty surfaces, dip the
cleaned iron in the fluxite paste and
apply the solder to it as before. This
will effectively tin the iron and it is
surprising to note just how quickly a
properly tinned iron will pick up
solder and make complete adhesion
of the joints a success. As a last
word on soldering, always make it a
practice of wiping the surfaces of the
iron with an old cloth immediately
before it is used for soldering pur-
poses, that is to say, immediately
after it comes away from the source
of heat.

When everything has been com-
pletely assembled and wired, test
the receiver out on the air. Connect
up the aerial and the earth to their
respective terminals, and also the
batteries to their terminals. Accord-
ing to the valve used, so must those
batteries be considered. Still, it is
easy to apply the correct A battery
to suit the valves, and always re-
member that invariably the red ter-
minal on the accumulator or A bat-
tery denotes the positive which is
generally also marked with the plus
sign. Some batteries have a nega-
tive marked with black or green, but
always have the minus sign along-
side this terminal. Look now to the
back of phnel wiring diagram, and
you will see the difference between
the minus sign and the plus sign.
Connect up the A battery correctly,
then turn your attention to the B
battery.

With almost every make of valve
there is enclosed a slip which indi-
cates the correct B battery to be
applied to the valve. Keeping this
in mind, connect up the B battery
accordingly. If general purpose
valves such as UX201A are used,
then the suggested voltage as shown
on the back of panel wiring diagram
will prove of interest. On the other
hand, if special purpose valves of
Mallard, Cossar, or Radiokes are pre-
ferred, then adjust the B battery volt-
ages to suit the valve in question. For
example, some special purpose radio
frequency valves function best on a
plate voltage of 90 volts and the de-
tector sometimes is at its best with
45 volts. The audio valve make have
between 90 and 135 volts, but it is
wise to notice the correct principle of
applying grid bias to the audio
stage.

Ordinarily, four and a half volts is
satisfactory as a grid bias on a plate
voltage of 90, but just the other day
the writer had a set to test which
made use of a special power valve in
the last audio stage, and which calls
for forty volts grid bias. Still, for
our purposes in this set, between
four and a half and nine volts will
prove ample.

Actually on test at Marrickville,
six volt Cossor Point One valves
were used, one special HP valve for
the radio frequency valve and an
other of a similar type for the de-
tector. The audio end was fitted with
a Cossor Point One LF or black label
valve. The B battery connected was
60 volts for the radio frequency valve,
45 volts for the detector valve and 90
volts for the audio valve, with a cor-
responding grid bias of 7i volts. Re-
sults were very satisfactory not only
in the local stations, but also on the
interstate stations.

As the aerial used on test was ap-
proximately 78 feet over all in length
and as 2BL is situated only four
miles away air line, it was necessary
to include a .0005 fixed condenser, as
well as a .0001 fixed condenser in
series with the aerial lead. With
careful tuning, 3L0 could be heard
nicely on the headphones and 4QG a
little more loudly. 5CL could be
heard to advantage, but again only
on the earphones. Later on le the
evening 3DB gave a most interesting
programme, which was heard just
faintly on the speaker. As this sta-
tion is only a low power B class
broadcasting station, this reception
speaks highly for the Rice Neutro-
dyne. But before it could be nicely
received, neutralisation had to take
place.

Now neutralising is a very simple
matter. To achieve this effective
state, it is necessary to tune in to the
local station bringing it up to the
loudest point possible. Then remove
the ballast governing the filament of
radio frequency valve. It will be
necessary now to use the earphones,
and you will be surprised to note
that although this valve is not lit up
reception can still take place, al-
though much more weakly than here-
tofore. With a long handled screw
driver adjust the neutralising con-
denser to such an extent that the local
station is silenced ort if not com-
pletely silenced, is lowered in signal
strength to such a point that the local
station is weakest. Reinsert the
Amperite which will immediately
cause the first valve to come into
operation and greatly build up the
signal strength. Next seek the inter-
state station, say, Brisbane, for ex-
ample. Carefully tune with the Ver-
nier dials, using the earphones, of
course, all the time. Fading will be
present, but, nevertheless, good recep-
tion will be had apart from this. That
little Melbourne station, 3AR, came
through very well indeed, altogether
the results were very satisfactory
and it is a fact that any person who
drills this Rice Receiver will be
pleased indeed with its performance.

DECIDING ON THE RECEIVING
VALVES.

Radio Talk by Dr. Fixit, of 5CL.
SO far as regular reception is con-

cerned, the radio listener has to
decide between just two issues,

namely, will he use a storage bat-
tery or will 'e3 use a dray bat-
tery for operating the tube fila-
ments. If it be the former, then his
choice narrows down to the general
utility tube 201A, with either the UV
or the UX style base. If it be the
latter, then there is a wider choice of
tubes, involving the 199 type with UV
or UX base, and the WD type with
WD, UV or UX base. So.far as opera-
tion is concerned, the 199 and the
WD types. perform about the same.
If the listener is of an experimental
turn of mind and seeks super -sensi-
tive results, there is the 200A type
with either the UV or the UX base,
operating on storage battery.

Fortunately, most receiving set
manufacturers specify the tubes to
use, and these instructions should be
followed. The practice to -day is to
employ general utility tubes through-
out the receiver, or for radio fre-
quency sockets, detector socket, and
audio frequency sockets, unless power
amplification is desired and realised
by placing a special power tube in
the last audio socket. Of the high -
volume output or power tubes, there
are three kinds, namely, the UX-120
for dry battery sets, the UX-112 for
storage battery and the UX-210 for
power supply sets. On the other
hand, the practice of using a super-
sensitive detector tube in the detector
socket has lost favor in the last two
years, because of the critical adjust-
ments called for and the high current
consumption of the 200 type.

As to choice between dry -battery
and storage -battery tubes, it is en -
timely a matter of personal prefer-
ence. Formerly, there was a consider-
able discrepancy between the two, the
dry -battery tube was neater and
simpler, but lacked volume, while the
storage -battery tube involved con-
siderable trouble and mess. To -day,
the dry -battery tube has the neces-
sary power, while storage battery
operation has been reduced to utter
simplicity.

THE MARCONI CO. have com-
pleted preliminary tests with South
Africa with the beam wireless sta-
tions which they are building at
Bodmin and Bridgewater for the
G.P.O. Should further tests under
ordinary traffic conditions prove satis-
factory, the stations will be handed
over to the General Post Office for the
official seven days' trial. During the
tests so far made, speeds of between
200 and 250 words per minute have
been maintained over long periods
daily.

Ask any Radio Engineer about Burgess.
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Community singing at the SLO studio.

Changes
3L0 STUDIO QUARTETTE.

IN order to concentrate on speci.tl
effects 3L0, Melbourne, has lately
reduced its Sutdio Orchestra to a

Quartette, under the enthusiastic
leadership of Reginald Bradley, the
station's excellent violinist.

3L0 Melbourne's brilliant accom-
panist and solo -pianist, Miss Agnes
Fortune, met with a serious motor -car
accident recently, and listeners are
still deprived of her services. Dur-
ing the first week of her absence Miss
Elsie Bradshaw most capably filled
her place at very short notice, and
lately Miss Violet Parl:inson is acting
as locum tenens.

Tasma Tiernan, the popular 3L0,
Melbourne, 'cellist, has returned to
her accustomed chair on the platform
with her beloved instrument, after a
spell up the cot.ntry recuperating, and
is looking as well and playing as
attractively as ever.

Those who remember Gaunson's fine
work with SLO Melbourne's Orchestra
as first violin and leader for so long
in the old studio, and for some time
the new, will be interested to hear
that she paid a visit recently to her
orchestral and other studio friends,
who welcomed her very heartily,
though regretful to hear that she is
still unable to return to her wielding
of the sounding bow.

Reginald Bradley's work with his
cherished violin continues to bring
fresh accessions of pleasure weekly to
all who delight in that prince of in-
struments. 3L0 Melbourne's pro -

in the 3L0 Studio
grammes are never complete without
several items from Reginald Bradley
as a solo player, while he very fre-
quently furnishes very interesting
obligates to some of the leading
singers, much to the taste of a very
wide audience.

* * * * *
WARDE MORGAN TO SING.

When a year or so ago Australian
playgoers were shocked to read of the
railway disaster in N.S.W., in which
Miss Marie Burke and Mr. Warde
Morgan were victims, it was an-
nounced that Mr. Morgan was injured
beyond possibility of recovery.

Only an indomitable will and a de-
termination to get better restorea
him, first of ail Zo normal life, and
then to physical strength. It is one
of the romances of surgery that, after
such shocking injuries, he should
still be able to walk without crutches,
and with but a slight limp as a re-
minder of the accident.

His career in musical comedy hav-
ing finished, for the time being, Mr.
Morgan has had to look around him
for other means -4' using his great
talents. On the 22nd October he has
been timed to begin a season of song
through 3L0, Melbourne. Apart
from the intense interest the whole
country feels in this plucky chap, his
fine' voice would make him a radio .
favourite under any circumstances.
It is a noteworthy engagement and
one that will prove very popular.

MR. AMERY'S VISIT.
On October 24th the very important

visit to Victoria begins of Mr. Amery,
the Secretary of State for the
Dominions, the first member of the
British Cabinet who has visited us for
many years. He will then be in
Horsham on his way through to Mel-
bourne via Ballarat and Geelong, ex-
amining the cot.ntry as he goes. The
object of his visit is to make personal
inquiries on the spot into our condi-
tions so that he will be able to ac-
quire first-hand knowledge to assist
him in dealing with Dominion problems
when he returns. He has already
been to South Africa.

At Horsham he will first come under
the influence of 3LO, Melbourne.
From that time on, it is safe to pro-
phesy that Mr. Amery will not be
allowed to say a public word that is
not breathed into a microphone. He
will be officially welcomed at Hors-
ham, and his reply will be flashed all
over Australia. He will journey on
to Ballarat after the Horsham ban-
quet. and once more his words will be
caught. When he reaches Geelong,
it will he to find a microphone up
against him, and even in Melbourne he
will be unable to get away from it,
for his reception by the Lord Mayor
will be as public as 3LO, Melbourne,
can make it. This last function is
scheduled for Wednesday, 26th Octo-
ber.

Burgess Went over the Pole with Byrd,
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3000 English Schools now fitted with Wireless
WIRELESS IN SCHOOLS.

3,000 schools in Great Britain are
now fitted with wireless. An article
in the current number of "The Journal
of Education" states that the time
has now come for the British Broad-
casting Company to arrange an all -
day programme for schools on a
separate wave length, and to use
this wave length for the benefit
of more advanced students in various
kinds of continuation schools at night.
Mr. D. C. Temple, M.A., who writes
this article, which is entitled "Modern
Inventions as Educational Aids," says:

"The poorest agricultural labourer
can, and apparently does, afford his
crystal set, thus coming into con-
tact with the great world at his own
fireside. And what of his children?
Are they using the headphones also,
and if so, what do they hear? Has
their schoolmaster grasped the
potentialities of this new instru-
ment, and has he yet installed a
valve set and a loud speaker in the
village school."
The provision of this aid seems

peculiarly a matter for those en-
lightened enthusiasts, who are for-
tunately to be found in all classes,
who really care for the cause of edu-
cation. 3f.,0, Melbourne, has com-
menced an educational programme on
Thursday afternoon, which it is pre-
pared to extend as the demand in-
creases. The community as a whole
is not yet prepared to spend on its
schools what it spends across the
bar, or on the race course, but in
every community there are to be
found people who believe that human
progress is coming through the widen-
ing of human outlook, the quickening
of imagination, the broadening of
human sympathies by education. "We
would be happy but for our plea-
sures," an Irish statesman is reported
to have said. The only way of dis-
placing the pleasures that waste time,
money, physique and talent is by re-
placing them with others of better
quality. This lifting of taste, and
quickening and broadening of interest
in life is the special task of the radio
in education, and 3L0. Melbourne, is
anxious to be allowed to play its
natural part in the education progress
in this State.

* * * * *
COUNTRY BROADCASTING.

The Policy of 3L0. Melbourne.
Every since the commencement of

broadcasting 3LO, Melbourne, has
made a special feature of relaying
concerts, sporting functions and other
ceremonies from every part of Vic-
toria, and as far away as Sydney and
Adelaide. These relays have always

been a huge success, and have been
greatly appreciated by listeners. In
many cases 3L0, Melbourne, has
assisted in the success of the concerts
by providing artists and bands to
supplement the programmes.

It is not unusual f)r 3L0, Mel-
bourne, to broadcast country relays
almost every day in the week, and
often it happens that in the large
provincial cities two or three func-
tions in one day are broadJast, and
sometimes they are put on the air
from many centres on the same day.

It does not affect 3L0, Melbourne,
when trunk telephone lines are not
available for these relays, because
that station has always ready for
emergency a portable transmitting
plant which can be erected almost at
a moment's notice on the location of
the events to be broadcast, thus
dispensing with telephone lines alto-
gether.

Perhaps the record will be -broken
at Ballarat early in November when a
huge charity concert will be broadcast,
to be followed the next day with de-
scriptions of the Agricultural Show,
and at night the music of a grand
Charity Ball. 3L0, Melbourne, is
sending Joe Aronson's famous sym-
phonists specially to Ballarat for
these events, and the Mayor and
Councillors of the City are co-operat-
ing. The local arrangements are be-
ing carried out by a strong committee
of leading citizens. The third night's
broadcasting from Ballarat will be
the ever popular Community Singing.
In between, a race and other events
will be described and items of special
interest broadcast.

2UW.
WHATEVER is said about B

class stations there can be no
doubt that 2UW is making it-

self heard in many homes previously
unaware of its existence. Since the
installation of a new speech amplifier,
this station has shown a vast im-
provement on its old transmission,
and in its programmes.

It has inaugurated a "Women's
Session" each morning at 9.45 con-
ducted by "Auntie Flo," and at least
five nights every week, artists broad-
cast from 2UW, among them being
Miss Elsie Ross, soprano, who can al-
ways be heard on Thursdays and is
accompanied at the piano by her
sister, Miss Jessie Ross. Professor
C. Sauer has lately been secured by
this station. Amongst its other art-
ists, 2UW includes Mr. Stuart Peters,
and Mr. George F. Manuel. tenor, who
also conducts talks on "Natural His-
tory" every Wednesday evening. Misi
Esther McAlpine, a contralto, and
Miss Jane Edwards, a Soprano.

BROADCASTING ERROR.

Big Fight by Radio.
THE BROADCASTING of the

world's championship fight be-
tween Tunney and Dempsey was

like the polite curate's egg-good in
parts. Listeners in most parts of
Australia received the news of Tun-
ney's victory within a few seconds of
the finish, but the detailed descrip-
tion was far from satisfactory.

THE TROUBLE was that the radio
announcers at the ringside, instead of
being shut inside sound -proof glass
boxes, had to try to make themselves
heard above the yelling of 150,000 ex-
cited men. The American radio
stations reached Australia right
enough, but most of the description
was drowned in the shouting. The
Australian stations had intended to
relay the Americans, but it was found
better to gather up the fragments of
the story, piece it together and broad-
cast it afresh. This was done and
the roar of the ringside was allowed
to accompany the words of the Aus-
tralian announcer, thus conveying a
vivid idea of the excitement.

ONE -ACT PLAYS ON THE AIR: If
3L0 is seeking a new and useful com-
petition it will seek to foster the new
technique of writing plays suitable for
broadcasting. Far too few plays are
broadcast. There is a love of drama
Inherent in each one of us. We
naturally crave for the surprising and
the unique or we are quite content to
see the old dressed up in new clothes.
Occasionally artists broadcast plays
but they are plays written for visual
acting. Too many explanations are
necessary to enable listeners to fol-
low the unseen. In England, regu-
lar features of the programmes are
one -act plays specially written for the
wireless. We have in Australia
people who are capable of writing
such things, given the encouragement.
A prize of £100 offered for the best
radio one -act play to take not more
than half an hour would produce pro-
bably a score of plays worthy of pro-
duction in a studio. 3L0 could secure
the rights to these on payment of a
reasonable sum and the author could
licence other stations to use them. If
the programmes now broadcast lack
one thing more than another, it is
variety. Anything new in this way
would be to the good. It's an idea,
anyway, with which I present 3L0
free of charge.

Xou can Recharge a Philco for a few pence.
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A Single Valve Reflex Receiver
THE average man to -day is al-

ways trying to get the most out
of a single valve set. Many and

varied are the means put forth by
skilful writers, but somehow or other
reflexing-ls the meet popular method
in existence to -day. Virtually speak-
ing, reflexing a receiver is very suc-
cessful provided the system adopted
is one which lends itself to fool -proof
tendencies. Invariably too, a crystal
Is employed as a means of rectifica-
tion, and many constructors contend
that herein lies a weak point in every
reflex receiver.

This is not true in every sense of
the word, although as a matter of
fact in many instances there is a
certain amount of reason for these
assertions. But the overcoming of
this difficulty is not insurmountable
and the receiver proposed to be
described is one which is very stable
indeed, and will therefore make its
appeal to those many readers who
are anxious to get loud speaker re-
ception using only one valve.

in almost every reflex circuit it is
usual to have the crystal rectifier in
the plate circuit of the valve. This
causes considerable damping and na-
turally results In broad tuning, the
arch enemy of wireless receivers
owned by city people. A glance at
the circuit diagram of this receiver
shows that the crystal detector is
connected to the centre turn of the
grid coil, thereby enabling the radio
frequency current induced in the grid
coil by the aperiodic aerial coil to
reach the grid of the valve: here they
are slightly amplified and fed back
through the reaction coil to the grid

*N",,,,,,

coil again; here is where a great in-
crease in sensitivity is obtained.

As has been mentioned over and
over again in these pages, a tendency
of modern receivers is to increase the
selectivity at the expense of the sensi-
tivity. Now this is quite wrong, be-
cause there is no reason in life why

Parts Required
Although as ports Med below awl
mottiosed throughout 61. article; were
those actually used by se be the receiver
deorribett. it 184 sue t be pointed out that
It is mg absolutely swestial that they
he rigidly adhered to.
other ports of simUar quatity and
t,eheiral values should function Quite
estiefeetorily.

1 Dilecto, Radion or Hard
Rubber Panel, 12 x 7 x 3-16.

1 .0005 rad_ Pilot Centraline
Condenser.

2 4in. Dials.
1 Harlie Detector.
1 30 ohms. Rheostat.
1 Advance 5-1 A.F. Tran--

former.
1 Valve Socket.
1 .002 Wetless Condenser.
1 .001 Wetless Condenser (Op-

tional).
lb. No. 20 D.C.C. Wire.

sin. of 3 or in. Diameter
Dilccto or Radion Rod.

1 Small Piece of Panelling, 4
x 1 x 3-16.

1 Terminal Strip, with 8 Ter-
minals,

Sundries. Screws, Wiring, etc.
1 Baseboard, 11 x 9x 1.

the combination of selectivity r.rd
sensitivity should not be maintain, .1
throughout. An effort has been mad,,
in this receiver to produce this effect,
and .ust how far it is produced will
be proved by those who constructed.

Many owners of standard 3 coil re-
generative single valve receivers will
welcome this reflex receiver, and it is
only necessary to procure a fixed
condenser, an r.udio transformer, and
a crystal detector to convert their
present receiver into this model with
advantageous results. The sensitivity
of the receiver will not be interfered
with in any way, rather will the
volume be ir creased to a very high
standard. Incidentally, too, the purity
of reception will be enhanced im-
mensely, as there is no question of
the fact that it is an extremely diffi-
cult matter to get better purity than
is obtained by means of crystal recti-
fication.

The beginner is sure to ask just
what purpose the valve itself per-
forms to enlighten ' them on this
matter. The more experienced reader
will perhaps pardon the writer for
inserting the next paragraph. The
valve performs a dual purpose. It
does not detect, this being the right
of the crystal, but it amplifies the
incoming energy firstly at radio fre-
quency, and in this manner boosting
up the manner of the untuned oscil-
lations, then after these are detected,
they are fed back to the valve again
to be amplified at audio freouencv.
Thus there is a combination of radio
freauency amplification detection and
audio frequency amplification, three
distinct purposes and only one valve
required to do this.

Let Your Battery Save Your Purse: Philco.
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Here is n saving in the cost of up-
keep and here is a means of listening
in on a loud speaker to the local
stations, and only me valve used.

But before procesding any further,
too much stress cannot be laid on the
necessity of making use of only a
high grade crystal detector, and this
unit is the main spring of the whole
receiver. A. cheap ordinary crystal
detector is less than useless, so it is
incumbent upon the constructor to
employ only a high grade crystal
detector. Having this end in view,
the writer has specified in the list of
component parts necessary a Harlie
detector, but other good quality de-
tectors may be used, such as one of
the well-known Lion family or a Car-
borundum, also a well-known product.

For the sake of neatness and ap-
pearance the front panel only has
two dials, one NI. the condenser, and
one for the reaction contr.-,l and the
crystal detector with the rheostat
mounted below. All the terminals
necessary arc mounted on a terminal
strip at the back of the baseboard.
even the terminals for the loud
speaker or headphones are there. This
gives an exceedingly neat appearance
besides providing a meens of con-
structing short leader which are so
necessary in every efficient wireless
receiver.

The coils for this reflex set may
be wound at home. For this purpose
there is required half a lb. of No.
20 gauge D.C.C. wire. The primary
or the aperiodic coil consists of 8
turns. the secondary coil of 40 turns.
and the reaction coil of 36 turns, of
this gauge wire. Early radio men
will remember the basket wound
style of low loss coil so popular in
short wave receivers of 2 or 3 years
ago. This is the method adopted for
the coils required for this receiver.

To wind these coils a suitable
former must firstly be prepared. Pro-
cure a piece of timber of any thick-
ness, but at least 5in. square. De-
scribe a circle on this timber 4in. in
diameter. The circumference of this
circle must be divided into 9 equal
divisions. Soend a iittle time marking
out these divisions, reasonably ac-
curately. Then using ordinary nails,
approx. 4in. long, drive them into the
board one at each division. Drive
them far enough in so that they are
secure, and as near to upright as is
possible. Now commence winding the
coils. Selecting one nail, it doesn't
matter which one, twist the begin-
ning of the wire 91'011MI this nail for
a couple of turns, then wind the con
tinuation of the wire by going outside
one nail, inside the next, outside the
third, inside the fourth. outside the
fifth, and so on, in and out of the
nails, until 8 complete turns are

A

wound on. Borrow some cotton, and
bind these turns together. Next wind
the reaction coil and securing as be-
fore at the beginning, wind on 35
turns in a similar manner, in and out
of the nails. Bind this coil now,
separate from tl c primary coils. Re-
move the nails altogether, and take
both coils off, leaving them carefully
on the one side.

Drive the nails back into their
respective positions, and wind the
secondary or grid coil. This consists
of 40 turns as previously mentioned,
but at the 20th turn, a tapping should
be taken in the usual orthodox fashion
of making a small loop, and continue
the winding until 40 turns are wound
on. Bind with cotton as before, re-
move the nails from the board, and
slip the coil off. This completes the
coil winding.

Next mark out and drill the panel
in accordance with the panel drilling
diagram accompanying this article.
Lay the panel on a flat surface, mark
out with a centre punch, then drill.
Never forget it is always a wise
policy when drilling standard panel
material to use only a light pressure,
but a high speed. No vernier dials
are necessary in this receiver, so the
constructor can forget about the
catch screw which is usually neces-
sary with the vernier dial, but atten-
tion should be paid to the fixing holes
necessary for the fixing screws for
the variable condenser.
mind that the panel has to be screwed
to the baseboard so that it is neces-
sary to provide 3 holes at the bottom
of the panel for this purpose.

On the panel mount the condenser,
and the rheostat, also the crystal de-
tector. Prepare the panel by trim-
ming off the edges and treating it to
a coat of shellac varnish. Now screw

2" 14-14

12;
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Leading Broadcastinz Stations use Burgess Batteries.
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the panel into position on the base-
board,

At this stage it is wise to mount
the reaction coil in its position, pick
up the dilecto nr radion rod, which
should be drilled at each end in such
a fashion that a short length of 3/16in.
brass rod may be fitted into each
end, in such a manner, that the rod
is increased in length by means of
this brass rod by approx. lin., that is,
a brass rod should protrude tin. from
each end of the rod.

Next bind the reaction coil to the
rod, using again the family cotton.
Bind this securely so that it does not
slip. On the small piece of dilecto
the size of which is as previously
mentioned, 4 x 1 x 3-16in.' drill a
hole' the same diameter as the brass
rod, which protrudes from the dilecto
or radion rod. Mount this small piece
of dilecto at the back of the base-
board in such a manner that the re-
action coil mounted on this rod should
Spring through its own axis. There
should be attention between the front
panel and 'this small back supporting
panel,i so that the reaction coil does
not flop all over the place, but will
remain in any position according to
the turning of the dial on the front
panel, Which controls the angle of
this reaction coil.

Next mount in position the second-
ary coil, and the aerial coil. The
secondary coil should be mounted

reaction coil may swing towards the
secondary, therefore, it would be wise
to mount this secondary coil on the
same level as the reaction coil. The
aerial coil is fitted to the grid end of
the secondary coil, that is, the
opposite side to the reaction coil. The
aerial coil should be approx. I or i
an inch away from the secondary coil,
and may be held in position by means
of 9 matches. It is absolutely neces-
sary to note that all three coils are
so mounted that the windings run
in the same direction.

Now lay out the rest of the base-
board apparatus, this consists only
of a- socket and a transformer, across
the secondary of which is mounted
the .002 fixed condenser. Fit the ter-
minal board into position now, this
terminal board should have 8 ter-
minals, one for aerial, one for the
earth, one for the A battery positive,
one for A battery negative, one for B
negative, ova for B positive, and two
for the loud speaker or earphones.

If the constructor prefers to make
his own terminal board, a handy spac-
ing for these terminals is sin. apart.
When mounting the terminals on the
terminal strip. considerable time and
trouble will be saved if the construc-
tor fixes soldering lugs to each ter-
minal.; from these lugs can the con-
nections be taken to the various com-
ponents of the receiver.

The wiring can be proeseded with
at this stage, the choice of wiring
wire is left to the constructor him-
self. Some prefer neat looking square
busbar with right angle bed, while
others display a strong partiality for
the soft point to point insulated wir-
ing. Commence the wiring by con-
necting the aerial terminal of the ter-
minal board to the beginning of the
aerial coil, the end of which join
direct to the earth terminals. Now
run a connection from one aide of the
rheostat, to one F terminal of the
valve socket. Connect the other F
terminal of the valve socket to the
A positive terminal on the terminal
board. Now the remainirg side of
the rheostat should be joined to the
A negative terminal, and the B nega-
tive terminal. While on the terminal
board, join the B positive to the
nearest loud speaker terminal, the re-
maining loud speaker terminal con-
nect to one side of the reaction coil.
the other side of which join to the P
of the valve socket.

Run a wire from G of the audio
transformer to G of the valve socket.
Now connect F of the Audio
transformer to the fixed plates of the
variable condenser, and to the begin-
ning of the grid or secondary coil.
The beginning of this coil is that side
nearer the aerial coil. Now join the
end of this grid coil to the moving
plate of the variable condenser, and
to the P terminal of the audio trans-
former, also to the A negative and B
negative terminals. on the terminal
board. From the B terminal of the
audio transformer run a connection
to one side of the crystal detector.,
the other side of which to the centre tap
of the grid coil. Naturally. in making,
this connection, the inSulation should

be scraped from the wire, and a drop
of solder applied.

The other day the writer had sub-
mitted to him, a single valve receiver
for test purposes. This receive: had
been made by a rim beginner, and
not one joint was soldered; the con-
structor had similarly twisted his
connections, hoping to make a good
contact. Naturally he didn't, because
the losses set up were so great, very
poor signal strength resulted, and
what did come through wau very
scratchy and noisy, a sure indication
that the cause of the trouble lay in
bad and loose connections. A few
minutes with the. soldering iron set
these matters right, and this para-
graph was insertA to impress the be-
ginner that intermediate joints should
be soldered. A few hints in soldering
were given in "Wireless Weekly" of
the 7th inst., and those readers who
are not conversant with this side of
the construction are referred back to
this issue.

When everything has been wired
correctly, test the receiver. First
of all make certain that the B battery
terminals and connections are not
mixed up with the A batteries, be-
cause if by any chance this does hap-
pen, and the B batteries are connected
to the A battery terminals, or if by
any charce the B battery makes con-
tact with the A battery wiring. when
the receiver is connected up, the valve
will be rendered useless by being
burnt out.

Avoid this possibliity at the very
beginning, insert the valve in its
socket, and connect the A battery
itself, to the B battery terminals.
Turn on the Rheostat, and if the valve
lights up you can assure yourself that

Burgos Went over the Pole with Byrd.
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there is a wrong connection some-
where, check over all your work in
the wiring before proceeding further,
and rectify this error. If on the other
hand the valve does not light up, then
connect the A battery to its proper
terminals, which should give the re-
sult of lighting the valve when the
rheostat is turned on.

Now the choice of a valve is of im-
portance in every reflex receiver. On
actual test it was found that a power
valve suited best, valve used being a
Cossor, Stentor Six, which requires a
six volt A battery, and about 100
volts B battery. Radiokes and Radio-
tron, 201A valves, both gave very
good results, but it is always neces-
sary that the valves should be worked
on that portion of the curve where
it does not rectify. This is done by
suitably adjusting the potential on
the plate and the filament current. If
in doubt as to the valve to use, ask
your dealer to show you the curves
of different valves, and select one
whose characteristic curve has a
good straight portion. To -day, there
will be found a wide choice of valves
to suit all purposes, and at various

A E

prices to suit the pocket, so it should
not be a hard matter for the con-
structor to pick a suitable valve.
Follow out the directions enclosed in
the valve packet, for A and B bat-
teries supply, and for goodness' sake
remember not to expect the best re-
sults from this receiver with only 45
volts plate battery. At least, have
80 to 90, more is preferable.

Now hook on the aerial and earth
to their respective terminals. The
aerial should not exceed 80 feet
overall in length, and the earth should
be direct to a clean water pipe or to
a sheet of copper or iron buried in the
ground in some moist place. The
earthlead should be as short as pos-
sible and fairly stout, certainly no
thinner than the wire used for the
aerial. Now connect the headphones
to their respective terminals. Light
up the valve and tune in. The local
stations will very quickly be heard,
but free of interference, one from the
other, excepting under adverse cir-
cumstances, such as a location in the
shadow of a high-powered broadcast-
ing station.

Adjust the reaction coil by bringing
it closer to or further away from the
grid coil. Find a good point on the
crystal detector, try two or three dif:
ferent places on the crystal. A de-
cided increase in volume will be found
when a good spot is located. Retune
with each different crystal adjust-
ment. Use your rheostat to advan-
tage. There will be found one posi-
tion which yields best results. Ad-
just the B battery voltages. Finally,
if reaction is difficult to obtain, re-
verse the connections on the reaction
coil. This will adjust it satisfac-
torily.

This is a really good little receiver,
and will find many friends every-
where. Don't be afraid of a reflex re-
ceiver, wonderful will be the results
obtained, provided the constructor fol-
lows the instructions carefully. The
remarks concerning the crystal should
not be overlooked, nor should the
question of B battery voltage be
treated casually. Granted everything
is correct, those who make up this re-
ceiver should get the same results as
did the writer. The writer's home is
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From Icy Pole to Tropic Jungle: Burgess.
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at Marrickville, in a high position
31 miles airlino from 21.11., and 17
miles airline from 2FC. All the local
stations were heard very nicely on
the loud speaker, not enough volume
to deafen you, of course, but sufficient
to fill the average size room
with clear sweet music. And the
Announcers' voices were very natural.

A certain r.mount of care is re-
quired in using the. reaction coil, this
being a feature worth while from the
pqint of view of hearing long distance
4tatiuns on the earphone. The speaker
used was a Urandes Tablecone which,
besides looking very attractive on top
of the cabinet, is particularly sensi-
tive, as the magnet of the unit is of
generous proportions. All who heard
this receiver expressed surprise at
just what could he achieved with a
simple set like this. For local recep-
tion it will be found ideal, and con-
sidern.g that the life of the A and B
batteries depends greatly on the num-
ber of valves used, it is evident that
these accessories should last a con-
siderable time. Here is a saving to
the pocket.

Finally, it will be found advisable
to shunt the loud speaker terminals
with a fixed condenser of .001
capacity. This will allow any radio
frequency energy present in this por-
tion of the circuit to ho by-passed in-
stead of flowing through the windings
of the speaker or 'phones as the case
may be. Try it with and without.

MRS. H. R. HAMMER'S BORZOI
DOG "AUTOCRAT OF

ROGSKAYA."

In connection with the broadcast of
the heart -beats of one of the largest
dogs in the world, by 6CL recently,
some interesting facts were given by
the lecturer before the broadcast.

The borzoi or Russian wolf hound
is used in Russia for hunting wolves.
They are very fast and have great
stamina rind can chase the wolves for
very long distances. The wolves are
coursed with a brace of borzois in the
same way as the hare is coursed in
Australia with a pair of greyhounds.
Sometimes a peek of borzois is used on
a pack of wolves, the hunters riding
after them on fleet horses.

This borzoi is Mrs. H. R. Hammer's
well-known "Autocrat of Rooskaya,"
and was Imported by that lady last
April from England. He was pro-
cured in England by Mr. H. Thompson,
of Bradford, who is a well-known
borzoi breeder and judge. That gen-
tleman stated that in his opinion
"Autocrat" was the second best borzoi
in England.

Vacuum Tubes for Every
Purpose

When is the Vacuum Tube Worn Ont ?

OF vacuum tubes there are many
kinds for many purposes. Tubes
are primarily divided into trans-

mitting and receiving tubes, the main
difference being size and capacity,
the basic design remaining the same.

For reception, there are two
primary classifications, namely, re-
ceiving tubes proper and auxiliary
special tubes. Taking up receiving
tubes, we have general utility tubes
operating on either storage battery or
dry battery, according to preference.
Formerly, and until the advent of dry -
battery power tubes, one was virtually
compelled to employ storage -battery
tubes for powerful loud -speaker re-
sults. To -day, however, there is no
longer the wide discrepancy between
dry -battery and storage battery oper-
ation. General utility tubes may be
employed as detectors, radio fre-
quency amplifiers, audio frequency
amplifiers, and small oscillators.

Then there are the special purpose
tubes, divided into supersensitive de-
tectors and high -volume output ampli-
fiers. Of the former, there are two
types of precisely the same charac-
teristics but with different bases. Of
the latter, there are three types,
namely UX-120 for the last stage of a
dry -battery amplifier, UX-112 for
storage -battery amplifier, and UX-210
for use with electric -light -supply
power amplifiers. So much for re-
ceiving tubes proper. Switching over
to auxiliary special tubes, we have the
regulator tubes for battery elimina-
tors. There is UX-874, which con-
trols the "B" voltage applied to the
receiving set by a battery eliminator,
as well as UX-876 which controls the
alternating current line, current going
into the battery eliminator. There is
protective tube, UV -877, which pro-
tects the tube filaments of a receiver
against possible "B" battery potential
due to faulty connection or short-cir-
cuit. Then there are the rectifying
tubes or rectrons, UX-216-B and UX-
213 used in battery eliminators.

You will notice that I have referred
here to American type tubes, as these
are more generally known to the aver-
age listener, but it must be understood
that there are many makes all with
their own denominations such as. the
B406, PM4, Stentor 6, and countless
others that it would take hours to
enumerate.

VACUUM tubes, like living things,
grow old and finally come to the
end of their existence. For-

merly, when vacuum tubes had solid
tungsten filaments, a tube was useful
until the filaments would no longer
light. To -day, however, economical
vacuum tubes employ special fila-
ments which continue to light even
after the tube has become practically
useless. So a lighted tube is no proof
that the tube is still good.

Progressive radio dealers have tube
testers with which to determine the
characteristics of tubes. When pos-
sible, the radio enthusiast should have
doubtful tubes tested by his radio
dealer, and, as often as not., those
same tubes, provided they be genuine
radiotrons with the X -L or thoriated-
tungsten filament, can be rejuvenated
or reactivated as it is called, so as to
deliver several hundred hours of addi-
tional service. To the radio listener
in rural parts where a local radio
dealer is a rarity, there is a simple
home-made mans for testing the
efficiency of tubes. This involves no-
thing more than mere comparison be-
tween a tube of highest efficiency and
the tube in the receiving set. First
of all, the radio enthusiast should
secure a new tube from a reliable
dealer. This tube is now substituted
for one tube after Pm- other in the
receiving set, noting the difference in
signal strength and tonal quality. In
this manner the radio enthusiast or
listener can tell which tubes are get-
ting weaki causing a loss in signal
strength and even impairing the tonal
quality, by direct comparison.

Reliable vacuum tubes have a life
well in excess of a thousand service
hours. Furthermore, while efficient
tubes should be employed for the
audio amplifier sockets, the older
tubes can be used with good results
for the radio frequency and detector
sockets.

CRICKET: Mr. Rod. McGregor
commences his talks on Cricket on
Thursday evening, October 20th. -

DANCE MUSIC: Thursday night,
October 20th, being "Dance Night" at
3L0, Melbourne, Jos Aronson and his
Symphonists will render some new
numbers.

For Purest Music Use Only Philos,
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A Section for the Trade
WIRELESS ON AIR 'PLANES.
To enable them to pick up news and

weather reports en route, the United
States Air Mail 'Planes are fitted with
radio receivers. In this picture is
shown at left Billy Brock, famous

trans -Atlantic pilot, who has made
many records as air mail pilot and
stunt flier. With him is Mr. Souther,
Chicago salesman for the All-Ameri-
can Radio Corporation, who fitted an
all-American receiver to the 'plane.
The set has shielded coils, and when
carried on the first air mail flight
from Chicago to Minneapolis picked
up stations right along the route.

THE A IRZONE MASTERDYNE KIT.
This Kit, which has recently been

examined by us, utilises one stage of
Radio frequency and differs from the

usual design in that it employs a loose
coupled primary in R.F. Coil. This
feature reduces the tendency to oscil-
late, a point that should appeal to the
amateur not versed in the art of
neutralising, and ' also makes for
greater selectivity.

Capacity reaction is also a feature
of this kit, and this method of re-
generation, which provides such de-
lightful control, makes the logging
of distant stations a comparatively
easy matter.

The coils are wound with green si k
wire on celluloid formers; all ends
are taken, to soldering lugs clear y
lettered, which reduces the chance of
faulty wiring to a minimum.

The kit is of robt.st construction
and good finish, and one we can
thoroughly recommend to the novice.

THE PHASATROL.
The latest "Electrad" Product to

reach the Australian market is the
"PHASATROL," a true balancing de-
vice for Radio -frequency Amplifiers.
IL is suitable for any circuit which em-
ploys Radio -frequency Amplification
-whether tuned, untuned or reflex.
One Phasatrol must be used for each
stage of Radio -frequency amplifica-
tion and, when correctly installed and
adjusted, Phasatrols will absolutely
eliminate any tendency to radio -fre-
quency oscillation or distortion. They
should prove especially' useful to the
man who builds his own set, as a
means of balancing and controlling
the radio -frequency amplification.
The principle of their operation is
based upon the feet that when the
actual impulse upon the grid shows a

phase difference approaching ninety
degrees with the original disturbance,
no oscillations would be created, be-
cause with such a difference there is
no continuous reinforcement of the
original impulse.

Full particuldrs of installation,
operation and supplies were received
from Messrs. Amalgamated Wireless
(Australasia), Ltd., of 47 York Street,
Sydney, who are the wholesale distri-
butors in Australia for Electrad Cer-
tified Radio Products.

CLYDE SPARKS.
We have received from the Clyde

Battery Service a copy of their ex-
cellent little house organ entitled
"Clyde Sparks." Although primarily
intended for Service Stations and
Radio Dealers, this chatty little
volume contains a heap of matter
which is of interest to anybody in-
terested in batteries.
-- Tire -issue_under review is printed
throughout on art paper, and the
front cover design in two colors
shows -a picture of a huge blue -gum
tree, side by side with a motor car.
It is somewhat difficult to link these
two thing's together until one opens
the book, and finds a neatly worded
paragraph which draws an analogy
between the handiwork of nature and
that of man, and introduces a neat
little climax by pointing out that it
is from matured trees such as that

shown on the cover that the wooden
separators used in Clyde batteries are
obtained.

W. R. Green, Production Manager
of the Battery Department of the
Clyde Company, contributes an article
dealing with the progress of the
manufacture of Clyde Batteries, and
one learns from this that whilst in
1926 the production of batteries by
this firm was approximately 40 per
day, to -day no less than 250 batteries
are turned out every day. Truly, big
figures, and reflecting great credit
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upon both the product and the method
of merchandising it. Incidentally this
particular article gives some figures
regarding the big new battery plant
which is now being installed by the
Clyde Company. This has a concrete
floor space of over 50,000 square feet.
A double page spread neatly laid out
illustrates the various types of litera-
ture, pamphlets, blotters, show cards,
etc., which are produced from time
to time by the Clyde Company, and
supplied free to Service Stations.
There is a detailed description of the
new Clyde Radio "A" Power Unit, and
various illustrations of Service Sta-
tions and other items related to the
battery industry.

A number of snappy pars and news
items scattered throughout the book
complete the volume, and make it
most interesting reading. A. R. Allen,
the Editor, is to be congratulated upon
his production.

EMMCO SUPER POWER
ELIMINATOR.

Amongst the many new lines now
produced by Emmco must be men-
tioned The Emmco Super Power "13"
Eliminator, which is constructed par-
ticularly for supplying high tension
current for multi valve sets. We
tested this super power eliminator on
a Nine Valve Receiver operating from
a loop aerial, and found no trace what-
ever of hnm, but vastly increased
volume. It delivers 85 milliamps on
180/200 volts, and is supplied
Raytheon B.H. Tube. It is adaptable
for all types of valves.

The instrument is enclosed in a neat
metal case with Bakelite top and
aluminium base, the whole measuring
10} x 9i x 6i, weighing 23 fibs. It
has five terminals, one Earth, one B-,
one Detector+, adjustable by a knob
for voltages of from 20 to 45, one
Radio+, adjustable up to 180 volts,
and one Audio+ for the fuU 180 volts.

If a lesser voltage is desired in one
or more of the Audio valves, they may
be connected to the Radio terminals
and adjusted to suit. The voltages
may be altered by the adjustable
knobs while the Eliminator is in use.

With each Super Power Eliminator
a fully explanatory pamphlet is sup-
plied so that the operation entails

no difficulty whatever. From prac-
tical test, and from an appearance
point of view, the Emmco Super
Power Eliminator more than meets
modern requirements, and we predict
a very large sale for it in the future.

0
TOO MUCH BRANDE?

Two years ago the name "Brandes"
was known to a few people who just
happened to buy a pair of "Brandes"
phones. When we consider it to -day,
this seems remarkable, as Brandes
have been acoustical component de-
signers and manufacturers since 1908.

What a difference there is to -day.
Even here in Australia, that wonder
reproducer "The Ellipticone," which
recently won the Holland Acoustical
Medal against all comers, has been
heard and applauded by thousands,
whirst its small confrere, "The Table.
cone," naturally appeals to those of
more moderate means.

Brandes have not confined them-
selves to their world known speakers
-The Table Talker, The Brandola,
The Tablecone, and The Ellipticone,
but have recently branched out and
carried their master craftsmanship to
condensers and sets.

As an example of the way Brandes
goods are being received in Australia,
the photograph shows a rather re-
markable thing. It happens to be
one of six trucks carrying goods for
shipment to Australia. The weight
probably with the name and size of
the shipment were too much for the
truck, so it gave up the ghost.

A NEW BURGESS BATTERY;
New System Telephones Pty., Ltd.,

announce the early arrival of a new
and much bigger type of Burgess

Battery, to be known as the No. 21308,
or the Super "B." The Burgess No.
21308 weighs about 16-lbs., or only
2-lbs. more than their well-known No.
10308. This slight additional weight
and slightly larger dimensions makes
it possible for this Super "B" to have
25 per cent. greater capacity. The
Battery is especially designed to give
efficient service on heavy currents, so
that sets requiring heavy currents-
that is, drains which exceed 20 milli-
amperes, will operate efficiently and
economically on the Super "B" service.

Cylindrical cells proved through

years of Use, contain an improved
mix. The paste electroiyt2 makes
recuperation rapid and the insulation
between selected cells is of the very
best. The outer box is thoroughly
paraflined and the posts equipped with
insulated nuts.

It is sufficient to say that the
Super "B" embodies all of the quali.
ties which have worked for years to-

wards the success which l3urgess hen
established, and also benefits through
the new design and research of the
Burgess engineers.

,,,
There is no "just -as -good" as Burgess.
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Standard Throughout the Radio World

NOW ONLY

£311. 0/ -

Trickle Charging
began with Balkite

and Balkite still leads in
popularity, service and number in use

Trickle charging, now the most convenient and most
popular of all means of charging your radio "A" hat
tery. was not possible until the development of the Hal -
kite Trickle Charger, For Balkite was the first charger
that could he connected permanently to your "A" battery
end the light socket, It was the first charger that kept
the battery always fully charged. And Balkite was the
first charger that converted your hatter into a complete
power unit supplying "A" current from the light socket.

To -day there are over 400,000 Hal -
kite Trickle Chargers in use. Just as
it was first in making trickle charg-
ing possible, Balkite has always been
first in popularity and number in use.
Balkite is the standard trickle char-
ger, tried and proved by use in the
hands of its thousands of owners.

Like all Balkite Radio Power
Units, this charger is a permanent

piece of equipment. ft has no tubes and nothing to re-
place or renew. It is noiseless in operation and can
usually be used during reception. It is very compact and
small, and its current consumption is very low.

The Balkite Trickle Charger can be used as a trickle
charger with any 6 -volt radio "A" battery. Thus used it
keeps your battery always at full power and in effect
Notverts it into a light socket "A" power supply. With
4 -volt batteries it can be used as an intermittent charger

of the usual type. Or as a trickleBalkite Trickle Charger. Over 400.000 in
in use. Charging Rate about ampere.
As a Trickle Charger automatically keep
your "A" Battery fully charged.

10; -Price
Balkite "H" eliminates "B" Batteries en-
tirely, and supplies silent permanent, "B"
Current from the light socket. Over
150.000 in 111,...

MODEL. W for up to & valves 1e11/111/-
MODEL X for larger seta X16/15/-
The right to the use of Tantalum in
Rectifiers is the exclusive property of the
Powder! Producta Company Ire., under
their Australian Patent No. 19985i24.

charger if a resistance is added.
Charging rate is approximately
ampere.

Add a Balkite Trickle Charger to
your "A" battery. Know the con-
venience of permanent silent "A"
power from the light socket always.

The Famous Balkite B Eliminator
Model W up to 5 Valves

Absolutely in a Class by Itself.

£11/10/- Model X for large Sets /16/15/ -

OBTAINABLE ALL DEALERS
(Wholesale Only) 0. H. O'BRIEN (Sydney), 39 Pitt St., Sydney ; 516 Collins Street, Melbourne.

W. E. PETERMAN, 1C0 Edward St., Brisbane.
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Adding Audio Frequency Ampli-
fication to Your Present Receiver

ACONSIDERABLE number of
readers have written.us recently
requesting information on how

to add, 1-,2, and 3 stages of audio fre-
quency amplification to the existing
set. There are many different means
open to the radio constructor of to-
day, and it is the, object of this
article to discuss these different
means in their entirety.

The purpose of ;audio, frequency
amplification luirdlY' heed bo-dis-
cussed here, but for'the benefit of the
absolute beginner,a, brief note may be
made. Over -and- over again have
many people desired fa- little more
volume from their -sets,*and to do this
it:is necessary to -add audio frequency
amplification, or as it is known in
Great Britain, note magnification.
This system increases the volume 'of
signal strength after it is rectified by
the detector and should not be con-
fused with radio frequency amplifica-
tion, which is used for the purpose of
building up the strength of incoming
energy before it is detected.

That there arc certain sounds in ex-
istence which cannot be heard by the
human ear is a known fact, and these
sounds are known as being of a high
frequency, so high thatthe human ear
cannot respond to them. For the sake
of this explanation, let it be under-
stood that sound is _generated 'by
means of vibration. These sounds are
conveyed through the atmosphere to
the ear, bymeans of what are known
as bound waves. They differ entirely
in most effects from radio waves,
their characteristics being altogether

dissimilar. ft is not our wish to go
into a deep technical discussion on
this subject, but suffice it for the mo-
ment to say that any energy of a fre-
quency above approx. 10,000 cycles
per second cannot be heard by the
human ear unless some form of step
down or rectification takes place.

The purpose of the detector in any
set is to rectify the radio or high fre-
qucncy energy to such limits that the
ear Can respond to the vibrations by
virtue of the headphones or the loud
speaker. Now the average one valve
receiver is not sufficiently strong
enough to work a loud speaker, the
exception being, of course, some form
of reflex receiver where, although
only one valve is used, the output of
more than one valve is gained. This
brings us to the point of realising that
it requires generally more than one
valve to produce loud speaker
strength, so it is necessary that an
additional valve or valves should be
used. New these valves must be added
after the detector valve which renders
signals audible to the human ear,
hence the term audio frequency
amplification.

There are 3 popular forms of this
amplification, namely, transformer
coupled, resistance coupled and im-
pedance coupled. The first mentioned
method is the most popular of all.
and is, therefore, more common an.l
Letter known to the average persqn
than either of the other two methods.

Some people claim that transformer
coupled audio frequency amplifica-
tion, while it gives good volume loses

greatly in purity of signal strength;
in fact, it causes a certain amount of
distortion. This may or may not be
true, but where it is found that dis-
tortion is present there is usually a
reason for it. To -day now that there
are such a number of special purpose
valves available to the home construc-
tor, distortion should be a thing of
the past. The claims made for resist-
ance couplings are known to most:
scions- of -this method proclaim that
there is nothing to equal it for purity.

Resistance coupling, or as it is fre-
quently known, resistance -capacity
coupling, is a method of connecting
valves of a resistance amplifier in cas-
cade by means of resistances. A high
resistance of the same order as the
internal impedance of the valve is con-
nected between the positive terminal
of the B battery, and the .plate of
each valve. The signal oscillations
which have been amplified by any one
valve flow through the plate resist-
ance of that valve, and in consequence
an oscillating potential is set up
across the resistance. This potential
is applied to the grid of the next
valve in the series, through the me-
dium of a grid condenser, which
allows the oscillations to pass, but
prevents the B battery voltage from
reaching the grid. A grid leak is
connected between the grid and the
negative end of the filament in order
that the grid shall not accumulate too
large a negative charge, and render
the valve inoperative. This gives
equal amplification for all audio fre-
quencies and is thus conducive to dis-
tortionless amplification,

Philco Batteries Save Pounds in a Year.
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Like most other things in radio,
quite a lot depends on the quality of
apparatus used. Not only does tins
apply to the resistances, but also does
it apply to the transformers used. The
manufacturers the world over are to-
day producing a well constructed, high
quality audio transformer, the use of
which in the average receiver in con-
junction with the correct valves, B
and C battery voltages., insures good
quality reception.

Now, just how many audio stages
can be added, is a question which
crops up in the minds of most people,
sooner or later. In answer to this,
let it be known that it is not wise to
use more than two stages of trans-
former coupled amplification, as it
will be found in practice that a third
stage of this form produces howls
and screams; rendering its function
inoperative. But not so with resist-
ance amplification. Here it is always
advisable to use three stages, in order
that good volume is produced. On the
average, three stages of resistance
coupling yield much the same output
as two stages of transformer coupling,
the same applying to impedance
coupling.

Now the choice of correct voltages
and valves is of considerable import-
ance, there are special valves to -day,
for resistance amplification, and also
for audio amplification, whether im-
pedance or transformer coupled. Re-
estance coupled valves should be of
the order of 20,000 to 85,000 ohms.
impedance, and it is necessary that a
high plate voltage be used. anything
from 120 to 200 volts is advisable as
the plate voltage in this instance, and
most manufacturers produce a valve
with suitable characteristics, notable
amongst these valves being the Radio-
tron UX240, the Cossor Point One,
R.C. Valve, and the Osram DE5B
Valve. The Philips' A630 and A425
are two other well-known valves.
which will render satisfactory service
in a resistance amplifier.

In transformer coupled amplifica-
tion there is a wide choice of valves.
Almost everyone knows the standard
Radiotron UX201A, which is a very
good general purpose valve, and is
eminently suited for this method. So
also will be found similar valves in
the Osram, Cossor, Mullard and
Philips range, all of these manufac-
turers also making a last stage valve
known as a power valve. There is
quite considerable misconception with
regard to power valves. A goodly
number of folks think that if they put
a power valve in the last stage of
audio, louder, sweeter and better
volume should result. So it should,
provided other factors are considered.
The other factors are correct value of
B and C battery, and this is generally
overlooked so that there are some dis-
appointed people owning power valves
wondering why they laid out the
money for such an article.

This brings us to a most important
point. In every valve packet will be
found a slip, giving particulars of
the valve it contains. On this slip is
such information as the correct bat-
tery voltages for best results, and it
must be borne in mind that the maker
knows what he is talking about, and
it is, therefore, necessary that the
user should follow out his instruc-
tions. Taking a Radiotron UX120,
which is a last stage power valve, it

will be found that the B battery re-
quired is 136 volts and the grid bat-
tery 22 volts. It, therefore, follows that
to get the best from this valve, these
voltages must be applied, and in
actual practice it will be found use-
less to apply any smaller voltages.
The Radiotron UX171 is another
valve designed to operate loud speaker
of low impedance at considerable
volume, with a minimum of distor-
tion, that is to say, it is intended for
use in the last audio stage only. In
this instance the plate voltage varies
from 90 to 180 volts and the negative
grid base bias from 16.5 to 40.5 volts.
These two valves are instanced as ex-
amples in order that the reader should
understand that a power valve should
be fed properly and not starved, and
should be used only for the purpose for
which it has been designed. One cannot
touch on the subject of audio amplifi-
cation without referring to the latest
type of power valve and their char-
acteristics. Incidentally, it may be
worth while mentioning here, that
should any reader have mislaid in-
struction slip for his present valve a
note to this effect to the agent for the
valves in this country will bring him
a booklet giving him all information
that is required.

Now coming to the question of
how many stages of audio amplifica-
tion are required to produce loud
speaker work, the answer to this de-
pends on just what form of receiver
the audio stages have to be used in
conjunction with. If a well designed
one valve receiver is giving splendid
earphone reception, then one good
stage of transformer coupled audio
amplification will give moderately
good loud speaker strength, provided,
of course, the location of the receiver
is not too far from the broadcasting
station. Anywhere within 25 miles of
broadcasting stations fairly good loud
speaker results will be had on one
stage of audio following the detector
valve, but for the sake of reserve and
in order to have plenty of volume, two
stages are always advisable.

p
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The Mighty 83X Philco is Supreme.
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If there is one stave already equipped
in the set, then the addition of an
extra stage will be found beneficial if
louder signals are required. Suppose.
for example, it is decided to add one
i.tage after the detector valve thereby
making the receiver a two valve set.
The following materials will be re-
quired:-

I Audio Frequency Transformer, ,5

to I ratio.
1 Valve Socket.
1 S.C. Jack.
1 Ampeits or brachstat.
1 Baseboard.
1 Pane! (optional).

Although a 5 to 1 ratio transformer
is specified, any other ratio will I.e
found satisfactory, provided it is of a
good quality and has generous sized
core. Quite a lot depends on the
transformer. it is net-er prudent to
choose a transformer simply because
it is cheap; always procure well-
known standard lines and don't take
chances with unknown brands.

In the list of parts will be found
mention of an Amperite or Brachstat.
The purpose of this article is to con-
trol the' filament current on the valve
rind dispenses with the necessity for

rheostat. In supplying this filament
current to the valve the adjustment is
not critical, and a filament ballast
suited for the valve proposed to Le
used will suit the purpose admirably
and will also save much space, dis-
pensing entirely with the necessity for
a panel.

Mount the transformer, valve
socket and filament ballast on the
baseboard, and if desired the single
circuit jack into which may he
plugged the loud sneaker. This ja'k
may be dispensed with and two ter-
minals substituted. Place the socket
right along side of the secondary ter-
minals of a transformer and the fila-
ment valves close to one F terminal

.006

U
T

of the valve socket.
row.

At this stage it may be worth not-
ing that some of the English made
transformers are marked differently
to the American made. Here is a
comparison of the markings, and this
will relieve the minds of quite a num-
ber of enthusiasts:-

American. English.

Begin he wiring

I.P.
- O.P.

I.S.
O.S.

The primary may he reversed in
each instance, provided the secondary
is reversed, so don't be afraid if these
marking do not correspond with com-
parisons that may have been published
elsewhere.

The wiring is very simple indeed,
so simple, in fact, that there is
hardly any need for a written descrip-
tion, the writer feeling quite certain
that everyone will be able to follow
the back of panel wiring diagram,
which is reproduced here. Note that
the C battery has ben included, this
being a distinct advantage inasmuch

as not only does it save the B battery
current, it also increases the volume
to a marked extent.

To connect this unit to the existing
set, is a matter of a moment. These
flexible leads which are clearly mark-
ed A. B, and C battery, negative and
positive respectively, are to be con-
nected to the different batteries. If a
crystal receiver is in use, then it is
necessary for the constructor to ob-
tain these batteries, as well as the
valve. For certain valves dry cells
may be used as an A battery, but he

sure to ask your dealer of a correct size
to be used with the valve you intend
to employ. The B battery should he
round about 90 volts, as this will give
much more volume than any lower
value. The C battery- incidentally
may be from 41 to 9 volts according
to the valve chosen. Connect the bat-
teries correctly, then insert the valve
in its socket. Join P of the audio
transformer to one telephone terminal
of tho crystal set, and connect the
other telephone terminal of the crys-
tal set to B of the audio transformer,
taus are the two units connected. Plug
the 'phones into the jack, or if ter-
minals are used, connect the 'phones
to the terminals of the amplifying unit.
Press the battery switch on to the on
position, then tune in with the crystal
receiver. A considerable increase in
volume will be noted, when compared
with what you havo been used to
heretofore.

Certainly, you can hardly expect to
operate a loud speaker from a crystal
plus one stage of audio, unless, of
course, the owner is living very close
to a very high powered broadcasting
station. But as mentioned previously
when this one stage of audio is con-
nected to a single valve set, reason-
ably good loud speaker results will he
available. provided the location is
within 25 miles of a broadcasting
station.

Philcos are Aristocrats among Batteries.
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To link up to a single valve receiver
may require a little more thought
Note carefully that if only one B bat-
tery is employed in the one valve set,
it is essential if the best volume is de-
sired to procure another battery
bringing the B battery power up to
approx. 90 volts by joining the B
batteries in series. To join the B
batteries in series, all that is necessary
is to connect the positive terminal of
one B battery to the negative terminal
of the other B battery. Leave the B
battery connections for the one valve
receiver as they were before any
alteration took place, but into the last
B positive 'terminal, that is, the 90
volt terminal, connect the B positive
lead from the jack.

Now connect up the C battery by
joining to the negative terminal that
flexible lead which comes from F of
the transformer, and connect the posi-
tive of the C battery direct to the
negative of the A battery. Examine
your one valve set for a moment, and
notice if the positive A is connected
to the negative B. If such is the case,
then notice if the rheostat is in the
negative lead or in the positive lead.
From your conclusion, connect up the
flexible wires governing your A bat-
tery. If the rheostat is in the
negative lead, then join to the nega-
tive of the A battery that wire which
comes from the filament ballast, and

'join to the positive of the A battery
that wire which conies from the fila-
ment terminal of the valve socket of
the audio unit. Again it is necessary
to connect the primnry of the trans-
former across the t?lephone connec-
tion of the one valve receiver, just as
has been described already for the
crystal set.

Tune in with the one valve receiver
as you have been used to. then you
will notice a much greater volume
than before. If you can lay the tele-
phones on the table and standing two
4)1 three feet sway can hear what ,s
going on in the earphones, then you
can depend that a !oud speaker can be
hooked on to give mederately good re -

.006

ot-2.
0C-1

sults. It is interesting to note that no
tuning is necessary in the added unit
for one need not fear further com-
plications.

If there is already one stage e f
audio in the existing receiver, then it
will be found necessary to substitute
a lower ratio transformer for the

higher ratio specified, unless, of course,
a power valve is intended to be used in
the second stage, where it may
be found advisable to have the lower
ratio transformer in the first stage,
followed by the higher ratio in the
second stage. More about this later.
The method of connecting this one
stage of audio to the Iwo valve set is
just the same as has been described
before, but if on tuning in the re-
ceiver a high pitched whistle is heard
permeating the whole of the recep-
tion, then reverse the primary connec-
tions of the audio transformer in the
added unit, and it will be noticed that
this effect will entirely disappear, giv-
ing a most remarkable volume, and
making it possible for the very weak
stations to be built uo considerably in
volume.

The valve used in the audio unit
should be of the same voltage as that
used in the detector or in any other
portion of the set, and the unit, if
needs be, may be housed at the back
of the cabinet or inside of the cabinet
itself if there is room for it. Very
little ingenuity will be required to
find a home for this addition, which
need occupy only very little space in-
deed.

If the constructor desired a two -
valve audio amplifier, the particulars
are here for him. Lo3': at the draw-
ings of the two valve amplifier unit
and there will be found on the back
of panel diagram, or as it should be
known the wiring diagram a double
circuit jack, which permits the
speaker to be plugged into one audio
stage if desired. The connections for
this are clearly marked. It hardly
needs any elaboration.on, the writer's
part to describe the construction of

Why Blame Static? Buy a Philcol

this amplifier, as after alt, it is purely
a repetition of the one stage already
described, and the methods of connec-
tions are entirely a.. before.

But one word regarding the use of
a power valve in the last audio stage
will not be out of place here. If one
of the power valves or super power
valves are used, as have already been
stated, a very high plate voltage is
necessary in order that the best may
be had from the valve. It ie cer-
tainly injudicious to allow this heavy
plate battery to flow through the
windings of the speaker, as it, Is very
probable that some damage may be
done to the speaker. To overcome this
possibility, a slight alteration from
the wrung and circuit (flagman sbou.d
be resorted to. Herl's how to d6 it.

From the plate !e.t.d of the last val..e
take a connection to one side of a
60 or a 25 Henry audio frequency
choke. To this same comection join
one side of a 4 mfd. fixed condenser,
the other side of which take to one
side of the loud speaker jack, the
other side of which is connected to the
A negative terminal on the terminal
board. The open end of the choke
should now be connected to a separate
B battery tapping, which should be
joined to the maximum B voltage in-
tended to be used. Thqi little refine-
ment is certainly worth while, and
may be applied to all audio frequency
circuits as a means of protecting the
windings of the loud speaker.

Again it must be stressed that, it is
never wise employing more than two
stages of standard transformer coupled
audio frequency amplification. There is
quite sufficient volume from a 2 stage
amplifier to satisfy the needs of the
average person. If three stages of
audio amplification are sought, then
turn to resistance coupling, where 3
stages can be used comfortably, but
bear in mind that the resultant
volume is only comparable with two
stages of transformer audio.

Resistance coupling is certainly be-
coming more popular every day, now
that B battery eliminators may be
had to supply the heavy voltage de-
manded by this form of amplification.
Looking at the circuit diagram there
will be found that there is a coupling
condenser between the plate of one
valve and the grid of the ensuing
valve. This coupling condenser may
vary in size from .006 mfd. up to .01
mfd., it is really not critical. The B
battery is fed to the plates of each
valve by means of a fixed resister of
the order of from 50,000 to '100,000
ohms. In order to prevent excessive
charges of the grids of the amplify-
ing valves, each valve is equipped
with a two megohm leak which is
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certainly effective for stabilising the
whole system. The parts for a two p,
si.agt resistance coupler amplifier are
as follows:- --

B<

2 100,000 ohms. fixed resisters.
2 2 megohm fixed resisters.
2 .006 fixed condensers.
2 sets of double clips on basis.
2 valve sockets.
2 Amperites or Brachstats.
Usual baseboard, battery switch,
etc., etc.

The method of :ayout is clearly
seen in the drawings and the means
of connecting to the existing sets is
certainly very easy. If desired vary-
ing plate voltages may he added,
further particulars of this type of
amplifier may be had from "Wireless
Weekly" of the 12th August, 1927.
For those who desire, there will be
found different kits of resistance
coupled units all complete ready to be
assembled, or even it is possible to
obtain completely assembled three
stage resistance amplifier.

It is possible to combine trans-
former and resistance coupled
methods of amplification to suit the
constructor's own requirements. Some
people prefer to use this system by
placing the transformer stage first
with the resistance stage afterwards.
Again many would rather have the !..-
aistance stage first, all about a tran-
former stage. It is really a matter
of choice, but reproduced here will be
found diagrams showing the construc-
tion of one transformer and one re-
sistance coupled stage. Some few
years ago this system was popularised
in this country by "Insulator," who
described a unit similar to this and
named it "Dulcie." Early readers
will remember it.

Lastly, we come to the subject of
impedance coupled amplifiers. The
most effective system of this, is the
double impedance type, and here agun
it is necessary to employ three stags
of this idea to get the output of two
stages of transformer coupled, and
also will it be found necessary to use
a high value of B battery. There is

no question whatever that double Im-
pedance is very close to the ideal
from the point of view of purity and
of the reproduction of all under to.ies
and over tones. The writer recently
constructed three stages of this
method and found it certainly very
satisfactory. The kit used was a
well-known F.M.C. double impedance
kit and the natural tone was so
charming that it was always a plea-
sure to listen in.

These are the three systems very
much in evidence to day. Without
wishing to draw comparison on their
utility, it is felt that there is sufficient
data for the constructor to build his
own unit to suit his own purpose.
Granted the unit. is satisfactorily built
and that the owner possesses a reason-
ably good loud speaker and that he
pays attention to the correct valves
and batteries, much pleasure can be
had with loud speaker reception. AnJ
do not forget that the loud speaker
itself plays a most important part, co
chocse one which is good and which
will last.

Lastly, an excellent volume control
ray be had by connecting a Centralab
potentiometer of, say, 500,000 ohms.
resistance across the secondary of the
first audio transformer, or if pre-
ferred, Maclurcan Tone Purifier may
be shunted across the secondary of the
last audio transformer. Both these
systems are good, the Maclurcan Tone
Purifies- acting not so much as a
volume control, as its name implies,
but as a tone purifier, eliminating all
raucous noises which may be gener-
ated in the set.

Sufeguarding the Valve.

Dr. Fixiis Radio Talk for 5CL

THE base of a vacuum tube fitsthe corresponding socket in just
one way-the correct way.

Nevertheless, there is en ever-present
danger of connecting batteries or wir-ing in such n,anner that "B" batterycurrent will be applied to tube fila-ments, with expensive consequences.Even a slipping screwdriver or pliers
may inadvertently divert "B" battery
current through tube filamontS, ren-dering the tubes useless. Hence the
exercise of due caution. Always dis-
connect the batteries when working
on the radio receiver. In connecting
batteries to thz radio receiver, con-nect the "A" battery first. Then turn
on the rheostats or op_rate the
switch, and note if the filame_its light.If the7 do, the connections are cor-
rect, and the other batteries may be
connected. If not, check up on thewir'nr. This procedure prevents
placing the "L" batteries where they
do not belong, and also detects fault
set wiring before expensive denser.
can be done.

In the home-made radio receiver or
the receiver being remodelled or re-
paired, it is well to take no chances
with burnt -out tubes. To this end, a 40
watt, 110 -volt lamp should be placed
in the "B" lead. The resistance of
the lamp will prevent excessive am-
perage from passing through the fila-
ments of the vacuum tubes if the "B"
battery should bo incorrectly con-
nected. Furthermore, it will detect
a short-circuit in the wiring, since the
lamp will light t.p. However, because
of its resistance, the lamp should be
removed or shorted for normal opera-
tion. A still better plan is to place
a radiotron UV -877 in the "B" lead.
This radiotron is a protective lamp
designed as a safety valve to prevent
damage to vacuum tubes or trans-
formers in the event of incorrect con-
nections or short circuits. It Intro.,
duces protective high resistance only
while abnormal conditions exist, so it
may be left in circuit.

Ask any Radio Engineer about Burgess.
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A Section for the Trade
THE RADIOLA FOUR.

THE four valve receiver, by reason
of the fact that its initial cost is
comparatively low and its range

sufficient for the reception of interstate
broadcasting, has always been popular
with. listeners. However, the demand
for selective receiver has resulted in
the scrapping of many early four

valve sets which were not selective
enough to -separate the local stations
so that distant stations could he re-
ceived.

In the last year or so considerable
attention has been paid to radio fre-
quency amplification, and it is now
possible to obtain receivers in which
the radio amplifier has reached a
stage of efficiency and selectivity not
previously thought possible.

It is to the credit of Amalgamated
Wireless (At stralasis) Ltd., that
such a circuit has been included in
this firm's latest four valve receiver
marketed und.tr t:e trade name of
The Radiola Four.

This interesting receiver embodies
all the latest improvements in radio,
not the least of which is simplicity of
operation. Tuning is controlled by
means of two vernier dials, an "in-
tensifier" control keep'og the set in
its most sensitive state. This con-
trol is realty on the reaction of the
detector valve, and the smoothness
with which it acts allows a very fine
control of regeneration. This is a
great aid in searching for weak and
distant stations.

The only other control on the
panel is the battery rheostat for ad-
justing the filament voltages of the
valves. As is usual with the A.W.A.
receivers, connections for a pin -jack
voltmeter have been provided. Al-
though the meter is not supplied with
the receiver, its use is manifest, and
the provision for mounting such a
meter is indicative of the fact that
nothing which modern practice has
shown will increase the efficiency of
any receiver has been overlooked.

The loud speaker jack is mounted
on the front panel, whilst the cabled

battery connections are taken from
the rear of the set. The aerial and
earth connections are made through
the rear of the cabinet to terminals
mounted on the sub-ancl. The "B '
and "C" batteries ere ,ontained
the cabinet in which the receiver is
housed, but the "A" battery is kept
outside so' that the fumes will . not
affect the receiver.

RADIOLA FOUR
I Stage Radio Frequency,

Detector and Two Stages of
Transformer Coupled Audio
Frequency.

The circuit of the Radiola Four is
a variation of tke Browning Drake,
and comprises one stage of radio fre-
quency amplification, a regenerative
detector, .and two stages of trans-
former .coupled .audio. frequency am-
plification. The latter are coupled by
the well-known' A.W,A. transformers,
and give remarkable volume and
clarity. Ballast resistors are used to
control the audio frequency ampli-
fiers, the master rheostat previously
mentioned taking care of the fila-
ments of the detector and radio fre-
quency amplifier.

On test the Radiola Four behaved
excellently, and no trouble was ex
perienccd in bringing in all the Aus-
tralian "A" class stations on the loud
speaker. The "B" class stations were
also tuned in, but, of course, the
volume in this case was slightly less.
Donning the phones, a search was
made for real "D.X.," and the opera-
tor's efforts were rewarded with New
Zealand stations at good strength.

When it is remembered that the
aerial system in use during the tests
of the Radiola Four was remarkable
by reason of its inefficiency, an idea
can be gained of the efficiency of the
receiving set. Tuning was found to
be easy, and the excellent control of
regeneration made it possible to bring
in even the weakest of stations with-
out recourse to the regenerative
"howl" which is such a source of
annoyance to neighbouring listeners.

Our sample of this excellent re-
ceiver was received from the manu-
facturers, Messrs. Amalgamated
Wireless (A/sia), Ltd., of York St.,
Sydney.

DETECTOR WITH SEVENTY
CATWHISh.ERS.

A new type of trouble proof Crystal
Detector has mule a welcome appear-
ance on the Australian Market.

This should be good news to all
Crystal and Crystal Reflex users, as
a really good and adjustable detector
will fill a long felt want.

The new G. and S. Silk -core Crystal
Detector is practically permanent,
each Crystal being chemically treated
by an exclusive and secret labora-
tory process, which guarantees its
life indefinitely. Adjustable spring
tension maintains and insures even
and constant contact at all times.

A Single wire or Catwhisker can-
not transmit the necessary electrical
energy through it, wt. -bout destroy-
ing the contact point or the Crystal
face. To remedy this condition, use
has been made of a silk core brush,
composed of seventy strands, which
distributes the energy equally, thus
making it impossible to burn out
either the Crystal or Contact points.

The silk brush used in the G. and
S. Silk Core Crystal Detector is con-
structed of seventy silk cords,
minutely wrapped with flat bronze
tinsel, making contact on the full
Crystal face, preventing burning out
of Crystal and resulting in louder
music.

This detector is easily fitted W your
panel, by drilling one 7-16 inch hole.

The G. and S Silk Core Crystal
Detector ce,n be obtained from the
Economic Radio Stores, of 26 New
Royal Arcade, Sydney; 569 Hunter
Street West; Newcastle, or corner
Church and Macquarie Streets, Par-
ramatta, N.S.W.

INTRODUCING TWO NEW
RADIO""B" BATTERIES.

The popularity Ever -Ready
Radio Batteries. will be further in-
creased with. the introduction of two
new "B" Batteries. After months of
experimenting at the great Ever -
Ready works in London, these latest
additions to the wonderful list of
products of this great organisation
underwent a series of tests which
proved beyond doubt that they were
far superior as a "B" Battery. Of
45 volts, they are celled "Super -Ser-
vice" and "Heavy Duty" respectively,
and combine trouble -free service and
long life with a purity of tone in re-
ception, which every radio enthnsia' st
seeks.

If your radio dealer has net yet
obtained stocks of the above, com-
municate with THE EVER -READY
COMPANY (Gt. Britain), LTD., 163
Pitt Street, Sydney, who will fulfil
your needs immediately.
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A MPLION, A/SIA, LTD., an-
nounce removal of premises to
"Bradbury House," 53 York -street,
Sydney, where fine office and show-
room accommodation have been
opened. Dealers and the general pub-
lic are invited to call and hear demon-
strations of the Amplion Loud Speak-
ers and also of the now famous
Amplion Public Speech and Band Re-
peater Equipment. Future corres-
pondence for the firm should be ad
dressed as above.

RA DIOKES STANDARD REINARTZ
COUPLER.

This recent product of "Radiokes"
laboratory was submitted by the
manufacturers, The Metropolitan
Electric Co., Ltd., of King Street,
Sydney.

This unit is of conventional design,
being composed of three coils, two
and three-quarters in diameter, and
arranged for convenient baseboard or
sub -panel mounting, and easily acces-
sible wiring.

The windings are carried out in
brilliant green silk c.,vered wire, ac-
cording to the distinctive Radiokes
Low Loss method, which employs
practically no dielectric in the coil
field, which on test prove to be the
most efficient form of winding yet de-
vised, that making for sensitivity and
selectivity.

This instrument is equipped with
six connections so that it may be
used in either of the many adaptions
of the Reinartz circuLs. The blue
print enclosed with unit illustrated
the single control Reinartz receiver
recently featured in "Radio."

In addition to the 70W well known
Radiokes "solder all the way" solder-
ing lugs this unit is equipped with
screw terminals for the experimenter
who prefers not to tse soldering outfit
in constructing his receiver.

As the Reinartz method of re-
generation control is becoming so
popular, this instrument should prove
of considerable interest to all fans
anticipating construction of receivers
employing this well known principle.

The instrument arrived in excellent
packing, complete with mounting
brackets and blue print of circuit,

THE NEW COSSOR VALVES.
To -day the British manufacturers

are in the forefront with their radio
components. Some years ago this
could not be sad truthfully, but
typical of the rase, every battle is
lost but the last.

With valves in particular dces this
apply. Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
of London, have an entirely new
range of valves, which promise to
be world beaters. Mechanically they
are wonderfully strong. The plate is
firmly attached to the grid by means
of a seonite insulator. Not even the
hardest blow can disturb its align-
ment. There is a long Kalenised fila-
ment which ensures a ter-ific emis-
sion at a low temperature thus mak-
ing for long life. This filament is
firmly secured in five positions.

All the three elements-the fila-
ment, the grid and the plate --are
locked in permanent alignment, true
to one hundredth part of an inch.
Therefore, Cossor valves possess a
uniformity of characteristics so that
all Cossor valves of the same class
are identical; the slightest variation is
impossible. To. Neutrodyne and
Super Heterodyne c.vners, where
valves of uniform characteristics are
essential in the radio frequency
stages this is of vital importance. No
other valve boasts of this wonderful
Kalenised filament.

They are made in ranges to suit 2
volts, 4 volts and 6 volts, and are all
special purpose valves, this being the
modernised method of production to
give maximum efficiency.

AIRPL INE RADIO.
Latest adviccs from F. H. Schnell,

Chief of the Experimental Radio
Laboratories of the Burgess Battery
Company, United States, America,
indicate that the company is directing
its activities extensively towards air-
plane radio. A very small receiver
and transmitter has just been de-
signed and built, the total outfit, in-
cluding Burgess batteries, weighing
approximately 60 pounds. The first
tests with the 'plane in the t ir showed
that communication was held for a
distance of 17 miles. The wavelength
Was about 79 metres.

We expect to have full particulars
of this airplane transmitter and re-
ceiver in the near future, when they
will be placed before our readers.

WIRELESS VALVES.
We are advised that by consent of

the parties in the Eqn:ty suit of
Philips Lames (Aust/asia), Ltd.,
against A. F. Price, trading as
"Price's Radio Stores," Angel Place,
Sydney. a decree was made by Mr.
Justice Harvey, perpetually restrain-
ing the defendant, during the continu-
ance of letters patent, covering
Philips and Mullard wireless receiv-
ing valves, from selling, or offering
these goods for sale, at other than the
retail price imposed and fixed by the
plaintiff company.

suit.
Defendant is to pay the costs of the

It was alleged that the defendant
had infringed the plaintiff's letters
patent by selling the valves below the
fixed price,

Mr. C. D. Monahan (instructed by
Messrs. A. J. McLachlan, Westgarth
and CO.) appeared for the plaintiffs;
and Messrs. Minter, Simpson and Co.
for the defendant.

APART from unearthing much
latent literary talent by their recent
"One Act Play Competition," Studio
3L0, Melbourne, are affording
listeners much pleasure in having the
winning plays broadcast. In the cap-
able hands of that very clever pro-
ducer and popular announcer, Mr.
Maurice Dudley, the playlets are being
broadcast in a very masterly fashion,
and no trouble is being spared to ren-
der the author every assistance. Not
a few of the manuscripts submitted
showed a remarkable amount of pro-
mise, and, as there is a great demand
for pithy radio plays, 'writers of th
winning playlets should feel en-
couraged to embark on this new road
of literary work.
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When Quality Counts

THE KARAS ORTHOMETRIC LOW LOSS
CONDENSER.

Size short Size .00025.-For short.00014.-For
wave work 32/9

wave
work

or reaction
32/9

"KARAS" Has It
The "KARAS" Orthometric
Low Loss Condenser

Rams Orthometric Condensers are of the highest
possible quality, both electrically and mechani-
cally. Constructed throughout of highest quality
brass, stator and rotor plates soldered at every
Joint, wide copper pigtail connecting both ends
of rotor plates. One or three hole fixing.
Dialectic of highest quality hard rubber, placed
outside the range of the electrostatic field. A
most desirable condenser.

Size .00037.-The ideal
Neutrodyne Condenser,
33/6.

Size .0005.-The gen-
eral purpose size, 34/9

oil

4a ).

"Karas" Micrometric
Vernier Dial

Ratio of Movement, 63 to 1,

"Karas" Harmonik
Audio Transformer

17/6

3419
They give surprising volume with clarity, equal

to resistance coupling

Build The "MARCO" FOUR
The Powerful Four -Valve Set featured in this

£ a. d.
1 Bert Quality Polished Hard Rubber Panel. 21

issue. You will require the following parts:-

2 Crescent Audio (G and 3'/ to 11 Transformers,
s. d.

x 7 x 8-16 0 7 6 13/6 7 0

3 Advance Centralign Condensers; Site. .0003.12/6 17 6
(Or A.W.A. Super Audio Transformers, 18/. ea )

12 Meirohm Gridleak and Holder 2 0
1 B.H.S. Double Circuit Jack. with Fantail Con-

I Wetless Fixed Mira. Condenser. .00025 1 6
nections 2 2 Wetless Fixed Mica Condenser. .0001 1 6

1 H.M.S. Single Circuit Jack. with Fantail Con- 1 Wetims Fixed Mica Condenser, .002 1 6

nections 1 7 2 31,ton. length of Sin. Diameter Radio,, Tubing .. 5 3

1 B.M.S. Push-pull Battery Switch 1 6 1 1)iin. length of Sin. Diameter Radion Tubing .. 1 3

4 30 ohm. Bakelite Super Rheostats. 2/6 10 0 1 Standard Terminal Board 2 9

1 Belford Anttvibration UX Socket 3 0 1,4 lb. 24 -Gauge Green D.C.C. Wire 3 2

3 Advance Porcelain UX Sockets. 2/6 7 6 1 dos. Seuare Tinned Copper Buswiro 0 10
TOTAL. £5/17/6. COST OF PARTS.

Country Customers: We guarantee to return purchase price in full on any article you are
not satisfied with, if returned to us in good condition within 10 days.

We pay carriage on all orders of 10/- and over, except on Speakers, Cabinets, Batteries and Value Payable Post Parcels.

"YOURS FOR LOWER PRICES,"

THE ECONOMIC RADIO STORES
PARR 1M ATI' A : SYDNEY:

Cor. Macquarie and Church Sta, I 25 NEW ROYAL ARCADE,
'Phone: UW 9601. 'Phone: M 3049.

NEWCASTLE:
569 Hunter St. West.

'Phone: New. 1622.
11114111181011111.
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The MARCO
Four Valve Receiver

TN "Wireless Weekly" of 5/11/26
I thsre was described the Marco

Four. It has proved a most suc-
cessful receiver, so successful, in
fact, that many owners proclaim it a
much better all-round receiver than
the world-famous Browning Drake.
We are reprinting the whole article to
satisfy the demands of many readers.
and it will be found of great interest
to the new readers of our paper.

Incidentally, it is worth noting
that since the article was written
there is available a ready-made set
of tuning coils, although this article
describes how to make them at home.

The distance getting proclivities of
the straight detector Reinartz is well-
known all the world over. Until re-
cently all attempts to add radio fre-
quency were never very successful. It
remained to Mr. 1). L Pendelton,
Consulting Engineer to Martin Cope-
land Co., the makers of Marco radio
material, to devise a system whereby
rrdio frequency could be successfully
applied to the Reinartz. Several dif-
ferent systems were tried out and dis-
carded until finally the circuit pub-
lished here was produced. Looking at
this circuit the usual Reinartz will
be recognised in coils L3 and IA,
ttned with variable condensers C2
and C3. Preceding this is found the
RF valve (VI.), the coil L2 being the
coupling coil transferring the Itlo
esergy to I.3, and the V2, which is the
detector tube. Now the greatest dif-
ficulty connected with RF is stabilisa-
tion, hence the potentiometer in the
tt.ned anode circuit, and neutralisa-

tion in the Neutrodyne. Unless some
means of controlling oscillation is
provided, considerable difficulty is met
with in radio frequency amplification,
thereby rendering it almost useless.
The method adopted by Pendelton is
simple yet /articular's, effective. It
is always desirable with radio fre-
quency to transfer as much energy as
is possible without impairing selec-
tivity, causing uncontrollable oscilla-
tion in the RF valve. The method

SHOPPING LIST FOR
MARCO 4.

Although the parts listed below sad
ocotienout throughout the article were
those actually used by us is tAs receiver
described, it toilet be pointed out that
it ie soot absolutely esseotial that they
be rigidly adhered to.
Other parte of quality cod
technical values ehoaid function guile
satisfactorily.

1 Dilecto, Radion or Hard
Rubber Panel, 21 x 7 sr 3-16in.

3 .0005 Advance Little Centre-
lign Condensers.

3 Pilot Vernier Dials.
1 D.C. Jaci:.
1 S.C. Jack.
1 Battery Switch.
4 30 ohms. H. & H. Rheostats.
4 Advance Valve Sockets.
2 A.W.A. Super Audio Trans-

former, 1-5 to 1, and 1--
3a to I.

1 .00025 Wetless End Con-
denser.

1 .0001 Wetless Condenser.
I .002 Wetless Condenser.
8oz. No. 24 D.C.C. Wire.

adopted in this instance is the coup-
ling between the RF plate coil (L2)
and the detector grid coil (L3). How-
ever, without going into the theory of
this matter, be assured that this re-
ceiver is wonderfully selective, and al-
though there are three condensers to
tune, it is quite simple to bring in
the different stations.

Before going on with the construc-
tional details, a comparison of the
circuit with the back of panel view of
the receiver will clear up any diffi-
culties which you may have in your
mind. Aerial condenser C6, is a con-
strnt aerial tuning condenser of .0001
mfd., and assists greatly in selec-
tivity. The incoming energy is tuned
to the correct wave length by Li, Cl,
from which it is passed through the
first valve to 1.2, which conveys its
energy through L.3 tuned by C2 and
is detected by valve V2. Reaction is
introduced per medium of C3 and L4,
after which the volume is stepped up
by transformers Ti and valve V3.
thence to T2, and valve V2, these two
last valves being audio frequency
valves and will produce considerable
strength on the loud speaker. Should
it be desired to use only one valve for
loud speaker work, a double circuit
jack, J1, is provided after the first
audio valve. In this case rheostat,
R4, should bs turned down, thus leav-
ing the last valve out of circuit en-
tirely. Condenser C5, is the standard
by-pass condenser having a capacity
of .002. The three variable con-
densers each have a capacity of .0005
mfd., whereas C4 is the usual .00025

"Burgem" spells "Quality; Life; Service."
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mfd. grid condenser. Looking at the
back of panel diagram it will be seen
that LI is so arranged that it is at
right angles to the other coils. The
most important feature in this re-
ceiver is the position of the radio
frequency plate coil L2. This is in-
ductively coupled to L3, but its posi-
tion is most critical. jf it is brought
too close the selectivity is not so
great as when it is kept away. There
is a certain position at which this
coil gives tile greatest signal strength
on weak signals with noticeably
sharper tuning, and as will be ex-
plained later, this position can only he
determined by experiment. In the re-
ceiver illustrated herewith ti,e best
position was found to be when the
edge of L2 was 21 -in. away from L3,
that is to say, the actual coil itself,
not the former.

However, the construction of this
receiver will now be proceeded with.
The coils themselves should, firstly,
be wound. For LI, 47 tunas of No. 24
DCC wire is necessary. Proceed to
wind this, first of all, drilling two
small holes through which the end of
the wire has to be threaded, in order
that it will be held securely. Wind
on the 47 turns of wire and finish off
by securing in a similar manner. One
of the 31 -in. lengths of Dilecto tub-
ing is required for this purpose but
if this size tubing is not available
8 1 -8 -in. or 33 -in. tubing will be found

rfectl:A satisfactory. Another of
the same piece; of tubing has to be
wound with cells L3 and IA. Grid
coil L3 has 45 turns of wire, whereas
L4 has 20 turns of the ss.me gauge
wire. Both these eggs are wound on
the same former, the distance be-
tween L3 and L4 being one -quarter
inch. The third coil, that ;s, the RF
plate coil, comprises 25 tuns of No.
24 gauge DCC wire, wound on the re-
maining portion, that is, the 11 -in.
length of tubing. Take a little care
and a few pains over winding these
coils, as when correctly built, they
look very nice and neat.

Leave these coils on one side while
you attend to your panel layout and
drilling. , The diagram given here-
with will show you the exact
measurement suited to your different
panel components. 'Po understanpl
this clearly, a consuhs lion with the
front view of the receiver reproduced
here will be of great value. There
can be seen the three condenser
dials, which it will be noted are of
the vernier typo, and also the four
rheostat knobs underneath these con-
densers. The battery switch is placed
at the extreme left of the panel,
while the single circuit SC jack is on
the extreme right. Midway between
the two audio valve rheostats is
found the DC jack. Lay your panel
on a flat surface and mark out the
vi.rious positions. Never use lead

2'
04

4-

t;T

20 -

pencil for this purpose; rather
treasure each particular position with
a rule and make a small scratch at
the correct positions and centre punch
immediately. Pencil lines provide a
path for radio frequency currents,
and, as we wish to confine them to
the circuit itself, and not the front of
the panel, we stress the necessity of
not using pencil lines. In drilling',
don't forget the golden rule that with
Dilecto a light pressure and a high
steed quickly bores the panel. When
everything is drilled, mount your
components on the panel and then
prepare for the base hoard layout.

Before going any further, it is, per-
haps, advisable to carefully study the
brck of panel view of this receiver.
As mentioned before, too much im-
portance cannot be attached to the
position of the RF plate coil L2, with
relation to the detector grid coil 1.3.
To achieve the maximum efficiency
from this receiver, lay out the audio
end of this receiver. Follow clocely
our own lay out, and you can then be
assured of maximum results. There
is nothing whatever to stop you from
mounting the aerial coil LI and the
grid and reaction coils L3 and IA,
provided you leave sufficient room for
experimenting for the correct posi-
tion of RF plate coil L2. Certainly
screw down your valve sockets and
transformers and temporarily lay in
a near position the RF plate coil L2.

Having done this, carry on with
the wiring of this receiver. In the
wiring it is always advisable to start
off at the audio end of your receiver.
Back of panel wiring diagram will
give sufficient detail of the .wiring to
enable you to proceed. Square bus -
bar is ideal for this purpose, and
make certain that each joint is tight,
and when soldering is required, is
carefully soldered. At some later
time there will appear in these pages
an article devoted entirely to the
subject of soldering, which, for some
unknown reason or other, from the
experience of the writer, seems to

World's Best Rechargeable Battery: Philco.
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present some difficulty to the average
set constructor. This. should not be
SO. Soldering is quite a simple
matter, and should present no diffi-
culty whatever. However, for the
lime being, when you eome to wiring
the connections of L2, use some ordin-
ary flexible wire, in order that you
may be in a position to vary the
situation of this coil on actual tests.
Take the wiring in easy stages, check-
ing off with a circuit diagram and the
buck of panel diagram as you pro-
ceed; perhaps the hack of panel wir-
ing diagram will be of some assist-
ance to you in wiring. as many of
the wires as can be plainly seen in
this photograph.

After everything is wired correctly
you are now in a position to test
your receiver on the air. Connect up
your A, B and C batteries, 41 volts
being sufficient for the C battery.
Insert your valves in their sockets,
and hook on your aerial and earth.
Insert your phones and jack, J1, and
turn up your valve filaments. Leave
condenser, C3, at a position when the
movable plates are half way en-
meshed into the fixed itlat^s, and tune
with condenser CI and C2, using the
right hand for tuning the middle con-
denser. C2. This condenser is very
critical of adjustments, and should
be rotated in unison with condenser
Cl. Presently you will hear one of
the local stations, and by the careful

of C2 and a final adjust-
ment to C3. you will hear them at an
excellent volume. Bear in mind that
this time you have the RF plate coil
L2, anproximetely 2'n. away from
L. Without moving this coil in any
way, tune through all the local sta-

M1,WWW,f,,,

tions, listening to each in turn, and
bringing eacl. up to maximum
volume, keeping in mind all the time
that if too much 91 condenser C3 is
used a certain amount of distortion
may occur. Watch this carefully.
Now seek the distant station. Go for
Brisbane, for example, and note the
strength of tl.is station. Plug your
phones into jack J2, thereby includ-
ing all four valves of the circuit. We
must needs turn up rheostat R4, tune
Brisbane to its loudest pitch, and then
move RP' plate coil L2 just a fraction
away from L3, take away your hand
and notice if result is stronger or
weaker. Spend half an hour moving
this coil closer to, or further away,
from L3. until the position is reached
where the maximum volume from
Queensland is obtainable. At this
stage you can make a permanent
fixture of coil L2. which need never
be disturbed again, and which will
respond to all stations, both interstate
and local.

Perhaps, it may happen that a
slig'it distortion is perceptible
thrit.gh all reception. If this is so,
it omits out the necessity for the
ins::tion of the radio frequency choke
coil in the plate circuit of the de-
tector valve. This has to be inserted
between the two points marked with
a cross on toe P. lead of transformer
TI. To make certain of this, one
end of your choke is to be connected
to the P. of this transformer, and
the other via at the point where the
bitsbar is running from the con-
denser C3 to the plate lead of the
valve. Of course, that portion be-
tween the two crosses has to be
broken, and to be left in such a posi-

tion that the radio frequency choke
coil completes a circuit itself. This
coil may take the form of a 200 turn
honeycomb coil, or if this is not avail-
able, use 4-ozs. of a No. 24 cotton
covered wire, wound in any old
fashion, on a cotton reel. In actual
practice, however, this choke coil
was dispensed with and a receiver
illustrated herewith. and no detri-
ment was found with this exclusion.

Again, it may happen that a slight
difficulty may be experienced in con-
trolling oscillation. If this is the
case, it will be advise/de to take the
grid return lead, that is, the lead
which comes from the join of L3 and
L4, to the moving plates of con-
denser C2, and to the bottom of grid
lead; take this lead from the A posi-
tive where it is fixed in' wiring dia-
gram, to the A negative. A dotted
line on the circuit diagram shows this
alteration, which, if it is necessary,
means that that poi ton which is
joined to the filament of valve V2,
is taken to the A minus battery wire
lead, to which are connected all the
rheostats. This alteration will bo
plain to you, and may even be neces-
sary in order to hold in the oscilla-
tions, which may be produced in this
receiver. A word about valves will
not be out of place. In actual prac-
tice. UX201A valves were used to ad-
vantage, and the RF plate coil has
been designed for this particular
valve. Should, of course, UX199 or
UV199 valves be used, it may bo
necessary to wind coil L2 with 50
turns of No. 34 gauge of D.C.C. wire,

Let Your Battery Save Your Purse: Mica.
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Still, this coil is not as critical as it
may be, provided particular attention
is paid to the coupling.

Before closing this article, it may
be worth while mentioning that the
most suitable aerial for this receiver
was found to be one which did not
exceed 60 feet long, that is, including
the lead end. A short indoor aerial
not exceeding 40 feet long, gave ex-
cellent results at Marrickville, the
Melbourne station, 3L0, entertaining
all present at excellent loud speaker
strength. But my remarks of previous
weeks must still be borne in mind
with regard to interstate stations.
Properly constructed, this receiver is
capable of yielding interstate stations,
provided you are at least 7 miles
away from an A clan broadcasting
station, and perhaps even if you are
closer than this, but so much depends
on the person who is handling the re-
ceiver. It is absolutely essential to
become familiar with any receiver
before the maximum results can be
obtained. It is only natural the more
you use a receiver the better results
you can obtain from it, and always
keep in mind that old adage, that a
circuited A keeps the signals away,
as it is very true indeed of practic-
ally all receivers in every sphere.
Persevere, and you will have results,
and a receiver of this type just
described- will find many people who
will be pleased to own it for quite a
long time to come.

Music in the Air ?
swHAT beautiful music is

coming over the air these
days!" exclaims the non -

technically inclined enthusiast. At
first blush it seems hard to realise
that no music from a broadcasting
studio comes over, through or un-
der the air or ground. The station
sends out a radio wave. When we
speak of music or speech we mean
something audible, and no radio
wave is audible.

What is it all-some catch or
trick? Is the art of equivocation be-
ing practised to beguile the radio
enthusiast who has et made a
deep study of trans, ion and re-
ception? No, indee.,. It's, plain,
certain science, and no fooling.

The work per. med at the
broadcasting stations may be divi-
ded into two parts, one the pickup,
the other the transmission. The
microphone is the first instrument to
consider in regard to the pickup. Into
the microphone the singer delivers
vibrations which constitute music (if
he or she knows how to sing). An
orchestra may be playing, or a pian-
ist, or a talker may be uttering chin
music. The vibrations set up by the
yoke or musical instruments actuate
the carbon in the microphone and
become electrical currents, which
are carried to an amplifying system
which makes them louder. While all
this is going on a system of regenera-
tion or oscillation is independently
creating a radio wave, at the wave
length assigned to the station. Let us
say it is 300 meters, which is the

equal to 1,000,000 cycles per second,
for frequency in cycles is equal to the
speed of light or electricity, 300,000,-
000 meters per second, divided by the
wave length in meters.

voice currents or
music currents are instantaneously
mixed with the radio wave which the
station is sending out. The radio
wave is known as the carrier.

The audible frequencies have a
normal range of from 25 cycles to
10,000 cycles. The phenomenon of
mixing the fluctuating audible fre-
quencies with the steady radio or
inaudible frequency produces a wave
that is constantly changing, but is
changing only slightly, since the
change is equal to the variations in
the original sound. Suppose, there-
fore, that a single 5000 cycle audible
note is being put into the microphone.
Suppose the carrier frequency is
1,000,000 cycles. The result of mix-
ing the two is several frequencies.
principally the frequency represented
by the difference between the two and
the frequency equal to the sum of the
two. Hence the resultant frequency
in one case is 995,000 cycles and in
the other 1,005,000 cycles. The human
ear does not respond to frequencies
much above 10,000.

POCKET WIRELESS: It is repor-
ted that United States police are to
be provided with pocket wireless re-
ceiving sets, complete with valve and
batteries. Portable set manufac-
turers, please note!
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-Your Solodyne Parts
iwai

The World's Finest
Components and
Values Pre-eminent!

Recommended Parts for the
Wonderful 5 Valve Solodyne
Bakelite Panel. 81 s 7 12/3

TRIPLE GANG CONDENSERS
Igranic £5112/6
Utility LS/IS/-
Ormond C31-/-
Clydon Mid -Line Triple
Clydon Mid -Line, 4 Gans E6/1/6

REACTION CONDENSERS.
.00065 Enimeo Simi*line 12/-
.00035 Pilot 14/-
.0003 Ormond Low Loss 11/ -

VERNIER DIALS.
Preferred Bakelite 4/10
Ernowo Metal 6/6
Emmet" Bakelite ..... 7/6
Pilot-lite. Illuminated 10/6

SCREENED COILS
Sovereign, English -make, acr act of

3 64/6
Grodan 67/6
Radiokes 75/ -

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS.
Eureka Concert Grand. per pair 60/ -
Emote°. 3L to 1 and 5 to 1 .. es. 17'6

Emmeo Midget. 3% to 1 and 6 to 1.
each 13/9

Liswn, each 12/6

A MPERITES.
For All Makes of Valves. each . 6/9

VALVE SOCKETS,
English. each
Buffalo U.X.
Frost U.X.
Benjamin, Cushioned. UAL. etch
Benjamin. Cushioned. English

1/-
1/11
an
4/3
4/3

VOLUME CONTROLS
Centrelah Radiolun 10/6
I:moue:dad 7/6
Bradleyohm 13/6
Maclurcan Tone Purifier 21/-

H.F. CHOKES,
B.F. Chokes. Liawn 6/9
H.F. Chokes. Radsokes 3/6

NEUTRODYNE CONDENSERS
Pilot 6/9
Advance 6/6
B.T. Mikro - 6/9

Special !
11 aye ,..pen the ne,, olten Recei%er at Murdoch. -1'

This most remarkable ach meat in Radio is now open for
your inspection at NIurdoc.hs.

Full Particulars Free for the .king.

.30......
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: ...-'...., .......
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....,..,.
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s.., ,...,-*,
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.. ..  ....... ..,...*,.  .....
- ........., - .......s. - ....,

,.... ......,.... :....".....,

lifutcr
Frost

SWITCHES.
2/6
3/_

ACCESSORIES.
Safety Lamp, with base 1/6
.00025 Dubiller Grid Condenser, with

clips 3/-
3 meg. De Jur Grid Leaks. as& 1/4
Terroinal Strip. 12 a 1% x 1-8, drilled.

each 9d.

11 Engraved Terminals, each 4d.

2 mfd. Limon Condensers, each 6/9

For Other Accessories, Write
for Complete Radio List-Post

Free.

POSTAGE PAID on all Radio
Goods, including Batteries up to
5 lbs. in weight, to the nearest
Post Office. Railway Station or
Port. anywhere in Australia.
Over 5 lhs. in weight, half
freight free.

When writing, kindly address your letter to Desk A.2.

mu RD 0 clls SYDNEY
"Specialists in all Radio Equipment."
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ILLUMINATED DIAL, 12/.
No. 1277

RHEOSTAT
906 -6 -ohm
910 -10 -ohm
920 -20 -ohm
930 -30 -ohm

X3/6

SUB -PANEL SOCKET, 1/3
No. 205

NEW
PILOT
PARTS

RESISTOGRAD 8/6

UNITED DISTRIBUTORS

LIMITED

72 CLARENCE STREET
FLOATING SOCKET 3/3 SYDNEY

NEW TYPE KILOGRAD
DIAL, No. 1278. 7/6

MIDGET CONDENSERS
M7 -7 -plate 5/4
M13 -13 -plate 6/6

BAKELITE
SHIELDED 15/9

TRANSFORMER
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Radio Books Reviewed
The Admiralty Handbook
of Wireless Telegraphy.

MESSRS. Turner and Henderson,
Ltd., of 16-18 Hunter -street,
Sydney, have sent along to us a

copy of the Admiralty Handbook of
Wireless Telegraphy. This excellent
publication is issued by the Lord
Commissioners of the Admiralty, Lon-
don, and has been prepared by Cap-
tain W. G. H. Miles, R.M., under the
supervision of the Director of the Sig-
nal Department. It does not appear
as an annual, but is published at
irregular intervals, each new publica-
tibn superseding the previous one.
Primarily intended for the informa-
tion and guidance of officers and men
of his Majesty's Fleet, this handbook
is one which no genuine experimenter
should really be without.

Containing as it does 19 chapters,
crammed full of information, it deals
with every section of wireless and is
written in such a manner that it can
be clearly understood. There are ap-
proximately 370 line drawings, illus-
trated various points referred to in
the book, which is printed on excellent
paper, and well bound in cloth.

Among the subjects dealt with,
there is electricity and magnetism,
the Electron Theory, Ionization, and
so on. There is a long chapter on In-
ductance and Capacity, another one on
alternating currents, still more on
continuous waves, receiving circuits-
in which the subject of selectivity is
discussed at a great length-Ther-
mionic valves and their action, ampli-
fiers, transmitting valves and trans-
mitting circuits, radio telephony, wave
meters and so on.

All the subjects are dealt with in a
most comprehensive manner, and in
addition there are many tables of
which the average enthusiasts will
find an every -day use. The person
who wishes to make a study of this
vast subject of wireless cannot do
better than obtain a copy of this ex-
cellent publication, which is the finest
of its type that has come into our
hands. If the reader is intending to
become a transmitter, then there is
more than ample material in this
handbook to give him a vast know-
ledge for the A.O.P. examination.
From Messrs. Turner and Henderson,
Ltd., we understand that the price is
7/6, and excellent value is given.

The Thermionic Galve.

By Fred Goddard.

We have just received this excel-
lent little publication for review. The
author is a man who is fully conver-
sant with this subject, and he deals
with it from a very simple point of
view. The book is free from involved
technicalities and is copiously illus-
trated, a large number of circuit dia-
grams, ranging from single valves to
super -heterodynes, being includes,
with constructive details.

The construction, action and control
of valves is dealt with at length; the
first chapter, in fact, deals with what
a valve is, and is treated in such a
manner that even the veriest school-
boys reading this first chapter only
would quickly get splendid working
knowledge of valves. The other chap-
ters in the book are written in an ex-
actly similar strain, the whole from
cover to cover being so simply ex-
plained, that it is a book for every
wireless enthusiast, irrespective of
just how little or how much he knows.
One very interesting part is really
worth the price of the book in itself
and this portion deals with how to
lead a valve curve. This usually in-
volved subject is so simply explained
and illustrated that it is only a matter
of five or six minutes' reading to
grasp the essentials. Considering the
great number of valves there are in
use to -day, it is unquestionably a fact
that the general standard of recep-
tion would be much higher than it is,
if operators knew more of their
valves, and the author of this book
has succeeded in dealing with this
subject in such a manner that he will
appeal to everyone who owns a valve
receiver. Further than this, there is
furnished a fund of information
hitherto available only to advance
wireless experimenters.

Our copy has been received direct
from the publishers, Messrs. Mills and
Boon, Ltd., 49 Rupert -street, London.
We understand that the price will be
round about 3/6.

AN OSCILLATING WAVE -METER.
Irate Father: "So, coming to listen

to the new radio was only a blind.
Here I find my daughter in your arms
with her head on your shoulder."

Confused Suitor: "Er-no, sir. You
see I was simply getting her wave-
length," and he fondly .aresscd her
new permanent wave.

The Four Electrode Valve.

By Fred. Goddard.

This is another splendidly written
book, by the same author as the one
referred to above. These little known
Four Electrode Valves are dealt with
in a manner not before seen anywhere.
The innate possibilities of the wireless
valve which has four electrodes, in-
stead of the three incorporated in the
ordinary type, are intriguing the minds
of wireless experimenters and construc-
tors more than ever. The remarkable
efficiency of this valve, its capacity for
liberal amplification effects with very
low high-tension voltage, and its
adaptability to circuits inimical to its
predecessor, are features combining to
make it' unique for wireless reception
purposes.

This book, written by Mr. Fred.
Goddard-a British engineer, who has
had a long and intimate experience of
all types of valves-is the first dealing
exclusively with the four electrode
valves, and those who desire to know
more of these valves and how to get
the best out of them, will find the
facts set out in non -technical language
of inestimable value.

The volume contains, with explana-
tory notes, over fifty circuits' dia-
grams, ranging from single to three -
valve circuits, including a number of
circuits dispensing with a separate
high-tension battery.

Like "The Thermionic Valve," this
excellent publication is printed on
very good paper, and is cloth bound.
There are over 64 diagrams, and
circuits, from the simplest to the more
complicated. Almost every known re-
ceiver has been discussed and de-
scribed with relation to the four elect-
rode valve, all circuits are particularly
well drawn, and the most minute de-
tail is entered into.

Certainly, this is the best book of its
class which has so far been published,
and great credit is due to Mr.
Goddard, for dealing with it in such
a comprehensive manner as he has
done in this book. Messrs. Mills and
Boon, Ltd., of London, forwarded us
our copy, which will sell at a similar
price to "The Thermionic Valve."

There is no "just -as -good" as Burgess.
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cA Merry Xmas

Radiola
The Ideal Xmas Wt

There's an

qWP

Radiola
to
suit

every
purse

Radiola, Model 4c £31 5 0
Radiola, Standard 6 £45 0 0
Radiola, Senior 6 £65 0 0
Radiola, Super 6 £75 0 0
Radiola, Super 8 £115 0 0

Order NOW
through your nearest

Authorised Radiola Dealer
or direct from

Amalgamated Wi r el e s s
LA <I rinu/u s

" Wireless House "

47 YORK STREET :: SYDNEY

Payments may he spread
over twelve months.

Illustrated Booklet gladly mailed on request.
mignimm
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The COLE Five Valve Receiver
1111111111111fill
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NOW that the summer months are
creeping on us, it becomes more
difficult each night to receive

inter -State stations on the average
3 valve receiver, at a satisfactory
volume. Old Father Static who sleeps
most of the winter months, has
ceased to rest, and his activities are
now being felt and will be felt more
so as the hot weather approaches.
Of course, it must be understoo2
that irrespective of what receiver
may be used during this period,
static will be, like the poor, always
with us. Some slights are better for
reception than other nights, in fact,
even during the hottest nights it is
quite possible to receive inter -State
stations reasonably well.

It is asking quite a lot from the
average receiver to expect consistent
loud speaker ninths on these inter-
state stations, during Summer, so
in order to make a certainty of that
which is doubtful, it is a good scheme
to have a certain amount of reserve
energy to play with.

To arrive at this, more valves are
necessary, in order that the ampli-
fication may be built up. to sufficient
strength to operate a loud speaker.
It is common knowledge that more
than two stages of audio frequency
amplification of transformer coupled
type, is impracticable, therefore, we
have no choice but to make use of
some form of radio frequency ampli-
fication, which builds up the weak
incoming energy before it is applied
to the detector valve, where it is
rectified.

An Efficient Receiver.
A neutrodyne receiver is known the

world over to be one which lives un
to its name of being a most efficient

111111111111IIIII11111111111111111111j

all round receiver. A neutrodyne
employs two stages of transformer
coupled radio frequency, the trans -

PARTS FOR THE COLE
FIVE.

Although the parts listed below and
men tiosttd throughout the art ides were
those actually used by us in the 'refire,.
described, it must be wonted out that
it y not absolutely essential that they
be rigidly adhered to.
Other partsof sunder anal ity and
technical values should function quite
satisfactorily.

1 Dilecto or hard rubber panel,
14 x 7 x 3-16.

3 Advance Centralign con-
densers, .0005 mfd.

1 Ebonite bush with t inch
hole, and two set screws.

1 Electrad 400 ohms. potentio-
meter.

1 Electrad 6 ohms. rheostat.
1 S.C. Jack.
1 Battery Switch.
1 Kit of Radiokes Circloid

Coils.
5 Valve sockets.
1 Advarce midget condenser.
1 .00025 Wetless condenser (in

aerial lead).
1 .00025 Wetless condenser,

with clips.
1 2 Meg. grid leak.
1 Viking transformer, 5 to 1

(1st stage).
/ Viking transformer. 35 to 1

(2nd stage).
9 Terminal:.
1 Terminal board.
1 Pilot Kilograd
1 Baseboard, 13 x 14 x 3 inch.

Spaghetti, busbars, screws,
etc.

former being the usual type asso-
ciated with neutrodynes, that of the
solonoid coils mounted at a given
angle and spaced from 5 to 7 inches
apart. It is admitted accordingly.
that a considerable length of panel
is required to allow this receiver to
function at its maximum efficiency.
Incidentally, too, three condenser
controls are required, which, although
quite simple to handle, cannot be
compared with the more popular form
of one oontrol receiver, of more
modern times.

One method of gaining the one
control feature is by means of gaug-
ing the variable condensers, which
are required for tuning purposes.
When these condensers are spaced
along the panel, some form of belt
or chain drive mast be resorted to,
and as it is beyond the scope of the
average home construcror to devise
such a means, then we must, per-
force, seek some other system. This
brings us back to that popular
method associated with the Solodyne,
that of ganging the condensers one
behind the other, on a long spindle.
Mth the neutrodyne when this is
done, we meet with the difficulty of
long leads to the grids of the valves,
and as these tom; leads spell lack of
efficiency you must think of some
other type of coil which need not be
spaced so far apart as the neutro-
formers, but which can be fixed rela-
tively close to one another and yet
which must not give rise to inter-
action between these coils.

Circloid Coils.
The writer has over and over again,

come in contact with neutrodyne re-
ceivers which have not lived up to

You can Recharge a Philco for a few pence.
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the good name earned by such an
excellent receiver. Invariably, the
trouble has been traced to badly
spaced neutroformers, and incorrect
neutralisation. Theae unfortunate
sot of circ smstances have given rise
to many complaints which could
have bcen avoided if the constructor
built his receiver according to the
specifications laid down by the writer
of the constructional article. These
troubles enn be overcome by making
use of some form of coil whore the
magnetic field is confined within a
small area. Screening or shielding
is a means to an end, such as was
demonstrated in the Solodyne pre-
viously referred lo, but there is
another type of col: which seemingly
has been overlooked of recent months%
which can. effectively give excellent
results in a very small space without
the attendant troubles of magnetic
coupling This coil is known as
Rediokes Circloid coil, and while not
quite new in principle, in practice
when built into a receiver, gives most
phenomenal results.

Phenomenal is just the word to
&scribe the results heard on the
Cole Five. That the Circloid coils
assist greatly in ,.endering these re-
sults possible, her is no doubt, as
they are a snlendidly constructed
coil, designed locally to give ex-
tremely good ressi,a, and that they
succeed in doing .o. cannot be denied.
The space occupied by the Cole Five
is very small indeed, in- fact, the
whole receiver is so cympact that it
must make its appeal to most readers
desirous of a suner-exccllent five
valve receiver.

Compactness.
The whole receiver is very com-

pact, the size of the front panel
exactly 14 inches tong by 7 inches
h'gh, and the depth of the base-
board, which contains most of the
components. is 14 inches. Within'
this small space is conVelned all the
ann,natus necessary for this wonder-
ful Cole receiver. The variable con=
teasers numbering three, are ganged
by means of one common spindle
right through the three separate con-
densers. When it is said one com
mon spindle roes rirbt through the
three condemners, this statement is
lot virtually correct, as the variable

WIRELESS WEEKLY
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condenser governing the detector
circuit is electrically separated from
the other two condensers. It is
known that for best results, the grid
returns of the radio frequency valve
circuit. are connected to the A bat-
tery netrative, while the grid return
of the detector valve should be joined
to the A battery positive.

Ganged Condensers.
If all the moving plates of the

variable condensers -and usually the
moving plates complete the return
circuit-are ccvineaed to one long
brass spindle, then it is necessary
to make some alteration in the grid
return or perhaps it should be said,
the grid feed of the detector valve,
so that prcper control of this de-
tector valve is am:anted. In this re-
ceiver there has been a departure
from the ordinary. The two radio
frequency valves have their grid re-
turns arranged in such a way that
they may be placed at either positive
or negative potential according to the
whim of the owner. This is effected
by means of joining the common
grid returns to the centre arm of
a potentiometer, the outsi le terminals
of which are connected across the A
battery, thus allowing the variation
previously specified. Th.s feature is
one well worthy ce incorporation in

 this receiver.

Instead of using one long brass
spindle, right through the three Ad-
vance condensers, just suffic:ent brass
spindle is used to allow it to pro-
trude between the two radio fro
quency condenser controls, and that
condenser which tunes the detector
valve circuit makes use of a small
portion of lilt Dilecte. rod, which is
an excellent insulating material, yet
has sufficient tensile strength to allow
this portion of the gang condenser
to be turned in harmony with the
other two portions. Thus Is it pos-
sible for the grid return on the de-
tector valve to be taken to the A
positive.

Advance Centralign condensers
have been chosen for this particulat
circuit, because they lend themselves
very nicely to ganging. but at Oa
same time it is quite possible that
they may vary somewhat slightly in
their capacities for the different
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wavelengths to which they will tune
with any given coils. To overcome
any possibility of trouble in this
direction, there has been connected
in parallel with one section of this
ganged condenser, an Advance mid-
get condenser to act as a balancing
arrangement. Some people may find
it necessary to place one of these
midget condensers across two of the
three sections, in order to get the
correct balance, but this will depend
on actual results.

All the valve filaments are con-
trolled with one 6 ohms. rheostat,
which under actual conditions of re-
ception has proved quite satisfactory,
but were the write' to build this
receiver to -day, he would use an
Amperite for every valve. It may
seem strange that the previous state-
ment has been included in this
article. but it is a fact, neverthe-
less, because this particular
Five has been in existenae, and ren-
dering yeoman service for a period
extending over 8 months.

During this period of time, it may
be interesting to annote that not only
have all the Australian Broadcast
stations been received on the Cole
Five, but also the two New Zealand
stations. And when one comes to
consider that actually only one con-
trol is essential, this sneaks volumes
for the performance of this receiver.

Construction.
The construction does not call for

any great engineering skill in any
way, as there are no coils to wind,
the first act in construction is in
marking out and drilling the panel.
The panel drilling diagram shows the
measurements and the spacing of the
different parts. Lay the panel on a
flat surface, mark out the positions
with the centrepunch, then drill the
necessary holes. With the Advance
condenser, countersinking must be
resorted to. for the fixing screws of
the Advance condenser. A larger
size drill than is usual may be used
for this purpose, but be certain you
don't drill too deeply, or right
through the panel, as this will create
an awkward situation. Make provi-
sion for three screws with which to
fix the panel to the baseboard. Leave
the panel on one side, then attend to
the ganging of the condensers.
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A length of a tin. diameter round
brass rod, five and five -eighth inches
in length, is required for the two
radio frequency portion of the
ganged condenser. It is necessary to
remove the existing spindles, al-
though if preferred, existing spindle
of the 2nd condenser may be forced
into the back of the 1st condenser,
that. is the condenser nearest the
panel, and with the moving plates of
both condensers "all in" fix the set
screw of the 1st condenser, so that it
grips the spindle of the 2nd con-
denser. Now obtain an insulating
bush of material, such as ebonite or
Bakelite, and a length of Dilecto rod
2i inches long, by quarter inch in
diameter, and another short length
of this rod one inch long, of the
same diameter. Undo the back set
screw, governing the moving plates
of the second condenser, clamp the
one inch length of rod into the back
of this condenser, leaving approxi-
mately' three -eighths of an inch pro-
truding out the back. To this protrud-
ing portion grip one set, screw of the
ebonite bush. Now into the last con-
denser, that is, the third one from
the panel, push the longer length of
Dilecto rod right through from the
back, allowing about half an inch to
protrude beyond the front, and grip
this protruding half inch with the
other set screw of the Ebonite bush.
The two set screws on the back con-
denser, should now be secured ti;7htly,
but make certain in doing so, that
the moving plates of all three con-
densers are all in.

It may be advisable to mount these
three .rondensers on a small sub panel
about eight inches long, by three
inches wide, then fix to the panel. A
small pillar approximately one and
one quarter inches long, fixed at the
back of this small sub par.el will per-
mit the ganged condenser to remain
perfectly steady, and leep it off the
baseboard, at a height commendable
with a distance, the condenser is
mounted on the panel.
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Now mount this condenser on to
the panel, also the potentiometer, the
rheostat, the jack, and the battery
switch. Place the panel into position
against the baseboard, and screw the
panel to the baseboard. Now, in ac-
cordance with the plan view, lay out
the rest of the baseboard components.
It will be seen that one radio fre-
quency valve socket is mounted on one
side of this condenser and the other
on the opposite side, then on this op-
posite side, right at the back of base-
board, fix the detector valve socket.
Running right along the back of this
baseboard, close to the term:nal board,
are the two audio transformers, and
the two audio valve sockets. Looking
from the back of the set on the left
hand side near the rheostat is fixed
the first radio frequency Circloid coil,
close to the first radio frequency
valve socket, alongside of which is
the midget balancing condenser. Or,
the opposite side of the condenser
and near to the potentiometer, is
found a position for the second radio
frequency Circloid coil, at the hack
of which is a second radio frequency
valve socket, to the left of which,

close to the variable condenser, is
fixed the detector tuning Or:lei^ The
rest of the layout is very apparent.

When the terminal board has been
screwed into position the wiring may
be commenced. To be quite frank, the
system of wiring used in this receiver
is the straight spaghetti covered soft,
wiring with point to point connec-
tions. No neutralising condensers aro
necessary, as Circloid coils ...dclom
need to be neutralised. Even if they
were, the use of the potentiometer in
this circuit dispenses with this neces-
sity. The back of panel wiring
gram is sufficiently clear fur the aver-
age person to follow out the wiring.
Begin with linking up the filament
terminals of the different valve soc-
kets, then come back to the audio
stages, wiring these up completely.
There is not one point in the wirin3
difficult of access in this set in spite
of its compactness. Bear in mind that
it is always advisable to mount the
grid condenser and grid leak dire.:tly
on to the G terminal of the detector
valve socket.

Valves.
As it is the usual practice with all

W.W. receivers the actual valves used
in the set being described are always
mentioned. To be quite frank shoat
this matter the writer has no hesita-
tion in stating that almost any good
valves will give excellent results, and
t tually have given excellent results.
When the Radiokca valves were put
on this market the writer happened to
get a few and found them to be really
worth the extra outlay-particularly
the UX200A Radiokes special det:e-
tor. When this valve was placed in
the detector socket a distinct in-
crease in volume was noticed, not
only on the lccal stations, but also on
the interstate stations. everyone
without exception. This is a candid
admission which may be of profit to
many readers who are seeking an ex.
cellent detector yak e.

Why Blame Static? Buy Q. Philcol
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Battery Voltages.
The A battery voltage depends on

the particular valves chosen. For the
Radiokes, Radiotron, 201A type, many
Philips, Cosser, and Mullard valves
lib: volt will be found quite satisfac-

11111117

tory, although for the latter, it might
even be said all types, there is a
four volt variety to be chosen. Regu-
late your accumulator to supply to
the filament of all valves, the correct
A battery voltage.

The B battery voltages depend very
greatly on the valves to be used. For
the average valve the detector volt-
age fixed at from 22i to 45 volts will
be found to give very satisfactory re-
sults and with 90 volts on both audio
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l'hilco Batteries Save Pounds in a Year.
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and radio stages, a wonderful per-
formance should be had from the
Cole Five. The grid bins battery of
41 volts will be found quite suited to
a 90 volt audio B battery with a
201A type of valve, although with any
other type up to 9 volts C battery will
be necessary. It is always advisable
to adjust both the B and C batteries
to suit the particular valves and the
actual receiver in which they are in-
stalled. Don't be afraid to vary the
voltages, even to what may seem to
be ridiculous, provided you are get-
ting good results.

Testing.
For a trial connect up all the bat-

teries as specified, plug in the loud
speaker, and hook on the aerial and
earth. The aerial need not exceed 60
feet in length, and the earth may be
the. usual water pipe or buried sheet
iron or kerosene tin, as the case may
be. Press the battery switch to the
on position and turn the rheostat the
whole way around. Set the potentio-
meter on midway between the two
terminals, and tune with the vernier
dial governing the ganged condenser.
The local station be heard at one
setting at a wonderful volume.

Turn the rheostat back until the
local station can just be heard in the
speaker. Now, balance up the three
gang condenser. Turn to the one
midget and adjust this slightly, which
most probably will bring in the local
station a little more loudly. Bring it
up to its loudest pitch with this con-
denser. Turn up the rheostat, then
adjust the potentiometer until the
loudest and clearest point is found.
Now turn back the rheostat back
again to the same position as it was
when balancing and note if any in-
crease in volume is present. Then
turn your rheostat up again to its
full, and seek the interstate station.
Go for 3L0, Melbourne, which will
be found very close to 2BL, Sydney.
Work the potentiometer into such a
position that the carrier wave of 8L0
can be heard. Now carefully tune
with the gang condenser and adjust
the potentiometer until the carrier
wave disappears, leaving only the
modulated output of Melbourne sta-
tion.

Perhaps the volume may not be
what you expect. If such is the case,
then loosen the set screws governing
the moving plates of that section of
the variable condenser which has no
vernier to balance it. Very carefully
and very slowly, a fraction at a time,
turn the vernier dial till the loudest
point of reception from Melbourne is
available. It may be necessary to
turn either one way or the other.
Prove this for yourself. When this
point is reached, adjust the set screws
of the loosened condenser spindle, use

your potentiometer to advantage,
then seek Brisbane. 4QG will be
found easily, so will 5CL. Farmers
will be very much present., when
you reach their setting. A little
further on the scale --".AR will present
themselves, perhaps not so loudly as
the other stations, but still at suffici-
ent volume to be 'ward comfortably
on the speaker. The Hoba:t station
7ZL may be found a bit difficult, for
the writer has experienced a distinct
variation in the recepticri of this
station almost every night in the
week. That is by the way, of course.

If any difficulty is met with, in
bringing interstate stations up to the
maximum pitch, the addition of an-
other balancing condenser across that
portion not already balanced, with a
midget, will clear up this trouble in
no time. Room for this additional
midget will be found on the base-

board, and like its neighbor one set
will always be found best in that
given position. Trial and practice
only proves this.

The Cole Five, as has been pre-
viously mentioned, is one which has
been in existence, and found a tried
and trued receiver, for over eight
months. What it has done for the
writer it can do for you, but a last
word to the reader and to the per-
spective constructor governing the
use of good parts will not be out of
place. Itemised elsewhere in this
article is a lis: of parts giving the
brands of matnials actually used in
the receiver ;ust described. These
parts have given satisfaction in this
particular receiver and will no doubt
give the constructor similar satisfac-
tion. Even although it is found in-
advisable to stick to the letter, at the
same time, it. is absolutely essential
to stick to the values.

My Attempt at Broadcasting
By "CIEL"

SAT down with a yawn in one of
the deep and comfortable arm-
chairs which are so attractively

placed in 5CL's Artists' waiting room
and tried not to feel nervous. In a
short. time I wies to broadcast a few
short fairy stories to the children,
and as it was my first attempt, I
really did feel a little nervous.

I began to look through the small
bunch of notes I had with me (strange
how one forgets even the details of
children's stories), and concentrate on
the task in front of me, when a small
bead peeped round the doorway.

The head was followed by a small
body and a tiny voice squeaked out
"Good evening, pleased to see you
here, no doubt you expected to see
me. Probably you'll be mentioning
me through the microphone later on,
My name is 'Tom Thumb.'"

The young fellow continued talking
volubly, but for some time I could not
follow what he was saying. If the
truth be told, I was a little dazed, 'I
did not expect anything like this.

Finally. "Tom Thumb" invited me
into the Studio and introduced me to
others whom he mentioned as his
friends.

I met "Old King Cole," who re-
gretted the inability of his fiddlers to
play suitable music for the occasion
owing to the absence of fiddle strings
(due, no doubt, to their high cost),

Little Bo Peep anxiously questioned
me regarding the sheep sales, and
"Tommy Tucker" (who sang for his
supper) sat gloomily in a corner look-
ing sadly on a notice upon which the
word "Silence" was printed in large

I

America's Submarines all use Burgess.

letters. In another corner a "Fairy
Queen" sat on a cane chair carefully
polishing a glowing star on the end
of a sparkling wand, and talked softly
to a toothless witch who was picking
dead leaves away from her broom-
stick. Then up came Prince Charm-
ing, introduced himself and showed me
a huge picture book in which Robin
Hood and hiss merry men played hide-
and-seek with. Four Jolly Robbers
around a lattice -work radio mast.

When they got too rough in their
game, Prince Charming closed the
book with a snap, and before I had
a chance to thank him for his kind-
ness, Peter Pan was getting a fit of
sulks with, Alice in Wonderland
because she would insist on holding
my hand. She Introduced Me to the)
Duchess, who was beginning to com-
plain about the weather when the
Mad Flatter came along.

lie was too late, however, Cinder-
ella grabbed hold of me and said.
"Come on," run quickly, I must hurry
before the clock strikes twelve, run,
quickly, run-

I began to run, faster and faster,
and woke with a start to find Uncle
Radio shaking my shoulier, 'Come
on," he said, "you can go on the air
now." He turned and I bolted.

To my mind, 5CL's studio is
haunted.

* * * * * *
There once was a young man of Kew,
Whose aerial got somehow askew.

He climbed up the mast
To make the end fast,

And that is the last that he knew!
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Adventure'
Thrilling Stories

of World Exploits
Thirteen world -thrilling adventures
are graphically described in a
finely illustrated booklet (No. 100)
which may be obtained without
charge from New System Tele-
phones Pty., Ltd., 280 Castlereagh
Street. Sydney The following is
Captain Frank Hurley's Preface:

Australia was born too late to
found fin Empire, but there is no
race on earth which is so boyishly
eager to throw itself into the front
trenches, to penetrate New Guinea
jungles, tramp over Antarctic ice,
or take wing across the world.

In France and Flanders and
Palestine, I saw college boys stride
forward, with a gallantry grander
than life, into the last Great Ad-
venture. I count it my highest
honor to have been comrade of
those Australians who arc now citi-
zens of an unknown nation!

My own New Guinea adventures
have beOn described in books and
shown on films, but I must add
here my warmest tribute to the
superb Burgess Radio Batteries,
which kept us continually in touch
with civilisation. I carried an 8
valve super het. set, the power
being supplied by these batteries.

Sprayed with salt water, borne
by native carriers through forests
and. over swamps, exposed to burr-
ing sun, tropical storm and hot
damp air, the Burgess Batteries
functioned magnificently.

Following these three months of
the fiercest imaginable tests, the
Batteries returned with me to Aus-
tralia and were used in my home
for another five months.

If the call of the blood sends me
out on some new quest, whether
it be to achieve or to become com-
rade again of the college lads, you
will know of it through the good
old Burgess.

Steel and Qolcksilver. Vision and Eternal
youth are combined in Captain Holley.
gallant soldier. explorer. photographer.
rtist and film director!
No living Anstralian bas bad such an
amazing career, nor so many hair -breadth
escapes.
lie haa probed the heart of unknown Aus-
tralia, three time explored the Antarctic.
served as the official photographer in the
advanced lines on three fronts in the Great
War. and twice plunged into maestro New
Guinea.

LI. man is more beloved, none more
respecteir

esnameserewnewwwame

Read what Mr. Maclurcan
says about the

"D. J. SUPER -SIX"
Messrs. David Jones Ltd.,
Radio Department,
22 York Street, SYDNEY.

Dear S,irs,

I have carried out some
tests with your Six -valve
"King" Neutrodyne wireless set
with very good results.

The volume obtained from
Interstate stations was all
that could be desired and was
equal to that obtained with
any set that I have so far
tested. The tone quality was
very pleasing, and the single
dial tuning made the set
delightfully easy to handle.

Only a short aerial was
used during the test -15 feet
high and 60 feet long.

I am,

Yours faithfully,

A.M.I.R.E.

The " D.J. Super -Six " is supplied complete with the highest
grade accessories-speaker, valves, aerial equip- C45
ment-everything ready to instal. Cash Price ..

Or you may take delivery on payment of £41101- deposit
-the balance to be paid in 52 weekly instalments of 57/3.

DAVID JONES'
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THE WEAGANT THREE
ONCE again a three valve receiver

is to be described. There are
many possibilities with the aver-

age three valve receiver, and while
it must be admitted that such a re-
ceiver is essentially good for local
receptioh of stations at reasonably
good loud speaker strength, it is yet
even possible that inter -State stations
may be heard at even weak loud
speaker -strength. It is not inferred
of course, that every three valve re-
ceiver is capable of yielding loud
speaker results on the inter -State
stations. This may be possible per-
haps during the winter season, and
while not impossible in the summer
months, is perhaps improbable. This
state of affairs is brought about by
atmospheric conditions. It is gener-
ally an accepted theory that inter -
State reception is more difficult dur-
ing the summer months, than is the
case in the winter months. For many
reasons winter time reception of in-
ter -State stations is much simpler
than summer time reception from the
same stations.

Weather conditions play a most im-
portant part in this matter. During
summer one cannot overlook the fact
that inter -State stations may be re-
ceived subject to attendant static,
and while this static plays a most
important part in preventing satis-
factory inter -State reception on the
loud speaker, it is even possible that
earphone reception may be had from
inter -State stations with a properly
designed three valve receiver. It must
be admitted, of course, that while
winter is the ruling season, the self-
same three valve receiver about to be
described can and actually will de-
liver a reasonably good volume from
the inter -State stations. This coun-
try is not in any way different from

any other country on the face of the
earth as far as the long distance re-
ception is concerned in summer time.
In every country in the world it has
been noted that reception during hot
weather is not nearly so good as is
obtained during the colder seasons of
the year, and bearing this fact very
much in mind, this week's receiver is

LIST OF PARTS FOR
WEAGANT THREE.

Although the parts :feted beton, and
mentioned throughout the Gravies seers
!heels actuatly used by win the receiver
described. it meet be pointed oat that
a as not absolutely eeeertial that they
be rigidly adhered to.
Other parts of a:m.7er quality and
technical valises shoe -d function quits
sattafaotarily.

1 Dilecto or Hard Rubber
Panel, 18 x 7 x 3-16.

1 Aladdin 3 Coil Tuner.
1 6 ohms. Rheostat.
2 Pilot Art -craft Dials.
1 Emmco Battery Switch.
1 S.C. Jack.
1 Emmco Stratelyne Condenser,

.00035 mfd.
1 Emmco Stratelyne Condenser,

.00025 mfd.
3 Valve Sockets.
1 Radiokes R.F. Choke.
1 Wetless .00025 Grid Conden-

ser, with Clips.
2 A.W.A. Superaudio Trans-

formers.
I Terminal Strip.
9 Terminals.

Sundries, Busbar, Screws, etc.

introduced to you as being typical of
all receivers in their results during
the summer period.

CHOICE OF CIRCUIT.

Ask any old established wireless
enthusiast and he will tell you that
the well-known standard P1. receiver
is perhaps the most sensitive of all
receivers in which the detector valve
is the first valve, that is the detector
valve. The same person will also tell
you that the only draw -back to the
P1 receiver lies in the fact that it is
subject to very broad tuning, that is
to say, all the local stations may be
heard at excellent strength, but un-
fortunately, the inter -State stations,
so much sought after are inclined to
be mixed up with the local stations,
and often with other stations.

This points out an important factor
which must not be overlooked that the
old PI or single circuit regenerative
receiver is extremely sensitive, and
as such, it is necessary to go a long
way to beat it. The one drawback,
and it is a big one; lies in the fact
that while being extremely sensitive,
the PI is not at all selective. This
brings us to the most important fac-
tor, that of selectivity.

Selectivity.

Selectivity cannot be overlooked
with any receiver. It often happens
-and this is true-that a receiver
may be extremely sensitive yet not
selective, and the contrary is true
that a receiver may be selective yet
may be far from being sensitive. The
idea always is to use some sort of
receiver wherein the sensitivity and
the selectivity is more or less
balanced. It must be admitted that
it is difficult to arrive at such a re -

There's the right Burgess for every Set.
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eeiver, as it invariably happens that
to gain both sensitivity and selecti-
vity, it becomes essential to lose one
or the other to a certain degree.

A variation from the PI receiver
is the standard three coil regenera-
tive receiver, which may or may not
make use of an aerial circuit tuning
condenser. Experience telis us that
the aerial tuning condenser may be
omitted without any undue loss of
sensitivity while at the same time it
retains the properties of selectivity.
This standard old reliable receiver has
its drawbacks, inasmuch as it depends
very greatly on the reaction system
to make it both sensitive and selec-
tive. To overcome this requires a
certain amount of thought.

Reaction.
It has been said over and over

again, and in saying so, it has been
partly true, that the accepted form
of Reinartz reaction is ope well worth
while. This is certainly true, but the
fly in the ointment lies in the reaction
control. It must be admitted that
irrespective of what type of Reinartz
reaction control is used a certain
variation in the wavelength of any
given station has to be met with
when reaction is applied in order to
increase the volume from that station.
The circuit. employed in this receiver,
is not quite new, in fact, is quite old,
and is known as the Weagant sys-
tem, the main advantage of which
lies in the fact that reaction control
does not in any degree interfere with
the wavelength to which a receiver is
tuned.

This particular circuit is one that
has been tried and proved to be
worth while for almost three years.
Therefore, the writer has no hesita-
tion in recommending it to even the
veriest beginner. It is an accepted
practice that this circuit is of ex-
treme interest, on the short -waves
ranging between 15 and 135 metres,
so that it necessarily follows that
if this receiver is capable of excel-
lent reception on the ultra short wave
band, it must be worth while using
on the broadcast band.

That this is so is proved by actual
results. The reaction system is
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slightly different to that of the Rein-
artz on even the Hartley type. Look
at the circuit diagram and prove this
for yourself. The outstanding fea-
ture of this receiver even in the
broadcast wave -band, is that after a
given station has been received, no
matter what amount of reaction is
fed back to the grid of the first
valve, the wavelength of the station
being received is not interfered with
in any way.

This is a most important factor,
particularly during the summer
months, where it is very difficult to
receive consistently inter -State sta-
tions on any three valve receiver.
'The Weagant in one receiver which
will vo a long way to making possible
the reception of inter -State stations
during summer tine, although it is
not put forward as being a receiver
which is certain to produce these re-
sults at any time or even at all times.

Layout.
It often happens that to achieve

these results it is necessary to resort
to a most peculiar layout. In this
instance, this is not quite true, as
the layout is quite orthodox, and is
really speaking, exceedingly neat. The
front panel illustration proves this
to be the case. There can be seen
the two Pilot Art Dials, which are
used as a vernier contxol on each of
the two variable condensers. On the
left hand side of one of the dials is
found the knob, which controls the
reaction coil of the Aladdin Tuner.
This Aladdin Tuner is a very worthy
component, it lends itself to many dif-
ferent circuits, and incidentally, too,
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makes this wonderful receiver pos-
sible. It is a very well designed
article, taking *op very little space, but
its functioning qualities are of a very
high order.

To the right of the second dial is
seen the knob for the 6 ohms rheo-
stat, which controls all the filaments
of all the valves. While 6 ohms re-
sistance is specified, if the construc-
tor prefers to use such valves, as
make use of .06 or .1 of an amp. each
in the filament consumptions, then a
30 ohms. rheostat will serve the pur-
pose admirably.

A circuit diagram points out that
the well-known system of trans-
former coupled audio frequency has
been found successful in this receiver.
The writer makes no bones of the
fact, that excellent tone has been pro-
duced and wonderful volume has been
made possible, with this system of
audio frequency, and recognises, of
course, that there are many readers
and prospective constructors who pre-
fer to make use of some other sys-
tem of audio frequency amplificatioa
-to these people it will be left to
choose their own particular system.
Suffice it to say that the scheme used
here with the detector valve is quite
novel, and is not affected by any
system of audio frequency amplifica-
tion which may be employed.

Construction.

The construction of the receiver,
presents very little difficulty. The
front panel view shows just how this
set should look after it has been com-
pleted. It, of course, has to be rea-
lised that there is a certain amount
of work necessary before this effect
can be produced. Firstly, the panel
must be drilled to accept the various
components. The panel drilling dia-
gram gives an indication of just the
distances recommended on the panel
to accept the various components. Lay
the panel on a fiat surface, and with
a centre punch, or even a nail, for
that matter, mark out the panel. Some
people prefer to draw a full size
template of the panel with the correct
measurements as shown in the dia-
gram. The absolute beginner can
hardly do better than to accept this

Let Your Battery Save Your Purse: Mika
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scheme, and having successfully
drawn out this template, lay it on
top of the panel, and, keeping it
securely in position, use a centre-
! unch, and mark out the respective
positions of the various components.
It must be accepted, of course, that
in our drawing there is no provision
male for the fixing screws of the
variable condensers. nor the cat -
screws for the vernier dials. These
positions must he determined by the
constructor himself. as are the pow  -
lions for the screw holes required
through which the panel is attaches.
to the baseboard. Now drill the pane.
hearing in mind, of course, that a high
speed and a light pressure accom-
plishes Innen.

Next, mount these panel parts
noting carefully that you have the
different size condensers in the cor-
rect place. It sometimes happens that
a certain jack to be used requires a
fairly large hole. Possibly, too, the
constructor has not the correct size
drill or a drill big enough for the
purpose. If such should be the case,
then use a rat tail file and enlarge
the hole. Sometimes the use of a
three -cornered file as a reamer will
settle a difficuity of this kind.

Prepare the baseboard by trimming
the edges. and give it a coat of shellac.
When thoroughly dry place the parts
on the baseboard and screw each of
them in position as shown on the
plan view. Mount the Wetless grid
condenser directly on to the G ter-
minal of the detector valve socket
and bring the other end of the con -
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denser back in such a way that it is
close to the G tag of the Aladdin
tuner. The baseboard, of course,
should be screwed to the panel.

Wiring.
Now commence the wiring. Begin

by linking up one F terminal of each
valve socket, then continue this lead
to one side of the switch to the other
side of which take straight through
E, A positive and B negative on the
terminal board. The nearest point
to the moving plates of both variable
condensers continue this connection.
Note that this A positive wire runs
from R2 and F of the Aladdin Tuner
as well, then make connection with
the moving plates of both variable
condensers to the earth terminal, the

A positive terminal, and the B nega-
tive terminal with the switch break-
ing in between. Now link together
the remaining F terminals of each
valve socket, take a connection to one
side of the rheostat, joining the other
side to the A negative and C positive
terminal. Now connect aerial ter-
minal to RI on the Aladdin Tuner.
The fixed plates of the 00033 variable
condenser join to G of the Aladdin
Tuner, and to one side of the grid
condenser and grid leak is connected
directly to the G terminal of the de-
tector valve socket. Now connect P
of the detector valve socket to A of
the Aladdin Tuner, joining E of this
tuner to the fixed plates of the 00025
variable condenser, and also to one

 00025
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side of the Radiokes choke. Join the
other side of this choke to P of the
first audio transformer. Join G of
this transformer to G of the middle
valve socket. Join G of the second
transformer T2 to G of the last valve
socket. Connect together the F ter-
minab of both audio transformers
and continue this lead to the C
negative. Join P of the middle valve
socket to P of T2. Now from the B
positive 90 volt terminal on the ter-
minal board, run a busbar to B on T2
and continue this right to one side of
the jack. Join the other side of the
jack to P of the last valve socket.
From B positive 22 volt terminal take
a connection to B of transformer Ti.
This 'completes the wiring. Check it
Very carefully.

This wiring should be carried out
with busbar, spaghetti covered wire,
just to suit the wish of the construc-
tor. It will be noticed that there is
no connections made to Ti and T2 of
the Aladdin Tuner, these connections
not being used in this particular cir-
cuit, and as this tuner may be adap-
ted to many different tuners, these
soldering lugs are present. It will
be noticed that only one rheostat is
used to control the filaments of all
three valves, but if desired this rheo-
stat may be used for the detector
valve onlyss and Amperites to control
the other two audio valves.

Valves and Batteries.
The range of valves suitable for

this receiver is a wide one. Radiokes
Radiotrons, Philips or Mullard valves
all are suited, although on actual test
Mullard valves were found useful. For
the detector in the first audio PM3
valves were used with a PM4 in the
last stage. The plate voltages on
these valves were 45 volts on the de-
tector, that is to say, you connect 45
volts on that terminal marked B22
and 90 volts for the audio, this being
the connection made to the B positive
90 volt terminal. A 41 C battery suf-
ficed for grid base purposes.

There is no reason in life why dif-
ferent voltages should not be tried on
the plates of the valve. Very often
this makes all the difference in the
world to your receiver, and as all
naturally expect to get the best out
of any set, then one is repaid for the
trouble in trying different voltages.

Testing.
Connect the aerial and earth and

plug in the loud speaker, press the
battery switch to the on position,
turn the rotor of the Aladdin Tuner
at right angles to the stator, then
tune in with the .00035 condenser. See
that the rheostat is set in the correct
position, one of the local stations
will quickly make its presence known,
bring it up to the loudest point with
this larger condenser, turn the rotor
back in.o the stator as far as it will
go without setting up oscillation. Now
turn t, the 00025 variable condenser

and adjust this until best volume is
received. Carefully tune with the
rotor and this reaction condenser,
balancing them up nicely, then give a
final touch to the main tuning con-
denser that is a .00035. It may take
half an hour or so to thoroughly
master the relationship between the
rotor of the tuner and the reaction
condenser. It will be found this re-
ceiver is extremely selective, and with
an aerial, say, 60ft. long overall
certain strength of interstate station
will he brought in. It requires care-
ful tuning to do this, of course, and no
one unless he is an experienced man
can tune in interstate :stations the first.
night or so. It takes just a little while
to master the handling of any re-
ceiver, and this one is by no means
an exception.

On actual test at Marrickville,
every one of the local stations were
had on the speaker at remarkable
volume and clarity. By careful tun-
ing, 3L0 could be had very softly on
the speaker, but sufficient to be heard.

4QG alsn romped in, hut unfortun-
ately the distortion from this station
rendered reception anything hut a
pleasure; the fault does not lie in the
set.

This receiver is an excellent. three
valver, and will he found an all
round, efficient little set, which is not
difficult to make and which will give
splendid results on stations of a
wavelength between 200 and WI
metres. The Aladdin Tuner is a very
neat unit, and by adoption can other
-circuits be made with just simply
altering the wiring. Here is quite
some interest for the person who is
of an experimental turn of mind, as
the alteration of a few wires on the
detector side will give other circuits
and comparisons can be made on the
relative efficiency of different cir-
cuits. It is not an expensive receiver
to build, and is certainly very neat
looking, but that which counts more
than anything else are the wonderful
results which may be had from it.

No Lack of High Class Music
WHILE it is true that every radio

listener has likes and dislikes
in regard to the programmes

presented by the broadcasting stations,
it is equally true that more is said by
most listeners against the items they
dislike than in favor of those they
like. Opponents of jazz are particu-
larly active in their criticisms, but a
record of the programmes for a few
days shows that there is no dearth of
"high-clasi" music.

For instance, take last week but
one. On Sunday, Madame Lilian Gib-
son, the noted contralto, sang over the
air songs by Beethoven and Mendels-
sohn, and also the world -famed "Ave
Maria" from that delightful opera,
"Cavalleria Rusticana." Paul Vina-
gradoff was heard in classical piano
selections, drawing his items mainly
from Chopin, Liszt and Mendelssohn,
while Miss Margaret James contribu-
ted numbers by Handel, Travers and
Squire. On Monday, Alfred O'Shea,
the foremost Australian tenor, gave
listeners an outstanding recital, his
principal items being the Aria front
"Romeo and Juliette" (Gounod),
"Your Tiny Hand is Frozen," front
Puccini's romantic "La Boheme," "Life
and Death" by Coleridge Taylor, and
songs by Tom Moore, the Irish com-
poser.

The concert portion of the annual
reception by the Royal Colonial Insti- .
Lute, which was broadcast, included
noted artists such as Madame Vera
Tasma, soprano; Alexander Sverjen-
sky, pianist; Jules Van der Klel.'

'cellist; Alfred Cunningham. tenor,
and Charles Lawrence, entertainer.

On Wednesday evening, the first
part of the programme to be broad.
cast by 2FC was given from the Con-
servutorium of Musie, where the
State Orchestra played symphony
music well known to the lovers of all
orchestral work. Lionel Lawson was
associated with the orchestra in
Vaughan Williams'"The Lark Ascend-
ing," a tone poem written for violin
and orchestra. The second half of the
evening's programme was taken from
the Peace Hall, Rose Bay, where the
third monthly concert, directed by Mr.
Oliver King, took place. Artists ap-
pearing on this occasion included Al-
fred Cunningham. Kenneth Hunt and
Gerald Walenn.

On Thursday a special programme
was arranged to suit all listeners, and
ranged from the classics to jazz. "He,
She, or It," a novelty group made
their second appearance since arriving
in Australia; Harrison White and his
banjo helped entertain all and sundry,
and Wilfrid Thomas. the baritone of
the "Sparklers," sang favorite num-
bers.

Frank Hutchens and Lindley Evans
were heard in two -piano items front
the Beale Concert Salon, and H. W.
'Varna and Company presented from
the Studio a radio version of "Noth-
ing but, the Truth."

These facts should satisfy lovers of
music that the radio programmes
contain enough for any reasonable
person, because this review of one
week is equally applicable to any
other.

Prom IcyIcy l'ole to Tropic Jungle: Burgess.
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IMPORTANT

Radiokes Solodyne
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Owing to the growing popularity of Amperite,
necessitating increasingly heavier shipments,
Radiokes, in conformity with their policy, are
pleased to announce a reduction in price of ninepence
per unit. In future, the price of Amperite, will be
6/9 each, from all good Radio Dealers.

RADIOKES SUPER TUBES
are now available in all popular types and sizes and popular
prices.

Enquire at your local dealer, and if he cannot supply, write
direct to us.

A.C. TUBES
Radiokes, as usual, lead the way in the Radio field. Arriv-
ing shortly-stocks of Radiokes Alternating Current Tubes,
to make your Radiokes-Solodyne independent of all "A"
Battery troubles. In conjunction with Mayolian "B" power
supply unit, your Radiokes-Solodyne becomes the most
up-to-date and efficient full -electric model Receiver possible
to -day.

IMPROVED RADIOKES CHOKES AND SOLODYNE COIL KITS are still
breaking all previous production and sales records, for the popularity of this
wonderful Receiver has been unequalled in the history of Radio.

Radiokes-Solodyne Coil Kits, 75/- per Kit of three units.

Radiokes Radio -Frequency and Filter Chokes, 8/6 each.

At all High -Class Radio Dealers.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. :: 27-29 King St. Sydney
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BRITISH MADE

AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMER
TYPE A.F. 3 42/6 TYPE A.F. 3 42/6

The charted performance of the Ferranti AF.3 Transformer is published
below. Note the

UNIFORM AMPLIFICATION
and buy your transformers only from manufacturers who publish the
curve showing actual charted performances of their product.
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ur,. 1. The Ferranti AF.3 Transformer.
Curve 2. A well-known transformer made in Australia.
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No better Transformer is available at any price.
Obtainable from every radio dealer in Australia

Dealers please communicate with :--A. BEAL PRITCHETT (Aist.) LTD., Sydney & Melbourne

C

WEDMA LIMITED, Adelaide EDGAR V. HUDSON, Brisbane
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THE ULTRAAUDION
pERHAPS one of the most popu-

lar single valve receivers ever
described in "Wireless Weekly"

has been the Ultraaudion. Very ftw
people know it by this name, as it is
better known as the Marnikay, and
that it achieved much fame has been
borne out by time. Results achieved
by it have been outstanding, and cer-
tainly has rivalled its worthy con-
frere, the Extraordinary One Valuer,
in popularity. The parts required for
it are few and far between, but they
must be very well chosen in order
that the best results are available.

Now what does one expect from a
single valve receiver? In the sum-
mer time it is not possible to get any-
thing like the same results as winter
time produces. Still, when static per-
mits the Ultraaudion will give splen-
did 'phone reception on inter -State
stations. The local stations also are
heard at remarkably good volume, but
such a lot depends on handling that
too much stress cannot be placed on
the necessity for being discreet in
tuning in this receiver.

Discreet Handling.
It has to be admitted, too, that in-

discreet handling will give very in-
ferior results, and it is very possible
that neighbours will have their recep-
tion marred by the owner of an Ultra-
audion unless it is handled carefully.
Actually this receiver is inclined to
oscillate very violently, and in doing
so will transfer energy to the aerial,
thus making it, what might be
termed, a transmitter. New it is not
too pleasant to be listening into any
particular station and to hear that

station's programme with a whistle
caused by a howling valve. This is
very liable to occur with a mishandled
Ultraaudion, hence these opening re-
marks.

Still, the prospective constructor is
advised not to be afraid of the Ultra-
audion, because really it is a splendid
little receiver to own. It is surpris-
ing to know just what results may be
sad iron' such a simple set. The wri-
ter recently built one, and was sur-
prised to hear on the earphones not
only the local stations but every inter -
State station excepting 6V7F, Perth.
These results are quite mud with the

List of Parts.
Although the parts listed below and
metal/yard throughout the articles were
those actually used by us in the receiver
described. it asset be pointed out that
tt is sot absolutely essential that they
be rigidly adhered to.
Other parts of similar quality and
technical values should function quite
satisfactorily.
1-Dilecto or bard rubber panel

12x7x3-16.
1-0005 Emmco Variable con-

denser.
1-Bradleystat.
1-Bradleyleak.
1 -Ormond vernier dial.
1 -Valve socket.
1-.00025 Wetless Grid conden-

ser.
1 -3 -inch length of 3 -inch Dilecto

tubing.
4 -oz. No. 24 D.S.C. wire.
1 -Terminal board with 6 tet-

minals.
1-S.C. jack.

Busbars, screws, etc.

Ultraaudion, and should be had by
every one who builds one. It is not
expensive to make up, although there
are a Bradleystat and a Bradleyleak
necessary in this construction. It is
admitted that these parts are some-
what expensive, but the constructor
who desires to keep down the cost can
no so by substituting an Emmeostad
for the Bradleystat and some form of
variable grid leak in place of the
Bradleyleak.

Sharpness of Tuning.
Exceptionally sharp tuning is a tea -

tire of the Ultraaudion, so much so
that a Vernier dial is almost in-
dispensable. The front view of the
receiver shows one.of the finest ver-
nier dials that the writer has so far
bandied. It is the Ormond vernier
dial, and has absolutely no backlash
whatever. Besides this the hairline
reading is very accurate, a fact which
is very necessary 'when best results
are sought.

Plenty of room is provided for all
the parts. A panel size is quite
generous, being 12 inches long by 7
inches high. The appearance of the
completed receiver is very neat with
the big dial right ba the centre, and
the knobs one on each side. No
switch is inserted, although if the con.
atructor so desires, one can be included
on the left-hand side of the panel to
balance off the jack. The wiring will
have to be slightly altered. There are
no terminals on the front panel, all
the connections being made at the
back.

When this receiver was first de-
scribed in our pages, it was during the

philcos are Aristocrats among Batteries.
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time that 2FC was on the high wave
length, so it necessarily followed
that the inductance used was of the in-
terchangeable type of honeycomb coil.
To -day this is not necessary, and con-
sequently, a far neater looking re-
ceiver is the result. The inductance
is one which may be wound ut home,
the usual three inch Dilecto tubing
being required for the purpose. A
length of this diameter tubing about
ah inches long is required, but if de-
sired good shellaced cardboard tubing
may be substituted. Shellac varnish
is easily made at home, and is useful
for many purposes in wireless. For
those who are not aware of how to
make this shellac varnish, the follow-
ing few words will be interesting.

Making Shellac.
Orange shellac may he purchased

from any ironmongers and comes to
you in thin flakes. Get half a pound
of this dry shellac and put it in a
wide -necked bottle or jar, such as
a pickle bottle. Procure some methy-
lated spirits and pour sufficient into
the jar to cover the shellac. Put a
stopper in the bottle and shake it a
few moments, leaving it over night
without disturbing it. In the morn-
ing it will be found that the shellac
has dissolved, the result being a nice
quick -drying varnish. It must be
mentioned that a stopper should al-
ways be kept on the bottle when not
in use, as the methylated spirits eva-
porates very quickly. It is quite
usual to expect the cork to stick-all
good shellac will do this. To treat
the cardboard, coat the inside and the
outside with the varnish, which has
been previously mentioned; it dries
Very quickly.

Coil Winding.
The winding of the coil is a matter

of a few moments only. Begin, half an
inch from one end, pierce or drill two
very small holes, then thread the be-
ginning of the wire through these
holes, so that it is held securely. Then
wind on GO turns of this 24 gauge wire,
each turn close to the adjacent one,
and finish off b> securing as pre-
viously mentioned. If this coil is
wound on cardboard, it may be found
advisable to give this winding a coat
of shellac varnish, which will keep the
wires from slipping. This is really
not essential, when Dilecto tubing is
the basis for this winding.

Panel Layout.
Now turn to the panel. The dril-

ling here is u matter of a few mo-
ments. Firstly, centrepunch each
position, making a neat indentation
so that the drill will enter freely and
not skid along the panel, leaving an
ugly mark in its trail. The Emmco
condenser used, required three fixing
screws to hold it to the panel, and the
manufacturers also always include in
the packet a template, with the posi-
tion of these fixing screws, clearly de-
fined. This template should be placed
in position on the panel, and marked
out correctly. Always be certain that
the panel is on an even surface, other-
wise it will not be drilled true. Both
the Bradleystat and the Bradleyleak
only require one seven -sixteenth of an
inch hole for mounting purposes. The
knobs of both these units are screwed
right out, the fixing nut which is of
generous dimensions is removed and
the body of each unit is pressed
through from the back of the panel,
allowing a certain portion to protrude
through the front. The locking nut is
easily fixed in position, a turn of the
pliers being all that is necessary to
hold it securely.

Wiring.
Mount all the panel apparatus, not

forgetting the hole for keeping the
vernier dial in position, and fix the
panel to the baseboard by means of
three screws. It is not a hard mat-
ter to screw into position the valve
socket and the coil and the terminal
board on the baseboard. Two small
brackets can easily be fashioned to
raise the winding of the coil off the
baseboard, this baseboard being given
one or two coats of shellac varnish be-
fore any parts are mounted on it.
The wiring can now be started and it
must be impressed right here how
careful one must be in wiring up a re-
ceiver of this description. The back

114
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<
of panel wiring diagram shows you
the destination of each connection, but
for those who require it, the following
written description will be of interest.

Using busbar, join the E terminal to
the A negative terminal and continue
this lead to the moving plutes of the
variable condenser, and also to one
F terminal of the valve socket. Now
join together the A positive and the
B negative terminal, and continue
this busbar to one side of the Brad-
leystat marked R2 on the dia-
grams, bringing the other side of this
Bradleystat right back to the remain-
ing F terminal of the valve socket.
Now, shunt the Bradleyleak with the
grid condenser, and continue 'one lead
to the G terminal of the valve socket,
taking the other side to the fixed
plates of the variable condenser, and
to one side of the coil. The other side
of the coil, connect to one side of the
jack and also to the aerial terminal
on the terminal boar]. The remain-
ing lug of the jack is connected to the
B positive terminal on the terminal
board. If desired, that screw which
holds the vernier dial in position on
the panel, may be connected to the
moving plates of the condenser. these
plates being at earth potential, and,
therefore, any body capacity which
may be present, will be overcome.

Body Capacity.
Body capacity in tuning a receiver

is a decided nuisance, and is recog-
nised by the awkwardness in receiving
any station at its loudest point. It
invariably happens that while your
hand is on the tuning dial tuning in,
the volume is very satisfactory, but
when that hand is taken away the
volume immediately drops and as
often as not, the receiver breaks into
oscillation, thereby running reception.
With this dial this is overcome by
earthing the metal front. In the
event of some other dial -being used,
this body capacity may be lessened
greatly by inserting a piece of brass
or aluminium right on the back of

12."

4-14
2
2-

panel, and between the condenser.
Cut out much larger size holes than is
ordinarily necessary to allow the
screws of the condenser a; well as the
spindle to pass through without touch-
ing this metal which should be con-
nected to the earth terminal in the re-
ceiver. This brass or aluminium
screen should be approximately 4
inches square, and fixed and suffi-
ciently big to cover the particular
area of the condenser plates.

Check over all the wiring very care-
fully indeed, with the back of panel
wiring diagram, noting that the F
terminals of the valve sockets are
those on the right-hand side, whereas,
the grid terminal is that one on the
left at the back. The P terminal can
easily be picked out now.

Valve Used.
A very good detector valve which

proved admirably suited to this Ultra-
audion was the Radiokss UX200A
special detector, which is a valve of
the soft variety and is very flexible
indeed with different plate voltages.
This valve is sincerely recommended,
as the valve plays such an important

part, particularly in receiving the dis-
tant inter -State stations. On actual
test with this particular valve 45 to
GO volts applied to the plate gave won-
derful results. The aerial used was
about 70 feet long overall and the
earth the usual waterp;pe connection,

Tuning.
All three adjustments on the panel

will be found very critical. The
Bradleystat earns its keep, as does
the Bradleyleak, and it is the corrert
adjustment of each of these nits in
conjunction with the condenser give
give such wonderful results. The local
stations will have a really wonderful
volume for one valve, surprisingly
good indeed, but it must not be over-
looked that the Bradleystat is really
the making of the receiver. You will
notice when tuning in that as you turn
the Bradleystat up, feeding more fila-
ment current to the valve, the volume
of sound will increase proportionately,
until it comes to one point when the
receiver will break into oscillation,
produced by supplying too much fila-
ment current. It, for example, you
are listening into 3L0 when this hap-
pens you will have to come right back
with the Bradleystat and ...tart over
again. A little practice will soon
give perfection in handling this Brad-
leystat, and it will be noticed that the
Bradleyleak has got a slight toning
effect on the whole receiver. Ade-
laide 5CL will be heard quite softly,
and with this station in particular will
the adjustment of the Bradleystat be
found of extreme importance. The
Vernier dial is absolutely indispens-
able for fine tuning, this will be found
in actual practice to be very true. Too
much stress cannot he laid on the
necessity for careful handling of the
Bradleystat, which will cause the re-
ceiver to oscillate violently and in-
terfere wit hother listeners. Be a
good radio neighbour and exercise
prudence in handling this little won-
der receiver.

Philcoe are Aristocrats among Batteries.
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A GUARANTEED PRODUCT OF
AUSTRALIA S LARGLS-I

RADIO DMA IOW rnus

Baldwin

Speakers :

SYMPHONY. £3/3 - CONCERT, £5 5

CABINET, i4/15/-

The Astor
will give the news and
programmes of Inter-
state Stations at full
Loudspeaker Strength,
with unequalled Clarity
and Volume, whether
you live in the
COUNTRY or in TOWN.

TABLE, £26.

Complete, £39/5/6

CONSOLE. £35.

Complete, £48/5/6

Arrnax B. Batteries Last Longest
Distributors to the Trade -

Manufacturers Products Pty. Ltd.
Challis House, Martin Place, Sydney.

.Veritrons are the Best Crystals, 2/3

Loewe
Multiple
Valves
a marvellous

advance in
radio art

are meeting with an ex-
ceptional success every-
where. Because of their
high sensitivity and
simplicity they permit
of the construction of
extremely powerful yet
inexpensive local and
long range sets, the

ideal instruments for
music lovers.

Sole agencies open for various
territories, Radio factors of
good financial standing please

apply.

Loewe Radio G.m.b.H.
BERLIN - STEGLITZ

WIESENWEG 10
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All Readers' Queries Answered Here.
D.X. (CROOKWELL): It appears to me

that there is an open circuit in the grid re-
turns of each valve. Check this over care-
fully, or again perhaps one of the I.F. trans-
formers have broken down in the primary
circuit. It is possible that the filter trans-
former is defective. This will account for
the rushing sound of which you complain.

A.C. (CHATSWOOD): This in quite in
order. You would have to use a filament con-
trol jack in order to eliminate the current on
the second valve. See "W.W.." n/5/21.

G.E.H. (NORTH SYDNEY): The back of
Panel wiring diagram submitted to me le in-
correct You have omitted to connect C of
the second R.F. neutraformer to C of the
2nd valve socket. TMs would account for
your trouble.

P.J.K. (TRUNDLE): I would strongly ad-
vise you to employ Carboncele for an "A"
battery. Any advertiser in "W.W." will Rive
you the particulars and prices.

L.F. (RICHMOND): In your location an
aerial 100 feet long should be quite satisfac-
tory. The rest of the particulars which you
supply are too meagre to give correct infor-
mation. Write again.

J.M.G. (HAY): The G.B. positive Is the C
battery positive which is joined to the A bat-
tery negative. The valve you specify is quite
satisfactory for the Solodyne without any
alteration.

G.B. (ROZELLE): Glass tubes gin. x tin.
are suitable. See "WM.." 23/9/27.

H.B. (BOTANY): Your alterations are cor-
rect. Par attention to your '11" battery and
you wIlj, find the benefit of the midget con-
denser.

C.J.S. (YOUNG): The R.F. Transformer is
generally know as the coupler. Look closely
to the back of panel wiring diagram and also
the circuit diagram and you will be able to
pick out each separate unit. Follow the lay-
out exactly as suggested and you may be
assured of good results.

F.N.N. (DUND00): Write to Messrs. Col-
ville Moore Wireless Supplies. Sydney. for
particulars regarding their Neutrodyne
receiver.

NEW CHOOM (CANTERBURY): I can't
understand your first question, which reads.
"What type of is best fur this set?" The
"B" battery recommended for the
"Extraordinary One Valve receiver" is de-
pendent upon the actual valve used. There is
no apparatus necessary to determine the "B"
battery voltage, it is a matter of common-
sense. Look at a "B" battery itself.

J.M. (HABERFIELD): I can't understand
your auery at all. The receiver you have
built is generally accepted as one of extreme
selective value. Pay attention to the coil
salves.

S.J.B. (ESTELVILLE): Look carefully to
the wiring in your radio frequency stage, it
is certainly wrong somewhere. The bell -
ringing transformer is necessary in the "kr
battery eliminator.

G.J. (COONAIdBLE): T will communicate
with you further on this matter.

G.B. (SANDRINGHAM): You have made
an unwise choice with a 3 gang condenser
used. I have viewed this condenser and would
not expect to get satisfactory results, were I
to use it.

WIRELESS (WEST MAITLAND): I have
no record of these stations.

J.G.T. IMAROUBRA): Alter the spacing of
the coil bringing it closer so that it occupies
only half the distance. The set I built proved
satisfactory on the spacing suggested. but
more so when it was altered as I mentioned
here. Pay particular attention to your re-
action portion.

AERIAL (NEWCASTLE): Your resent
aerial is quite good.

QUERIES
Will readers kindly note that all

technical queries are answered
through the columns of Wireless
Weekly. There is no occasion to
send either stamps or addressed
envelopes. The only condition is
that the number of questions be
limited to four. We unfortunately
cannot deal with technical queries
by telephone or by personal callers.

W.T. (GYMPIE. Q.): Why not build a
modernised 3 -valve receiver? See "Radio" of
August for further particulars.

H.N. (CRONIJLLA): Purchase a Drummond
Time Indicator from Swain and Co.. Ltd.,
Pitt -street. The cost is 1/... Your other query
is altogether ambiguous.

T.D.S. (NUNDAH, Q.): Your circuit Is
quite in order. but you are employing wrong
valves for radio frequency work. You would
be better oft with A425 valves in the radio
frequency stages. Personally. I don't like the
resistance coupled unit you have at all. I can't
say more than this.

W.G. (RICHMOND. Q.): The 5th terminal
is for connecting the frame of the transformer
to earth. I.P. equals plate. O.P. equals 13

battery plus LS. equals grid. O.S. equals fila-
ment. Relatively these may be reversed.

G.N. (GORDON): A vernier dial Is worth
while. The valve you are using is not suit-
able for the circuit

R.F. (MANLY): I regret to hear this news.
I suggest that you use a high resistanse grid
leak of the order of 6 megohms and inc-ease
the spacing between the primaries and the
secondaries of the R.P. transformers.

P.S. (TEMPE) : Many thanks for your letter.
H.M.V. (DANDENONG): Your letter Is

very welcome. This little receiver is well
named the Extraordinary One Valver.

J.B. (GLEBE POINT): Build the Hark-
ness' Two Valve Reflex from "W.W.,"
13/9/27.

A.R.K. (TEMORA): All the coils are wound
in the one direction. Thanks for your
remarks.

L.N.M. (ROCKHAMPTON): If you have
an aperiodic primary this should riot happen.
The eliminator in question is prone to blow
the fusee if the batteries are connected to the
earth proper. Therefore, where the bottom of
the primary coil joins the bottom of the
secondary coil, this would earth the batteries.
causing you trouble. Brek this connection in
your receiver, leaving the primary coil not
connected electrically to any other portion of
the circuit directly. This information was
omitted in the article.

H.W. (CESSNOCK): I can't tell you any
more than my own results with this set Several
readers have built it and have expressed their
satisfaction on the distance getting proclivi-
ties of this receiver. Two C batteries would
not do any harm. The valves you specify are
O.K., but stick strictly to the letter regard-
ing the audio side.

J.B. (BELMORE): Your salves need re-
juvenating. Take them to your dealer.

E.A.B. (PADDINGTON): You would hardly
need a power valve on this receiver. If you
intend to instal one you would be advised
to employ a Siftron Unit to accept the heavy
"B" battery required to work this power
valve. Again a power valve requires a heavy
C battery current. For particulars of the
frame aerial see "W.W.," 17/6/27.

J.F.D.W. (COLLARENEBRI): lieerse the
connections of your reaction coil.

J.S. (ASIIFIELD): The Jefferson trans-
former gives an output of 6 volts, therefore,
it is always advisable to use a 6 volt valve
in this' eliminator. Do this and your trouble
will disappear.

11.D. (WEST KOGARATI): I can't under.
stand this at all. Either your choke or rote
liner condensers are at fault

V.F.N. (BROADWATElt): I v.lsh yon had
told me the brand of regenerforrner you
have. If you aro using .00035 condensers then
substitute for condensers of .0005 mfd. In
your locality a single wire aerial of  length
of 100 feet over all would be quite good.

R.N. (ANNANDALE): Pay attention to the
"B" battery voltages, increasing the detector
voltage, until an oscillation can be heard,
then adjust for tuning.

E.G.H. (WALKERVILLE): Many thank.
for your letter, and I am glad to hear of your
good results.

A.R.P. (GRACEVILLF.): See "W.W.,"
23/9/27. This four -valve set world be more
to your advantage.

D.C. (BRISBANE): Don't attempt this.
SAL (LEADVILLE): This subject will be

dealt with very shortly in "W.W."
A.E.R. (CARLTON): I am afraid that yon

will have to resort to some form of trickle
charger until theta is a more perfect system
of "A" battery elimination known.

N.C.W. (PICTON, N.Z.): I regret I am not
sufficiently familiar with the super het you
mention to be able to advise you. I under-
stand it is a reflex receiver and while claim-
ing to be competent to know a standard re-
flex receiver, when it comes to a super
heterodyne, I must admit my knowledge Is
limited on reltexing.

B.O.B. (AI.EXANDRIA): I hardly think It
worth your while going to the trouble of alter-
ing your receiver to bear this station.

E.M.D. (DOUBLE BAY): This is not prac-
tical.

W.H.E. (GLADESVTLLE): The Brad.
leyohm you have is quite in order. Pay atten-
tion to the "B" battery voltage on the de.
actor valve to help you from the point of
view of aetectivity.

&H.S. (CRONIILLA): The Jefferson Bell.
ringing transformer is absolutely essential. but
the Ford coil may be used as the choke,

E.E.R. (SYDNEY): The installation of
Idaclurcan Tone Purifier will overcome this
trouble.

A.L.G. (HAMPTON. VIC.): The circuit Is
quite suitable, as re your componenta, but
don't add a stage of radio frequency.

S.C. (ARNCLIFFE): Obtain the Admiralty
Handbook on Wireless from Messrs. Turner
and Henderson', Bridge Street, Sydney.

A.E.A. (WOOLLAHRA): I certainly can't
do this. You would not ask me to break 
confidence, surely.

J.E. (DOUBLE DAY): Marvellous as the
Marnikny was, the Extraordinary One Vidver
Is a decided improvement. Build it. You
should have had gond results with the Marol-
I u voi: n Bradleystat or a

ii.e filament current, and

TRANSFORMERS
up to a rpecification and wound.

lamination iron cut to say sits from
stock. Prices and estimates on stool's.
ration.
O'DONNELL. GRIFFIN & CO., LTD..

63 Drnitt Street. SYDNEY.
'Phone*: C 4543 and 4546.

There is no "just -as -good" as 13urgess.
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ATWATER KENT
RADIO

MANLTACTIllIERS" of Radio
Receivers are a varied lot. But few
of them are willing or able to take

all the pre,autiena that are necessary If
each Earl they produce is to perform even
as well as the Ann one.
In the nneen.acre Atwater Kent factory
largeet in the world) sets are made at the

deaazing rate
of eleven per minute to stan

mi proven cleating. Each eel pewees
through 140 gauge and physical Inspec-
ts++, and nineteen electrical testa before it
is O.K.'d. That thin method of rnartofec-
lure is successful Is proven by the (act
that every night several million Amerwan

Whether
listen in on Atwater Kent Sets.

Whether on the SO, Valve One Dial Set
or on the Eve Valve "Compact," elation
after station is brought in clearly, without
interference, without distortion, howling,
or any other defects.

Prices from 09/10/.
CASH PRICE

Wire valve Compaq'-Set- Only/
Terms can be arranged from

20/.. weekly.

SIX VALVE (ONE DIAL) Model 35
tillustrated en right)

The unique design of this cabinet is executed in four
beautifully blending colors -two shades of dull brown
cmstalline on the cabinet itself a beautiful gold-plated
name plate at the centre of the top, while the Ntatrun
Dial and Rheostat Knob are of rich Brous, Bakelite.
Cabinet length. I7, tins.; Depth. 7!..1 ins.; Height, 5 '

MODEL 35 -CASH PRICES:
Set Only - £35. Complete f55.

Either of these sets occupies less room on a table than
a fru, small books.

FIVE VALVE "COMPACT" Model 20
(Illustrated on right)

Beautifully finished in polished mahogany. The spec.
mines of this sm is almost as sonn'e as the "One Dial."
as the readings of the three Station Dials are uniform.
JO page illustrated Instruction Rook with each 0:1.
Cabinet length. 195, ins.: Depth. St:ins.: Height, 64ins.

MODEL 20 --CASH PRICES:
Set only  £29, 10:, Complete  447/t0'..

COMPLETE means not only that every piece ta neves.
vary equipment (except aerial mast o is set fed, butonly)
also that each accessory is worthy of the Atwater Kent
Set- no skimping. Included a re Atwater Kent Speaker.
Valid R.EnglashMarie Storage Battery. etc. SET ONLY
means the actual receiver without valves or accessories

The Atwater Kent itbiler nearest you will gladly demuntstrate the sets to
vent -,in your own bane. if you like. Mail the coupon and receive, post free.

literature giving, all the fads about An curer Kent Radio

Metropolitan Distributors: P. and R. WILLIAMS LTD
80-82 WVENTWORTH AVE.. SYDNEY

Country Agent Lverzuhete
(Names on request horn A. Cr. Heeling Ltd.]

CUT OUT AND POST FOR FREE LITERATURE -
M . A. G. Healing Ltd.. 208.10 Castlereagh -Eat.. Sydney

Pleas. send me the free literature on Atwater Kent Radio
end the equipment supplied with the A.K. "complete Set.

Name

Address
W.W. 29-7-27

....eM,..1. ;.
SIX VALVE (ONE DIAL)

FIVE VALVE "COMPACT'
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Herald"

BitfpADCASTIC PROGRAMMES
(40 (9MING WEE

Friday, July 29
2FC, SYDNEY

Farmer's Broadcasting Service.
Wave Length, 442 Metres.

EARLY MORNING SESSION.
a.m.-"Big Ben" and announcements.

7.6 a.m.-Studio music.
7.16 A.M.-COUNTRY SESSION: Official wea-

ther forecast rainfall, temperatures. astro-
nomical memoranda, shipping intelligence.
mail servicm.

7.26 a.m.-Investment market, mining share
market, metal quotations.

7.36 a.m.-Wool sal... breadstuffs markets.
interstate markets. produce markets.

7.46 p.m. --"Sydney Morning Herald" sum-
mary.
a.m.-"Big Ben." Close down.

-* MORNING SESSION.
10 a.m.- "Big Ben" and announccn:enta.
10.5 a.m.-Studio music.
10. IS a.m.-"Sydney Morning

seer ice.
10.30 a.m.-Studio musk.
IOU a.m.-A Reading.
10.46 .m. -Studio music.
11 a.m.- -"Big lien."

Marching music for school chil lr-n.
11.5 a.rn.- A.P.A. and Reuter's Cable Service..
11.10 a.m.-Studio musk.
11.15 a.m.-A talk on Home Cooling and Re-

cipe* by Miss Ruth Furst.
11.30 a.m.-Close down.

MIDDAY SESSION.
12 noon. --"Big Ben" and announcements.
12.2 p.m.- Stock Exchange. first call.
12.3 p.m.. Ofacia I weather forecast, rainfall.
12.5 p.m.. Studio musk.
12.10 p.m. .Summary of "Sydney Morning

Herald" news service.
Rugby wireless news.

12.26 p.m. -Studio musk.
12.10 p.m. -Marching music for school chil-

dren.
12.40 p.m.-MURIEL BOSSLEY. soprano:

"The Wind's in the South" (Scott).
12.46 p.m.- Studio music.

1 p.m. --"Big Ben." ,Weather intelligence -
1.3 p.m. -"Evening News" midday news ser-
vice.

Producers' Distributing Society's Report.
1.20 p.m. --Studio music.
128 p.m. --Stock Exchange, second call.
1.80 p.m. Marching Music for school children.
1.40 p.m. -34URIEL BOSSLEY. soprano,

"Arcady is Ever Young" (Monckton).
1.45 p.m...Studio music.
2 P.m. -"Big Ben." Close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
p.m. -"Big Ben" and announcements.

3.2 p.m. -"DISMAL DF.SMOND describes
when he was  "Bad Boki Hussar" (Weston
and UV I.

3.7 p.m. -CLYDE THORPE. violinist:
"On Wings of Song" IMendehsohn-Achron/.

3.11 p.m. -Studio music.
3.15 p.m. --A Reading.
3.26 p.m. -CLYDE -THORPE. violinist !

"Cansonetta- ( ro..1 'Concerto-liuman-
tinue") (Godard).

news

3.30 p.m. --Marching music for school children.
3.40 p.m.-EILLEN MOREAU, soprano:

"Only the River stunning By" (Hopkins).
3.45 p.m. -"DISMAL DESMOND" discourses

on "Love and Girls Generally."
5.50 p.m.-EILEEN JUDK1NS. soprano.
3.55 p.m. -Studio r11641C.

p.m. -FRANK BOTIIAM. baritone:
"The Charmed Cup- atoeckeli.

4.6 p.m. --Studio music.
4.14 p.m. -CLYDE THORPE. violinist:

(a) "Canto -Amoroso" (Sammartini-Elmanl.
(b) "Minuet" (144athoven-Jansaltn).

4.20 p.m.-EILEF.N MOREAU. soprano:
"Big Lady Moon" (Taylor/.

4.26 p.m. -Studio music.
4.35 p.m.-EILEEN JUDKINS. soprano.
4.40 IS.U1.--FRANk BOTHAM. baritone:

"Song of the Rover" (Georges).
4.46 p.m. -Stock Exchange, thin' call.
4.47 p.m. -Studio musk.
5 p.m. -"Big Ben.- Close down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
5.45 p.m. -The Chimee of 2FC.
5.30 p.m. -The "Hello Man" talks to the chil-

dren.
6.30 p.m.- Story time for the young folk,
6.40 p.m. -Dinner music.
7 p.m. -..Rag Ben."

Late sporting news by the 2FC Racing Com-
missioner.

7.10 p.m.-Dalgety's Market Reports (wool.
wheat

7.14 p.m. -Fruit and vegetable markets.
7.20 p.m. -Shipping and weather intelligence.
7.26 p.m. -Late "Evening News" news service.

NIGHT SESSION.
7.45 p.m -Programme announcement..
7.50 p.m. -Studio music.
S p.m. --THE TIVOLI THEATRE ORCHES-

TRA, conducted by WILL. QUINTRILL.
8.10 p.m. -ALFRED CUNNINGHAM. bari-

tone:
(a) "Sombre Woods" (Lully).
In) "Rage, Thou Angry Storm" (Benedict).

8.17 p.m. -BOOK COMPETITION. No. 12.
4.24 p.m. -AD CREE. Scotch comedian:

"Nan Friend like an Auld Friend". (Tether).
8.29 p.m.-GLADSTONE BELL. 'cello solos.

NEW SOUTH WALES "A" AND "B"
CLASS BROADCASTING STATIONS.

:Ff.-Farmer** Broadcasting Station.
Ltd.. Sydney. wavelength 442 metres.
power 5000 watts.

2/M. -Broadcasters' LW.. Sydney. wave-
length 363 metres, power 5000 watts.

2LB.-Theesophical Broadcasting
Station. Ltd., Sydney. wavelength
316 metree. power 3000 watt,

:KY. -Trades and Labor t ouncil. Svd-
ism wavelength 250 metres. power
1600 watts.

:I W. -Otte Sandal. Sydney, wavelength
267 metres. power 500 watt,.

:MM. -Mockler Bros., Bathurst, was..
length 276 metres. power 260 watts.

11'E. -Electrical Utilities Supply to.,
Sydney. wavelength 293 metres.
power 250 watts.

25E -Burgin Electric ('a.. Sydney..
wavelength Sl6 metres. 1oU walls.

:Ft 1.).-11. A. Douglas. Newcastle. wave-
length. 288 metres. 100 waits.

There are no rivals to the Phileo.

8.35 p.m. -"MIKE.
8.36 p.m.-EWART ClIAPPLE, pianoforte

solo.
8.42 p.m. -SCOTT ALEXANDER, in a Comedy

Sketch. specially prepared for broadcasting.
8.48 P.m. -LANCE KENNEDY. flute soln.
6.53 p.m. -ALFRED CUNNINGHAM, baritone

(1 "Child, what sings the morning T'
(Mallinson).
lb) "Eldorado" (Mallinson).

9 p.m. -"Big HMI."
An Act from the TIVOLI THEATRE.

9.15 p.m.-GLADSTONE BELL., cello solos.
9.20 p.m.-EILEF.N BOYD. contralto:

la) "When all was young" from "Faust"
(Gonnod).
(b) "You lovely thing" (Anderson).

9.30 p.m. -LANCE KENNEDY. Flute solos.
9.36 p.m. -AD CREE. Scotch Cumea;ian:

"It that a fact?" (Arthur.).
9.42 p.m.--GLADSTONE BELL. cellist
9.48 p.m. -ALFRED CUNNINGHAM. bari-

tone. Two songs of Soho.
(a/ "IT:rwiek Market"
lb) "The Singer" (Drummnnd).

9.55 p.m. -SCOTT ALEXANDER. Radio
Sketch.

10.14 p.m. -F.ILEF:N novo. contralto:
"Annie Laurie" (Lehmann) trequot).

10.12 p.m. -LANCE KENNEDY, Flautist,
10.18 p.m. -AI) CREE. Scotch Comedian:

"At the Claciarium" Ildeighan).
10.35 p.m.-EILEEN BOYD, contralto:

"Hayonia" (Elliott).
10.30 p.m. -THE WENTWORTH arm.

1.14014 IC DANCE ORCHESTRA: conducted
by Cyril KMC.

10.57 p.m. -Late news and announcement..
11 p.m. -"Big Ben."

THE WF:NTWORTH SYMPHONIC DANCE
ORCHESTRA.

11.30 p.m. -National Anthem. Clone down.

2BL, SYDNEY.
Broadcaster's 1.1(1.

Wave Length, 3.53 Metres.

Friday.
F.ARLY MORNING SESSION.

7 a.m.--G.P.O. cluck and chimes.
Metropolitan weather forecast.

7.2 a.m.-State weather 'report.
a.m.-Ness, service.

7.16 a.m.-C.F.O. cluck and chime..
Fruit market report.

7.18 a.m.-Vette:able market report.
7.20 a.m.-Aisatralian Mercantile. Land and

Finance Co.'s report.
7.24 a.m.-Dairy farm produce market r.

port.
7.20 a.m.-- Poultry market report.
7.30 a.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

Muskat PrOgrammn from the Studio.
7.36 a.m.-News service.
7.41 a.m.-Boats in call by wireless.
1.43 Information, shipping an*

vale and departures. and port directory.
7.45 .m. --G P.O. clock and chillies.

News service.
e am.- G.P.O. clock and chimes.

Close down.

MORNING SESSION.
20.30 an, -G.P.O. cluck and chimes.

Musical programme from the Studio.
10.40 a.m.-News service.
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10.50 a.m.-Musical programme from the
Studio.

11 am.--G.P.O. clock and chimes.
Announcement?.

11.5 a.m.-Musical programme from the
Studio.

11.15 am. -Talk on "Croquet" by Miss Gwen
Varley. Broadcasters' vvomen's sports
authority.

Social notes. Replies to correspondents by
Mrs. Jordan.

Talk on "Feeding the Family"' by Mrs.
Jordan.

12 noon.-G.P.O. clock and chimer.
Special ocean forecast and weather report.

12.3 p.m. -Musical programme from the
Studio.

12.16 p.m. -Information. Mails, shipping.
and port directory.

12.18 p.m. -Boats in call by wireless.
12.20 p.m. -Fruit market report.
12.22 p.m. -Vegetable market report.
12.24 p.m. -London metal market renort.
12.26 p.m. -Dairy farm produce market re.

port.
12.30 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

Forage market report.
12.92 p.m. -Fish market report.
12.34 p.m. -Rabbit market report.
.12.36 p.m. -News from the "Sun."
12.45 p.m.-Hillier's Instrumental Quartet.

Direction. Caryl Castling.
7.30 p.m.-C.P.O. clock and chimes.

Talk to children and special entertainment
for children in hospital.

I p.m.-G.P.O. cluck and chimes.
Clam down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Racing information broadcast immediately

after each race, by courtesy of the "Sou."
11 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

News from the "Sun."
3.15 p.m. -Civil Service Stores Trio. Direc-

tion. Miss de Cciurcey Bremer.
3.30 clock and chimes.

News from the "Sun."
3.40 p.m. -Musical programme from the

Studio.
8.50 p.m. -News from the "Sun."
4 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

Civil Service Stores Trio.
4.15 p.m. -Serial story.
4.35 p.m. -Musical programme from the

Studio.
4.46 p.m. -News from the "Sun."
4.60 p.m. -Racing resume.
4.62 p.m. -Resume of night's programme.
4.54 p.m.-Announeements and What's On?
4.58 P.m. -Special ocean forecast.

p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.
Close down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
1646 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

Uncle George and the kiddies.
6.30 p.m. -Musical programme from the

Studio.
SPECIAL COUNTRY SESSION.

V p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.
Australian Mercantile, Land. and Finance

Co.'s report.
Weather report and forecast by courtesy of

Government Meteorologist -
Producers' Distributing Society's fruit and

vegetable market report.
Stock Exchange reports.
Grain and fodder report ("Sun").
Dail", produce report ("Sun").

7.15 p.m. -Country news from the "Sun."
7.20 p.m. -.Talk on the prospects of Satur-

day's Soccer. by a member of the Metro-
politan Soccer Association.

7.30 p.m. --Talk on "Gardening Science," by
Mr. Cooper, Park Superintendent, City
Council.

8 p.m.- G.P.O. clock and chimes.
Broadcasters Topical Chorus.

8.3 p.m. --The Versatile Two in piano and
maaphone novelties.

5.13 p.m. -Miss Lena Murray. contralto.
8.20 p.m. -Mr. Reg. Harrison. comedlan.
6.27 p.m. -Broadcasters' all -sports expert will

talk nu football.
8.42 p.m: -Miss Mab Fathering:ham soubrette

8.49 p.m.-Briadesuitere Trio.
8.59 p.m. -Weather report and forecast by

courtesy of Mr. C:.1., Mares. Government
Meteorologist..

9 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chime..
Resume of following. day's programme.

9.6 p.m. -Mr. Fred Lester. baritone.
0.13 p.m. -Ward Lear and Will Kenny, in a

laughing. singing and whistling act
9.33 p.m. -Broadcasters Trio.
9.43 p.m. -The sporting editor of the "Sun"

will talk on the prospects of SatUrdaY's
racing.

10.3 p.m. -Miss Lena Murray.
10.10 .p.m.-Mise Edna Feltner. elocutionist.
10.17 p.m. -Mr. Reg. Harrison.
10.24 p.m. -News reports by courtesy of the

"Sun" Newspapers.
10.29 p.m. -Miss Mab Fotheringharn.
10.36 p.m. -Miss Edna Fenner.
10.43 p.m. -Mr. Fred Lester.
10.50 p.m. -Broadcasters Trio.
11 p.m.-G.P.O. clock and chimes.

National Anthem.

2GB, SYDNEY
Theosophical Broadcasting Service,

Wave Length, 316 Metres.

Friday.
MORNING SESSION.

9 a.m.-Music.
9.6 a.m.-"Cheerio" Talk.
9.15 a.m.-Music.
9.26 a.m.-Psychological Class.
9.40 a.m.-Music.
9:45 a.m.-Health Talk and Diet.
to a.m.-Close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
3.30 p.m. -Music.
3.37 p.m. -Talk.
3.62 p.m. -tousle.
4.7 p.m. -Talk.
4.22 p.m. -Music.
4.30 p.m. -Close down.

EVENING SESSION.
6.30 p.m. -Music and Children's Session.
7 p.m. -Music.
7.6 p.m.-Addreas by Mr. R. E. Bennett.
7.16 p.m. -Musk.
7.20 p.m. -Address.

INTERSTATE "A" AND "B" CLASS
BROADCASTING STATIONS.

31.0.-Broademting Company of Aus-
tralia. Lid.. Melbourne, wa.elengtn
371 metres. powtr 5000 watts.

M.:G.-Queensland Radio Service, Bris-
bane, wavelength 3e5 metres. power
6000 watts.

.CI.. -Central Broadcasters' Ltd.
Adelaide. wavelength 395 metres.
power 5000 watts.

EWE. -R' lithe Farmers. Ltd.. Perth,
wavelength 1250 metres, power 5000
watts.

721.. -Tasmanian Broadcasters, Ltd.,
Hobart. wavelength 535 metres. 3000
watts.

1AR.-Associated Radio Co.. I.td.. Mel-
bourne. wavelength 451 metres, power
1600 watt"

3DB.-Druleigh Business and Technical
College, Melbourne. wavelength 255
metres. power 500 watts.

3112.-0. J. Nilsen A: Co., Melbourne.
wavelength 313 metres.. power 100
watts.

4GR-Gold Radio Electric Service. Too-
wootnha. Queensland, wvel-ngth 291
metre, power 100 watts.

6KA.-Sport Radio Broadcasting
Station, Adelaide, wavelength 250
metres, power 1000 watts.

61):4.---5DN Pty.. Ltd.. Adelaide. wave..
length 313 metres. 500 watts.

7,39 pan.--Musie.
1.26.p.m.-Mr. J. K. Powell
760 p.M1.--Announeements.
1.66 Instrumental Trio:

*DAN SCULLY, MURIELLE LANG, ADA
BROOK.

8.6.p.M.Address.
3.20 p.m. Songs.
11.25.pm.4-Talk 'on 'Anton DVeirak. t illustrated

from his music, by PHYLLIS CAMPBELL:
1. "First movement from' Quintettel*

(Dvorak).
9 p.m. -Topical Talk
916 p.m. -Piano Solos: MISS MOLLIE

I.EAHY.
9.23 p.M.-Songs.
9.31 p.m. -Instrumental Quartette:

DAN SCULLY. MONICA. BORDER,
MURIELLE LANG,' ADA BROOK.

9.53 p.m. -Talk.
10 p.m. Close down.

3L0, MELBOURNE.
Broadcasting Co. of Aust.

ave Length, 371 Metres.

Friday
MIDDAY SESSION.

12 noon. -Time Signal. Metal prices received
by the Australian Mines and Metals Asso-
elation from the London Stock Exchange
this day. British Official Wireless news
from Rugby. Reuter's and The Australian
Press Association Cables. "Argus" news
service.

12.20 p.m. -FRANK AND FRANCES LUIZ.
HaWailan Entertainers:

Duet. "Maui Girl."
Song, "Pus Mohe La."
Steel Guitar. "Waltz Medley."
Duet, "My Waikiki Mermaid."

12.30 p.m. STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"Pique Dame" (Suppe).

12.40 p.m. -Stock Exchange information.
12.43 p.m.-CLINTON AND LEIGH:

"Golden Dreams" (Stoneham).
"Mellow Mersey Moon" (Stoneham).

12.60 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"Chiquita Valse" (Barnard).
"Souvenir" (Herbert).

I P.m.-ETHEL FORSHAW. soprano:
"The Waining Is Good" (Gratz).
"Ingrid's Song" (Kjerulf).

1.7 p.m. -BERTHA JORGENSON. violin:
"Menuet" (Popors-Kreiskr).
"Menuet" (Strome!).

1.14 p.m. -Meteorological information. Ship-
ping inteuigenee. Weather synopsis for
Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, and
New South Wales. Ocean Forecast. River
reports. Rainfall for Victoria. Tasmania,
South Australia. and New South Wales.

1.22 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"Quartet" (Haydn).

1.32 p.m.-ETHEL FORSHAW. soprano:
"The Wind's in the South To -day" (Scott).
"The Birth of Morn" (Leong.

1.39 p.m.-TASMA TIERNAN, 'Cello:
"Gavotte" (Popper).

1.47 p.m.-CLINTON AND LEIGH:
"Ballarat" (Stoneham).
"Waikiki Moon" (Stoneham).

1.64 p.m. --STUDIO ORCHESTRA
"Idyl Blumenge fluster" (Blurt).

AFTERNOON SESSION.
2.45 p.m. -Description of Associated Public

Schools of Victoria football. GEELONG
GRAMMAS SCHOOL v. GEELONG COL-
LEGE; description by Mr. Wallace Sher.
land: transmitted from Geelong.

2.55 p.m. -Description of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football. MELBOURNE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. WESLEY COL-
LEGE, by Mr. C.Brooksbank. from M.C.G.

8.6 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"The Coquette" (Johnstone).

3.10 p.m. --Description of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football, GEELONG
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. GEELONG COL-
LEGE, described by Mr. Wallace Sharland
from Geelong. Quarter -time.
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2.20 p.m. -Description of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football. MELBOURNE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. WESLEY COL-
LEGE. by Mr. C. Hiookabank, from M.C.G.
Quarter -time.

Liu P.M. -"AU FAIT':
"Fashion Talk."

11.66 p.m.-ELSA STRALIA., sopranos
(Violin Ob!lento by Bertha Jorgenson).
"Ave Maria" (Gounod).
"Gray Morn" (Standish).

4.2 p.m. -Description of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football. GEELONG
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. GEELONG COL-
1.SZE, by Mr. Wallace Sherland, from
Geelong.. -Half-time.

4.9 p.m. -Description of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football, by Mr. C.
Brooksbank. from M.C.G.-Half.time.

4.16 p.m. -MRS. 21. CALLAWAY MAHOOD
will speak on "Art in Modern Life."

4.30 p.m.-Deseription of Associated Public
Schools of Victoria football, GEELONG
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. GEELONG COL-
LEGE. by Mr. Wallace Sherland, from Gee-
lung.-Threequarter-time.

4.37 p.m.-Descriptito of Associated Public
Schools of Vittoria football, ME7LF1OURNE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL v. WESLEY COL-
LEGE. by Mr. Brooksbank. from M.C.G.-
Threequarter-time.

4.45 p.m.-- "Herald" news service. Stock
Exchange information.

-Associated Public Schools of Vic-
toria, GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL v.
GEELONG COLLEGE. Final scores. by Mr.
Wallace Shirrland. from Geelong.

6.5 p.m. -Associated Public Schools of Vic -
toxin. MELBOURNE GRAMMAR SCUOOL
v. WESLEY COLLEGE. from M.C.G. Final
scores, by Mr. Brooksbank.

5.30 p.m. -Answers to Letters and Birthday
Greetings. by "BILLY BUNNY."

6 p.m. -ELSIE BRADSHAW, Piano Solo for
the children.

6.7 p.m',ISOBEL RIDDELL. contralto:
"Three Fishers" .(Hullab).
"My Child is My Treasure."

6.15 u.m.-MR. ROD McGRECOR. Football:
"Playing the Game."

6.26 p.m.-ISOBEL RIDDELL. contralto:
"The Forge" (Brahms).
"Husheen" (Needham).

EVENING SESSION.
6.32 p.m. -ELSIE BRADSHAW will play

again for the children.
ROYAL AUTOMORILE CLUB OF VIC-

TORIA'S SAFETY MESSAGE FOR TO-
DAY IS: CHILDREN: "To keep the
donor and nurses away. Play safe day
is fler

6.10 p.m. Official report of Newmarket stork
roinikorre. of I riteks for following

....Vs idles. supplied by the Associated
Sieek soul Station Agents, of Rourke Street.
Melbourne.

LA:, p.m. "Herald" news service. Weather
synopsis. Shipping movements.

6.52 p.m. Stuck Exchange information.
6.67 p.m.- -Fisk market reports. by J. It. Bor-

n -IL Ltd. Rabbit pricey,.
7 p.m, River reports.
8.3 p.m: Market reports of fruit, by the Vie

turbot Fruiterers' Association. compiled by
the "Fruit World," exclusive to 31.0.

NIGHT SESSION.
8.15 p.m. Under the auspices of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Mr. W. C. RUGG.
Expert, will speak on: "Export of

Eumi."
1.10 P.M: STUDIO ORCHESTRA:

"Suite Andaluscan"- -Part 1 011eramontel.
7.40 p.m.--F/MNIC and FRANCES LUIZ.

Hawaiian entertainers:
Poet.- "On the Beech at Waikiki."
Song. "Old Plantation."
Steel Guitar. "Kalima Waltz."
Duel. "Naughty Hula Eyes."

¶.50 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
'Suite Andalusesn"-Part 2 (bleramontel.

p.m. -CAPTAIN of the NEW ZEALAND
Hockey Team will speak to you fur  few
minutes.

7,37 p.m. -MR. IL K. LOVE:
'

8.7 - COLLINGWOOD CITIZENS'
BAND:

March. "Peace and War."
Overture. "Bohemian Girl."

8.17 p.m. -J. HOWARD KING. bass -baritone:
"Hod  Home" (Korbay).
"Shepherd. See Thy Horse's Foaming

Mane" (KorbaY)
8.24 p.m. -STATION TRIO:

"Card Song and SequidIlla"-Carmen
(Bigot).

8.34 p.m.-ELSA STRALIA, 1409ranto
"Softly Awakes My Heart." -Samson and

Delilah.
-The Greatest Wish in the World" (Wit.

leby I.
8.41 p.m. - COLLINGWOOD CITIZENS'

BAND:
Selection. "Harry Lauder's Songs."

8.61 p.m. --Announcements and ROYAL
AUTOMOBILE CLUB OP VICTORIA'S
SAF/ITY MESSAGE TO -DAY a for
SAFETY FIRST: "Money will buy a lot of
things, but it can't buy spare parts for
your body that are as good as the original
ones."

8.55 p.m. -NORMAN BRADSHAW. tenors
"Belle Marquise" (Rolt).
"Virginian Love Song" (Harrb7)

9.2 p.m.-SlIMIO ORCHESTRA:
"2nd Symphony" -Part 1 (Beethoven).

9.9 p.m. -SOUTHERN CHORAL UNION.
conducted by Graham Burgin. Pianists.
Olive MeKillop. Tort pieces which the
society sang and won Newcastle Contest.
Easter, 1927:

"When Winds Breathe Soft" (Webb.).
"God in the Thunderstorm" (Schubertl

9.16 p.m. - COLLINGWOOD CITIZENS'
BAND:

Trombone solo. 'TM Tyrolese" -A. Thorne.
Hymn. "It -Is WelL"

9.22 p.m. -"CARDIGAN" -Mr. H. A. Wolfe,
Sporting Editor of the "Argus" and "Aus-
tralasian," will speak on Saturday's races.

0.33 p.m.-ELSA STRALIA. sporano:
"The lost Chord" (Sullivan).
'Trees" (Rasbasch).

9.40 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"2nd Symphony" -Part 8 (Beethoven).

9.47 p.m. -MR. C. J. ',musics will speak
on "Saturday's &serum Event."

9.57 p.m. -- COLLINGWOOD CITIZENS'
BAND:

" Casino Tense."
10.7 p.m. -NORMAN BRADSHAW. tenor:

"From the land of the sky blue water"
(Cadman).

"Madrigal" (Charninade).
10.14 p.m.--Metsorological information. Read

notes supplied by the Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria.

NEW ZEALAND STATIONS:
RYA, Auckland, The Radio

Broadcasting Co. of New
Zealand, Ltd.

Power 500 Watts; Wave-
length, 420 Metres. Silent

Night, Monday.
2YK, Wellington, The Radio
Broadcasting CO. of New

Zealand, Ltd.
Power 120 Watts; Wave-

length, 295 Metres.
3YA, Christchurch, The Radio
Broadcasting Co. of New.

Zealand, Ltd.
Power 500 Watts; Wave-

length, 400 Metres. Silent
Night, Thursday.
4 YA, Dunedin, The Radio
Broadcasting Co. of New,

Zealand, Ltd.
Power 750 Watts; Wave-

length, 435 Metre's.

10.24 p.m. -STUDIO ORCHESTRA:
"Madame Pompadour" (Fall).

10.84 p.m. -J. HOWARD KING, bass -baritone:
"Tom Brown*" (Sanirei
"Friend of Mine" (Sanderson).

10.41 p.m. - COLLINGWOOD CITIZENS'
BAND:

Legit. "Exerlsior"-R. Spencer and F. Craw-
ler.

10.61 p.m. -"Argue" news service. British
Odlcial Wireless News.

11 P.m. -OUR GREAT THOUGHT:
"What  piree of work is man. hew noble
in reason. how infinite in facult.., in form
and moving, how express and admirable in
action, how like an simnel in apnrObellairkfl.
how like a God." --Shakespeare.

11.1 p.m. -JOE ARONSON AND HIS SYNCO-
PATING SYMPHONISTS.

11.40 p.m. -GOD SAVE THE KING.

3AR, MELBOURNE
Associated Radio Co.

Wave Length, 484 Metres.
Friday

MORNING SESSION -I1 a.m. to 12 noon.
MIDDAY CONCERT SESSION,

Transmittee from Psnetrops House. 252
Collins Street (by exclusive permission of
Willa and Paton, Ltd.). on the Brunswick
Panatrope,

MATINEE SESSION.
DANCE CONCERT.

2.30 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:
Overture, "The Calif of Bagdad" (Boieldieu).
"March of the Dwarfs" (Mookowskil.

2.45 p.m. --Mr. Ernest Pettifer. clarinet:
"Alicante" (1.41 Thiere).

2.49 p.m -Ayers Danoonians.
3.5 p.m. -Miss Ethel Brearley. piano:

"Evening Song" (Lehmann).
3.9 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:

"Fantasie Espagnole" (Homer).
"Overture to an Irish Comedy" ( A wren).

3.25 p.m.-Mia May Richards, contralto:
"Unmindful of the Roses" (Lehr).
"Elegic" (Massenet).

3.33 p.m.-Ayare Dansonians.
3.66 p.m. -Mr. Herbert Pettifer. violin:

"Romance" (Wieniawski).
p.m.-G.P.O. Clock SAYS "Pour."

4.1 p.m. -2nd Weather forecast.
4.4 p.m. -Interval Talk: Miss Emil, Noble

(Cooking Demonstrator of the Metropolitan
Gas Company) will advise on "The Cooking
of Fish."

4.4 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:
"Four Spanish Pictures" (Lunsatti).
"Piano del Popolo" (Juel-Frederilmen).

4.20 p.m. -Miss May Rickards. contralto:
"0 Lovely Night" (Ronald).
"Down the Buyn" (Moffatt).

4.28 p.m. -Ayers Dansonians.
4.45 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:

"By the Lake of Geneva." Pat k (Bendel).
4.55 p.m. -To -night's eatertahmsent.
h p.m.-G.P.O. Clock says "Five."

Close down.

CHILDREN'S SESSION.
4.30 p.m. -"The Farmyard Five."

EVENING SESSION.
QUARTETS AND COMEDY.

7.30 p.m. -Mr. George Beattie (Principal
the Beattie College of Physical Culture):
Physical Fitness.

7.45 p.m. -"Field Glasses": Special Review and
Tips for to -morrow's Races.

7.60 p.m. -Market reports.
7.66 p.m. -Week -end Tourists' Guide.
fl p.m.-G.P.O. Clock says "Eight."
8.1 p.m. -Mr. Joseph WIddowes. tenor:

"Passing By" (Purcell).
8.4 p.m: -Mr. James Scott. bass:

"She alone charmeth my sadness." from
"Irene" (f7.ounod).

11.7 p.m. -Mr. Harry Loft, banjo:
"A Darkie Chuckle" (Morley).
"Queen of the Burlesque" (Tilley).

The Mighty 83X Philco is Supreme.
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6.14 p.m. The Leider Four. Male Quartet:
"Picea any'r Lullaby."
"The Mellow Melon" (Richardson).

6.21 p.m. -Mr. Walter Barker. harp:
"The Bells of Aberdovcy" (Thomas).

6.2R p.m. - Minnie Marks, soprano:
"Serenata" tTowelli).
"Don't you mind the Sorrows."

f.35 p.m.- Announcements.
8.39 p.m.- -Mr. Lauriston Burnett. English

humorist:
"I tried to keep from Laughin t" (Moore).

6.47 p.m. -Signori Gera and Zotti, mandolin
and guitar duo:

"A Night in Venice." Serenade (Coral.
$.i.3 p.m. -Mr. James Scott and Jos. Wid-

down, duet:
"Watchman, what of the night ?"(Sergeant).

6.57 p.m. -Mr. Ralph Thomson and Mr. Harry
Fletcher. duet:

"The Battle Eve" Ilionheur).
9 p.m. --Mr. Harry Loft, banjo:

"The Darkey's Return" (Ellis).
"Sunday" (Miller).

9.7 DAM- Mr. V. Upton -Brown, narrator:
"The Revolt of the Gladiators." a recon-
structed scene from Roman History. The
great revel of the slaves under Spartans.
the gladiator, in 79. B.C.

9.15 p.m. -Mr. Walter Barker, harp:
"Study in C Flat" (Thomas).

9.22 p.m.---Ths Leider Four:
"Calm is the Sea" (Paoil).
"The Soldier's Farewell" (PurdaY).

9.30 p.m. -Announcements.
9.84 p.m. -Mr. Lauriston Burnett, English

humorist:
"Sally am de Girl" (Gordon).

9.42 p.m. -Miss Minnie Marks, sopranot
"Alas Those Chimes." from "Maritana"

(Wallace).
"Bird of Love Divine" (Haydn Wood).

9.49 p.m. -Signori Cera and Zotti, mandolin
and guitaa duo:

"The Belle of Corneille."
9.56 p.m. -Mr. Ralph Thomson. baritone:

"To -morrow" (Keel).
10 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock say, "Ten."
10.1 p.m. -Tile "Age" News Bulletin, exclusive

to 3AR.
10.5 p.m. -Dance Hour. Leggett's Ballroom

Orchestra (direction. Mr. Harry Nangle).
10.66 p.m. -To -morrow's entertainment.
11 p.m.--G.P.O. Clock says "Eleven."

"God Save the King."

4QG, BRISBANE
Queensland Radio Service.

Ware Length, 385 Metres,

Friday
MIDDAY SESSION.

1 p.m. -Market reports, weather Information.
'The Daily Mail" and "The Daily Standard"
newt.
FROM HOTEL CARLTON:

1.30 p.m. -Lunch hour music played
Carlton Symphony Orchestra.
FROM THE OBSERVATORY:

1.56 p.m. --Standard time signal.
I p.m. -Close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

by Hotel

FROM HOTEL CARLIION:
3.30 p.m. -Afternoon tea music played

Hotel Carlton Symphony Orchestra.
FROM THE STUDIO:

4.15 p.m. --News service suppli.d b) "The
Telegraph."

4.30 p.m. -Close down.

by

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
6 p.ru.-"Daily Standard" news, weath r in-

formation. announcements.
6.30 p.m. -Bedtime stories by 'The Sandman."
7 p.m. -Market reports, stock renorta.
7.30 p.m. -Weather news, announcements.
7.43 p re.-Stanclanl time algae!.

NIGHT SESSION.
W.E.A. MUSIC CLASS.

The Workers' Educational Association's
Tutorial Classes in Music are being held
this season in the reception hall at 4QG,
and are being conducted b/ Mr. George
Sampson Nuttiest Adviser, Department of
Public Instruction; Lecturer in Music,
Teachers' Training College).

The object of holding the classes at 4QG
is to broadcast both the lectures and the
music, and so make available na a large
audience the edutational matter placed be-

fore the student*. The classes will .extend
over a period, and will- be 'held each Fri-
day night.

The ordinary lecturette which is mittens'
given at 7.45 -p.m. will .be dispensed with.
and the classes will begin at that hour.

The tutor, Mr. Sampson. will lecture dur-
ing the first portion of each evening. and
chamber music will be played after such
lecture.
FROM THE RECEPTION HALL:

7.45 p.m.-W.E.A. Musk Class.
The following artists will illustrate Mr.

Sampson's lecture to -night: -Mrs. Stuart
(piano). Miss Enid Stuart (first violin).
Miss Erica Stuart (second violin). Mists
Marjorie Stuart (*cello).
FROM TIIE STUDIO:

9 p.m. -Metropolitan weather forecast.
Weef.end road information for motorists.
officially suutilied by the Royal Automo-

bile Club of Queensland.
SILKSTONE APOLLO CLUB.

Male Chorus, "To Arms" (Laurent de
Rille). the Apollo Club; song, selected. Mr.
T. Westwood; chorus, "Bonnie Banks of
Loch Lomond" (Vincent), the Apollo Club:
song, "You Lovely Thing," Mr. D. Griffith;
chorus. "Pilgrims' -Chorus" (Tannbauser).
the Apollo Club; elocutionary item, selected,
Mr. D. Owen: chorus, "Anchored" (Wat-
son), Apollo Club: duet, "Flow, Gentle
Deva." Messrs. Westwood and Morrie:
chorus -(n.1 "When Evening's Twilight,"
(b) "In the Evening." the Apollo Club;
pianoforte solo, "Hungarian Dance in F.
Major" (Brahma). Mist T. Marsh; chorus.
"The Volga Boatman" (Granville Bantocki.
the Apollo Club; bass solo, selected. Mr. V.
Morris; chorus -(a) "Lullaby" (Brahmai,
tbi "Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground"
(Bell). Apollo dlub; song, seletred. Mr. A.
Wilcox; chorus, "Comrades in Arms"
(Adam), the Apollo Club.
FROM THE STUDIO:

10 p.m. ---"The ITally Mail" news; weather
news; football news.
Close down,

5CL, ADELAIDE
Central Broadcasters, Ltd.
Wave.Length, 395 Metres.

Friday.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

3 p.m. -Chimes.
3.1 p.m. -Relay from the Maple Leaf- Cafe:

Orchestral selections.
3.45 p.m. -From the Studio:

Recitals on the Sonora and the Autotone.
4 p.m. --Chimes.
4.1 p.m -Relay from the Arcadia Cafe;

Orchestral selections.
Vocalist, Mary Edson.

4.55 p.m. -Station announcements.
5 p.m. -Chimes and close down.

EVENING SESSION.
6 p.m. -Chimes.
6.1 p.m: -Relay from the Covent Garden -Re-

staurant: Orchestral selections.
6.44 p.m. -Running time of the East West

Express.
6.45 p.m. -Children's entertainment.
7.20 p.m. -Market reports, Stock Exchange

intelligence, Retail Grocers' reports. Auto-
mobile Association bulletin, and Fish Mar-'
kct reports.

7.30 p.m. -General sporting talk by "Wind -

7.50 pan. --Football talk by "Highmark."
p.m. -Chimes.

8.1 p.m. -Melody Masters.
Front the Studio:

9.1 p.m. -Weather report.
9.2 p.m.-Dalgety's wheat report.
9.3 p.m.- -Trude Mudic, dramatic soprano.

Mrs. Hubert James. contralto.
Gilbert Case), violinist.
The Railway Quartette in solos, duets and
quartets.

9.15 p.m. -Mr. R. C. Scott, experimentalist.
of Roseworthy Agricultural Cooley..

10.57 p.m. -To -morrow's programme, weather
bulletin, chimes.
National Anthem.

11 p.m. -Close down,

6WF, PERTH
Westralian Farmer's.

Wave Length, 1250 Metres.
Friday
12.30 p.m. -Tune in.
12.35 p.m. -Local News Item supplied by

courtesy of 'The West Australian" News-
paper Co. Market reports supplied by the
Westralian Farmers Limited. Cables sup-
plied by the Australian Press Association.

1 p.m. -Time Signal from Perth Otwervatory.
1.1 p.m. Weather notes supplied by the

Meteorogical Bureau of Western Australia.
1.2 p.m. -Studio Quintette.
2 p.m. -Close down.
a3.5 p.m. -Musical Programme.
6 p.m. -Close down.
6.45 p.m. -'Tune in.
6.60 p.m. -Musical Evening for the Kiddies.
7.20 p.m. -Stock and Share intelligence sup-

plied by courtesy of Messrs. Saw and Grim.
wood Limited- Market reports supplied by
the Westralian Farmers Limited. Second
Local News Bulletin supplied by courtesy
of "The West Australian" Newspaper Coy.
Cables supplied by the Australian Press
Association.

7.45 p.m. -Talk by "Caller" on Saturday's
Racing.

9 p.m. -Time Signal from Perth Observatory.
8.1 p.m.-Weathea Notes supplied by the

Meteorological Bureau of Western Australia,
8.3 p.m. -Popular night.

Items by Misses Sutton' and. Foley, Instru-
mental Duo, of thesis. Katoornba.
Coinet solos by Mr, Chas, Court.
p.m. --"Gardening Notes" by Mr. E. A.
Hughes, representing Messrs. Dawson and
Harrison.

10 p.m. -Late news items supplied by courtesy
of the "Daily News" Newspaper Co.
Weather forecast and report. Ships within
range.

10.30 pan. --Close doe

7ZL, HOBART
Tasmanian Broadcasters, Ltd.

Friday.
MORNING SESSION -11 a.m. to 12 noels.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
p.m.-G.P.O. Clock Chimes.

3.1 p.m. --Tune in selection.
3.5 p.m. -Hobert Stock Exchange quotations.

Weather information.
Items of interest.
Announcements.

8.15 p.m. -Orchestral selections by 7ZI., Or.
chestra.

4.15 p.m. -Bridge instruction: Lesson 1.
4.30 p.m. -Close down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION,
6.30 p.m. -Children's Corner with the "Radio

7.15 p.m. -Young Folks' Gardening Chat by
Mr. George Nation.

NIGHT SESSION.
7.30 p.m. -Fruit. Poultry and Produce Report,

through the courtesy of Roberta and Co.,
Ltd., Murray Street. Hobart.

7.35 p.m. -Gardening Talk by Mr. George Na.
tion, Glen Nurseries Cascades.
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The Brandola

.....  OOOOOOOO

14:10:0

Brandes Products
Surpass !

Everyone realises that ultimately Brandes must come to
the fore by sheer merit. The Brandola, the largest of.
the Brandes Horn Type Speakers, is volumes ahead of
any other. Its price is most reasonable for the quality.
Ask for a demonstration, or write to us and mention your

nearest dealer's name.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO COMPANY LTD.
200 CASTLEREAGH STREET, SYDNEY
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The Perfect Valve Keceiver

Single Dial Control
FARMER'S

present this perfect receiving set, featuring un-
surpassed purity of tone and simplicity of control ; it is

capable of producing any volume desired.

This new model five -valve receiver is set in a handsome cabinet
of Queensland Maple inlaid with walnut; beautiful "Duco" finish.

Control is effected from a central dial, and each stage is completely
protected with copper shields. The cabinet has ample space
for all batteries ; supplied with accessories and loud speaker.
Price     9  . 0 £52 10 -

This set erected free in City or Suburbs.

Farmer's Standard 2 -Valve Receiver

Efficient and reliable I An ideal <et for reception of all programmes. inter-
ference of outside Stations is absolutely eliminated. Included with standard
equipment are two " Radiotron " valves of a type specially adapted to this
particular set. Price, with one pair of headphones.. .. f 14 10

With loud -speaker equipment. Price .. £22 -

Extra Equipment for the Enthusiast
Headphones by all prominent makers :

" N. & K." Price, per pair ..
" Peerless." Price, per pair ..
" Radio's." Price, per pair ..
New double -reading voltmeter ; and 0-100. Price, each,

 

FARMER'
SYDNEY

S

17

21
35
12,6

Wireless Department, Ground Floor, Market Street

a

Resin
Cored
Solder

for all Radio
and Electrical Work.

BRAND
Patent 12453

Makes the use of acids or
other fluxes unnecessary,
and so avoids the risk of
damage to delicate parts.

Ask for OTI Brand
EASY TO USE

Put up in tins for the amateur.
1, 7, and 10 lb. spools for the.
Radio and Electrical Tradr,
in Diameters of 41, & A

Obtainable from all leading
Radio and Electrical Dealers

in the Commonwealth.

If unobtainable locally, write for
address for nearest source

of supply to

The Mandadarers,

0. T. LEMPRIERE & Co.
Collins House,

Collins Street,

MELBOURNE.

Sirius House,

Macquarie Place,

SYDNEY.
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BRtAIXASTIC PROGRAMMES
0/ (40 COMING WE

fdie'941.

Friday, Dec. 23
2FC, SYDNEY.

Farmer's Broadcasting Service.
Wave Length, 942 Metres.

EARLY MORNING SESSION.
7 a.m. to 8 a.m.

MORNING SESSION.
10 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

MIDDAY SESSION.
12 noon. -"Big Ben" and announcements.
12.2 p.m. -Stock Exchange. hest call.
12.3 p.m. -Official weather forecast, rainfall.
12.5 p.m. -Studio music.
12.10 p.m. -Summary of "Sydney Morning

Herelir news service.
Rugby wireless news.

12.25 p.m. -Studio musk.
12.40 p.m -Annie Sedger. meeto:

"Love's Lament" (Michael Head).
12.45 p.m. -Studio music.
1 p.m. -"Big Ben." Weather intelligence.
1.3 p.m. -"Evening News" midday news ser-

vice.
Producers Distributing Society's Report.

1.20 p.m. -Studio music.
1.28 p.m. -Stork Exchange, second call.
1.10 p.m. --Studio music.
1.40 p.m. -Annie Sedge'. meat.

"Meadow Sweet" (Brake).
1.45 p.m. -Studio nrisic.
2 p.m. -"Big Ben." Close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
3 p.m. -"Big Ben" and announcements.
3.3 p.m. -The. "Radio Triad" (Leader, Mr.

Swart Chapple),
3.13 p.m. -Fosse BrakeIL contralto:

"None, but the Lonely Heart" (Theowaky).
3.17 p.m. -A short talk.
3.25 p.m. -Jeanette Rooney. soprano:

"The Carpet" (Sanderson).
3.20 p.m. -Kathleen Horne. soprano:

"When You and I Were Seventeen' (Ftosoff ).
3.33 p.m. -The "Radio Triad" (Leader, Mr.

Ewan ChaPPie)
3.43 p.m. -Muriel Watt, contralto:

"Here in the Quiet Hills" (Carne).
3.47 p.m. -Studio records.
3.55 p.m. -Fosse Brakell. contralto:

"The Wild Rose" (Schubert).
4 p.m. -A Reading.
4.10 p.m. -Jeanette Rooney, contralto:

"Of the North I Sing" (Oliver).
4.15 p.m. -The 'Radio Triad" (Loader, Mr.

Ewart Chapple).
4.20 p.m. -Kathleen Horne, sopran.s:

"Until" (Sanderson).
4.30 p.m. -Muriel Watt, contralto:

"So Little Time" (Lahr).
4.33 p.m. -The "Radio Triad" (Leader. Mr.

Evart Chapple).
4.45 p.m.-7Stork Exchange third call.
4.47 p.m. -Studio music.
6 p.m. -"Big Ben." Close down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
5.40 p.m. -The chimes of 2FC.
5.45 p.m. -The "Hello Man" talks to the chil-

dren.
6.30 p.m. -Story time for the young folk.
6.40 p.m. -From Farmer's Oak Dining Hall:

The Oak Hall Instrumental Trio tLeader.
Mr. Horace Keats).

6.46 p.m. -Mavis Dearman. soprano:
"Phyllis has such charming graces" (Will-

son).
6.50 p.m. -The Oak Hall Instrumental Trio.
6.55 p.m. -David Craven, baritone.
7 p.m. -"Big Ben."

Latest Racing Information by the 2FC C. m-
missioner (from the Studio).

7.10 p.m.-Dalrety's market reports (wool,
wheat and stock) .

7.18 p.m. -Fruit and vegetable markets
7.20 p.m. -Weather and .hipping news.
7.24 p.m. --"Evening News" late news service.

NIGHT SESSION.
7.38 p.m. -Programme announcemer G.
7.40 p.m. -Lionel Lunt, English baritone.
7.45 p.m.-Cricketing reminiscences, prepared

by Mr. Frederick Harper.
7.63 p.m. -Lionel Lunt, Eng lab baritone.

P.m.--'Bigt Ben."
From the Lyric Winter Garden Theatre,

George Street, Sydney:
Orchestral Items.

8.20 p.m. -From the Studio:
Alice Prows., contralto:
"How far is it to BethlAens-" (Geoffrey

Shaw) (arr. Brash).
8.24 p.m -Rue

"Mirth and Melody."
8.30 p.m. -The "Crackerjack" Trio.
8.36 p.m. -Lionel Lunt, English baritone,
8.34 p.m. -Alice Prows*, contralto:

"If there were dreams to sell" (John Ire-
land).

8.42 p.m. -From the' Lyric Winter Garden
Theatre, George Street, Sydney:

Orchestral items.

NEW SOUTH WALES "A" AND "E"
CLASS BROADCASTING STATIONS.

RFC. -Farmer's Broadcasting Station,
Ltd., Sydney, wavelength 442 metres,
power 5000 watts.

21:M. -Broadcasters' Ltd., Sydney. wave-
length 353 metres, power 6000 watts

2GB.-Theosophical Broadcasting
Station. Ltd., Sydney. wavelength
316 mgr.... power 3000 watts.

IIIY.-Trdes and Labor Council. Syd-
ney, wavelength 260 metres, power
1500 watts.

2UW-Sandel Radio. Sydney, wavelength
267 metres. power 600 watts.

231K. -Mockler Bros.. Bathurst. wave-
length 275 metres. power 250 watts.

2LIE.-Electrical Utilities Supply Co.,
Sydney, wavelength 293 metres.
power 250 watts.

211E.-Borgin Electric Co.. Sydney.
wavelength 316 metres. 100 watts.

2130.-R. A. Douglas, Newcastle. wave.
length. 296 metres. 100 watts.

8.30 p.m. -From the Studio:
Rus Garling.

8.56 p.m. -The "Crackerlack" Trio.
9.4 p.m. -Late weather forecast.
9.5 p.m. -Alice Prows°. contralto:

1. (a) "Dream o' Nights."
(b) "The men in the Moon" tCoatee).

2. "Doon the burn" told Scot. Ballad).
9.12 p.m. -From Her Majesty's Theatre. Syd-

ney (by permission of J. C. Williamson,
Limited), the Second Act of the Musical
Comedy,

"WILDFLOWER."
featuring Marie Bourke and Herbert Browne.
Scene: The Benedetto Villa on Lake Como.

Italy.
Musical numtors:

"The best dant., I've had to -night."
"Course :
"Casino."
"Coo can't blame a girl for dreaming."
"Goodbye, Little Rosebud."

"Finale."
10.12 p.m. -From the Studio:

The "Crackerjack" Trio.
1126 p.m. -Len Maurice. popular baritone.
10.80 p.m.-Lnie weather forecast.
10.31 p m.- The "Crackerjack" Trio.
10.60 p.m. -Len Maurice:

popular songs.
10.67 p m. Late news and announcements.
11 p.m. -"Big Ben."

National Anthem.
Close down.

2BL, SYDNEY.
Broadcaster's Ltd.

Wave Length, 353 Metres.
ridgy

EARLY MORNING SESSION.
7.0 a.m. to 8.0 a.m.

MORNING SESSION.
10.30 a.m.--G.P.O. Clock and Chime.; Musks/

Programme from Studio.
10.40 a.m.-News from the "Dolly Telegraph

Pictorial."
10.60 a.m.-Musical Programme from the

Studio.
11.0 a.m. G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; An-

nouncements.
11.5 a.m.-Musical Programme from the

Studio.
11.16 a.m.-Women's Session: Talk on "Motor-

ing," by Miss Gwen Varley, Broadcasters'
Women's Sports Authority. Social Notes.
Replies to Correspondents Mrs. Jordan.
Talk on "A last word abovt Xmas Cook-
ery," by Mrs. Jordan.

12 noon.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes: Special
Ocean Forecast and Weather Report.

12.3 p.m. -Musical Programme from the
Studio.

72.8 p.m. Information, Mails, Shipping and
Port Directory.

12.11 p.m. -Boats in Call b: Wireless.
12.13 p.m. -.Fruit Market Report.
12.15 p.m. -Vegetable Market Report

Philcos are Aristocrats among Batteries.
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12.17 p.m. -London Metal Market Report.
12.19 p.m. -Dairy and Farm Produce Market

Report.
12.22 p.m. -Forage Market Report
12.24 p.m. -Fish Market Report.
12.26 p.m. -Rabbit Market Report.
12.23 p.m. -Stork Exchange Report.
12.30 p.m.-H.51.V. Gramophone Recital.
1.27 p.m. Stock Exchange Report.
1.30 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chtmen; Talk to

Children and Special Enter.ainment for
Children in limmital.

2.0 p.m.- G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Close
Down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Racing Information Broadcast Immedi-
ately after each race by courtesy of the
"Sun" Newspapers.

3.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; News
from the "Sun."

3.16 p.m. -Civil Service Stores Trio. Direction.
Mien de C,ourcey Bremer.

8.30 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes.
Talk on "Horneerafts" by "Priscilla."

4.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Civil
Service Stores Trio.

4.16 p.m. -Talk on "Women of the Orient of
all Ages."

4.35 p.m. --Musical Programme from the
Studio.

4.50 p.m. -News from the "Sun."
4.55 p.m. -Resume of Night's Programme.
4.57 p.m. --Racing Resume.
4.69 p.m. --Special Ocean Forecast.
6.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Close

Down.

EARLY EVENING SEFQION.

6.45 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes: Child-
ren's Session

1.30 p.m. -Musical Programme from the
Studio. .

SPECIAL COUNTRY SESSION.

7.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Aus-
tralian Mercantile Land and Finance Co.'s
Report; Weather Report And Forecast by
courtesy of Government 36.teirologist; Pro-
ducers' Distributing Society's Fruit and
Vegetable Market Report; Stock Exchange
Reports: Grain and Fodder Rerorts ("Sun"),
Dairy Produce Report ("Sun"); Eucharistic
Congress Notes.

7.15 p.m.-Countrx News from the "Sun."
7.20 p.m. -Talk by Mr. Gregory of the

N.R.M.A.
7.30 p.m. -Talk on "Gardening Science." by

Mr. Cooper. Park Superintendent. City
Council.

8.0 p.m.,-C.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Grand
Opera Hour; Broadcasters' Topical Chorus.

9.3 p.m.-Brodcosters Trio.
A.13 Leslie McCallum (Baritone).
8.23 p.m. --Duet. Miss leenore Gotseh and

Mr. Alfred Vii'more.
6.33 p m -Miss Heather Kinn:tied (Contralto).
3.40 p.m. -Mr. Moore McMahen I Violin Solos)
8.47 p.m. -Mr. Alfred Wilraore (Tenor).
3.54 p.m.--Mis. beonore Gotsch (Soprano).
9.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock and Chimes; Weather

Report and Forecast by courtesy of Mr L.
.1. Mare,. Government Meteorologist.

p.m.-Broadmaters' All Sports Export will
talk on "Cricket."

Aid p.m. -Mr. Leslie McCallum.
9.23 p.m.- Mr. Moore McMahon.
9.30 p.m. -Miss Leonore Gotsch.
9.37 p.m.--Broadeasters' 'Trio.
9.47 p.m. -Mr. Alfred Wilrnore.
9.61 p.m. --Miss Heather Einnaird.
10.1 p.m. -The Spot -tins; Editor of the "Sun"

will talk on the prom eats of Saturday's
Racing.

10.16 p.m. -Dance Music by Danny Hogan 's
Frisco Six, transmitting from the Ballroom
of the Bondi Casino. During leWevale
tween Dances "Sun" News will be broad-
cast.

11.0 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock end Chimes: National
Anthem.*

2GB, SYDNEY
Theosophical Broadcasting Service.

Wave Length, 316 Metres.

Friday.

MORNING SESSION.

9 a.m.-Music.
9.6 a.m.-Good Cheer Talk.
9.16
9.26 arm,. --Psychological Class.
9.10 a.m.-Music.
9.45 a.m.-Health and Diet.
10 a.m.-Close Down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

3.37 p.m. -Address.
3.62 n.m.-Music.
4 p.m. -Address.
4.22 P.m. -Massie.
4.30 p.m. -Close down.

EVENING SESSION.

7 p.m. -Music.
7.5 p.m. -Address: R. E. Bennett.
7.16 p.m. -Music.
7.20 p.m. -Address: Mr. J. K. Powell.
7.30 p.m. -Music.
7.40 p.m.-Addreas: F. Houstone, B.A.
7.65 p.m. -Instrumental Trio:

LEN BREWER, MURIELLE LANG, ADA
BROOK.

3.5 p.m.-Addreas by Dr. P. K. Rant.
8.20 p.m. --Songs by ELSIE BROWN:

"Let me wander not unseen." (Handel).
"The Plague of Love" (Dr. Arne).

6.23 p.m. -Instrumental Trio: DAN SCULLY,
MURIELLE LANG. ADA BROOK.

9 p.m. -Address by Mr. J. K. Powell.
0.15 p.m. --Songs by ELSIE BROWN:

1. 'The Little Damosel" (Novelle).
2. "Nymphs and Fawns" (Bemberg).

9.23 p.m. -Violin Solos; LEN BREWER.
I. "Andantino" (Mastino
2. "Lila -stele!" (Krebtlerl.

9.30 p.m. -Instrumental Quartette:
LEN BREWER. DAN SCULLY. MURIELLE
LANG, ADA BROOK.

9.60 p.m. -"Good Cheer" Talk.
10 p.m. -Close down.

INTERSTATE "A" AND "B" CLASS
BROADCASTING STATIONS.

MO. -Broadcasting Company of Aar
trail.. Ltd , Wilbourne. wovelengta
371 metres, power 5000 watts.

SAIL -Associated Radio Co.. Ltd.. Mel.
bourne. wavelength 464 metres. power
u000 watts.

146. -Queensland Radio Service, Bris-
bane. wavelength 366 metres. power
stiOu watts.
L. -Central Broadcasters' Ltd..
Adelaide, wavelength 396 metres.
power 6000 watts.
F. -W lien Farms". Ltd.. Perth.

wavelength 1260 metres. power 5000
watts.

ILL. -Tasmanian Broadcasters. I.td.,
Hobart. wavelength 616 metres, 3000

31)5 -The 308 Broadcasting Co. Pty.,
1.td.. Capital House. Melbourne,
wavelength 255 car: rt.>. Vt.wer Suu

watts.
1I-5.-0. J. Nilsen & Co.. Melbourne.

wawlength 31) metres, power 10e

,oats.
41;K -t old Radio Electric Service. T

woomba Queensland. wavelength 274
tosser 100 watts.

SKA.-Sport Radio Brotalrmtinr
Station, Adelaide. wavelength 2:.ti
metres. power 1000 watts.

SDN.-61)N Pty.. Ltd.. Adelaide. wave-
length 313 metres. 500 watts.

41.

2 UW, SYDNEY
Sandel Radio, Ltd.

Wave Length, 267 Metres.

Friday
MORNING SESSION.

9 a.m.-News. Shipping. mails, studio items.
9.45 a.m.--Women's session.
9.59 a.m.-Resume of forward programme.
10 a.m.--Close down.
12.16 p.m. Special employees Luncheon

session.
12.46 p.m. -Close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
2 p.m. -Studio selections.
2.59 p.m. -Resume of forward programme.
3 p.m. -Close down.

EVENING SESSION.
h p.m. -Studio items.
5.59 min. -Resume of forward programme.
6 p.m. -Close down.

NIGHT SESSION.
7 p.m.- Studio chimes.
7.2 p.m. -Where to Co.
7.10 p.m. -Studio selections.
7.30 p.m. -Mrs. A. Dalton. pianoforte solos.

Selection from: "Maid of the Mountains"
(Liman).

7.3 p.m. -Constance Cooper. soprano:
(a) "Robin Adair."
(b) "Upen thy Rine Eyes" (Maminet).

7.42 p.m. -Studio selections.
7.47 p.m. -Mrs. A. Pearce. violin solos:

(a) Selected.
(b) Selected.

7.63 p.m.- Studio selection.
7.58 p.m. -Resume of forward programme.
8 p.m. -Clock chimes.
8.2 p.m. -Miss Constance Cooper, soprano;

Selected.
8.7 p.m. -Mrs. A. Dalton, pianoforte solo:

(a) "Valse Parialenne" (Roberts).
4b) "Barcarolle" Tales of Hoffman (Offen.
bach).

6.15 p.m. -Miss Constance Cooper. soprano:
Selected.

8.19 p.m. -Studio selection.
3.24 p.m. -Mrs. A. Pearce, violin solo, selected.8.29

p.m. --Studio selections.
8.39 p.m. -Jeanette Patenion, pianoforte solo;

"Etude in C. Minor" (Chopin).
8.44 F. Manuel!. tenor:

(a) "Mary of Argyle"
Ib) "Maim my Girl."

8.50 p.m. -Studio selection.
8.65 p.m. -Weather forecast and news items.
9 p.m. -Clock chimes.
9.2 p.m. -.News items.

o.m.-G. F. Manuel. tenor:
"I'll sing thee song of Araby."

9.6 p.m. -Miss Jeanette Paterson.
solo:
"Shadow Dane*" (McDowelL)

9.14 p.m. -Studio selection.
9.19 p.m. -G. F. Manuel. tenor:

"Speak to me only with thine eyes"
0.24 p.m. -Studio selections'
9.30 p.m. -God Save the

Pianoforte

3L0, MELBOURNE.
Friday.

Broadcasting Co. of Aust.
Wave Length, 371 Metres.

MIDDAY SESSION.
33 noon. --Melbourne Observatory time signal.
12.1 p.m.-- Metal prices received by the Aus-

tralian Mince and Metals Association Irons
the London Stock Es' cchange this day.
Reuter's and the Australian Press Associa-
tion cables. British °theist wireless news
from Rugby. "Argus" news service.

12.20 p.m. -STUDIO QUARTET:
Musical Melange, "Creme do la Creme"

arr. (Tobani).

There is no "just -as -good" as Burgess.
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12.90 p.m. -BERNARD THOMAS. tenor:
"Until" (Sanderson),
"Marcheta" ISehertzinger).

12.37 p.m. -Stock Exchange information.
12.40 p.m.-REGINALD BRADLEY, violin:

"Midnight Bells" (14u, auger).
12.47 p.m. --STUDIO QUARTET:

Overture. "The Feast of Lanterns" (Langer)
1 p.m. -Melbourne Observatory time signal.

"Time is short. your obligations are infinite.
Are your homes regulated, your children
instructed. the afflicted relieved. Remember,
the only way to be loved is to appear
lovely: to possess and display kindness."

1.1 p.m.- Description of INTERSTATE CRIC-
KET MATCH. Victoria v. New South Wales,
at Melbourne Cricket Ground, by Mr. Rod
McGregor.

FROM TICE STUDIO.

1.11 p.m. -DAVID GRAHAME, baritone (by
permission of .1. C. Williamson, Ltd.):

"When  Maiden Takes Your Fancy"
Mozart).

"Youth" (Allitsen).
1.18 P.m -Meteorological information. Wea-

ther forecast and rainfall for Victoria. Tas-
mania. South Australia and New South
Wales. Ocean forecasts. River reports.

1.25 p.m. -STUDIO QUARTET:
"Musical Semmes from Switzerland"

(Lamm).
1.35 p.m. -BERNARD THOMAS. tenor:

"Moonlight and Roses" (Moret).
"I Hear  Thrush" (Cadman).

1.12 p.m. STUDIO QUARTETTE:
"Sounds from Italy" (Kretchmer).

1.50 p.m. --DAVID GRAHAM. baritone:
"In Happy Moments" (H. V. Wallace).
"Arise, 0 Sun" (M. C. Day).

1.55 p.m. -Announcements.
2 p.m. -Close down.
2.16 p.m. --Description of INTERSTATE

CRICKET MATCH, Victoria v. New South
Wale.. at Melbourne Crick:t Ground by Mr.
Rod McGregor.

2.30 p.m. -Clore down.
2.16 p.m. -Description of INTERSTATE

CRICKET MATCH. Victoria v. New South
Wale, at Melbourne Cricket Ground, by Mr.
Rod McGregor.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

3 p.m. -Melbourne Observatory time signal.
3.1 p.m. -STUDIO QUARTET:

"Three Eastern Sketches" Illawgill).
3.10 p.m. -MISS FRANCES ?BASER:

"Dickens and Christmas Time."
3.25 p.m. -ALBERT CARLISLE, toner (by

Permission of J. C. Williamson. Ltd.):
"Ma Pali Tutt Amor."
"Kashmiri Song" (Finden).

3.32 n.tn.-STUDIO QUARTET:
"Pierrot" (Berge),

3.39 p.m.--DELLIE JUDGES. soprano (by
Permission of J. C. Williamson, Ltd.):

"Stay with Me. Summer" IC. Morel.).
"Here in the Quiet Hills" (Camml.

8.46 p.m. -STUDIO QUARTET:
Medley, "A Musical Critic's Dream" (Dix).

3.53 p.m. -Description of INTERSTATE
CRICKET MATCH. Victoria v. New South
Wales. at Melbourne Cricket Ground, by Mr.
Rod McGregor.

4.3 p.m. ALBERT CARLISLE. tenor:
"In the Garden of To -morrow" (Deppin).
"A Love Nest Just for Two" (Lobel.

4.10 p.m. -STUDIO QUARTET:
"Santa Claus Suite" (Holland).

4.20 p.m.-NELLIE JUDGES. soprano.
"I Love the Moon" (Ruben.).
"Musette'. Valse Song" (Puccini).

4.27 pan. -MRS. M. CALLAWAY MAHOOD:
The Study nd Use of Color --"Yellow."

4.45 p.m. -"Herald" news .erviee. Stock EX -
change Information.

6 p.m. -Description of INTERSTATE
CRICKET MATCH. Victoria v. New South
Wales. at Melbourne Cricket Ground, by Mr.
Rod McGregor.

5.20 p.m.- Clew,. down.

EVENING SESSION.
5.30 p.m. -Answers to letters and Birthday

Greetings by "BILLY BUNNY."
5.50 p.m.- -Description of the final of to -day's

INTERSTATE CRICKET MATCH, Victoria
v. New South Wales, from Melbourne
Cricket Grosind. by Mr. Rol McGregor.

FROM THE STUDIO.
6 p.m.-Me e greetings by "BILLY BUNNY."
6.7 p.m. -CLIFF BRADSHAW:

Carols for the Children.
6.14 p.m.--CAPT. DONALD MaeLEAN:

Jolly Roger Gentlemen.
6.34 p.m. -"BILLY BUNNY":

More about Treasure Seekers.
6.40 p.m. -Official report of Newmarket stock

sales by the Associated Stock and Station
Agents, Bourke Street, Melbourne.

6.45 p.m. -"Herald" news service. Weather
synopsis. Shipping movements.

6,62 p.m. -Stock Exchange information.
6.57 p.m. -Fish market reports, by J. R. Bur-

nett. Ltd. Rabbit prices.
6.69 p.m. -River reports.
7.2 p.m. -Market reports by the Victorian

Produce& Co-operative Co.. Ltd. Poultry,
grain, hay. straw, jute, dairy produce, pota-
toes and onions. Market reports of Fruit
by the Victorian Fruiterers' Association.
Retail prices. Wholesale prices of fruit by
the Wholesale Fruit Merchants' Association.
Citrus fruits.

NIGHT SESSION.
7.15 p.m. -MISS L. G. HARRIS. Publicity Of-

ficer of the Kindergarten Union will
speak on:

"The Work of the Free Kindergartens."
7.30 p.m. -BRUNSWICK CITY BAND,

Overture. "The Great City" (Dawson).
7.40 p.m. ---BERNARD THOMAS. tenor:

"Adieu Marie"
"Macushla" ilfachfurroughl.

7.17 p.m. -MR. H. K. LOVE:
"Technicalities."

Mr. Love will he glad to attend to your
wireless difficulties. and we ask you to write
to him for any advice that you may require.

7.67 p.m. -BRUNSWICK CITY RAND:
Grand Chorus, "Hallelujah" (Handel).

8.4 p.m.-VAUDE AND VERNE. entertain-
ers:

"Jolly Jokes."
8.14 p.m. THE FRENCH BROS.. banjoist.:

"Blue Skies."
"Kentucky Babe."

8.20 p.m. -JESSIE. IRWIN, soprano:
'The Waltz Song from Tom Jone." (Ger-

man).
"Butterflies and Lilac" (Roads.).

NEW ZEALAND STATIONS:
1Y A, Auckland, The Radio

Broadcasting Co. of New
Zealand, Ltd.

Power 500 Watts; Wave-
length, 333 Metres. Silent
Night, Monday.

2YA, Wellington. The Radio
Broadcasting Co. of New

Zealand, Ltd.
Power 5000 Watts; Wave-

length, 420 Metres.
3YA, Christchurch, The Radio
Broadcasting Co. of New

Zealand, Ltd.
Power 500 Watts; Wave-

length, 306 Metres. Silent
Night, Thursday.
4YA, Dunedin, The Radio
Broadcasting Co. of New,

'Zealand. Ltd.
Power 750 Watts; Wave-

length, 463 Metres.

The World's Flyers carried Burgess.

8.27 p.m. -BRUNSWICK CITY BAND:
Selection, "The Cross of Jerusalem,"

8.37 p.m. -HAROLD ELVINS. piano:
1. "Barcarolle" (Raft).
2. "Caprice" (St. SaeneGluck).
3. "Minuet" (Zanella).
4. "Concert Study" (Goddard).

8.57 pan.-Announc.ementa.
The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria's

Safety Message for to -day is for ALL
DRIVERS. "Don't unnecessarily obstruct
another driver by holding to the centre of
the road attar receiving his signal that hewishes to pa.614.*.

8.2 P.M. -BRUNSWICK CITY BAND:
Intermezzo. "Les Cloches de St. Melo"(Rimmer).

3AR, MELBOURNE
Associated Radio Co.
Wave Length, 484 Metres,

Friday.
MORNING NEWS SESSION,

11 a.m. to 12 noon.

MIDDAY CONCERT SESSION.
12.1 p.m. -Transmitted from Panatrope House.262 Collins Street (by exclusive permissionof Wills and Paton Ltd.) on toe orunow...Panatrope.
1 p.m. -Newmarket stock sales. Special"Snap' progress report on tne progi.so

this morning is stock sales at Newmarket (bycourtesy of Joon strenamara and Co). Tobe repeated at 2.5U specialty fur ourCountry listeners.
1.2 p.m. -.Close down.

.MATINEE SESSION.
DANCE CONCERT.

2.30 p.m. -Newmarket Stock Sales. Special"Snap" progress report direct from tnerams (by courtesy of John Macnamar and
Co.).

2.31 p.m. --Studio Orchestra.
"Stars of the Desert (Vioodforde-F indent.2.45 p.m. -Mr. Tom White. clarinet and Mr.Hertert Pettifer. violin.
instrumental Duet: "Lo, hear the metelark" (Bishop),

2.1 p.m. --Ayers Dansonians.
3.10 p.m. -bliss Ethel Breurley. piano.

"The Monastery Bells" (By request),
9.14 p.m. -Studio Orchestra.

p.m. -Mr. Arthur Shaw. baritone.
"Sometime when ,tight n go tenants.)."Dreams of the Dusk" (d'Hardelot) .3.42 p.m.-Ayars Dans.witsnis.

4 p.m.-G.P.O. Cluck say. "rour."
4.1 p.m. -2nd Weathet forecast,
4.3 p.m.-Announcenieats.
1.6 p.m, -Note: Miss Emily Noble. Cooking

demonstrator of the MetrOpolo...1 tea. -.-
party will resume her talk. to house wisp la
January.

1.7 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:
"Melodious Memorise' (Finek).

1,22 p.m. -Mr. Herbert Pettifer. v'olin.
"Serenade" (Pergament).

4.2.5 p.m. -Mr. Arthur Shaw. baritone:
"My Prayer" (Squire).
"Bird songs at eventide" (Coates).

4.32 p.m. -Studio Orchestra:
"Tatra Fantasia" (Leopold).

4.49 p.m.-Ayarz Dansonians.
4.56 p.m. -To -night a Enetertainmemt.
5 pm.-G.P.O. Clock say, -Five."

Close down,

CHIDLREN'S SESSION.
6.30 p.m. -The Farmyard Five.

EVENING SESSION.
XMAS CAMP -FIRE NIGHT.

7.31/ p.m. --Mr. George Beattie. Principal of the
Bsattie College of Musical Culture -Physical
Fitness.

7.45 p.m. -"Field Glasses" special review for
tomorrow's races

7.50 p.m: -Newmarket Stock Mika.
7.55 p.m. -Week -end Tourists Guide.
5 p.m.-C.P.O. Clock says "Eight-"
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8.1 p.m.-Inatrunsental 'Trio, piano, viohn and
cello:
"Suite from India" (Poppy).

8.10 p.ra.-Mr. Herbert Sanderson, baritone:
"Tim Great awakening" (Kramer).

8.14 p.m. -Mr. Jack Bell. entertainer:
The Popular entertainer in a specially ar-
ranged performance of Lank Harris' char-
ming sketch:
"Christmas Belts."

8.21 p.m. -Mies Violet Woolenek. violin:
"Canto Ambrose" (Elman-SammartinO
"La Gitana" (Kreisler).

8.28 p.m. -"Irani" Brigands and Blood Series.
The adventures of a British Secret Service
officer in "The Sudan"

8.38 p.m. -"Ye Odin English, Christmas
Partie."
An original sketch specially written and
Produced for Radio by Mr. J. Harcourt -
Bailey for the "Sundowners Radio Review
Co."
A delightful half hour of Christrnamy music
song and story.
The Sundowners-Carol "Hark the herald
Angelo sing."
Mr. Robert Allen. Alto:
"He shall feed His dock" from The 5fusiah

(Mandel).
Mr. Harcourt -Bailey:
"t.host Story" (Dickens).
The Sundowners, Quartette:
"Sergrade" (White).
"Kittya Disaster" (Wooler),
Mr. Herbert Sanderson. baritone:
"A Legend" ('rachatkowsky),
The Sundowners:
Carol: "Good King Wenceslas."

9.10 p.m. -Miss Elizabeth Lester, cello:
"Spanish Dance -Vito" (Popper).

9.17 p.m. -"Round The Camp Fire" (Special
Xmas Series).
Music, story and verse by the writers and
Potts of Australsaia.
Narrator; Mr. V. Upton -Brown.

9.52 p.m. -The Sundowners:
"Love is lust" (Baer).
"Birth of the Blue*" (Henderson).

10 p.m.-G.P.O. Clock says "Ten."
10.1 p.m. -Semi -Final Weather report. es.

peciaby for our Country Listener,.
10.2 p.m. -Mr. Jack Bell. Society Comedian.

The favorite entertainer in one of his most
diverting comedy sketches:
"At the Christmas Pantomime."
The Dame explains her trouonw.

10.8 p.m. -Mr. W, H. McLennan:
"Bowls." More amusing and entertaining
topic -entries on Drakes 's favorite pastime by
a former international.

10.18 p.m. -Mr. Robert Ciller& bass:
"Old Batty" (Grant) by request.

10.22 p.m. -Instrumental trio:
"Musical Gems of Tschaikowsky."

10.32 p.m.. -Mr. J. Harcourt -Bailey, Enter-
tainer:
Humorous Sketch: "Snorkins" (Spurr) by

request.
10.42 p.m. -.Mr. Alex Walker:

"The Bush Mimic."
The noted Australian mimic in some wonder-
ful and rcalis.:c bird and Animal imitations.

10.47 p.m. -Mr. Tom Temple and Mr. Herbert
Sanderson:
Duet: "0 Lovely night" (Ronald).

10.61 p.m. -"Age' 'News Bulletin, exclusive to
SA.R.

10.67 p.m. -Tomorrow's Entertainment.
10.68 p.m. -Final weather forecast.
sese p.m. -our Australian Good Night Quote

is from the poem, "The Circling Hearths"
by Roderic Quinn.
"Six hearths are circled round our shores,

and round
The six hearths group a common rare,
Though leagues divide, the one light on their

face:
The same old songs and stories rise: the

sound
Of kindred voices and the dear
Old English tongue make music: and men

move
From hearth to hearth with little fear
Of aught save open amts and love."

11 p.m.--G.P.O. Clock says "Eleven."
Cod Save the King.

4QG, BRISBANE
Queensland Radio Service

Wave Length, 385 Metres,
Friday.

MIDDAY SESSION.
1 p.m. -Market reports: weather information;

"The Daily Mail" and "The Daily Standard"
news.

1.20 p.m. -Lunch hour music.
1.68 p.m. -Standard time signal.

p.m. -Clam down,

AFTERNOON SESSION.
3.30 p.m. -A programme of musk from the

studio.
4.16 p.m. -"The Telegraph" News, Weather.

news.
4.30 p.m. -Close down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
6 p.m. -"Daily Standard" news; weather in-

formation: announcements.
6.10 p.m. -A talk on the teeth -"A General

Diseuasion"-by Mr. W. G. Illingworth (Den-
tal Surgeon).

6.30 p.m. -Bedtime stories by "The Sandman."
7 p.m. -Market reports; stock reports.
7.30 p.m. -Weather news: announcement..

"Daily Standard" news.
7.43 p.m. -Standard time signal,
7.45 p.m. -A review of to -morrow's racing.

NIGHT SESSION.
To -night's programme will be in the form

of a jazz night.
During the evening dance music will be

Played by Alf Featherstone and his Studio
Syncopators.

Between dance items vocal and instrumen-
tal numbers will be provided by the fol-
lowing:
Mr. and Miss Griffiths -some Christmas
music on an English Concertina.
The Hawaiian Melody Makers in selected

numbers.
Contralto solo:

"Sleepy Hollow Tune" (Kountz).
Miss Laura Loch.

Miss Jean McDougall.
Pianoforte solo: "Rondo BriManta" (Weber).

Miss Dufete Sampson.
Soprano solo: Selected.

Mrs. H. Huyahe.
Between 9.30 p.m. and 10 p.m. there will
be Jazz music only.

10 p.m. -FROM THE STUDIO:
"The Daily Mail" news.
Weather Neves.

FOREIGN BROADCASTERS

JOCK -Nagoya Radio Broadcasting Co.,
Nagoya, J A PA N 360 metres. 100U
watts. tAnnouncement in English
and Japanese).

JOBK-Osaka Central Broadcasting Co.,
Osaka, JAPAN : 3s5 metres, 1000
watts. (Announcement in English
and Japanese.)

JOAK-Tokyo Broadcasting Cn., Tokyo,
JAPAN, 371 metres, 1000 watts.
(Announcement In English and

Japanese.)
JFC-Batasiasche Radio Vereeninging,

BATAVIA, 220 metre., 40 watts.
SZR.11-Manila, PHILIPPINE IS-

LANDS: 4I3 metres, 1000 watts.
(Announcement in English and

KGU-"Ilenolulo Advertiser." Honolulu.
HAWAII, 270 meters, 300 watts.

EGO -Oakland, CALIFORNIA: 261.2
metres, 5000 watts.

KFI-Los Angeles. CALIFORNIA, 467
metres, 3000 watts.

KOA-Denver, COLORADO: 322.4
metres, 3040 wtui.

5CL, ADELAIDE
Central Broadcasters, Ltd.

Wave Length, 395 Metres.

Friday.

MIDDAY SESSION.

12 noon.--G.P.O. chimes.
12.1 p.m. -General information and "Adver-

tiser" news service.
12.30 p.m, -Musical numbers from the studio.
12.50 p -m -S. C. Ward and Co.'s Stock Ex-

change Intelligence.
12.67 p.m. -Meteorological information.
1.1 p.m. -Entertainment for sick children.
1.30 p.m. -Musical numbers from the studio.
1.57 p.m. -Meteorological information
2 p.m. -Chimes and close down.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

3 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes.
3.1 p.m. -Orchestral selections from the Maple

Leaf Cafe.
8.80 p.m. -Orchestral selections from Foy and

Gibson 's Showrooms.
4,30 p.m. -Orchestral selections from Arcadia

Cafe.
4.67 p.m. -S. C. Ward and Co.'s Stock Ex-

change Intelligence.
5 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes and close down.

EVENING SESSION.

6 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes.
6.1 p.m -Dinner Music by the Covent Garden

Orchestra.
6.30 p.m. -Children's time.
6.65 p.m.-Bsinjo solo. Hedley Smith,
7 p.m. -Song, Mary Rainbow.
7.5 p.m. -Pianoforte solo, Medley Smith.
7.10 p.m. -Quartette by the Kiddytime Quar-

tette Party.
8.18 p.m. -Banjo solo, Hedley Smith.
7.20 p.m. S. C. Ward and Co.'s Stock Ex-

change Intelligence. Market reports by A.
W. Sandford and Co.. A. E. Hall and Co.,
Dalgety and Co., S. A. Farmers Co-operative
Union, Taylor Bros. Retail Grocers' Associa-
tion, J. FL Young's special report on the
Tomato Market.

7.30 p.m. -Extracts from "News Bulletin" sup-
plied by Commonwealth Minister of Markets
and Migration.

7.48 p.m. -"Willow" will talk on Criciret.
p.m.-C.P.O. chimes.

8.1 p.m. -.Orchestral selections by Malcolm
Reid's Orchestra relayed from Warehouse.

$.20 p.m. -Soprano solo. Linda Wald.
8.26 p.m. -Orchestral weketion by Malcolm

Reid's Orchestra.
8.40 p.m. -Soprano cold. Linda Wald.
8.45 p.m. -Orchestral ielecti.i.ts by Ma -trim

Reid's Orchestra.
9 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes.
9.1 p.m. -Meteorological Information.
9.3 p.m-Dalgety's Wheat report.
9.5 p.m. -Baas solo: Harold Durdin.
9.9 p.m. -Banjo solo and Violin solo:

Percy Gardner.
9.17 p.m. -Comedy: Will Runge.
9.26 p.m. -Bass solo: Harold Durdin,
9.80 p.m. -Mr. D. L. Laurie (Poultry Ex-

pert): Talk on "Summer Hatching."
9.46 p.m. -Mandolin Solo: Percy Gardner.
9.48 p.m. -Comedy: Will Range.
9.57 p.m. -Baritone solo: Harold Durdin.
10 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes.
lot p.m. -"Advertiser' General News Service.
10.16 p.m. -Baritone solo: Harold Tidernan.
10.18 p.m. -Violin solo and Banjo solo:

Percy Gardner.
10.26 p.m. -Baritone solo: Harold Tidenian.
10.30 p.m. -Relay from the bfamon De Ihinse.

Glenele Dance selections.
10.66 p.m. -Saturday's programme end Meteo-

rologind information.
11 p.m.-G.P.O. Chimes and National Anthem
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6WF, PERTH
Westralian Farmer's.

Wave Length, 1250 Metres.
Friday.

12.90 p.m. -Tune in.
12.85 p.m. -Markets, News. and Cables.
1 p.m.--Tirne signal from Perth Observatory.
1.1 p.m. -Weather notes supplied by the

Meteorological Bureau of Weotern Australia.
1.2 p.m. Studio Quintette:
2 pan. --Close down.
3.30 p.m. --Tune in.
3.95 p.m. -Organ music relayed from the

Grand Theatre Murray Street.
Vocal interludes from the Studio.

4.30 p.m. -Close down.

EVENING SES
6.45 p.m. -Tune in.
6.60 p.m. Musical evening

Uncles Henry and Duffy.
7.20 p.m --Stock. Markets.
7.45 p.m. --Racing talk by

of "Truth" Newspaper C
8 p.m. --Time signal from
El p.m. -Weather notes

Meteorological Bureau of
Station announcements.
to programmes, etc.

SION.

for the Kiddie) by

News.
the Sporting editor
o.

l'erth Observatory.
supplied by the
Western Austral a.

such as alterations

POPULAR NICHT.
8.3 p.m. -Musical programme, from the studio.

including vocal and instrumental artistes:
8.50 p.m. Talk: "Surf Work and Life

Saving" by Mr. C. Bader. President City of
Perth Surf Club.
Orchestral Music. played by the Grand
Symphony Orchestra. conducted by Mr. Val.
Smith. relayed from the Grand Thee me,
Murray -t treet.

10 p.m. -Late news items by courtesy of "The
Daily News" Newspaper Co.
Ships within Range announcement.
Weather report and fi recast.

0.30 p.m. Clete down.
104.5 METRE TRANSMISSION.

Simultaneous broadcast on 104.5 metres of
Programme given on 1260 Melees. com-
mencing at 6.45 p.m,

7ZL, HOBART
Tasmanian Broadcasters, Ltd.

Wave Length, 516 Metres.
Friday

MORNING SESSION.
11 a.m. to 12 noon.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
3 p.m.--G.P.O. Clock chimes the hour.
3.1 p.m. -Tune in selection.
3.5 p.m. Hobart Stock Exchange Quotations.

Weather information.
Items of interest; announcements.

3.11 p.m.-Seleetione by 7%1. Studio Trio:
March: "National Game" (Sousa).
"Gondola d'Amore" (Candiolo).
Selection: "Quaker Girl" (Monetorl.
Violin ado: Selected. (Mr. E. J. McCann).
"Hungarian Episode" (Benc):),
Piano sole: Selected. (Mr. A. Roberta).
"Dream., of Yesterday" (Humphries).

(.15 p.m.-- Edocational Talk.
4.30 F.m.-Close down.

EARLY EVENING SF.SSION.
5.30 p.m. -Children's Corner with the "Radio

Lady."
7.16 p.m. -Young Folks gardening chat by Mr.

George Nation.
NIGHT. SF'S-SION.

7.30 p.m. -Fruit Poultry and produce rep,
through the courtesy of Roberts and Co.
Hobart.

7.35 p.m.-Ceardening talk by Mr. George
Nation -Glen Nurseries Cascades.

7.50 p.m.--Meeeury- .pedal Taaronninn news
service. Railway auctioa produce woes.
Weather forecasts. Hobart Stock Exchange
Quotations.
p.m.--G.P,O. Clock chimes.

8.1 p.m. -Selections by I'LL Studto Trio.
"Minuet Beau Rroremel" (Young).
"Caprice Re2e Dunsoir" (Brice).
"Gavotte Premiere Tendresse" (Mouton).
Clarinet Solo: Selected. (Mr. A. Caddie.).
"Romance. A tale of Two Hearts" (Roberts)
Songs of Carrie Jacobs -Bond:
"Berceuse" "Rose Blushed" (Drill).
Pianoforte solo: Selected. (Mr. A. Roberts).
"An Odd number" (Davis).
Intermezzo: "Spirit of Youth" (Dehlqu)at).
"Two Taigani Dances" (Jacobs Bend).
Intersperved with items from the following:
Mu., Mona McGuffie (soprano).
Mils Dulcie Tate. (elocutionist).
Mix Ruby Piesse (pianist).
Mies Norah Frem-y (soprano).
Mr. George Hook (comedian).
Mr. Harry Bates (tenor).
Mr. Vincent Webb (comedian).

9_3n p.m. - Chat en Cricket by "Mid-off."
9.40 p.m. British Oftleial Wireless News.
9.50 "Mercury" special Interstate news

service.
Ships within wireless range.
Tasmanian District Weather reports.
Weather forecasts.
Travellers week -end information.
National Anthem.

Saturday, Dec. 42
2FC, SYDNEY.

EARLY MORNING SESSION.
7 a.m. to S a.m.

MORNING SESSION.
10 a.m. to 11.30 ram.

MIDI/AY SESSION.
12 noon. --"Big Ben" and announcements.
12.2 p.m. --Stock Exchante, first call.
12.3 p.m. -Studio music.
12.20 p.m. "Sydney Morning Herald" news

nervier.
12.32 p.m. -Rugby wireless news
12.35 p.m. -Studio mimic.

NOTE: From 11.30 a.m. results and de-
scriptions of the Cricket Match. New South
Wales venue Tasmania," direct from the
Sydney Cricket Ground.

Short Wave Broadcasters
Schedules and Wavelength. Sohiect

to ('lance.
2NM. Gerald Marcum), Caterharn.

England, 23 and 33 metres (13.B.C
Programmes).

PCIJ, Philips' F.iperimental Station,
Eidenhoven, Holland, 30.2 metres
(B.B.C. Prosearnmen).

2XAF, General Electric Co., Schen-
ectady, New York State, U.S.A..
32.77 metres (W.G.Y. Programmes).

IXA(i, General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, New York State. 14, 24 and 62
metres (W.G,Y. Programmee).

KDKA. WeetInghouse Electric Ca,
Pittsburgh. Preen., U.S.A., 63.3, 14
and 42 metres.

WI.W. Creeley Radio Corporation, Cin-
cinnati. Ohio. U.S.A.. 62 metres

2XAL. "Radio Nevelt." New York City.
U.S.A.. 30.91 metres i W RN Y Pro -
grummet).

JR. Johann...Jerre Breadrentine Coen.
pony, South Africa, .0 and 23
metres,

53W, Marconi Company. Chelmsford,
Englund, 24 metres,

REN, Moscow, U.S.S.R., 29 metres.

1 p.m. --"Big Ben."
Weather intelligence.

1.3 p.m. -"Evening News"
vice.

1.20 p.m. -Studio music.

midday news see

AFTERNOON SESSION.
NOTE: During the afternoon description*
and results of the A.J.C. Meeting at Rand -
wick will he given by the 2FG Racing Com-
missioner.
Intervale of Racing and Cricket will be filled
with musical items as follows:
From the Crystal Palace Theatre, George

Street. Sydney:
Orchestral music.

From the Studio:
Cliff Arnold. novelty pianist.
Syil Miintigue, ukulele numbers.

4.30 p.m. Complete resume of the dare)
Sporting Events.

5 p.m. --"Big Ben." Clone down.

EARLY EVENING SESSION.
5.40 p m. -The chime,, of 21-'(:.
6.15 p.m. -The "Hello Man" talks to the chil-

dren.
6.30 p.m. --Story time for the young folk.
6.10 p.m. -Studio music.

p.m. -"Big Ben." Weather intelligence,
7.8 p.m. -Late sporting news.
7.15 p.m. -"Evening Newe" late news service.
..25 p.m. -Studio music.

NIGHT SESSION,
7.33 p.m. -Programme announcements.
7.35 p.m.-Liooel Lunt., English baritone.
7.45 p.m. -"Let's go around the World," a talk

by the Rev, F. FL Reward. The third of
the series.

7.59 p.m.-Announeernent.
b p.m. -"Big Ben."

From St, Andrew's Cathedrel, by arrange-
ment with the Very Rev, Dean Talbot:
Christmas Carols by Si, Andrew's Cathe-
dral Choir,

8.30 p.m.- From the Studio:
Mr. Scott Alexander will present for the
first time in the history of Radio a real
old-fashioned Christmas Pantomime, speci-
ally written for 2FC by Ceirington Ball.
entitled

"CINDERELLA."
Act I:

Scene 1. Thus flaunted Corridor.
Scene 2. The Fairy Glen -where Cindereil

meets the Prince, and helps the old witch
to gather sticks.

Scene 3. The had Aaron's library.
Scene 4. The Kitchen. Invite, for the ball.

Cinderella and the page left at home the
Fairy's arrival. Cinderella becomes
Royal Prineeie and goes to the bail.

9.10 p.m. -SCROOGE:
A Christmas Carl

by
Charles Meknes,

especially for broadcasting by
Maurice Dudley.
CHARACTERS,

Ebenezer Scrooge MAURICE DUDLEY
Bob Cratchitt (his Clerk).

EDWIN J. LEWIS
nephew),

ALAN BELL

adapted

Fred Wayland (his

Mr. Worthington
Mr. Middlemark H. M. HILL
GHOST OF JACOB MARLEY.

J. HOWLETT ROSS
The Cratchitt children.
Martha KATE CUTLER
BeIla MYRA MATHESON
Peter SYD DALE
Tiny Tim PAT McLEAN
The Boy Schools's, PAT McLEAN
Fanny thin sister) AIISA CAVAN
Scrooge's Sweetheart MRS. DUDLEY
Mrs. Cratchitt MRS. DUDLEY

Produced by Menefee DudleY,
Incidental Mouth al -termed by Wm. G.

James.
9.47 p.m.- -BERNARD THOMAS, tenor:

"If With All Your Hearts" (Cooper).
"Cult). AnImam" (Re ssinil.

Perfect Reception Every Day Possible with Philco.
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AIRZONE
REINARTZ COIL

A Coil to suit everybody's means
Made from the best of materials by

AIRZONE LIMITED

This unit is wound with silk enamel
wire on a bakelite former. All term-
inals arc engraved with designating

letters.

Obtainable from all Dealers.

Price, 15/-
A Circuit Diagram With Every Coil.

Sales Agents to the Trade-

Manufacturers' Products Pty. Ltd.,
(H. J. HAP0000.)

Challis House, 4 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY.

'Phone: BW 1328.

WANTED.
Young Man' capable of handling sales
(to trade) of seta. parts and accesso-
ries, Preference to one who can -do
small repairs if necessary. Apply.
stating experience and salary required.
to "Radio Wholesale." c/o "Wireless
Weekly" office.

GENERATORS NEW.
Imported for starting sets for Ford
Motor Cato. .C3/-/- each. Hone been
used for making miniature Motor
Cars. etc.

LARKE, HOSKINS, LTD.,
177 WILLIAM STREET. SYDNEY.

TRANSFORMERS
Built up to a specification and wound,
lamination iron cut to any size from
stock. Prices and estimates on appli-
cation.
O'DONNELL. GRIFFIN & CO.. LTD..

53 Drnitt Street, SYDNEY.
'Phones: C 4545 and 4516.

Registered Trade Mark.

Published by Arthur William Watt, of
"Folkestone" Lavender Street, Lavender Bay,
for the Proprietors, Wireless Newsp: /era
Limited, 51 Castlereagh Street, Sydney: and
printed by Merchant & Co., Ltd., 84a Coulburn
Street, Sydney.

The Editor will be glad to consider Tech-
nical and Topical Articles of inte$eat to

Australian Readers. All Manuscripts nd
illustrations are sent at the author's risk, and
although the greatest care sill be taken to
return unsuitable matter (If accompanied by
stamps), the Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for its sale .returo.

Subscription rates.-Twelve months (52
Issues). 13/- post free. Six months, (26
issues). 6/6 post free. Single copies 3d.
each, or post free. 4d. Subscriptions should
be addressed to Wireless Newspapers Ltd..
61 Castlereagh Street. Sydney.

Advertising :-Our advertising representa-
tive keeps in close touch with advertisers.
and he is ready at all times to supply infor-
mation concerning advertising.

Agents in Great Britain:-The Colonial
Technical Prom Ltd., Dudley Rouse, South-
acpton Street Strand. W.C.2.

'-iCireless Weekly" is fully protected by
conyrie.ht, and nothing that appears in It
may be reprinted, wholly or in part, without
special permission. The use of our articles
or quotations from them for any purpose
whatsoever is never permitted without our
written authority.
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IN 1985 A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
To gain a beautiful and valuable
momento of radio's "Golden Era".

EXCITING VINTAGE RADIO =SETS!
FULLY WORKING RECEIVERS WITH ALL
THE POLISHED WOOD, BAKELITE AND
BRASS APPEAL OF THE PIONEERING
DAYS OF "WIRELESS".
THE SETS ARE A PLEASURE TO BUILD &
USE AND ALSO MAKE SUPERB DISPLAY
ITEMS.

UNIDYNE j one valve

Our original and most popular kit. Over 200 have now been
built by enthusiasts around the world. It has been praised
both for its appearance and performance. Powered by easy to
get batteries. Remaining stocks of the early valve and other
parts used in this kit, make it definitely a LIMITED EDITION.

KIT $85.00
FULLY BUILT $135.00

ALL PARIS AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS

The kitaets come with fully finished Bakelite panels and
woodwork. You need only to follow the easy assembly and
wiring instructions to complete your kit. Fully built sets
are tested and ready to operate.

HEADPHONES - these are required for each
kit. If you do not have your own we have
available eatly-type 'phones which complement

the vintage designs perfectly.

STC 3400 II
SENSITIVE AND
RUGGED $14.95.

nnso et. put

Aci. eaur4

°), ciTits,4, ear e000 Ao

ALL PARTS AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS

KIT $89.50
FULLY BUILT $99.00

For aerial kit and headphones.
see below.

BROWNS 4000 IS
SUPERSENSITIVE $17.50

Ideal for CrystaL Sets.

P.S.A.1
A & B SUPPLY WITH
AUDIO AMP & SPEAKER
$39.50
(includes 9V -AC plugpak)

Built to 1920's Navy circuits.
The ultimate in crystal
set performance. (One
constructor has reported
reception over 1500km with
this set.) Original type
"SPIDERWEB" coils, brass
stud switch. Bakelite panel
and high quality wooden

base.

the ikrittart; 2

Tune into the world with this two valve all -wave set.
Using the famous REINARTZ circuit (Introduced in
1922) and featuring plug-in "spiderweb" coils (3 in the
kit) and genuine early valves. Also a Limited Edition.
May be powered by a battery pack or the power supply

(P.S.A.1) shown below.
KIT $89.50

FULLY BUILT $145.00

ALL PARTS AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS

PERSPEX DISPLAY COVERS
These are available as an easily

assembled kit and give the sets a real
"Museum Piece" appearance as well

as protecting them from dust.

Ku $19.50

AININIEML

Tho Unidyne shown with cover

VINTAGE COMPONENTS

2 VOLT FIL TRIODES

VR 22
(220 PA)
$10.00

SOCKETS - $2.00 ea. 210.LF
$12.00

COIL KIT - -

3x plug In SPIDERWEB coils
Enamel and DCC wire pack
and data - $14.50.

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THE GROWING "VINTAGE
RADIO" HOBBY AND BUILD UP THE SETS AND CIRCUITS OF THE PAST.

HL2k
$10.00

VARIOUS VALVES

$5

SPECIAL!
One each of these 4 1.1

with sockets. data.
and circuits $19.50.

3S4
$3

me
$7

p

TAPPED
SPIDERWEB

COIL KIT
Incl. wire and
instructions

$10.00

SPIDERWEB VARIOMETER
Kit incl. wire and instructions
$17.50

KIT $22.50
(Batts not included)

Output 45V,
90V and 3V.

VINTAGE BATTERY HOLDER BA 90/3
Takes standard 9V and 1.5V Batteries

int MG U

AERIAL KIT 200ft. HEAVY DUTY $15.00.
With 3 Porcelain Egg Insulators
binding wire and instructions.

ALSO CRYSTAL DETECTORS, DIODES, TUNING CAPACITORS, RHEOSTATS, POTS,
LOW IMPEDANCE 'PHONES, KNOBS, TERMINALS, SOCKETS, IN FACT, ALMOST EVERYTHING

YOU MAY NEED TO RECREATE THAT OLD-TIME CIRCUIT
SEND DOCUMENT SIZE S.A.E.

FOR CATALOGUE
P & P - KITS = $7.00

- PARTS = $5.00TECHITMC rq A
338 KATOOMBA ST. TEL. (047) 82 3418
KATOOMBA
N.S.W. 2700
AUSTRALIA

ELECTRONICS
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Smart electronic
components for

your next challenge

Maybe you're not preparing Australia III for
the next cup challenge, but if you're an Australian
manufacturer you are well aware of the international
competition that you face. Their strategy and
techniques to drive you out of the race will be very
crafty indeed.

Perhaps you're wondering. "What could electronics
really do for my product?" Up to this point. you've got
by very nicely with conventional solutions. But just
for a moment, think about the benefits you could offer
your customers. If you build a unique product that
has intelligence and is better suited to your market
requirements. your product could stand head and
shoulders above the rest.

Now, if you have considered electronic solutions
before, but your production manager and technical
advisors have said it's just not feasible to pay for the
development of specialist electronics, then things
have changed.

PHILIPS

phi

U...COATIR

Our catalogue of 200,000 products. In conjunction
with our local design laboratories, offer options
and solutions to Australian manufacturers. We offer
"hybrid technology" using discreet chip components
with, standard or custom designed, integrated circuits.
A specialist design group and factory right here in
Australia can quickly give you a unique customised
electronics package. Something very difficult for your
competitors to copy.

Take the lead. Don't wait for your competitors to
make a dash for the line, because you can win the
tactical battle and carry off the prize.

Philips Elcoma arc keen to join your crew.

Phone us in:
Sydney 439 3322 Melbourne 542 3333
Adelaide 243 0155 Perth 277 4299
Brisbane 44 0191

*Note ektyromio,imitAimal-

Electronic
Components &
Materials

PHILIPS
TAW P001.253


